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uality has often had an uneasy relationship to art. art aspires to 
beauty, sublimity, and eros, and surveys a shifting border of accept-
ability of sexual expression. Today, as through the twentieth century, sex 
in art can potentially degrade the form to mere pornography. yet sexual-
ity is close to the core of understanding ourselves and our social life, so 
omitting it from artistic discourse altogether is nowadays seen as prudish 
or repressive. This perception is the result of a twentieth-century historical 
trajectory when, in europe and north america, the modern novel became 
increasingly the site for creative exploration of sexual themes and references. 
To include sexuality became a mark of social progressiveness and artistic 
innovation, dual aims evident in modernist and postmodernist novels of 
leading innovators such as James Joyce, vladimir nabokov, luis Martín-
Santos, and viktor erofeev.
in fact, despite these authors’ and novels’ very different chronological, 
cultural, and political contexts, they all seek to make sexuality a central 
social issue, a key to understanding our weaknesses and inequalities. while 
sexuality in literature can offer eroticized aesthetic pleasure, it is also prob-
lematized critically by the inclusion of social considerations of the status of 
women, pornography, prostitution, marriage and interpersonal relationships, 
Preface
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reproduction and fertility, and of the status of men as purveyors, consumers, 
fantasists, and masters of sexuality. The contemplation of sexuality has the 
human subject reflect back on himself or herself, as is the case with the 
three male protagonists of the first three novels, and with irina, the female 
protagonist of the fourth novel. Thus narrative avenues of masculinity and 
femininity are explored, often revealing the modern human subject in deep 
conflict. Sexuality is also politicized in these novels because their national 
social settings (British colonial 1904 dublin in Ulysses; pre-wwii France 
and democratic 1944–1952 america in Lolita; 1949 Madrid and Spain 
under Franco in Tiempo de silencio; the Soviet Union of the late 1970s 
in Russkaia krasavitsa). we are prompted to reflect critically on the actual 
performance of the respective countries and their governments and social 
institutions.
Censoring sexuality is an artistic act. These novels’ treatment of sexuality 
emphasizes how language is regulated. To express the condition of sexual-
ity, these novels present it as something that needs to be both confronted 
and censored artistically—that is, judged, negated, elided, screened over, or 
transformed. Censoring is part of the writing process, creating choices that 
negotiate the degree of explicitness. Sexuality seems to contain knowledge, 
power, and freedom. yet these novels use it to reveal social problems and 
degradation of ethical values; thus, they suggest alternative ways of know-
ing, beyond dominant discourses and national master narratives. To achieve 
a critical investigation, raise questions, and solicit readerly judgment, the 
authors do not elevate the protagonists in their explorations of sexuality to 
heroic status, but rather, situate them, at best, in critical frameworks.
By selecting these four novels that all experienced some degree of 
censorship in their early publication years, i have aimed to gain a view of 
their differences and similarities in relation to their cultural and sociopo-
litical contexts as well as explore each novel’s project with sexuality. why 
include sexuality in a narrative? what kind of meaning and complications 
does sexuality add to characterization, plot, and themes?
The aim to censor or control sexuality in literature has similar motiva-
tions and origins across the decades and political and legal systems. if we 
agree with Michel Foucault that the twentieth century became a confes-
sional society, then we may propose that sexuality divulged in literature 
is offered for analysis and judgment, as well as for potential pleasure. The 
countries involved in these novels’ censorship—england, ireland, the Unit-
ed States, France, Spain, and (Soviet) russia—provide a twentieth-century 
sampling of different cultures’ and societies’ persistent, common need to 
censor the disseminated expression of sexuality in literature. This question 
of the need to censor is further complicated by the twentieth century’s 
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marked liberalization of the freedom to express sexuality in an increasingly 
diverse range of media.1
in the context of the twentieth-century novel in europe and north 
america, i suggest that there are two basic artistic approaches to the treat-
ment of sex in fiction. These two approaches share an interest in sexuality 
as both a source for critical social commentary and an artistic innovation. 
however, their paths diverge in terms of how that commentary and inno-
vation should be carried out. The four novels chosen for this study share 
the first approach, which includes irony, intertextuality, self-reflectiveness, 
and suggestion. Meanwhile, the second approach finds examples in the 
novels by d. h. lawrence and henry Miller. novels of this latter group 
tend toward a remarkable expressive explicitness in portraying sexuality 
and a strong sense of didacticism or militancy; they also tend to avoid 
intertextuality, allusion, substitution, irony, and other modes of complicat-
ing or diversifying interpretation. at times, the didactic tone or message 
counterbalances to some degree the explicitness.2
in the four novels of this study, sexual portrayals can be seen in the 
following ways: (1) as artistic negotiations with ethical values vis-à-vis 
sexuality and the censorial forces of both the human subject and society; 
(2) as representations of, or references to, what cannot or should not be 
known (das Ding) (thus these particular novels do not strive toward full 
explicitness; they employ a good deal of allusion and substitution, avoid 
didacticism, use intertextuality and irony as subterfuges and enrichment of 
the discourse); (3) as attempts to create contemporary narratives of ethics 
for the individual (his negotiation between the good and the pleasurable) 
by integrating sexuality into a value system to be judged; (4) as problematic 
scenarios in which man questions his relations with women (especially 
prostitution, pornography, marriage and other relationships, reproduction) 
and his set of values for them (e.g., fantasy, beauty, sublimity, disease, death, 
seduction, creation).
1. For studies on the liberalization of censorship laws (and the problems with these), see 
Beardsmore; Burt, introduction, The Administration of Aesthetics; Butler; Califa; Censorship and 
Freedom of Expression; Censorship and Obscenity; The Censorship of Books; Communications Control; 
Craig, Banned Books and Suppressed Books; daily; day; de grazia; dollimore; ernst; gaskins; geller; 
goodrich, Languages of Law; Jonathon green; leslie green; harrison; Jansen; langton; lewis; 
Mackinnon; Mckee; Miller; Pornography and Censorship; Post; Press and Speech Freedoms in the World; 
randall; robbins; robins; Schauer; Tribe; Versions of Censorship. 
2. For critical and historical perspectives on lawrence in particular, see goodheart, “Censor-
ship and Self-Censorship” and Desire and Its Discontents; grant; h. Montgomery hyde. For com-
mentary on Miller, see Bécourt; La censure en France; Pauvert. Couturier’s Roman et censure and de 
grazia discuss both authors. de grazia offers a survey of twentieth-century american censorship 
of literature, and thus discusses a wide range of authors, legal problems, and changes in laws affect-
ing publishing.
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Thus, these novels do not provide clear-cut moral premises or resolu-
tions, but rather offer possibilities of complicated interpretation which 
would require the reader to take on a provisional judgmental role. The read-
er’s role is challenged by the novels’ features relating to sexuality because 
such passages are designed to delight, shock, disgust, enlighten, offend, and 
intrigue (and thus can complicate interpretation or judgment).
My inquiry is informed, in part, by roland Barthes’s and Pierre 
Bourdieu’s recognition of the potential power of censorship in our dis-
course, literary and otherwise. Barthes observes that French literary history 
can be constituted by a counterhistory of censorship. he catalogues four 
basics “acts” of censorship: the censorship of social class; of sexuality; of the 
concept of literature; of language (“reflections,” 73). he reveals an under-
side of literature, the unwritten history of the conditions that determine 
the literary text. Barthes’s determining “acts” of censorship can be related to 
Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of censorship as an imposition of form. Bourdieu 
maintains that censorship imposes form on all our communications:
This structural censorship is exercised through the medium of sanctions of the 
field, functioning as a market on which the prices of different kinds of expres-
sion are formed; it is imposed on all producers of symbolic goods, including the 
authorized spokesperson, [ . . . ] and it condemns the occupants of dominated 
positions either to silence or to shocking outspokenness. (138)
Censorship connects the individual artist (and reader) to institution. The 
institution’s discourse insists on being recognized in some way. The point 
is that one makes a basic disavowal, conscious or unconscious, in order to 
“accept” the importance, relevance, or power of the institution: “i know 
that it is just an arbitrary construction but even so i will go through the 
motions of its discursive practice. . . .” Bourdieu explains that the ability to 
impose form can be found in both society and the individual; censorship 
should not be seen as limited to one particular linguistic, legal, or political 
mode, although these are significant areas of its manifestations.
in my study, thematic censoring practices belong not only to a variety 
of institutions (e.g., in Tiempo de silencio, these include the Catholic Church, 
medicine, and  Franco’s regime) but also to various groups and individuals, 
especially the protagonists and supporting characters. The censoring prac-
tices are played out in dialogues, narration, plot developments, characteriza-
tions, metaphor, and other poetic devices.
The treatment of sexuality in these novels has often suggested to read-
ers that there is a way to achieve a certain truth or liberation through 
revealing sexual knowledge. Through censorship trials and difficulties with 
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publishing certain works, causes célèbres were produced. The reader reception 
of such celebrated works has involved an expectation of heroic and rebel-
lious revelation. in such novels, the sexual can acquire the cachet of some 
kind of progressive respectability or aesthetic superiority versus a sanitized, 
innocent, or austere art as supported by puritans and moralist censors.
My study partly responds to Foucault’s suggestions that our supposedly 
“open” society has its own repressive practices; that the manipulation of 
sexuality in discourse is a method of control, and not one of liberation. 
in the twentieth century, sexuality has entered public discourses to an 
unprecedented degree—be they medical, psychoanalytic, legal, philosophi-
cal, political, aesthetic, or religious. Sexuality’s ample commoditization has 
become commonplace in the world market. By contrast, in the narrative 
worlds of these novels, sexuality is integrated into the thematic and aesthetic 
signifying structures, while in the corresponding contemporary actuality 
of those novels’ settings (be it 1904 dublin, 1940s and 1950s america, 
1949 Madrid, or 1980 Moscow) sexuality was kept marginalized, silenced, 
or screened in discourses and public communications. in these societies, 
sexuality, if it actually was named, was subversive and it had the potential 
to signify pleasure, transgression, danger, and lawlessness.
Foucault’s theory of the confessional society relies on tenets of psycho-
analysis. yet he also criticizes its supposedly altruistic therapeutic aim which 
belies an alliance of power. For example, he sees the endless reworking of 
the “transcultural theory of the incest taboo” as a way of governing sexu-
ality; and he consequently views this “deployment” of sexuality as one of 
power or alliance (The History of Sexuality: An Introduction, 109–10). he 
overlooks, however, Freud’s and lacan’s repeated criticism of altruism.
Foucault’s pessimistic view of power and alliances should be balanced 
by the observation that we as human subjects seek to have signifying 
structures to make our lives livable. if we did not have an incest taboo or 
other features of the Symbolic that provide differentiation (language, law, 
etc.), how would we have any way of creating signification?3 Meaning and 
value are determined through exchange, negotiation, commonly shared 
usage, disavowals, and also through transgression or abuse. in wolfgang iser’s 
terms, a message cannot be communicated unless the sender and receiver 
share or understand linguistic and cultural codes. in turn, these verbal and 
interpersonal exchanges necessarily involve issues of power and alliances.
in this book, it is understood that communication involving sexuality 
also involves power relations. The novels explored do not posit sexuality 
3. My position is grounded, in part, in Freud’s “Civilization and its discontents,” “Three essays 
on Sexuality,” The Interpretation of Dreams, and Beyond the Pleasure Principle.
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as some innocent eden for revelry, but rather as a complicated field of 
potential pleasure (especially pertaining to men) that also can encroach 
dangerously, even fatally, on others (especially women). The iserian implied 
readers of Joyce, nabokov, Martín-Santos, and erofeev are thus not only 
called upon to engage in the decoding of the complex messages of the 
aesthetic texts but also to weigh or judge the power relations described in 
the novels’ forays into sexuality.
while we may be concerned by the application of publication censor-
ship and by the potential threat of diminishing our freedom of expression, 
we should recall that censorship and censoring emphasize important values 
in civilization. as part of the law, it functions to regulate and determine 
acceptable standards for the social group at stake.4 it also confirms our need 
to have language maintain its signifying value.
if language did not mean anything, there would be no need or desire to 
communicate and likewise no need to censor. The combative element of 
censorship, while admittedly at times unbearably and unnecessarily brutal 
or didactic in certain societies, is essential to the (re)creation of signification, 
the exchange of value, and, in particular, the erotically charged conflicts 
inherent in human sexuality.
The power struggle in censorship is between the law and subject. while 
art tries to achieve something more than pure mimesis of life (which in any 
event would be impossible to achieve), the law is concerned that glamor-
ous, beautiful, or desirable sexual transgression will inspire readers to change 
their values and to imitate that art (and perhaps not serve the social good). 
if lawlessness and sexual transgression are assigned an aesthetic component, 
then the right of the law has been challenged, and formally agreed-upon 
(or presupposed) social values have been questioned.
we could consider a pivotal modern novel’s collision with censorship. 
The Madame Bovary trial (1857) exemplified the state’s fear that other 
women readers might copy the protagonist’s sexual transgressions and 
suicide. ironically, Flaubert had been inspired by some real-life stories of 
adultery and bankruptcy in the newspapers. Further, his novel appeared 
4. i use the lacanian terms the Symbolic, imaginary, real, and law here and throughout my 
discussion. For lacan, our existence is divided into three orders or registers. The Symbolic repre-
sents language and all our civilization practices and relationships within the codified system. The 
Symbolic is the determining order of the subject. The imaginary is the subject’s psychic perception 
(conscious and unconscious) of relations, experiences, and phenomena; the real is actual reality 
which, although tangible, can never be directly known (i.e., outside the Symbolic and imaginary; 
it is the residue or foreclosed element). The law refers to laws written and unwritten that regulate 
our social and civil relations. The law both signifies the Symbolic Father and is authored by him. 
See lacan’s Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis and ragland-Sullivan’s excellent exploration of 
these terms.
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shortly after a string of French novels highlighting adultery had been pub-
lished. Madame Bovary could thus provide a critical reflection on this special 
genre. Meanwhile, within his text, Flaubert shows us a young woman who 
is partly motivated to commit adultery after reading too many romantic 
novels. Thus he complicated issues of influences and authorial intent.5
like the authors of this study, Flaubert challenged the law with his artis-
tic inclusion of sexuality. as the novels in this study demonstrate, sexuality 
challenges not only the law, but also us in our relation to the law, our 
social institutions, our appreciation of art, and our ethics.
5. The state’s censorial reaction to the potential power of the word was perhaps not as unrea-
sonable as we might think it today when we remember that half a century earlier in europe there 
had been many actual emulators of the fictional young werther: the obsessive wearing of a blue 
coat and yellow vest as well as the act of suicide.
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book explores four novels written under historical censor-
ship conditions in their respective places of composition 
and publication: great Britain, ireland, France, the United States, Spain, 
and Soviet russia. Owing to their controversially artistic treatment of 
sexuality, James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), vladimir nabokov’s Lolita (1955), 
luis Martín-Santos’s Tiempo de silencio (1961; Time of Silence), and viktor 
erofeev’s Russkaia krasavitsa (1990; Russian Beauty) became landmark cases 
of historical censorship.1 each novel, in its early publication history, was the 
object of court trials, bannings, rejection by publishers, and prepublication 
censors’ cuts. The conservative sensibility and criteria for these forms of 
censorship were remarkably similar, despite differences in time, region, and 
obvious cultural and political features. The United States and great Britain 
of the 1920s through 1960s did not essentially differ in their resistance to 
1. while i have consulted a variety of editions of these novels, i use the following editions for 
direct quotations. For Ulysses, i cite the gabler edition; Jeri Johnson’s edition of the 1922 text is 
helpful for some notes to the text. For Lolita discussions, i make use of appel’s The Annotated Lolita 
(which keeps the pagination of many vintage editions). For Tiempo de silencio, i use the definitive 
edition of 1980, supplemented by comparisons with other editions. See the introductory note in 
chapter 4 for more details. For Russkaia krasavitsa, i quote from the uncensored russian version of 
1994; i have compared the censored edition (1990) and subsequent uncensored russian editions 
of the novel. andrew reynolds’s english translation, Russian Beauty (1992), is generally satisfac-
tory for direct quotations (although i have occasionally pointed out some nuances in the russian 
original for non-russian readers).

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publishing certain sexual expressions from the censors of the Soviet Union 
(1917–1990) and Franco’s Spain (1939–1975).
Censorship signifies on textual and extratextual levels, in literature and 
life, and no civilization is without some taboos that help to set param-
eters and transform human life and creative production. Twentieth-century 
novelists in europe and america sought to make the sexual subject critical 
in literature by integrating motifs and stratagems of censoring. This book 
investigates how censorship themes and techniques have shaped the mean-
ing of the sexuality in the twentieth-century novel, thus requiring the 
reader’s critical judgment. This invocation complicates possible explicit 
claims to truth. Censoring acts as a creative form of writing that both 
veils the sexual subject and implicates themes of judgment, condemnation, 
and negation.
in the selected novels for this study, the reader’s role as judge (through 
interpretative activity) implicitly confirms a commonly felt but often tacit 
need (or desire) to evaluate sexuality, especially our ethical involvement in 
it. with modernism’s and postmodernism’s foregrounding of textual self-
consciousness, literary sexuality has posed a puzzle.
i have selected these four novels because they were considered particu-
larly provocative in their day for their representation of sexuality. i wanted 
to determine how they integrated sexuality in the novel and which sexual 
features prompted censors to respond. as we shall see, the novelists integrated 
actual motifs of censoring in their deployment of sexuality so that censor-
ing became paradoxically a productive, generative set of practices. in terms 
of thematic integration of sexuality, the writers tend to embed it in the 
modernist domains of the mind—such as fantasy—and the modernist and 
postmodernist registers of the existential—namely, judgment. These authors 
offer sexuality as fantasy at a price: it must be evaluated by powers of judg-
ment, thus pushing the boundaries of artistic expression of their time.
in this book, my special use of the term “censoring” intends to demar-
cate it from the connotations of historical pre- and postpublication censor-
ship and the psychoanalytic censorship. “Censoring” of course derives some 
signification and strategies from these censorships. But as a hybrid term, 
it particularly connotes the activity and artistic production of censorship 
in a literary text.
let us first then consider how forms of publication censorship origi-
nate in modern european languages and become a varied practice in our 
production and circulation of written discourse. i will then turn to the 
operations of psychic censorship, and finally the artistic censoring of sexu-
ality in literature, in order to set the parameters of the literary analysis of 
the four novels.
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1.	 Censorship:	etymology	And	
	 historiCAl	prACtiCes
“Censor”’s latin origins involve an essential duality that is never lost through 
the centuries. Censor and its adjuncts in most romance, germanic, and 
Slavic languages derive from the latin noun censor, from the verb censere, 
“to give as one’s opinion, recommend, assess” (Oxford English Dictionary). 
in the ancient roman republic, there were two official censors: one who 
kept the register or census of citizens and one who supervised manners and 
morals. in late antiquity, with the institutionalization of censorship, these 
two responsibilities became combined and were related to the powers of 
the church or state. with Pope innocent i (r. 401–17) and his list of for-
bidden books, books were submitted to postpublication censorship by the 
church, a formal process. a millennium later, the effort to exercise control 
over the written word became far more complicated, as a result of the 
invention of book printing in the west. as norman davies explains, after 
gutenberg’s invention around 1450 in Mainz, “presses spread quickly to 
Basle (1466), rome (1467), Pilzno in Bohemia (1468), Paris (1470), Buda 
(1473), Cracow (1474), westminster (1476), and Cetinje in Montenegro 
(1493). Printing reache d Moscow in 1555” (Europe, 445). we can see that 
in a mere hundred years the press became distributed through europe, 
simultaneously accompanied by practices of official censorship.
Printing developed at various rates and was controlled diversely in 
europe, and then, with european expansion, in the new world. despite 
the accelerated pace of new printing technology, the production of printed 
matter did not bypass regulated application of criteria designated by reli-
gious or political authority. To consider one example of real practice, we 
could take russia. it was one of the last countries in europe to acquire 
the press, and then its presses were extremely limited in number (no more 
than three) and under the tsars’ direct control. russia thus developed a 
deeply ingrained tradition of rigorous censorship of literature from the 
press’s inception through to the period of 1905–1917, when censorship 
was briefly relaxed. Prior censorship resumed its hold through the entire 
Soviet period, with only some marked relaxation of practices in the final 
years of the regime under glasnost’ (1986–1991).
Overall, in each country, writing and censorship go hand in hand; one 
is not produced without the other. writing is conditioned by writers’ 
awareness of, and sensitivity to, contemporary and prior publication and 
censorship standards and criteria. The stricter the censorship conditions, 
the more attuned good writers need to be to subtle (and not so subtle) 
signs of what is permissible by judging contemporary publications, both 
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of books and periodicals, the latter providing a more immediate sense of 
political and moral criteria.
Censorship had an early symbiotic relationship with printing, arbitrating 
the growth and development of print culture. davies reminds us of how 
power worked both ways in this relationship:
The power of the printed word inevitably aroused the fears of the religious 
authorities. hence Mainz, the cradle of the press, also became the cradle of cen-
sorship. in 1485, the local ruler, the archbishop-elector, asked the city council 
of nearby Frankfurt-am-Main to examine books to be exhibited at the lenten 
Fair, and to help in the suppression of dangerous publications. (445)
These early european beginnings set up a continuous and condition-
ing relationship between censorship and subsequent writing practices over 
the ages. The legal offices of censorship have followed and adjusted to 
changing forms of state power and authority, as well as to the status of 
the writer. with the rise in constitutional monarchies, liberal democra-
cies, and modern market economies, writers moved away from patronage 
to self-employment. The advent of copyright laws further determined an 
individual and responsible role of the artist.
The slackening of censorship does not eliminate it. in a liberal democ-
racy, in general, the activity of censorship is widely dispersed through the 
law and society, whereas in repressive regimes it is usually concentrated as 
a designated office.
The development of institutionalized censorship practices in europe over 
the centuries varied according to factors of religion, government, economy, 
literate population, and cultural values and interests. The nineteenth century 
witnessed the steady and rapid growth of literacy and printed materials. 
with these, we note a paternalistic concern for the effects of these materials 
on a growing reading public, especially on women and children.2 govern-
ments, educators, collective groups, and private individuals contributed to 
this conservative, at times reactionary, regulating trend. By the late nine-
teenth century, copyright redefined the concept of authors as individuals 
owning a creative product. Copyright as a contract connotes responsibil-
2. This movement derives from state initiatives in legislation or law enforcement and from 
individuals who took a passionate interest in censorship. Perrin describes dr. Bowdler and his 
legacy. Sharing Bowdler’s concern for sanitary reading conditions for the people were the various 
self-appointed societies for the suppression of vice which emerged in great Britain and the United 
States during the nineteenth century. de grazia and others have researched the contributions to 
american censorship made by anthony Comstock. The anglo-american tradition particularly 
includes a citizen-based participation in control (which demonstrates the communal, social needs, 
and dynamics of censorship and the danger of simplifying criteria to one basic readership).
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ity and a degree of poetic license.3 in the emerging liberal democracies 
of western europe in the 1800s, prepublication censorship offices were 
replaced by various legislative measures to effect a postpublication censor-
ship of offensive materials.4 as a result, in such states, the Catholic Church’s 
index of prohibited books came to represent one opinion among many in 
terms of general censorship and publication practices.
generally, the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have witnessed fluctu-
ating censorship offensives depending on various arbitrary factors, such as 
whether a potentially offensive work had a large print run and distribution, 
its author was well known, or its text well written. in liberal democracies, 
the onus of the publishing decision fell usually upon the writer along with 
his editor or publisher (and at times on printers or book dealers). Using 
his discretion and knowledge of what was currently acceptable in society, 
an author decided on the text’s form and message. if the risk of prosecu-
tion seemed too great, he would probably revise or not publish, although 
the history of censorship shows that some significant writers have dared 
to overstep the contemporary demarcations of morality or decency. That 
kind of daring could have painful personal consequences, experienced by 
such different writers as gustave Flaubert, Thomas hardy, radclyffe hall, 
Mikhail Bulgakov, and Juan goytisolo, as well as the writers focused on 
in this study.
in the twentieth century, one can recognize two fundamental ways for 
a state or society to apply publication censorship to an author’s artistic 
expression. here Bourdieu’s concept of the “imposition of form” finds 
expression in law. First, in liberal democracies, censorship is applied through 
the judiciary system. a work must first be published and then, if it gives 
offense in some way, it may be suppressed through legal action or through 
the postal or customs office, public libraries, or schools. Twentieth-century 
liberal democracies have seen the laws and procedures that impose forms of 
censorship change dramatically toward a liberal ideal of freedom of expres-
sion. definitions of “obscene” and “immoral,” which have traditionally 
relied on some tautology and the assumption that the “obscene” corrupts 
youthful or easily influenced readers, have been replaced by measurement 
of standards according to contemporary trends and local community or 
zoning needs (e.g., regulated placement, number, and management of adult 
venues [bookshops, video stores, etc.] in a municipality).
Most liberal democracies have been obliged to reassess the balance 
between freedoms and rights of writing and reading at various junctures 
3. See Birrell; lyman ray Patterson.
4. See hudon; laCapra; levine; Joss Marsh, Word Crimes; née; Perrin; walsh; weeks, Sex, 
Politics, and Society.
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throughout the twentieth century. what has been a continuous trend is the 
fact that there has generally not been a prior censorship (or prepublication 
censorship) of literary works in most liberal democracies in the twentieth 
century.5 This trend reflects the democratic judiciary principles of being 
innocent until proven guilty and the need to show a burden of proof. in 
print culture and regulation, these legal tenets have contributed to a general 
liberal-democratic movement toward an ideal of “flexible legality.”6
By contrast, in dictatorial regimes, such as Franco’s Spain or the Soviet 
Union, preemptive censorship takes on hardened forms, offices, and bureau-
cratic and punitive procedures. Simply put, nondemocratic regimes assume 
a writer’s lack of innocence; the burden of proof lies in the manuscript 
which must be submitted for review and permission before publication.7 
Unlike the democratic ideal of flexible legality, the nondemocratic ideal 
would appear to be an immutable legality. Moreover, these regimes tend to 
bind together state leadership with the law. Many repressive regimes install 
and maintain a prepublication censorship bureaucracy on the pretext that it 
is a temporary, military action to deal with a national state of emergency.
5. By contrast, plays and films have fallen into a different category and have undergone cen-
sorship assessment prior to performance or screening. great Britain’s prior censorship of theater 
lasted until the 1960s; the licencing act (1737), which allowed for the lord Chamberlain’s prior 
review and approval prior to performance, was repealed only in 1968. another form of censorship 
has been an attack on the author himself: witness the intriguing phenomenon that was the trial of 
Oscar wilde of 1895, potentially setting subsequent twentieth-century authors on the defensive. e. 
M. Forster, to mention one prominent modernist, did not publish in his lifetime works referring 
to homosexuality (e.g., Maurice; “The Other Boat”). while an analysis of these issues is beyond the 
aim of this book, they remind us that twentieth-century liberal democracies have resorted to what 
today we generally consider unjust or overly paternalistic control of artistic production. in the first 
case, the communal experience of theater and explosive consequences of a scandalous work have 
been deemed reasons for prior censorship. Theater in such cases is considered a powerful, political, 
and public medium; this medium’s effect must therefore be anticipated and possibly curtailed by 
the censor in order to avoid public disorder. in the second case, a writer’s fictional texts (especially 
drama) are used as evidence to condemn him in court for his private relationships. wilde’s trial 
curiously reversed the elements of a traditional censor’s ad hominem attack on a writer’s text; 
in some ways, wilde’s trial realized many authors’ private censorship fears. also compare wilde’s 
trial with Flaubert’s (see laCapra’s Madame Bovary on Trial and née’s “1857: le double procès de 
Madame Bovary et des Fleurs du mal”).
6. For more on this concept, see my chapter 1 and gaskins, 8–9. 
7. Our assessments are complicated by many censorship-related issues that can arise with prior 
censorship. authors’ reputations, connections, and nonliterary activities can influence whether they 
will be permitted to publish. Furthermore, published authors and their works may suffer from post-
censorship strategies (conducted by various authorities in a repressive regime) such as restricting 
print runs, distribution, promotion, engineering negative reviews in well-known publications, 
fines, jailing, prosecuting and sentencing under criminal codes, punishing by camp detention, hard 
labor, psychiatric rehabilitation, or execution.
These repressive strategies all convey the state’s perception of the individual writer as a poten-
tially dangerous individual, and not as an individual with rights to freedom of expression and 
equality.
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Francoist Spain and the Soviet Union demonstrated two basic ideologi-
cal approaches to prepublication censorship. in Spain, authoritarian rule 
sought to preserve a certain illusory view of the country’s glorious past and 
an ideal of Catholic nationalism, and its censorship focused on eliminat-
ing anything overtly anti-Catholic, anti-Franco, or obscene. Thus Francoist 
censorship was characterized by its proscriptive paternalism.8
Meanwhile, the Soviet Union’s censorship functioned as both a pro-
scriptive and prescriptive organ. it could suppress or cut offensive material, 
but it also aimed to promote an ideological program through literature.9 
Soviet censorship displayed the panoptic and paternalistic tendencies of the 
totalitarian state. it stressed the state’s forceful application of the law, which 
in turn revealed the state’s reliance on secrecy, surveillance, and didactic 
forms in education or indoctrination.
in the twentieth century in europe and north america, the censorship 
of sexuality in literature for decades affected the oeuvre of writers on the 
cutting edge. Joyce had to publish Ulysses outside of his native ireland, 
where neither the local irish nor the imperial english would have permit-
ted publication. The cessation of its serialization in the Little Review due to 
censorship action by trial blocked further U.S. publication. Only through 
the dedication of Sylvia Beach and her Paris bookstore Shakespeare and 
Company could Joyce bring his novel fully into print in 1922. and only 
after 1933, and a new U.S. trial, could his book be circulated legally for 
sale in the United States and other countries that had followed the U.S. 
example of a ban.
Under the censorious market conditions of the 1950s, nabokov’s manu-
script was rejected by a series of overly cautious U.S. publishers and would 
only be initiated into print through a small english-language press in Paris, 
Olympia Press, in 1955. as we shall see, Lolita challenged legal and state 
censorship practices in both France and great Britain, as well as influencing 
cultural reception in the United States and elsewhere.
while by the late 1960s sexuality in literature was becoming more 
acceptable in liberal democracies, in dictatorial regimes such as Franco’s 
Spain and the USSr censorship of sexuality was integral to the main-
tenance of a sanitized public national image. i have selected two pivotal 
moments in both countries when the censorship started to give way to 
liberalization, for it could only be in such relatively relaxed phases of cen-
sorship that a literary treatment of sexuality might be granted permission. 
in Spain, the early 1960s was a time of gradual increased permissiveness, 
8. For the concept of “eternal Spain” in Francoist censorship, see neuschäfer. 
9. For more on the prescriptive element of Soviet censorship, see lenin; James. 
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with a new liberalizing censorship law being under review. Martín-Santos’s 
manuscript underwent heavy excisions with the Spanish censor’s blue pen 
prior to first publication in late 1961. The last fifteen years of Francoist cen-
sorship, from roughly 1960 through 1975, experienced various challenges of 
the status quo in literary publications, with contemporary Spanish authors 
often citing Tiempo de silencio as a benchmark for change. Meanwhile, in 
the case of the Soviet Union, it is only in the final years of glasnost’ or 
“openness” that the official prior censorship started to relax its standards. 
after more than ten years of searching for a willing editor, erofeev could 
publish his Russkaia krasavitsa in 1990, initially with some words censored 
(words considered obscene or pornographic). in 1994, with his first fully 
uncensored edition of the novel, erofeev still had to negotiate carefully 
with resistant typesetters to set the previously excised words in print, so 
ingrained were censorship practices and prudish morality in russia.
2.	Censorship	 in	mentAl	life	And	soCiety
The Artistic Censoring of Sexuality draws on an understanding of censor-
ship as a determining, normative function in the individual’s mental life 
just as it has been in our collective social existence.10 The novels in this 
study emphasize how the protagonists’ mental life is in conflict with their 
society, and how much of this perspective involves sexuality as potentially 
problematic and in need of censoring. in this sense, the artistic censoring 
inscribed in the text resembles psychic censorship in dreaming.
in Freudian psychoanalysis, the psyche’s censorship is a kind of agency 
which particularly regulates the way we dream. in dreams, thoughts and 
wishes normally repressed in waking hours are given some form of expres-
sion, but usually in a mediated manner. desires and fantasies are altered or 
distorted in some way in order to pass the mind’s censorship, often result-
ing in a dream difficult to interpret. But giving usually forbidden thoughts 
some form of expression provides mental satisfaction and relief. in fact, 
the subject’s inability to grasp consciously the full significance of what he 
has dreamt may be an additional protection from unsettling emotions and 
desires. repressed wishes and fantasies are often irrational, unreasonable, or 
unattainable, so knowing them can cause feelings of guilt or worry.
10. The following account of psychoanalytic censorship derives from my understanding of 
Freud, “The Censorship of dreams”; “Civilization and its discontents”; The Interpretation of Dreams; 
Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious; “leonardo da vinci”; “a note upon the ‘Mystic writ-
ing-Pad’”; “repression.” also informative are lacan and laplanche and Pontalis (The Language of 
Psychoanalysis).
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Meanwhile, dreaming can provide pleasure, as it is inventive and cre-
ative, with witty and ingenious subterfuges for evading the censorship (e.g., 
screening, transformations, distortions, displacements, digressions, negating 
or oppositional replacements). Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams identifies 
some of these strategies, such as condensation and displacement (which 
can be related in poetic terms to metaphor and metonym). The creative, 
transformational qualities of dreaming allow the subject to work through 
unpleasant or unsavory aspects of his unconscious desires.
Sexuality figures as one of the most censored elements in a subject’s life 
precisely because, as an infant, the subject has had to organize his unruly 
“polymorphously perverse” sexuality to agree with the predetermined, rit-
ualized role he will assume in the family and social life. in order to relate to 
his fellow subjects, the infant subject must renounce powerful attachments 
he has developed to his caregivers and replace them with socially accept-
able aims and objects. he is persuaded to negotiate these renunciations in 
his efforts to retain the love and approval of his caregivers, and later those 
of his friends, teachers, and others in his society. The subject’s development 
includes the formation of the superego which incorporates moral, regula-
tory values. The superego may undergo further changes throughout life as 
the subject may call into question or discard some of these values, but it 
will continue to exert its influence on the subject’s mental life.
This structuring of the subject’s psychic apparatus depends on the par-
ticipation of social elements (starting usually with the parents). while every 
subject is born with innate propensities, gifts, and characteristics which 
may or may not come to light during his development, he must try to 
find acceptable ways to behave sexually and ethically in social life. This 
transformation particularly becomes manifest when the subject enters the 
Symbolic register, that is, when he acquires language (and by extension 
other cultural codes of exchange), which will shape the way he thinks and 
acts and interacts with others. indeed, the Symbolic involves the power-
ful language of the law which allows the development of the superego. 
we can consider the early intimate entwining of the law with language. 
language as a system of signs adheres to values codified and maintained 
by society; by learning a language, one enters into relations with others 
who all use agreed-upon, often tacit, collective rules. language depends on 
mental censorship, both in waking hours and in dreams, to regulate human 
integration in civilization.
as long as we live with others there has been a constitutive need for 
us to regulate and control our behavior. in any society, there are there-
fore at least a few regulative taboos and customs which may not always 
have a rational purpose but which provide some structural boundaries for 
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civilization.11 a cluster of conventional sexual practices guides us in ethical 
approaches to sexuality. Our perceptions of right and wrong are strongly 
related to (if not produced by) both our sexual formation and social insti-
tutions that govern sexuality and gender (e.g., the church or temple, the 
law, the market, the school).
writers’ desire in creating potentially offensive material may be to chal-
lenge readers’ values. writing that gives offense has been often considered 
subversive, containing the potential to overthrow authority or contradict 
dogma.12 in a parallel sense, a person’s internal, psychic censorship is essen-
tial to his ability to live in society and to arbitrate his communications and 
actions. lacan explains that this relationship between the individual and 
his surroundings “places man in the mediating function between the real 
and the signifier [involves the Thing] . . . , all forms of which created by 
man belong to the sphere of sublimation” (Ethics, 129). The act of writing, 
as with any creative act, any sublimation, is a mediation which employs 
consciously and unconsciously overvaluation and disavowal, transformation 
and interpretation, inclusion and omission, suggestion and negation.
The subject’s aim to censor himself or others and his conflicting aim to 
express himself or act transgressively constitute a basic common dilemma. 
By our resolutions to this conflict, we exercise judgment. So, too, in the 
novels of this study the same dilemma is played out, based on diverse cul-
tural and historical contexts. in each novel, when sexuality is evoked, the 
motifs and dynamics of censorship, fantasy, and judgment are deployed. The 
trials and stresses of historical and cultural censorship are embedded in the 
novels’ themes and aesthetics.
in the european and north american cultural contexts of our inquiry, 
institutionalized Christianity constitutes a decisive and crystallizing factor 
in the development of sexual morality and of social censorship. Sacred texts 
such as the Bible, as well as church law and local policies, have served as 
sources of prohibitions and prescriptions which determined how people 
regulated their lives. Christianity emphatically prefers chastity, often limit-
ing sexuality to a reprehensible practice necessary for procreation. even 
with increased secularization of legal and moral codes during and after the 
enlightenment, much of our ethics and laws continue to derive in some 
11. See Claude lévi-Strauss for an elaboration of these studies. lévi-Strauss’s structuralist 
approach is influential in the lacanian theory from which much of my discussion derives.
12. Our lasting belief in the power of the word is implied in laws regarding slander, libel, sedi-
tion, blasphemy, and treason. with the increased number of writers and readers (and consequently 
increased plurality of perspectives and contexts), liberal democracies have had to relax their inter-
pretation and enforcement of these laws. That relaxation should not be mistaken for relinquishment 
in belief (or susceptibility to be offended). For just a short sample of the past decade’s explosion of 
publications about the censorship issues involving new electronic media, see Bozonnet.
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way from church doctrine.
This institutionalized, restrictive attitude toward sexuality is reflected 
clearly in publication censorship.13 The textual explosion that came with 
the advent of the printing press in europe made the church’s censoring 
interests more frantic. The church aimed to maintain authorization over 
all printed matter. it sought to prohibit blasphemy and obscenity in print. 
Furthermore, not long after the advent of the press in the 1450s and the 
coinciding establishment of a coordinated regulating ecclesiastic censorship, 
there followed university and governmental censorship offices to control 
the publication of scholarly and lay texts.14 whether religious or lay, the 
three institutionalized censorships all presupposed the incredible power of 
the written word. Temporally and spatially, however, the severity of euro-
pean censorship varied greatly (e.g., the roman and Spanish inquisitions, 
the Indices librorum prohibitorum, Calvin’s repressive policies in geneva, the 
licensing act in england).
Since gutenberg, what the church might gradually relinquish in cen-
sorship control, the state or its representative branches usually gained, and 
with it, the obligation to apply moral standards to censoring practices. 
in europe and north america, as literacy and print culture have grown 
over the years, the perceived need to regulate and supervise both educa-
tion and publications has not slackened, but rather has been modified. an 
institution’s actual enforced authority over the production of the printed 
text have enhanced the sense of that institution’s general power to rule, 
and its loss of or diminished censorship authority might indicate its own 
decline and not censorship’s.
3.	 obsCenity	And	Writing
The modern novel has its origins in the italian novella and the French 
roman or romance, both of which involved tales of love and adventure, 
often accompanied by veiled or overt expressions of sexuality. Boccaccio’s 
Decameron and rabelais’s Gargantua and Pantagruel are early examples of 
the emerging modern novel’s interest in sex, and encountered censorship 
13. For histories of censorship, see legendre; Censorship and Obscenity; Censorship and Silencing: 
Practices of Cultural Regulation; Censorship and the Control of Print in England and France, 1600–1910; 
The Censorship of Books; La censure en France à l’ère démocratique (1848– . . . ); de grazia; dollimore; 
dury, La censure: La prédication silencieuse; Patterson, “Censorship”; Censures: De la Bible aux larmes 
d’Eros; Istoriia sovetskoi politicheskoi tsenzury; Minois; negroni; Oboler; Shackleton; Strauss.
14. Censoring practices could be in competition with one another in some circumstances 
(e.g., dury; legendre; harrison; hiley; hunter et al.; Jansen; walsh; Patterns of Censorship around 
the World).
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repeatedly. in their wake, many novels representing sexuality in some form 
were determined indecent, immoral, obscene, or pornographic.
These censorious labels deserve some attention, especially because they 
have been used interchangeably by censors and legislation over the centu-
ries to describe works of very different content and intent. “indecent” and 
“immoral” describe by negative inference—what is not decent, not moral, 
what is adverse or offensive to morality (Christian morality), in particular to 
the proscriptions of sexual conduct. These proscriptions could involve any-
thing which threatens chastity, inspires lust, or suggests adultery, fornication, 
or any “unnatural” sexual act. This range seems to cover a lot of territory, 
but censorship often exceeded even these prohibitions to include sensual, 
lurid, crude, or straightforward descriptions of bodily parts or functions, as 
well as descriptions of food, clothing, surroundings, nature, and so on.
“indecent” and “immoral” became outmoded in the twentieth-century 
censorship, replaced by “pornographic” and “obscene.” These terms form 
part of the inner dynamics of the novels of this study. “Pornographic” 
derives from the greek porne (harlot) and graphos (writing, writer). The term 
only emerged in mainstream european usage in the eighteenth century (in 
english by the nineteenth century), perhaps coinciding with the increased 
appearance and circulation of writing about prostitution and the seculariza-
tion of the enlightenment.15 Of uncertain origin, “obscene” possibly came 
from the latin ob and scena, can mean “off scene,” that is what is not to be 
shown, what takes place off scene.16 in its etymological entry “obscene,” the 
Oxford English Dictionary notes the classical latin partes obscenae that denote 
the genitals; the classical obscenus or obscaenus “has been variously associated, 
by scholars ancient and modern, with scaevus left-sided, inauspicious [. . .] 
and with caenum mud, filth.”
legally, “obscene” came to mean “tending to deprave and corrupt.” 
appearing in english as early as 1593, the term later became codified 
and aligned with censorship in great Britain in 1858 and 1859, with the 
Obscene Publications act. with the first case and appeal (Regina v. Hicklin 
1858) under this new law, the Queen’s Bench produced an obscenity test. 
as richard randall explains, this test would determine whether
15. See, for example, hunter et al.’s On Pornography: Literature, Sexuality and Obscenity Law; The 
Invention of Pornography: Obscenity and the Origins of Modernity, 1500–1800; Perspectives on Pornogra-
phy: Sexuality in Film and Literature; Pornography and Censorship.
16. The etymology of “obscene” is complicated and somewhat obscure. See havelock ellis’s 
essays “The Function of Taboos” and “The revaluation of Obscenity,” and, for example, Butler; 
Censorship and Freedom; Censorship and Obscenity; Craig; daily; davies; de grazia; ernst; Freud, Jokes 
and “repression”; gordon; hunter et al.; The Invention of Pornography; kaite; kaplan; levine; lewis; 
Oboler; Perrin; Pornography and Censorship; randall; “To Deprave and Corrupt. . . .”
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the material tended to “deprave and corrupt those whose minds were open to 
such immoral influences and into whose hands a publication of this sort may 
fall.” Perhaps without intending to, the Hicklin rule, as it came to be known, 
recognized the personal and idiosyncratic character of the pornographic. 
“whose minds are open to such influences” effectively institutionalized the 
variability of obscenity, while at the same time failing to provide triers of fact 
with guidelines to relieve their own subjectivity. (50)
in the twentieth century, lawmakers were obliged eventually to move 
away from Hicklin rules, for obscenity eludes clear, quantifiable identifica-
tion and puts judge and jurors in the awkward position of having to identify 
and then deny or admit apparent obscenity’s effects.
roland Barthes notices how obscenity does not have to apply to sex, 
depending on historical context. in his fragment “love’s Obscenity” in 
A Lover’s Discourse, he suggests that the “moral tax levied by society on 
all transgressions affects passion still more than sex today. everyone will 
understand that x has ‘huge problems’ with his sexuality; but no one will 
be interested in those y may have with his sentimentality: love is obscene 
precisely in that it puts the sentimental in place of the sexual” (178). 
Barthes indicates how the sexual became part of everyday discourse in 
1970s France, while the sentimental realm of love had become rarefied 
enough to seem outlandish or obscene, an affront to modern human rela-
tions invested in an openness about sex (perhaps to the detriment of love 
relations). discourse finds ways to regulate itself through social appraisal, 
codification, and difference.
writing is at once a part of regulated behavior and a commentary on it 
from the margins. it offers a contextualized web of perceptions, thoughts, 
and emotions which can then be recognized, appraised, misinterpreted, 
tolerated, celebrated, rejected, or disregarded by others.17 writing embraces 
both poesis and ethos, despite their conflicting aims. in the history of writ-
ing, the author emerges as an individual who can be held accountable for 
his work; the law potentially concentrates its focus on the responsibility 
of the legal person. with the shift of emphasis on the creative individual 
(signaled, for example, by enlightenment thinkers), and with the dramatic 
increase in general literacy and amplification of print culture in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries, the writer gained greater legal and moral 
responsibilities as well as a greater sense of independence and individuality 
than before (e.g., the establishment of copyright which emphasizes the 
substance of writing as “legal property”; the instances of writers in self-exile 
17. See holquist on some of the paradoxical features of censorship.
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or imposed exile, who suffer incarceration, or who are denied travel visas 
at home or abroad through the twentieth century).
The concerns of censorship and writing are intricately related, whether 
censorship is an external, administrated office, a self-administered selection 
process, or usually a combination of both. writers’ inspiration competes 
with their inhibition: their own values and sense of prohibition may differ 
from those of external authority and of substantial social groups. in execut-
ing their profession, writers clearly risk giving offense to certain readers.
4.	 Censorship,	the	lAW,	And	the	produCtion	
	 of	signifiCAtion
The complex function of censorship manifests itself in many ways in 
order to regulate, control, transform, or repress any kind of expression or 
behavior that can have meaning in a given society and for a given subject. 
Censoring practices are observable in all societies through their deploy-
ment of the law, religion, and other customs; individuals take on personal 
censoring practices by being raised by others (parents) in a society with 
certain laws and values. Certainly censorship practices  can vary widely in 
terms of degree, emphasis, system of values, and other cultural and histori-
cal contexts, but the basic practice appears to be a common regulatory 
feature to all societies.
Presumption of guilt or innocence may simply be two sides to the 
same law. while liberal democracies and nondemocratic states differ in 
their approaches to the freedom of expression, they share some underly-
ing assumptions. First, they believe in the power of the word to influence. 
Second, they believe that the state has a responsibility to protect the aver-
age citizen from harm or wrongdoing. Third, they share a faith in the law 
despite their differences in wielding it. Fourth, they believe that sexuality 
needs to be regulated through law and custom.
Sexuality in literature has proven to be a thorny issue for legislators 
and censors because of the ambiguous questions of harmful influence and 
intent. it cannot be consistently proven that reading literature does or does 
not influence its readers in some way. an author’s intention to create a 
certain effect on a reader cannot be readily determined either. even if an 
author attempts to clarify the purpose or meaning of his work, he cannot 
ultimately control or determine the possible variety of readers’ responses 
to it (one reader alone can have more than one response to a given work, 
whether rereading it the same day or revisiting it after twenty years).
influence and intent are terms used readily in the law (crimes or acts 
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committed without intent are considered less reprehensible than premedi-
tated ones), but these terms are used differently in literary interpretation, 
often in the form of suggestion. it is probably impossible to resolve the con-
flict between the legal context of a person’s intent, act, and consequences of 
the act and the literary context of writing, text, and interpretation, although 
both liberal democracies and nondemocratic regimes have sought to do so 
through their varying approaches to censorship. in Foucault’s thought, the 
dispersed power that keeps watch over and controls modern society shows 
us that we are not really ever “free.” nor in our confessions, including 
literary revelations of sexuality, do we obtain freedom. however, i suggest 
that novelists have been historically interested in this paradox, questioning 
the limitations that we impose upon ourselves. By comparing censorship 
under very different political and legal conditions, we discover that sexual-
ity becomes deeply politicized and that the law is inscribed in artistic and 
contemplative ways in the literary text.
The conflict of legal and aesthetic approaches to literature—what the 
text claims to be—can be, however, a tantalizing issue to pursue and 
dramatize in literature itself.18 My study shows how the law’s interest in 
regulating sexuality is what often becomes reenacted and reinterpreted in 
literary fiction involving sexual portrayal. in the novels of this study, sexual-
ity is especially explored as sexual transgression: prostitution, pornography, 
obscenity in literature, problems with reproduction and fertility, the fallen 
woman, pedophilia, and incest. all of the selected novels consider the power 
relations between men and women, with men generally positioned as the 
desiring subject and women as the elusive, sexual other. all of the novels 
emphasize motifs of judgment, including narratives of court trials, fatal and 
punishing sentences, martyrdoms, and the apocalypse.
5.	 ArtistiC	Censoring	through	fAntAsy	
	 And	the	lAW
Much like publication censorship, psychic censorship evaluates and condi-
tions words or signifiers; it changes signification in order to avoid express-
ing anything that comes too close to being explicit about (forbidden) 
desires or objects. it does this in order to disavow a lack that is at the 
center of the desired other, to prevent the subject from realizing fully his 
18. François Ost has recently contemplated the deployment of the law in literature, one that 
“poses the most fundamental questions about justice, the law and power” (4). Sharing one of the 
aims of my inquiry, Ost proposes a study of the law in literature that asks the question, “what can 
literature gain by the understanding of the presence of the law in its works?” 
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desire. desire and fantasy have important relations to censorship, and owe 
their intriguing, circulating, and at times antithetical forms to censorship’s 
regulatory function. we only consciously perceive desire and fantasy once 
they have passed through censorship. They rely on the prohibitionary force 
of the superego, as played out in censorship, in order to create meaning 
by contrast. Thus, censorship functions to help transform meaning. in this 
way, it can be seen as aligned with the function of sublimation, which 
also works to transform and elevate the erotic drive to some nonsexual 
but creative activity.
There is a basic ethical presupposition involved with legal, social, and 
psychic censorships, and artistically portrayed censorship and sexuality; that 
is, our need to censor implies that there is a good that can be achieved, usu-
ally through some correction or regulation. This ethical drive can become 
entangled with the possibility of deriving pleasure from regulating oneself 
or others. Pleasure may also be derived from sublimating our sexuality 
through the creative processes of writing and reading. at bottom, the 
problem of ethics can be said to be found in our lack of ability to resolve 
the difference between what is supposed to be good (as opposed to bad) 
and what is pleasurable (as opposed to unpleasurable). On an irrational, 
libidinal plane, the subject equates what is pleasurable with what is good. 
Meanwhile, through the series of renunciations of erotically charged objects 
and activities that the subject has had to make throughout childhood and 
afterwards, the subject has a competing set of criteria about what constitutes 
the good for others (and therefore for himself, too). in the intersection 
of these two planes, there is an area of negotiation in which pleasure and 
signification can still be procured through censorship.
in our mental life, censorship might be seen as a function that makes 
these signifying negotiations possible. The sense of censorship relates in 
part to a psychoanalytic concept of a system of checks and balances. Our 
psychic economy helps to produce our conscious awareness of values and 
ethics. in his Ethics of Psychoanalysis, lacan discusses our tendency toward 
rectification, the reality principle and its fundamentally conflicting charac-
ter. he stresses the importance of our sense of a lived experience and that 
that experience have a moral foundation.
This need to have a sense of a lived experience relates to censorship, 
literature, and sexuality in crucial ways. First, the general need to censor 
literature in some way or form is a way to determine meaning. The need 
to censor sexuality in literature is one aspect of how sexuality is controlled 
and regulated in society. Both expressing and censoring sexuality endow it 
with meaning. in the novels selected for this inquiry, the “need to censor” 
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gets transformed into creative literary strategies and themes of judgment 
and transgression. accompanying the need to censor are the epistemic 
drive and the ethical drive: in the texts, there is often a presupposition that 
there is some kind of (special) knowledge to be attained through sexual-
ity.19 Competing with this drive toward determining some knowledge is 
the urge to evaluate what is right and wrong (versus what is pleasurable 
and unpleasurable). Sexuality becomes a value factor for both the ethical 
drive and the epistemic drive.
in the novels chosen for this study, sexuality is often represented as fan-
tasy and desire. artistic censoring helps to fashion fantasy into its unusual, 
dynamic forms and enactments of transgression, subjection to pain, or 
judgment. Slavoj Žižek’s definition of fantasy clarifies what is at stake in 
my claim:
[i]n the fantasy-scene the desire is not fulfilled, ‘satisfied,’ but constituted (given 
its objects, and so on)—through fantasy, we learn ‘how to desire.’ in this intermedi-
ate position lies the paradox of fantasy: it is the frame co-ordinating our desire, 
but at the same time a defence against ‘Che vuoi?,’ a screen concealing the gap, 
the abyss of the desire of the Other. Sharpening the paradox to its utmost—to 
tautology—we could say that desire itself is a defence against desire: the desire 
structured through fantasy is a defence against the desire of the Other, against 
this ‘pure,’ trans-phantasmic desire (i.e. the ‘death drive’ in its pure form). (Sub-
lime, 118; emphasis in original)
This definition of fantasy supports an understanding of the subject’s 
need to censor. what Žižek describes as a “defence against ‘Che vuoi?’” and 
a defense against the desire of the Other approximates what i describe as 
part of psychic censorship and part of the artistic censoring of sexuality in 
the selected novels. This defensive function has its parallels in artistic, social, 
and political censorship. Sexuality is censored in various ways at all levels, 
which is how it is endowed with conflicting signification.
in Ulysses, Lolita, Tiempo de silencio, and Russkaia krasavitsa, sexual acts 
viewed as crimes or transgressions, such as adultery, voyeurism, prostitution, 
masturbation, pedophilia, necrophilia, and pornography, are dramatized and 
submitted to forms of judgment. These forms of judgment often depict or 
allude to the erotic desire or fantasies of the subject, usually the masculine 
19. what i have called “epistemic drive” or drive toward knowledge, Brooks, after Freud and 
irigaray, calls “epistemophilia” (Wisstrieb), or the “epistemophilic urge,” “which we find repeatedly 
conjoined in presentations of the body” (Brooks, Body Work, 9, 11). 
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subject. The enactment of censorship moments provides values for sexual-
ity. By applying values, decisions can be made about good and bad, right 
and wrong, and not just desirable and undesirable. The dramatization of 
censoring maneuvers in fantasy provides complex, often difficult combina-
tions of ethics and eroticism.
These novels bring to the fore the problems in ethics by using sexuality 
as the hotly contentious value; that value can then serve as a problematic 
issue or action to be judged. Sexuality is a useful motif of conflict in nar-
rative art, especially in the modern novel, because sexuality’s values are not 
clear and undisputed. Because these novels rely in part on a very active 
reader response, particularly a contemporary readership cognizant of the 
social, cultural, and political values in the novel’s local setting, they tend to 
activate judgment. The necessary tension at stake in the ethical premise of 
these novels can be outlined by lacan’s general explanation of the dynamics 
of an ethics: “an ethics essentially consists in a judgment of our action, with 
the proviso that it is only significant if the action implied by it also contains 
within it, or is supposed to contain, a judgment [ . . . ]. The presence of 
judgment on both sides is essential to the structure” (311).
Joyce, nabokov, Martín-Santos, and erofeev establish in their novels 
the sense of a two-sided process of judgment producing an ethics. in the 
theater of judgment of Ulysses’s midnight chapter “Circe,” Bloom and 
Stephen, along with their sexual fantasies, face judges in themselves as 
well as in various censorious parental and social figures and institutions. in 
Lolita, humbert the character-narrator presents himself for judgment to the 
reader-jurors and submits himself and his sexual desires and transgressions 
to his own forms of creative judgment. Tiempo de silencio sets up several 
trials for the protagonist Pedro to fail and to be judged by the authori-
ties, the director of his institute, and himself. all of these male protagonists 
seem to derive a degree of masochistic pleasure through their sufferings. 
Finally, in Russkaia krasavitsa, irina as another character-narrator constructs 
a confessional text in which she relates her experiences as a sexual being 
who is harshly judged by others in power. She uses the text as a form of 
self-judgment as well, ultimately ending her life with the end of the text. 
while some of the characters inspire a modicum of sympathy, they are 
generally offered to us as flawed beings whose sexuality, or their approach 
to others’ sexuality, merits critical and often negative judgment. in each of 
these texts, i examine censoring as a productive function, even though it 
is often a negating force.
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6.	Censoring’s	ArtistiC	AffirmAtion	
	 And	negAtion
Censoring in artistic production, such as in the narrative, is potentially 
creative as well as destructive. artistic censoring uses strategies and motifs 
similar to those of psychic censorship. Both aim to transform or sublimate 
(forbidden) wishes and to exercise judgment that will produce signifying 
value. Our need to represent wish fulfillments for ourselves (as we do in 
dreams) coincides with, and may be dependent upon, a need or drive to 
be judged (and thus create values).
The selected novels dramatize themes and metanarratives of judgment 
and oblige the reader to adopt a judge’s role. First, these novels manifest 
an awareness of and opinions about the law, religion, education, science 
and medicine, and other regulating forces. Second, through allusion, parody, 
intertextuality, and other means, they make references to other works of art, 
especially controversial ones which had at some time been judged harshly. 
in this way, they appeal to a kind of artistic canon and a continuum across 
time. Third, these novels tend to highlight the arbitrariness of judgment, 
its inability to account for everything all of the time. Finally, the narratives 
reflect aspects of a superego, expressing at times harsh and irrational forms 
of parental and other laws.
Put broadly, the demanding parental superego motivates the subject to 
achieve approval and love or rebellion and enjoyment of forbidden sexuality 
(e.g., the conflicts in the Oedipal and pre-Oedipal stages). Censorship as a 
psychic function must negotiate meaning with the rule-bound superego. 
On an artistic plane, a similar negotiation (conscious or unconscious) helps 
to transform the raw material of artistic work into a signifying creation. 
This transformational aspect of artistic censoring uses digression, oscillation, 
screens to conceal or transform, allusion, intertexts, disavowal, metonymy, 
metaphor, and irony in combination with motifs of judgment and sexuality. 
all of these techniques allow for the coexistence or suggestion of two or 
more meanings, often in conflict.
The novels’ strong emphasis on sexual pleasure and knowledge gained 
through negative or negating means poses a potential double criticism. The 
protagonists, along with their freedom or aim to serve the good, may suffer 
under an abusive or unjust society or regime. Or, the society suffers the 
transgressions of the individual that do harm to the other and betray the 
good. Sexuality serves as a source of a new realism in the modern novel, 
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a metaphor for possible concealed truth and pleasure, and a screen for the 
subject’s struggle with the law and judgment. in this way, while Foucault’s 
concept of a confessional and regulating society may remain valid, it does 
not consider, as i do, the dynamic ethical potential of literary sexuality and 
its relation to twentieth-century political contexts.
Finally, we should allow for the occurrence of artistic transnational cross-
fertilization, in spite of national censorship practices and attempts to banish 
provocative foreign works by dictatorial regimes. For Joyce, incorporating 
sex into his novel was part of a modernist reevaluation of art and a call 
to include the body and desires explicitly and innovatively in novelistic 
discourse. For twentieth-century modernists and postmodernists, Ulysses 
became a touchstone for possibilities in literature, including original explo-
rations of sexuality. nabokov, Martín-Santos, and erofeev all acknowledge 
Ulysses as formational in their own development, particularly in relation to 
the novels selected for this study. erofeev additionally salutes nabokov and 
Lolita. in such cases as Ulysses, we can see how twentieth-century novelists, 
in pushing literature’s margins of acceptability of sexual expression, looked 
beyond national borders for aesthetic trends and practices, while maintain-
ing a critical focus on a specific national context.
Concomitantly, Joyce, nabokov, Martín Santos, and erofeev draw from 
the very particular social and historical contexts of 1904 colonial ireland, 
post–world war ii america, Spain under Franco in 1949, and Soviet rus-
sia around the late 1970s for the treatment of the settings in their novels. 
These historically grounded contexts lend additional politicized force to 
the daring sexual expression integrated in the novels. while the years of first 
publication of the novels are somewhat distanced from the time periods of 
the fictional settings, a national critique of censorship standards is implied. 
The authors all experienced, firsthand, difficulties with getting these novels 
into print, facing as they did conservative laws, whether in liberal democra-
cies, dictatorship, or totalitarian regime. The legal forms of censorship are 
intimately related to power and authority.
Chapter 1 compares the selected novels’ historical encounters with 
actual censorship and the legal and political theories underpinning these 
moments. Both Ulysses and Lolita challenged the contemporary limits of 
acceptability of modes of sexual expression in literature and served as 
landmark works that influenced legal decisions of subsequent cases regard-
ing other works. These novels obliged the judicial sphere to adopt new 
ways of regulating and judging literature.20 The chapter proceeds with a 
20. This literary history is the topic of my forthcoming article “Lolita’s Foundations in Cen-
sorship.” 
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comparative publication history of Tiempo de silencio and Russkaia krasavitsa 
in countries with state-operated censorship bureaucracies. The permission 
to publish came at a cost to the works’ initial integrity. For both novels, 
the first publications in 1961 and 1990, respectively, involved suppression 
of parts of the texts.
after the comparative chapter 1, the subsequent chapters (chapters 2 
through 5) focus on how the artistic censoring of sexuality is developed as 
a theme and creative strategy in each of the selected novels. These chap-
ters are sequenced according to the chronology of the novels’ publication. 
This book’s study spans from early in the century (Ulysses, 1919–1922) to 
late (Russkaia krasavitsa, 1990–1994): while occurring in different decades 
through the century, the novels each transpire at crucial points in the 
changing of the law, acting at the very least as signs of change (e.g., Russ-
kaia krasavitsa) and at best as actual catalysts (e.g., Ulysses and Tiempo de 
silencio). in my conclusion, i offer some further comparisons of the chapters’ 
interpretative findings.
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interpreting sexuality in literature, we could recall a premise at 
the heart of psychoanalysis: there is no sexual relationship. This 
absence is at the core of fantasy; it is why fantasy is always about the sexual 
relationship, a staging of it (Žižek, Sublime Object, 126). in mental life, the 
processes of censorship help to create the illusion of the existence of the 
sexual relationship. a parallel dynamic is at work in many literary repre-
sentations of sexuality.
we create and portray meaningful relationships in order to disavow 
a lack of connection and coherence. Žižek illuminates this basic state of 
affairs with some analogies. in ideology, there is no class relationship; in 
law, there is no justice, no freedom. “Society as a corporate Body” is the 
fundamental ideological fantasy versus the impossibility of the social rela-
tionship (“Society doesn’t exist”) (126).
literature insists upon finding meaning and form in the world, especially 
in human relationships. By involving sexual contexts or expressions in an 
aesthetic text like a novel, a writer seeks to discover meaning and value 
(despite the absences and fantasy relations Žižek identifies). Because sexual-
ity is so highly regulated in any given society (whether politically liberal 
or repressive), it has the power to offend, to attract, to promise or with-
hold knowledge, to activate judgmental forces. The sexual relationship in 
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literature solicits our judgment, thus indicating that we have posited some 
meaning or value in that relationship. Sexuality in literature can tie together 
fantasy and actuality. in the twentieth century, such writing represented to 
many readers an act of defiance toward society. The conflicting perceptions 
of the use and meaning of sexuality in literature can be seen in the vicis-
situdes of legal methods of pre- and postpublication censorship.
The legal and literary worlds view literary fiction in different but inter-
referential ways. literature as a legal thing (res) differs from literature as 
an aesthetic object (poesis). That intersection of values—legal and liter-
ary—serves as a point of reference for writers. The four novels discussed 
in this book dramatize how sexuality is received by conflicting, judgmental 
forces of society (1904 colonial dublin; postwar america; 1949 Francoist 
Madrid; the USSr of the late 1970s to 1980). These societies can be 
grouped into two generalized spheres: the liberal-democratic (Ulysses and 
Lolita) and the repressive (authoritarian or totalitarian; Tiempo de silencio 
and Russkaia krasavitsa). in this comparative study, these differences are 
important to writers’ production and sense of censorship. however, the 
premises of censorship are rather similar across these societies, and some 
of the censoring practices and their impact do not suggest enormous dif-
ferences in theory.
1.	 liberAl-demoCrAtiC	Censoring	And	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
the	Will	to	Judgment
Over the course of the twentieth century, liberal democracies have increas-
ingly liberalized their regulatory practices for literary (and nonliterary) 
works with sexual content. The changes made in the law transpired in part 
because writers like Joyce and nabokov produced highly artistic, controver-
sial novels. Moreover, the twentieth century witnessed a dramatic increase 
(and diversity) in general publishing and specifically in works with sexual 
content. legal transitions occurred also because new judges with fresh, less 
conservative values and modes of perception started to replace the old. For 
example, the warren Court era of the mid-twentieth century (1953–1969) 
profoundly changed how law has been practiced in the United States and 
in other english-language countries using common law. Similar liberaliza-
tion occurred around the same time in many liberal democracies beyond 
the anglophone sphere.
One of the main ideals of law in liberal democracies is the maintenance 
of a “flexible legality.” The arbitration of twentieth-century issues of the 
freedom of expression depends upon this methodology. liberal-democratic 
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law tends to demonstrate its fairness by its sensitivity to context and 
detail.
a second fundamental ideal in liberal-democratic law is the presump-
tion of innocence until guilt is proven. This ideal has organized the legal 
reception and censorship of books and authors. in twentieth-century liberal 
democracies, a novel was published without undergoing prior censorship; 
the assessment of the book made prior to publication took place at the pub-
lishing house with editors (in that in-house assessment, discussions might 
include concerns regarding legal action after publication). after publication, 
if a work offended someone or group, or was claimed to be harmful (or 
obscene, pornographic, immoral), then accusations or seizures were made 
and a legal process could begin. in legal cases, the possibly offending text or 
the author is examined for harmful intent or effect. By the mid-twentieth 
century, and especially since the late 1960s and early 1970s, the law has 
relinquished its pretense of being able to determine harmful intention or 
effect in literature, but it nonetheless has sought through “flexible legality” 
to regulate the reception of possibly sensitive material through other modes 
of limitation of dissemination (e.g., zoning, age restrictions, etc.). “Flex-
ible legality” was also exemplified in the century’s shifting legal approach 
to assessing obscene effects in literature: the trials of Ulysses and Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover dramatized in the courtroom the transition in emphasis 
from a censorious reading of potentially offensive passages out of context 
to the judging of a literary work as a whole (with an understanding of 
how potentially offensive portions or words contribute to the total work 
and its meaning).1
These two ideals in democratic law—presumption of innocence and 
flexible legality—can be seen as carried over into the premises of reading 
fiction. in the history of print culture, the book can have a long or short 
period of recognition, a far-reaching or limited impact on readerships, 
and a benefit (or not) for various parties including the writers, readers, 
publishers, and other producers and facilitators in the publication process. 
The book has been seen as a complex sign of communication (e.g., a 
legal thing [res], or a poetic or discursive thing related to poesis or logos) 
and product of exchange (e.g., an item marked for monetary exchange 
and profit). The book is interpreted and used differently, according to its 
context and position in, for example, the law, the market, and artistic or 
1. See de grazia; ernst; Cowan. For Ulysses cases and censorship, see especially vanderham; 
Parkes; Bryer; Culleton; herr; law; leckie; loss; Mahaffey; McCleery; Thomas; The United States 
of America v. One Book Entitled Ulysses by James Joyce. For Lady Chatterley’s Lover, see goodheart; 
grant; hyde; Thody.
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scholarly discourses.2 Censorship issues arise often because a text offends 
individual or social rights or values. a text tends to provoke a conflict 
because it is markedly different from the existing	literature that is accepted 
and exchanged in the contemporary market. Such conflicts demonstrate 
the potential resonance of writing and reading. novels and other artistic 
discourses tend to complicate language; readers may not all read an avant-
garde or high-literary text in a comprehensive way because they may not 
share or cannot appreciate the set of codes and points of reference that 
the writer has developed. Thus, censorship generally entails a situation of 
conflicting receptions of texts.
in the twentieth-century novels chosen for this study, the novelists use 
sexual themes and representations to highlight these conflicts of interpreta-
tion and judgment. Joyce’s “Circe” and nabokov’s Lolita, in their metanar-
rative and narrative forms, explore the human subject’s encounter with law. 
in these texts, sexual transgressions and desires are developed critically and 
aesthetically in themes such as adultery, prostitution, and pedophilia. legal 
and religious regulative discourses (trials, confessions, judgment) respond to 
the instances of sexuality.
The narrative forms of writing encourage readers’ active, flexible response 
to judging the sexual thing. Modernism’s interest in revealing the inner 
movements of the mind through literature makes the revelation of sexual 
thoughts and fantasies almost inevitable. Joyce and nabokov choose nar-
rative forms that emphasize the mind’s lines of thought and imagination, 
with special attention to the gendered and sexual aspects of subjectivity. 
For Joyce and nabokov, the exposition of the human mind involves depict-
ing discursively how the subject artistically censors his thoughts, fantasies, 
and perceptions. The narrativized drama organizes the topsy-turvy action 
and characters of “Circe.” “Circe” is emblematic of artistic censoring of 
sexuality, for it depicts the subject’s (or artist’s) psychic struggle with repres-
sion, judgment, sexual transgression, and artistic expression. Meanwhile, 
the first-person narration that comprises most of Lolita is another way to 
expose mental life. The concept of a posthumously published confession 
of a criminal supplies Lolita’s signifying framework.
Joyce’s and nabokov’s novels deploy censoring methods that are com-
mensurate with both psychic censorship and, to some degree, social, political, 
and publication censorship. The artistic modes of censoring in the literary 
2. For example, see Burt; Butler; Censorship and Silencing; derrida, “Before the law”; dollimore; 
Flieder; Freccero; gaskins; geller; geng; goodrich; gordon; leslie green; harrison; hiley; hudon; 
Jansen; Frances M. Jones; laCapra; ladenson; langton; legendre; levine; lewis; Mackinnon; Joss 
Marsh,  Word Crimes; Obeler; lyman ray Patterson; Pauvert; Perrin; Post; randall; robbins; rob-
ins; Said; Scholes; Shackleton; Strauss; Zaczek.
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discourses that relate to psychic censorship include disavowal, digression, 
ironic devices, negation—competing discourses. The artistic modes related 
to social, political, and publication censorship include the integration of 
censorious institutions in the plots, characterization, and various discur-
sive strategies. These institutions include the nuclear middle-class family, 
the Catholic Church, the British empire, and the american education 
and legal systems. The poetic and narrative strategies control and produce 
meaning about the fantasies of the sexual relationship. They promote ethi-
cal interpretations because the male subjects themselves (Bloom, Stephen, 
humbert) question their aims and responsibility as they struggle between 
enjoying sexual pleasure (and transgression) and recognizing the differing 
needs and status of the other.
generally, Ulysses and Lolita may seem to presuppose a sense of “flexible 
legality.” in fact, they dramatize man’s literal confrontation with the law 
within their texts. in both texts, flexible legality can be seen as the narrative 
oscillation of highlighting the subject as alternately guilty and innocent. 
in a reflection of the psyche, with its powerful, censorious superego, the 
characters Bloom, Stephen, and humbert posit themselves as already guilty, 
and the institutions they evoke tend to be strongly censorious of them and 
their desires. readers of Ulysses may be lenient in their judgment of Bloom 
and Stephen in nighttown. These men do more harm to themselves than 
to others, and their transgressions are largely imagined fantasies. Meanwhile, 
readers of Lolita may be seduced into an overindulgence of humbert, who 
makes his guilt evident early in the text and repeatedly, somewhat like the 
purloined letter in Poe. his transgressions are not limited to private mental 
fantasies, and turn out to require our harsher judgment. in both novels, the 
ironic presentation of the texts encourages the implied readers to operate 
along the lines of flexible legality. however, the readers may or may not 
presume innocence.
The publishing histories of these two novels show a variety of examples 
of how flexible legality can come into play in censorship. Ulysses first 
encountered censorship while the novel was being published by serialized 
chapters in the Egoist and the Little Review (1919–1921). For modernist 
writers, the successful dissemination and reception of their groundbreaking 
work depended on reaching their readers; the “little” magazines helped to 
promote literature such as Joyce’s. at the same time, by using the postal 
system and subscribers, and in the push for more subscribers, the publica-
tions encountered legal trouble, in the form of readers objecting to the 
mailing of “obscene” or “pornographic” material and the cooperation of 
the postmaster in the censoring of public mail. while Ulysses was eventu-
ally published legally in Paris in 1922, the novel’s circulation encountered 
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trouble because of the bans of the prior court actions. Finally in new 
york	in 1933, legal action managed to reverse earlier decisions, with Judge 
woolsey’s insistence that the book was not obscene. while his arguments 
were not always sound, the general idea promoted in this case was to 
judge literature as a total work, not by excerpts, and to move away from 
the idea of influence on readers, as this could not be reasonably measured. 
The arguments regarding the potential negative influence of “obscenity” 
and the question of value of literature that included possible obscenity 
were revisited several times in the twentieth century in the United States 
and elsewhere.3 with the U.S. Supreme Court’s Roth decision in 1957, 
obscenity was debated in terms of whether a work involving obscenity 
offered redeeming social value or contributed to knowledge. The conserva-
tive side argued that obscene literature had no such values, and the liberal 
side asserted that it cannot always be immediately apparent whether an 
obscene expression, especially in literary fiction, might have such values. 
The liberal side cited several great works of literature, including Ulysses, 
that challenged contemporary norms of decency in literature. Such legal 
cases show how avant-garde literature can play a political and legal role. 
Ulysses set an early twentieth-century standard for publishing in liberal 
democracies. The shift between its early trials of 1919–1921 and the later 
1933 trial can be attributed in part to changing social values. also in this 
interim, Ulysses continued to be championed by intellectuals and scholars 
who added credibility to arguments for the lifting of the ban.
Lolita (1955) was published in the midst of a changing publishing legal 
stage, which accounted for nabokov’s worries about court actions. By pub-
lishing the novel in Paris with Olympia Press, he followed a path similar to 
that of Joyce. The outcome in terms of censorship, however, was very dif-
ferent. Unlike Ulysses’s first publisher (Sylvia Beach’s Shakespeare and Com-
pany), Olympia Press was notorious (or, for some, revered) for publishing 
erotica; since Maurice	girodias made profits from the sale of this literature, 
he could indulge in publishing the occasional avant-garde literature, such 
as Lolita or works by Samuel Beckett.4 as an english-language publisher 
3. See the U.S. Supreme Court decisions. These can be conveniently reviewed through that 
court’s historical society’s web page: www.supremecourthistory.org. The midcentury case in 
question here is Roth v. the United States 354 U.S. 476 (1957). randall provides a list (324–25) 
and analysis of various U.S. and British legal cases in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that 
affected the interpretation of “obscenity” and freedom of expression. 
4. For details of this history, see, for example, Boyd (Vladimir Nabokov: The American Years); giro-
dias; and de grazia. in 1959, lawrence’s novel was finally published in the United States by grove 
Press after being championed by U.S. district Court Judge Frederick van Pelt Bryan, who found it 
to be “an honest and sincere novel of literary merit.” at the time, the novel faced opposition in the 
Postmaster general arthur e. Summerfield and President eisenhower. See evans, 144–46 and kazin, 
34 for details. See gontarski for a history of grove Press’s championing of censored works.
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in Paris, girodias sold his books largely to British, american, and other 
english-speaking travelers. The importation of publications deemed obscene 
by British or U.S. customs could be complicated for travelers and import-
ers, including booksellers and libraries, and consequently for publishers and 
writers. although Lolita did not end up encountering legal challenges in 
the United States, it became an item of censorship in British Customs after 
graham greene praised it in a widely read book review. greene’s praise, 
and subsequent published debates over the potential obscenity of Lolita, 
prompted a strong interest in the novel among english readers. British Cus-
toms encountered an overwhelming importation of the book. The British 
government determined an unusual way to censor Lolita by persuading the 
French Ministry of the interior to conduct a raid of Olympia Press and ban 
Lolita. The French complied, but their only available censorship law dated 
from the pre–world war ii era. with this law, it could be claimed that the 
book would damage the “bonnes moeurs” of young readers. This worry 
was hardly a fair possibility, given that French adolescents were unlikely 
to have a command of english sophisticated enough to follow nabokov’s 
language; furthermore, Lolita condemns humbert and his acts. By 1957, 
nabokov managed to have his novel published in the United States by a 
more reputable press, g. P. Putnam’s Sons, and thus disengage himself from 
Olympia. Lolita further contributed to censorship law in great Britain. 
in the late 1950s, the British updated the old nineteenth-century law for 
obscenity that had used the Hicklin rule. The result was a new Obscene 
Publications Bill (1958). The British used Lolita in its debates of what does 
and does not constitute obscenity. as an added bonus, with the resulting 
new law, Lolita could be published in england. Further, with the new law, 
a modernist classic could finally be authorized. Britain’s Obscene Publica-
tions Bill provided the way for the much belated legal proceedings in 1960 
(in england) of d. h. lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) which had 
been banned in england and in many english-speaking countries since the 
italian publication of the novel in the 1920s.5 The english trial (Regina v. 
Penguin Books Limited 1960) offered a fascinating midcentury application of 
flexible legality, for it involved having a group of jurors, an array of British 
citizens, read the novel and then give evidence in court as to the value 
and potential obscenity of the work. lawrence’s masterpiece, ultimately 
judged as a whole work of art, was allowed to be published at long last, 
although arguably, like Judge woolsey, the english jurors would have had 
to be disingenuous at times in their responses.
5. For various accounts of the censorship of lawrence’s novel, see Cowan; goodheart (“Cen-
sorship”); grant; D. H. Lawrence’s “Lady”: A New Look at lady Chatterley’s lover; hyde; and The 
lady Chatterley’s lover Trial (Regina v. Penguin Books Limited).
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This new law and trial would not have been possible without Lolita, 
and the British government’s involvement in first censoring it through 
diplomacy with the French, a French obscenity law, and British Customs, 
and later relying on it as a legal model of art that may suggest obscenity.
in our review of twentieth-century publication censorship, prior to the 
1970s, the concept of “flexible legality” in liberal democracies should be 
modified to recognize real historical conditions. Both Ulysses and Lolita 
(and many other literary works) were treated, in various ways, as guilty or 
non-innocent prior to, and during, legal challenges. Part of this uneven 
treatment owes to the weight of earlier legal rulings, legal and publication 
precedents, and social contexts. The continued application of versions of the 
Hicklin rule well into the twentieth century increasingly proved to be out 
of date and clashed with contemporary social sensibility regarding sexuality. 
The twentieth century witnessed an increased prioritization of sexuality 
in an array of discourses. in science, the kinsey reports of the 1940s and 
1950s and Masters and Johnson reports of the 1960s and 1970s,6 as well 
as the overall impact of psychoanalysis and branches of psychotherapy and 
psychology, all studied the role of sex in our lives and made the public 
aware of this growing body of knowledge. Social, cultural, and political 
discourses marked gradual changes in gender relations toward an increased 
emancipation of women and gender equality. Formerly taboo topics for 
public discourse were aired. The latter half of the century saw an increased 
openness to discussing in print all manner of references to sexuality, be 
they feminine hygiene, erectile dysfunction, transmission and prevention of 
venereal diseases, cancers of organs of sexual reproduction, homosexuality, 
transvestism, incest, and pedophilia. Flexible legality has allowed for some 
of these transitions.
Ulysses and Lolita are not primarily pornographic or obscene, but they 
do touch upon some very sensitive sexual matters that invoke pornog-
raphy and obscenity in ways that their contemporary readership would 
find provocative and unusual. Furthermore, these works make sexuality 
fundamental to their thematic explorations; sexuality becomes ethically 
insistent, impossible to ignore in the consideration of human relations and 
responsibility.
while flexible legality determines to a large extent liberal-democratic 
law, the first part of the twentieth century saw that law prejudging sexuality 
in ways that theoretically resemble those of repressive regimes. Moreover, 
6.  alfred kinsey’s Sexual Behavior in the Human Male (1948) and Sexual Behavior in the Human 
Female (1953); william h. Masters and virginia Johnson’s Human Sexual Response (1966), Human 
Sexual Inadequacy (1970), and several more works in the following decades.
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in the four novels of this study, the textual settings in terms of censorship 
and social judgment are very similar.
2.	 prepubliCAtion	Censoring	And	the	AlWAys	
AlreAdy	guilty	subJeCt’s	ContrACt	With	
stAte	ideology
Twentieth-century politically repressive regimes—such as Franco’s Spain 
and the Soviet Union—have provided elaborate examples of prepublica-
tion censorship.7 The state’s excessive application and promotion of its 
ideology necessitate a systematic suppression of dissenting voices and ideas. 
The Francoist system of censorship, although fairly comprehensive, was not 
ultimately as all-embracing and smothering as the Soviet censorship, which 
used several more methods to effectuate a totalitarian control on authors 
and publications.
The repressive regime shares with the liberal democracy a belief in 
the power of words to inform and influence. But the repressive regime 
conceives differently of the law and the state’s role in the law, including 
the sphere of communication. whereas liberal democracies have come to 
celebrate the concept of flexible legality and presumption of innocence, 
regimes such as the Soviet Union and Franco’s Spain tended to present the 
law and the state as interlocking units, insisting on a paternalistic ideology 
of an “immutable legality” and a presumption of guilt or non-innocence 
until innocence is proven.8
7.  For historical and analytical accounts of Francoist and Spanish censorship, see abella; abel-
lán; Arte del franquismo; Beneyto; Bozal; Brea; Carr; Cirici; Cisquella; delibes; Foster; godzich; 
gubern; gumbrecht; herzberger; Jiménez losantos; Jordan; linz; llorens Castillo; Molinero; Pérez; 
Pérez rojas; reig Tapia; Sánchez reboredo; Sinova; Southworth; “Spain: Indice: Twenty years of 
Censorship”; Terrón Montero; wasserman.
For historical and analytical accounts of Soviet and russian censorship, see aksenov; ambler; 
Barron for kgB-censoring methods of dissident authors; Blium; Brodsky; Chalidze; Choldin; 
drugovskaia; edwards on three prominent, censored writers; epshtein, “how Society Censors its 
writers”; ermolaev; garrard; goldschmidt; hosking; Imperial Russia; “interview with Chief Cen-
sor”; James; Johnson; krasnogorov; lenin; losev; Markstein; Joss Marsh, Soviet Marxism; rosalind 
J. Marsh; Medvedev; Monas; neuschäfer; Perspectives on Literature and Society in Eastern and Western 
Europe; Popovskii; radley; reck; The Red Pencil: Artists, Scholars, and Censors in the USSR; ruud; 
Scotto; Shanor; Shneidman; Slonim; The Soviet Censorship; Streliani; Swayze; Tsenzura v tsarskoi 
Rossii i Sovetskom Soiuze; Tsymbal; Twarog; vladimirov; wozniuk.
8. in practice this “legality” was subject to all manner of distortions in Francoist Spain and 
the Soviet Union. what is important is the irrational dependence on the illusion of an immutable 
legality, as demonstrated in the standard examples of a repressive regime’s use of a show trial or its 
retroactive editing of historical documents. 
See also The Distinctiveness of Soviet Law for legal analyses of the theory and practice of Soviet 
law, which underline the gap between Soviet jurists’ theory of a supposedly solidified code of law 
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These two premises directly informed the official censorship practices 
in these countries. in general, the presupposition of prepublication or 
prior censorship is that the writer or his work is not-innocent, guilty, 
or at fault before proven otherwise. The prepublication censorship is the 
stage for assessment. The state, through its censorship offices, approaches 
the literary text and its writer with profound distrust. But the law is not 
explicit about what would cause suppression of a text. The writer therefore 
creates his work from a position of guilt and will be judged by a set of 
unspecified, harsh rules (the application of which paradoxically may vary 
widely according to the context). (This oppositional or embattled position 
is somewhat commensurate with that of writers like Joyce and nabokov 
in liberal democracies, who also were unsure of how their work would 
be judged.)
despite Francoist Spain’s and the Soviet Union’s political differences, 
their ideologies shared several assumptions about writing and sexuality. 
First, both states valued a limited, ideologically correct version of liter-
ary realism. Second, that realist vision was supposed to exclude references 
to sexual situations or themes. Censors in both countries tended to label 
almost any sexual representation in literature as pornographic, immoral, 
obscene, or indecent.9
This sensitivity to the expression of sexuality reveals the strong faith of 
literal association between the signifier and the signified. For the regimes, 
literature represented the artists’ and intellectuals’ perceptions and values, 
yet conversely the regimes wished literature to serve the state and present 
“positive” works. Francoist and Soviet prepublication censorship aimed 
to maintain virtues of sanitized realism and prudish morality unsullied by 
vulgarity, obscenity, and explicit sexual expression and themes. The didacti-
cism inherent in the Francoist and Soviet regimes was played out in their 
censoring practices. Francoist ideology largely sought to promote a nostal-
and their very different practice of it. See abellán and román gubern’s La censura: Función política 
y ordenamiento jurídico bajo el franquismo (1936–1975) for further detailed understanding of how 
censorship was incorporated into legal practice and how Spanish jurists interpreted the law in 
theory and practice during the Francoist period.
9.  Spanish (self) perceptions of sexuality during the Francoist era are explored in the following 
works: abella; abellán, Censura y creación literaria; amezúa; Arte del franquismo; Bozal; Brea; Caballero; 
Carr; Cirici; garcía ronda; hart; labanyi; Malo de Molina; ramos gascón; Sieburth.
works in philosophy about russian sexuality include Berdiaev, rozanov, Popovskii, and 
epshtein. igor kon is a primary source of information on russian sexuality, his books extensively 
examining cultural, medical, psychological, and sociological facets of sexuality. For scholarly stud-
ies of aspects of russian sexuality (pre-Soviet, Soviet, or post-Soviet) see, for example, attwood; 
Blium; edwards; engelstein; ermolaev; etkind; goscilo; hubbs; Mamonova; rosalind J. Marsh; 
naiman; Sexuality and the Body in Russian Culture; Shneidman; Slonim; Women in Russia; Women 
in Russia and Ukraine. 
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gic, heroic historical narrative of Spanish plenitude and self-reliance. while 
there was some promotion of ideology in art, most Francoist censoring of 
manuscripts worked by negating opposing or offensive expression. Bor-
rowing in part from Spanish Catholic censorship formulae of pre-Francoist 
eras, the regime used a form with four key criteria to be considered by 
censor-readers in their evaluation of manuscripts for approval or denial: 
“does the work attack dogma? morality? the Church and its Ministries? 
the regime and its institutions?”10 Once the censor had assessed the work 
in question, various methods of censorship could be determined, depending 
on the acceptability or potential offensiveness of the work. These methods 
included editing (excising words, phrases, pages, or segments; replacing 
words with other more benign words or with blanks, asterisks, or ellipses); 
declining permission to publish; banning if the work was published and 
then found to be harmful or offensive; or even strategically controlling 
print runs and distribution (e.g., circulating in secondary towns and in 
one or no major city; allowing library acquisitions and sales abroad but 
little or no domestic sales; limiting critical reviews or author interviews 
in magazines and newspapers, promotions, and other ways of publicizing 
a publication).
in contrast, Soviet censorship functioned dually by negating counter-
ideological expression and promoting a writing program of socialist realism. 
The USSr’s utopian aspirations could be expressed in the devotion to 
Marxist-leninist ideals, cleanliness, work, and its products (the betterment 
and advancement of the Soviet project by the people for the people). Soviet 
ideology was premised on working toward a radiant future of shared abun-
dance and equality. Useful to the prescriptive aims of Soviet censorship was 
a hallowed, pre-revolutionary history of approaching russian literature as 
a guide to life.11 This didactic trend in literary culture contributed later 
to the Soviet project to create a new Soviet man and woman through 
advances made in the fields of biology, psychology, “pedology,” education, 
10. This list of Francoist criteria could almost be transcribed to the Soviet context, with the 
exception of the third concern regarding a work’s possible attack on the Church. i quote the list of 
criteria from the actual censors’ reader reports kept in Spain’s archivo general de la administración 
in alcalá de henares. Unfortunately, in my research of several Soviet archives that had sections 
pertaining to culture and censorship, i could not find comparable readers’ reports, for it appears 
that these documents are not available or have been destroyed. See ermolaev and goriaeva’s Istoriia 
sovetskoi politicheskoi tsenzury: Dokumenty i kommentarii (1997) that gathers together many archival 
sources.
11. engelstein, among others, points out how pre-revolutionary russian readers eagerly read 
aloud together newly published fiction and nonfiction. in the late nineteenth century and early 
twentieth century, reading was an intensely signifying event, often involving dramatic comparisons 
between the fictional situations and one’s own life and determining an adjustment in how one 
lived.
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Marxist-leninist theory, and agitation and propaganda. Thus, the Soviet 
censorship of literature involved the prescription as well as the more com-
mon proscription of writing.
Soviet censors applied the criteria of socialist realism to their reading and 
criticism of literary texts. Basically, a realistic mode of description was sup-
posed to complement an ideologically correct plot and resolution. Socialist 
realism in the arts aimed to glorify political and social ideals of communism, 
building on three areas: the ideological (ideinost’), party-line (partiinost’), 
people-oriented (narodnost’). in Soviet censorship and mainstream Soviet 
literary criticism (thus, excluding the russian Formalists and their succes-
sors, i.e., Tartu semioticians, Prague structuralists), many readers esteemed 
an ideal text as one exhibiting total control and totalized meaning, a kind 
of wholeness, completeness (tselostnost’), whose integrity (tselnost’)12 would 
be blemished or disturbed by critical inquiry.13
while Francoist ideology does not so explicitly codify these terms, 
wholeness and integrity were equally functional in their censoring pro-
gram. The concept of a unified Spain covered up regional diversity, class 
disparities, gender inequality, and, of course, the deep division effectuated 
by the civil war. For Franco and his ideologues, promotion of unity had 
a particular heroic, militaristic, and Catholic historical resonance, allusive 
of the “reunification” of Spain under the Catholic kings, Ferdinand and 
isabel, in 1492. emphatic expressions of unity and homogeneity resulted 
from a Francoist censorship and its regime, with its aims to present a serene, 
organized impression of contented order in Spain and to conceal difference 
and dissent.  
in the realm of art and literary fiction, the Francoist and Soviet russian 
regimes shared an ideological goal of unity, wholeness, and homogeneity. 
This goal characterizes the state as a parental force which appeals to its 
subjects to enter the unifying frame of its Symbolic register. The writer 
(or other individual) may resist or submit such an interpellation, but his 
contract with the state is defined by that relationship.
Martín-Santos’s Tiempo de silencio and erofeev’s Russkaia krasavitsa empha-
size the individual’s confrontation with his or her paternalistic society and 
its judgmental, regulatory forces. The two novels’ treatments of sexuality 
include topics which were generally taboo (prostitution, venereal disease, 
disease and mental illness, abortion, incest). The narratives are dynamic, 
presenting paradoxes and complexities of relationships, voice, and perspec-
12. For discussions of the important significance of the concepts tselostnost’ and tselnost’ in rela-
tion to various streams of russian thought, see epshtein, After the Future.
13. For example, dark sees Russkaia krasavitsa as working toward an ironized totalizing effect, an 
“encyclopedia of russian life” (178), and as an antimemoir and a fable (among other things).
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tive (as opposed to presenting order and coherence). The texts’ extensive, 
sophisticated use of intertextuality, irony, and rhetorical play complicate and 
enrich interpretation, engaging ironically with ideological master narratives. 
Both novels depart from the respective prevailing contemporary literary 
aesthetics. instead of the glassy objectivism of the novela social, Tiempo 
de silencio prefers an ironic, modernist style of inner mental perceptions 
combined with exterior narrative perspectives. Russkaia krasavitsa revels in 
postmodernist parodies and apocalyptic metanarratives and a modernist 
confessional narrative. Both novels focus on the problems of their respective 
countries, highlighting their sense of Sartrean engagement while preferring 
sophisticated literary artistry over a plain or middle-brow prose accessible 
to a wide reading public.
These two novels emphasize the contractual relationship binding the 
subject-characters (Pedro; irina) to the law. like the protagonists of Ulysses 
and Lolita, Pedro and irina are framed as already guilty before the law; both 
find themselves in defensive, oppositional, or embattled positions vis-à-vis 
the law. in Tiempo de silencio, Pedro, despite some resistance, eventually is 
interpellated (hailed) through his nation’s master narrative.14 in Russkaia 
krasavitsa, irina is unable to fulfill the demands of the Soviet contract and 
ends her existence in an apocalyptic wedding. The value of sex as unlaw-
ful or obscene counterbalances the protagonists’ desire for knowledge and 
love.
Tiempo de silencio and Russkaia krasavitsa take the functions and aims of 
Francoist and Soviet censorships for wholeness or unity as a set of regula-
tory presuppositions. Tiempo de silencio fractures the perception of Pedro by 
dividing his character zone into several narrative perspectives. in Russkaia 
krasavitsa, irina struggles to make a coherent text of herself and her situa-
tion out of many shards of experience, memory, and reflection. Pedro resists 
and ultimately coheres to his country’s ideological narrative, thus ironically 
completing the desire of the big Other. The character-narrator irina and 
her text are negatively defined by their lack of coherence to Soviet liter-
ary and censorship ideals; her narrative shows up the irrational, incongru-
ous, and incoherent aspects of Soviet life and ideology. The text and its 
writer exhibit multiple meanings and a lack of control; while irina may 
aspire to achieve a utopian ideal of tselostnost’ (wholeness, completeness), 
14. in his landmark 1968 essay on ideological State apparatuses, althusser explains how the 
subject is interpellated (or “hailed”) by ideology in a reciprocal act of recognition. interpellation is 
meant to resonate with notions of legal and bureaucratic subjects and procedures, and to challenge 
our perception of individuality and personal freedom. while Pedro resists the dominant Spanish 
ideology in some ways, he also wants to be recognized by it and ultimately submits to its values 
and codes. we could see the protagonists of each of these four novels involved in interpellation 
struggles.
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her writing and her body are presented in fragments which do not add 
up to a satisfying wholeness that resists conflicting meaning. like nastasya 
Filippovna, irina is a study of contrasts that would seem to cancel each 
other out. her sublime beauty and genius of love promise salvation, but 
ultimately cannot fulfill it. Russkaia krasavitsa’s partially fulfilled promise of 
the pornographic fantasy of discovering a sexually desiring woman’s voice 
further complicates and enriches the interpretation of literary sexuality and 
subject’s foundations in lack.15
like Ulysses and Lolita, these Spanish and russian novels use the contrast 
between the role of the individual and his or her sense of alienation from 
the rest of society. all of the protagonists are portrayed as being at odds 
with the homogenizing discourses of society. at the same time, because of 
the contrasts in point of view, the characters’ and narrators’ perspectives 
illuminate diverse facets of society, matters which were often censored, 
overlooked, or blindly accepted. explorations of sexual themes and situa-
tions are counterbalanced with the censorious judgments of society.
The crisis of the individual in literature personalizes the forces of censor-
ship which emphasize, in turn, the importance of authorship, an author’s 
life, political convictions, and individuality. all of the novels in question here 
focus strongly on character, character development, and the importance and 
signifying value of inner thoughts and fantasy.
not unlike some of the pre-1970 legal action against works like Ulysses 
and Lolita in liberal democracies, Francoist and Soviet censorships perceived 
sexuality as dirty, offensive, and unaesthetic. The sexuality presented in 
Tiempo de silencio and Russkaia krasavitsa develops from that negative and 
negating perception. The texts metonymically attach sexuality to disease, 
doomed sexual reproduction, and death. naiman notes this trend in Soviet 
culture:
[S]ex is so evidently an avenue for contamination that other metonymic cat-
egories tend to become equated with it. it may be bound with language as 
15. Basing himself on hegel and Freud, lacan sees the human subject as a site of lack or a 
cut, in part through castration, centering of drives, and his entry into the Symbolic; the subject 
attempts to fill this lack with his desires, including his gaze toward the other. The other or objet petit 
a stands in for a lack. The a stands for autre or the little other. See, for example, Four Fundamental 
Concepts, 103–5; also, lacan’s Écrits explores the negative formation of the subject and desire (1–7 
and 281–325). Silverman adds gender distinctions to the concept of lack: the male subject views 
the female subject or objet petit a as a place of deficiency and inadequacy; he “disburdens himself of 
his lack” (Acoustic Mirror, 1). Silverman expands on this theory in Male Subjectivity. kaite builds on 
both lacan’s and Silverman’s concepts of lack in order to reveal the functioning of pornography, 
which is always playing with veiled castration. as i discuss, sexuality in the novel, including allusions 
to pornography, often develops similar situations of lack in the subject.
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equivalent agents of pollution, it may be depicted—by virtue of its role in 
procreation—as the embodiment of historical and therefore antiutopian forces, 
and it may combine easily with disease or crime to produce cultural events and 
themes capable of holding a society spellbound. (15–16)
Both Spain and the USSr imposed idealistically nostalgic or utopian sys-
tems of values for their societies, and those values were not to be sullied by 
the disease or vulgarity of sex. we can note the affinities between the desire 
to censor sexuality and the utopian impulse. naiman points out that this 
impulse “manifests a deep dissatisfaction with prevailing social institutions, 
values, and modes of thought, although inextricably and agonizingly bound 
up in all these realia” (16). likewise, for Francoist ideologues, sexuality can 
be censored by nostalgia in its selective, sanitizing glorification of the past. 
Turning the tables on this censorial trend, authors like Martín-Santos and 
erofeev reintegrate censored sexuality in their texts to signal their deep 
dissatisfaction with their societies.
in Tiempo de silencio and Russkaia krasavitsa, the protagonists’ confronta-
tions with their self (including their lacks and faults) might give them cause 
to desire “the perfect, untainted state of being” (naiman, 16). But if one 
aims at the ideological ideals of one’s state, one has to repress, eradicate, or 
loathe the grotesque or repulsive aspects of one’s environment (and one’s 
self) that do not cohere with those ideals. in both novels, the aspects of 
sexuality promising fertility, growth, caring, warmth, happiness, beauty, and 
love are eventually rendered or perceived as sterile, mismanaged, unproduc-
tive, barren, rotten, cancerous, or dead. in both novels, the pregnancies do 
not come to term, but rather end in grotesque deaths of the mothers; no 
new Spanish or Soviet child is born.
in the negative resolutions of these novels, sexuality as utopia is clearly 
denied. The narratives play with the suggestion of sexuality as a potential 
life force and source of knowledge and creative, aesthetic pleasure, as well 
as a sensuously enjoyable set of practices, but ultimately do not make 
sexuality triumphant.
The reality not produced by the state and its ideology (a reality that 
counters the ideological ideals) is that of disease, corruption, ruin. The 
novels’ protagonists irina and Pedro attempt to realize the fundamental 
ideological fantasy (“Society as a corporate Body”) as described by Žižek 
(Sublime Object, 126). yet their desire to signify something special in that 
corporate Body is not appropriate to the fantasy. “Society as a corporate 
Body” requires homogeneity, coherence, plenitude, and cooperation; the 
self submits to the collective whole or dies.
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in all four novels, sexuality is elaborated on the tension between secrecy 
and openness. The authors avoid having sexuality signify pure freedom, 
pleasure, or paradise (although the protagonists may at times harbor such 
fantasies). instead, Joyce, nabokov, Martín-Santos, and erofeev rigorously 
question sexuality as a site of possible knowledge about ourselves. as we 
have seen, despite these authors’ differing cultural, geopolitical, and even 
temporal positions in the twentieth century, their projects, based in and 
conditioned by censorship, all lead us to an investigation of the artistic 
censoring of sexuality.
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  the climactic midnight center of Ulysses we find a narrativ-
ized drama that emphasizes the fantastic, unruly, and dangerous 
aspects of sexuality: the pleasures of the body (aphrodisia), instincts, and 
desires are held accountable to, and are constructed by, social and moral 
preoccupations. The nighttown setting of Monto, dublin’s turn-of-the-
century prostitution district, offers a space to explore masculine sexuality, 
yet it is not a place to escape the Jewish and Catholic and irish middle-class 
traditions governing sex and marriage. Self-definition is an unrealized ideal: 
the boundaries of masculinity and heterosexuality are blurred; the seeking 
of the self through the other suggests a mutable, flexible sexual desire that 
oscillates between masculine and feminine allures and that is propelled by 
drives to know and not know.
“Circe,” the central whorl of narrativized drama in Ulysses, draws from 
a wide-ranging european and irish heteroglossia, and incorporates other 
dramatic works and structures while serving novelistic discourse. This nar-
rativized drama develops censoring motifs, which include substitution or 
oscillation, omission, suppression, desire, alternation, metamorphosis or trans-
formation, and repeated, reimagined fantasies of judgment. These motifs are 
elaborated through metaphor, metonymy, narrative fragments from other 

Circean Censoring 
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
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episodes, dramatic dialogue, the nightmarish and comic effects of farce, and 
intertextual allusions to other literary works. The narrative design of the 
text recalls the movement of a dreamlike state, in which there are formed 
and articulated images and words of desire and then the censoring of these 
in some creative fashion. given that the “Circe” narrative privileges the 
movement of censoring, a dramatic form is never fully realized. rather, the 
various acts and scenes have indistinct borders. a classical dramatic action is 
lessened by the dual interest in the leading characters Bloom and Stephen 
and their lack of traditional heroic qualities and emphasis of masochistic 
qualities of the new man.
Joyce’s Ulysses is a novel about censoring that happened to become a 
target for publication censorship, in both its serial magazine form and its 
1922 unification as a book.1 his works consecutively challenged existing 
censorship standards in literature, and Ulysses represents a landmark case in 
twentieth-century legal history of literature and art.2 Joyce’s novel expands 
1. Joyce knew he was being provocative with his work, but in literary publication history, we 
discover that some events do “happen” while others don’t, sometimes intentionally, sometimes not. 
Some works slip past below the radar. nabokov and publishers agonized that Lolita would encoun-
ter court action in the United States, and it never did; it did encounter significant censorship in 
France and england. Ulysses was interrupted and banned in serial form when a sixteen-year-old 
girl in Connecticut happened to read an installment of “nausicaa” in the Little Review. her father 
happened to be a lawyer. if this girl had not been such a good reader and her father a prurient 
lawyer, then Ulysses might have continued serial publication in the 1920s. when in the early 1930s, 
Joyce’s lawyer Morris ernst was planning to bring about the case of the United States of America v. 
One Book Entitled Ulysses, he had Ulysses imported from abroad, aiming to have Customs seize it. 
But by this time, Customs had become blasé about the importation of this novel, so ernst had to 
send someone to Customs in person to point out that the novel was still officially banned and by 
law should be seized. See ernst and de grazia, for example, on these actions prompting the trial. 
it should be noted that Joyce was aiming to publish his work, not to have it remain unpublished. 
So although censors gave him problems and vice versa, he did not expressly aim to write in order 
for his work to go unpublished and thus unread. 
2. Many scholars have examined the influence of Ulysses on modern publishing and law. For 
a legal perspective, see, for example, Morris ernst and alan U. Schwartz, Censorship: The Search for 
the Obscene; edward de grazia, Girls Lean Back Everywhere: The Law of Obscenity and the Assault on 
Genius; Paul vanderham, James Joyce and Censorship: The Trials of Ulysses; adam Parkes, Modernism 
and the Theatre of Censorship. Several recent works consider how the mutually influential rhetoric 
of legal debates and the discourse of Ulysses; see, for example, Michael groden, Ulysses in Progress; 
rosa eberly, Citizen Critics; katherine Mullin, James Joyce, Sexuality and Social Purity; allison Pease, 
Modernism, Mass Culture and the Aesthetics of Obscenity; Marisa anne Pagnattaro, “Carving a liter-
ary exception: The Obscenity Standard and Ulysses”; Carmelo Medina Casado, “Sifting through 
Censorship: The British home Office Ulysses Files (1922–1936)”; Brook Thomas, “Ulysses on 
Trial: Some Supplementary reading”; The United States of America v. One Book Entitled Ulysses 
by James Joyce: Documents and Commentary; a 50-Year Retrospective; david weir, “what did he 
know, and when did he know it: The Little Review, Joyce, and Ulysses”; william S. Brockman, 
“american librarians and early Censorship of Ulysses: ‘aiding the Cause of Free expression’?”; 
alistair McCleery, “a Curious history: United kingdom government reaction to Ulysses”; Claire 
Culleton, “Joyce and the g-Men”; Cheryl herr, “irish Censorship and ‘The Pleasure of the Text’: 
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the parameters of what is acceptable as art (as opposed to pornography or 
obscenity), not withstanding the fact that Joyce and others have acknowl-
edged that the novel is obscene in places.3 The novel manages to represent 
censoring techniques and standards, both those of the publishing and legal 
worlds as well as the artistic world. “Circe” internalizes dialogically a series 
of discourses related to art, the unconscious and social taboos, pornography 
and prostitution, institutions regulating sexuality including the Catholic 
Church, the dublin police, the english military and generally english 
colonial rule, the social purity movements, and the economy.4
The ‘aeolus’ episode of Joyce’s Ulysses”; archie loss, “The Censor Swings: Joyce’s work and the 
new Censorship”; walter kendrick, “The Corruption of gerty Macdowell”; Morris l. ernst, 
“reflections on the Ulysses Trial and Censorship”; Jackson r. Bryer, “Joyce, Ulysses, and the Little 
Review.” 
 editors, too, have been involved in censoring Joyce. See, for example: ezra Pound’s aversion to 
the jakes scene at the end of “Calypso” in Paul vanderham’s “ezra Pound’s Censorship of Ulysses”; 
the odyssey of the gabler edition is surveyed critically in vicki Mahaffey’s “intentional error: The 
Paradox of editing Joyce’s Ulysses.” in relation to excremental language and insinuations, such as 
those in “Calypso” that bothered Pound, see vincent Cheng’s “‘goddinpotty’: James Joyce and the 
language of excrement.”
3. Judge woolsey’s famous published ruling on the nonobscene quality of Ulysses should be 
taken as a well-intentioned lie. vanderham devotes an entire chapter to the issue of woolsey’s 
“well-intentioned lie,” explaining its significance in the law and why we must be cautious in our 
own interpretations of such rulings. To accept woolsey’s judgment is to assert that there is nothing 
offensive, obscene, or pornographic in Ulysses. Both vanderham and Parkes offer excellent, detailed 
discussions of the Ulysses trials and publication censorship. Jules david law develops a sound argu-
ment for woolsey’s traditional masculine response to pornography, and for the “nausicaa” episode’s 
displacement of the masculine, patriarchal subject.
 4. For richard Brown, commercialism is the “sordid reality” to which things return in 
“Circe.” he appraises the 1904 scene: “dublin was a city where prostitution was rife, largely 
because of the presence of a garrison of english soldiers. ‘Monto’ was arguably one of the clearest 
indications of ireland’s imperial subordination and that is an aspect that Joyce brings to the surface 
by staging Stephen’s fight with the absurdly patriotic english soldiers in that area in ‘Circe,’ even 
bringing edward vii, in freemasonic trowel and apron, to back his representative up” (James Joyce 
and Sexuality, 121).
Shechner’s historical contextualization of “Circe” addresses Joyce’s keen awareness of the 
“sordid reality” described by Brown: in addition to courting censorship, Joyce “was conscious 
of the partial dependence of sexual and intrapsychic repression upon the political and religious 
institutions that sponsor it in ireland. Seeing sexual repression primarily as a function of cultural 
oppression, he undertook a regime of personal desublimation as an act of cultural radicalism” 
(Shechner, 105).
Peter hitchcock’s article on Bakhtin, answerability, and Joyce points out the prevailing anti-
Joycean response of english and Marxist readers in the 1920s, conflicted between balancing the 
values of social historical content and aesthetic forms. The larger problem is Marxism’s difficulty 
with modernism (66). hitchcock cites vincent Cheng’s Joyce, Race and Empire, which “shows that 
part at least of the modernist dilemma is an aesthetic confrontation between the promise of more 
fluid conceptions of subjectivity that modernity makes available and the inhibiting binary logic 
that inheres in the racial and colonial discourses of Joyce’s time” (67).
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1.	CritiCAl	synopsis
“Circe” occurs from roughly midnight through one o’clock in the morn-
ing in dublin’s Monto or redlight district, June 17, 1904. in the previous 
chapter, “Oxen of the Sun,” leopold Bloom and Stephen dedalus have 
been at the hospital, and then drinking at a pub with friends. Upon leav-
ing the pub, the group separates. Stephen and his friend lynch depart for 
nighttown, and Bloom, under the pretext of protecting the drunk young 
Stephen, follows them there. at the outset of the chapter, we see the arrival 
of Stephen and lynch in Monto, and then the separate gasping arrival 
of Bloom. The men only later encounter each other at Bella Cohen’s 
brothel. like much of Ulysses, there is little plot: in the chapter’s “climax” 
of sorts, Stephen breaks a lamp at Cohen’s and later, at the chapter’s end, 
he is knocked unconscious. Bloom protectively shadows Stephen once he 
has found him at Cohen’s; at the end of the chapter Bloom leans over 
the slowly reviving, murmuring Stephen and sees a vision of his dead son 
rudy. Most of the text is consumed with Stephen’s and Bloom’s fanta-
sies, presented in a loosely associated series of vignettes, often not linked 
by logical causation, and transposed atop the dark, lurid setting. Bloom 
has scenes with his father, mother, Molly, grandfather, various dubliners, 
imaginary and real, from his present and past. Stephen is accompanied by 
his friend lynch as they first stroll the streets of nighttown and later are 
revealed idling in Cohen’s parlor with several prostitutes. he has fewer 
fantasy scenes than Bloom, and these include scenes with former teachers, 
his father, mother, Buck Mulligan, haines, and various dubliners. “Circe” is 
the novel’s longest chapter (some 170 pages), but not the densest, format-
ted as a play rather than a novel. There are no demarcated acts or scenes, 
as in a conventional play. The action that can be considered “actual” is the 
men’s arrival in nighttown; Bloom finding Stephen at Cohen’s and taking 
care of his money and stick; some of the conversation and dance at the 
brothel, ending with Stephen’s smashing of the lamp and Cohen’s attempt 
to haggle for the money; Bloom’s attempt to move Stephen away from 
the altercation with Private Carr in the street; Carr’s and Stephen’s verbal 
exchange ending with Carr’s physical blow to Stephen’s head; and Stephen’s 
state of unconsciousness and recovery under Bloom’s care.
2.	drAmAtiC	disCourse	 in	the	novel
Critics have remarked on the indebtedness of “Circe” to drama. hugh ken-
ner notes Shakespeare (especially Hamlet, Othello), ibsen (especially Ghosts, 
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When We Are Dead, Rosmersholm which treats father-daughter incest),5 and 
goethe (Faust, especially the Walpurgisnacht scenes), as well as the relative 
contemporary coincidence of the Celtic renaissance’s theater (e.g., Synge’s 
Playboy of the Western World and the abbey Theatre) and the 1904 setting of 
Ulysses (the abbey’s inaugural year), and the dublin Christmas pantomime. 
Cheryl herr develops an in-depth exploration of “Circe”’s investment in 
pantomime.6 Pantomime was highly popular in nineteenth-century ireland, 
and it has a long tradition as a genre of silent, gestural storytelling. kathryn 
wylie points out that pantomime originates with classical greek dance, and 
is especially distinct as a “genre in the greco-roman pantomimes [nar-
ration of heroic myth and legend] and the nineteenth century pantomime 
blanche” (1). For aristotle (and for Stephen) mime is linked to the low 
arts. Commedia dell’arte—with its masks, grotesqueries, satires, parodies, 
and Bakhtinian carnivalesque reversals of identity and release from cultural 
restraints—can also be related to features in “Circe.”
Margot norris remarks on the influence of german expressionist the-
ater on Joyce (in 1901 he translated two plays by gerhart hauptmann, 
Sunrise and Michael Kramer, and generally took a keen interest in conti-
nental drama).7 hauptmann’s play Hanneles Himmelfahrt (The Ascension of 
Joan) offers hallucinations of an abused girl. norris discusses the parallels in 
such expressionistic plays and “Circe”: the “collapse of boundaries between 
mind and world in order to create an extremely subjectivized space, a uni-
verse that is an externalized expression of the most extreme feelings and 
experiences of the mind [. . . ]”; “a mystical ‘dark night of the soul’ [or] 
Seelendrama” (“Theater,” 80).8
i shall return to some of these discussions, including the history context 
of irish theater and Joyce’s dublin of 1904 in “Circe,” the importance of 
costumes and the flexible representation of gender (herr’s identification 
5. in her exploration of triangles of sin in Ulysses, especially incest, adultery, and suicide, Jane 
Ford notes ibsen’s influence on Joyce “in this recurrent preoccupation with sexual frustration, the 
power of the dead over the living, man’s relentless need to cope with his guilt, and possibly also, 
kindermord” (124).
6. See Cheryl herr’s Joyce’s Anatomy of Culture.
7. See norris’s “disenchanting enchantment: The Theatrical Brothel of ‘Circe’” and “Theater 
of the Mind: ‘Circe’ and avant-garde Form.” in “disenchanting enchantment,” norris identifies 
Joyce’s highly critical use of pornography as a discourse in the “enchantment” of ‘Circe’: “By pre-
texting the pornographic episodes of “Circe” with other pornography—for example, citing Venus 
in Furs as the incitement for mimicking its language (“he addressed me in several handwritings 
with fulsome compliments as a venus in furs and alleged profound pity for my frost-bound coach-
man Palmer” [15:1045–47])—Joyce doubles the transgressive position of pornography by allowing 
it to mock, exploit, and resexualize its own censorships and suppressions” (232). in “Theater of the 
Mind,” norris highlights Joyce’s indebtedness to german expressionism.
8. The german Seelendrama translates literally as “soul drama.”
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of pantomime features in “Circe”), and the aesthetic influences from other 
dramatic genres.
The discourse of “Circe” does not constitute a play; rather, the language 
of theater is subordinated to the overall novelistic system of discourse that 
is Ulysses. “Circe,” presented as a “piece of theater,” masquerades as such. 
it remains a chapter in a novel, and continues to deploy primary and sec-
ondary features of the novel, particularly by its referential system to other 
parts of the novel, be these dialogues, character development, description 
of action or setting, and so on.9 The language of “Circe” configures the 
novelistic language of Ulysses into both the direct discourse of speaking 
characters and things (mimesis) and into stage directions and indications 
(diegesis).
Both mimetic and diegetic elements of “Circe” employ poetic and real-
istic expressions. Mimesis in “Circe” does not limit itself to realistically con-
veying actual speech. in many mimetic discourses of characters and things 
in “Circe” emerge words and phrases expressed elsewhere in the novel by 
the narrator or other characters. Much of the language of “Circe” is focal-
ized by the dialogic capacities (speaking, listening, responding capacities) of 
Bloom and Stephen from other areas and dimensions of the novel (includ-
ing their history prior to June 16 and 17, 1904). For example, cigarette 
smoke wreaths say to Bloom: “Sweet are the sweets. Sweets of sin” (429): a 
transposition of the title of a novel bought by Bloom for Molly (227) and 
creative variations of the title, a topic and wordplay revisited many times 
throughout the day and night, starting from Bloom’s postprandial book 
shopping in “wandering rocks.”
The mimetic dramatic form of “Circe” does not cohere to dramatic 
standards.10 well beyond a theater of the absurd, “Circe” would be virtu-
9. in Joyce’s Anatomy of Culture, Cheryl herr examines theatrical elements in “Circe” such as its 
use of dramatic techniques, dramatic genres such as melodrama and pantomime, and transvestism 
on the stage. My interpretation of the episode’s dramatic content differs from herr’s in that it seems 
to me that that content is always determined by greater narrative structures and elements of the 
novel. Perhaps in a mimetically theatrical way, the episode masquerades as drama while remaining 
essentially a part of the narrative discourse. There is no reason, however, not to include dramatic 
discourse and structures into the novelistic one. in keeping with Bakhtin’s heteroglossia that defines 
the modern novel, Ulysses incorporates dramatic discourse and references into its great swath of 
heteroglossia. in contrast to the hybrid dialogic dramatic-narrative that is “Circe,” a conventional 
play does not feature dialogism. Sue vice explains that, for Bakhtin, “[d]rama cannot be dialogic 
[. . . ] because it possesses no scope for the fictional narrator—‘a unity that encompasses and stands 
above’” (Introducing Bakhtin, 187). in a discussion on dialogism, vice acknowledges Ulysses as a suc-
cessful “‘novelization’ of epic” (82), by novelization meaning dialogic on Bakhtin’s terms.
10. Marilyn French warns readers not to be lured by the naturalistic promise of the stage 
(186–87), especially with regard to the “hallucinations” of Bloom and Stephen; she goes on to 
explain that “[t]he dramatic form of the chapter is appropriate to a technique in which details 
of the imagination are projected as realities. The form not only permits the hypostatization of 
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ally impossible to produce on stage; its literary foundation is the novel, not 
theater. nonetheless, discursively, the chapter relies on heteroglot narrative 
that incorporates dramatic features and themes, particularly the theme of 
judgment. Circe’s frequent character transformations do reflect the tradition 
of farce, in particular the British extravaganza, burlesque, and pantomime, 
with their heavy reliance on the lively, grotesque, and absurd. Further over-
the-top theatricality is seen in the numerous striking visual and acoustic 
changes of costume and scene.
Joyce’s lengthy, detailed stage directions are similar to the equally intricate 
stage directions of regency pantomimes (such as Aladdin by edward litt 
leman Blanchard). Moreover, as Michael r. Booth points out, in his his-
tory of nineteenth-century British theater, “[i]n the regency harlequinade 
man’s plight is often created by transformation, misbehaviour, and relentless 
hostility of objects and mechanical devices” (7), and that pantomime com-
bined “fantasy and comic nightmare” (21). Pantomime became a favorite 
of the victorian and edwardian public, thus forming part of the historical 
context of Ulysses. Joyce uses it further to provide a popular and aesthetic 
structural context for some dramatic action of “Circe.” The actions of Ste-
phen and Bloom in nighttown—some actual and much imagined—reflect 
an alternating sense of comedy and nightmare, in keeping with the overall 
censoring movement of the chapter. Booth points out that in farce, danger 
and despair, while presented or threatened, are also ultimately invalidated 
(23). likewise, for Stephen and Bloom, whatever danger or despair confront 
them in “Circe” (and these are impressive in number and fantastic form), 
the two men are ultimately spared lasting noxious consequences.
Meanwhile, some other dramatic influences of “Circe” are vague and 
impressionistic. although ibsen is one of Joyce’s favorite playwrights, ibsen’s 
Ghosts and When We Are Dead are relatively weak intertexts for this chapter, 
evocative thematically of death, doomed social progress, and ghostliness, but 
showing no strong parallels of character, action, setting, or crisis. Joyce’s 
own play Exiles (1918), with its critique of the double standard and the 
thoughts and feelings but give the illusion of objectivity. narrator comment seems to be lacking. 
however, a glance at any of the ‘stage directions’ should dispel that illusion. [ . . . ] The point of 
view of Circe, like that of its predecessors, is from far above the scene. what is being examined 
is the irrational world, which is defined as the world of feelings, and the subject matter is thus 
connected with that of Sirens, Cyclops, and nausikaa. The particular feelings being examined are 
secret and hidden ones, primarily sexual” (195–96).
hélène Cixous reflects on the psychodramatic features: “schizotext [ . . . ]. he who enters here 
casts aside the interiority of the body and of thought, the self ’s unity and integrity in space, conti-
nuity in time, to be pushed to the limit of suffering. [ . . . ] here things are other things. everything 
is endlessly transformed. [ . . . ] The self is without a core of identity. [ . . . ] are you sure of not 
being what you are not?” (388).
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stifling moralistic provincialism of dublin, shows more effort to follow 
ibsen, while “Circe” does not aim to produce primarily a social thesis nor 
an edwardian problem play.
kenner emphasizes Joyce’s development of a Shakespearean dialogism 
and concerns of the aforementioned farce (rejection of normativity):
[ . . . ] Shakespeare, all of whose faults, as noted by all of his critics, he [Joyce] 
seems to have heaped together for imitation: the word-play, the cavalier disre-
gard of unities, the motivation turning on trivia, the tickles for the groundlings, 
the offhand mechanics (“exit, pursued by a bear”), the topicalities, the flagrant 
mixing of genres, the bawdry. how better to epitomize the essential Shake-
speare than by seizing on all that distinguishes him from normative dramatists? 
he made the play illustrate Stephen’s Shakespearean discourse, too—“we walk 
through ourselves, meeting robbers, ghosts, giants, old men, young men, wives, 
widows, brothers-in-love. But always meeting ourselves.” (119)
in my analysis, the dramatic structure and discourse of “Circe” are sub-
servient to the overall dialogism of the novel Ulysses. while the episode 
could be read alone, its full potential is realized in its relation to the rest 
of the text. i will presently discuss the features of the dramatic discourse, 
but for now i wish to address how i diverge partially from Bakhtinian 
narrative theory; some of my terminology draws from Bakhtin, genette, 
and Barthes. The narrator in “Circe” is largely a zero-degree focalizer, 
that is, he/it/she surveys omnisciently the scene, directing through the 
utterances, actions, and other aspects of the mise-en-scène. The narrator’s 
tone varies from terse simplicity (“He is howled down” [15:965]) to ironic 
or poetic elaborations (“He lifts his mutilated ashen face moonwards and bays 
lugubriously” [15:1213–14]). in general, the stage directions are excessive in 
their precise and abundant detail, tending to reflect a novelist’s rather than 
a dramatist’s sensibility.
The characters’ speeches often reflect discourse stated elsewhere in the 
novel, sometimes words belonging to others previously, what Bakhtin calls 
an intrusion of “concealed form.” This technique can be noted in other 
episodes, such as “nausicaa”: the “concealed form” “designates the intro-
duction of the speech of another into the author’s discourse without any 
of the formal markers,” an utterance itself “other to the author as well” 
(36). in considering how the dramatic form of “Circe” serves the novel, we 
might well turn to wallace Martin’s account of how conventional drama, 
even modern drama, cannot be equated with narrative:
while drama can present scenes and actions economically, it cannot summarize 
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and thus blend in stretches of time not worth enacting; hence its choppy struc-
ture. Unlike a book, a play or film can’t be picked up and set down at will. The 
pauses for intermission are imposed on us, and the span of human attention 
is such that performances seldom entertain us for more than three hours. The 
distinguishing feature of narrative—access to the thoughts and feelings of the 
characters, as Blanckenburg noted in 1774—is simply missing in drama, unless 
it is clumsily introduced. [ . . . ] [immediacy of drama] is small compensation 
for what is lost in a medium that can show us everything but tell us noth-
ing. The dramatist is absent, leaving us to infer meaning from an illusion; the 
narrator, on the other hand, can take the responsible choice of speaking to us 
directly. (109–10)
if we judge by Martin’s list of features, “Circe” is joined more closely 
to narrative traditions than the conventions of drama. it is true, however, 
that Joyce makes great strategic use of drama by making exterior (seen and 
spoken) the “thoughts and feelings of the characters.” The wily, knowing 
narrator is not absent when we encounter lines like, “The car jingles tooraloom 
round the corner of the tooraloom lane. Corny Kelleher again reassuralooms with his 
hand. Bloom with his hand assuralooms Corny Kelleher that he is reassuraloomtay” 
(15:4916–19). it is also true that the text in dramatic form can seem to 
distance itself from the narrator’s control. For example, Stephen, as he is 
recovering consciousness, murmurs fragments of yeats’s “who goes with 
Fergus”: STePhen [ . . . ]: . . . shadows . . . the woods / . . . white breast 
. . . dim sea. / (He stretches out his arms, sighs again and curls his body. Bloom, 
holding the hat and ashplant, stands erect. [ . . . ].) BlOOM (communes with the 
night): Face reminds me of his poor mother. in the shady wood. The deep 
white breast. Ferguson, i think i caught. a girl. Some girl. Best thing could 
happen him” (15:4940–50). while this passage could be related in a narra-
tive rather than a play, the dramatic discourse emphasizes the incongruity 
of the two men’s speeches. Bloom “answers” Stephen’s words without fully 
understanding them, and to a large degree in fact, misapprehending them.11 
The narrator masquerades as dramatist.
3.	 Judgment	in	mAsoChism:	
	 gender	performAnCe
in “Circe,” the theater of judgment is developed often through masculine 
masochistic constructions. it might be recalled that leopold Sacher-Masoch’s 
11. i will return to comment on this part of the episode later in this chapter. 
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Venus in Furs (1870), a narrative intertext for “Circe” and ur-text for masoch-
ist theory, and other narratives with masochist story lines involve a contract 
between the masochist and his designated dominatrix. This contract results 
in stylized, dramatic (role-playing, fantasizing, aggressive) players within a 
circumscribed stage and costumes designed to aestheticize further the erotic 
events. in “Circe,” masochistic role-playing, as well as the frequent chang-
ing of costumes and roles, is a central feature and signals judgment on two 
levels. First, the masochist gains pleasure and drama in being judged harshly 
by his dominatrix; his drama is based on being found guilty, condemned, 
and punished. Second, the masochistic fantasy develops a larger critique of 
staid social and aesthetic standards. The various martyrdoms that Bloom and 
Stephen endure dramatize social intolerance of transgressive, alternative, or 
progressive sexuality, art, and politics.
Suzanne Stewart notices a change in gendered norms by the mid- 
nineteenth century in europe. her discussions of heine, Freud, wagner, 
and Sacher-Masoch can be related to the masochistic men of “Circe” in the 
sense that the masochistic man expresses a reordering of values of power 
and preference in modern society. She argues that
[ . . . ] masochism establishes a new normativity in the name of anti-normativity, 
and that this new normativity has questionable political effects. The masoch-
istic claims of male renunciation as staged, as rhetorical, must be taken at 
their word, even though this rhetoric has had real social and political effects: 
masochism, as it was formulated both as a medical diagnosis of the age and as 
an aesthetic concept that ordered a new relationship to the culture at large, 
contributed significantly to the rearticulation of male subjectivity. in the name 
of marginalization, a new norm was constituted: men were viewed and viewed 
themselves as always already wounded or fragmented, subjected and enslaved to 
modern civilization by their own desires, which, of necessity, remained unful-
filled. Masochism expressed both a crisis of male subjectivity and the positive 
valorization of that crisis whereby crisis itself became a constitutive feature of 
that same masculinity. (13)
within this system of gendered values, the Cruel woman—as the domina-
trix and aesthetic object—complements the inadequate but persistent male 
body. Stewart describes the masochistic male body as one that “submits to 
an aestheticized and eroticized gaze and voice, thus conceiving of man as 
deeply penetrated by relations of political and sexual power” (14). we can 
compare this evaluation with gilles deleuze’s assessment of masochism’s 
symbolism: “The masochist feels guilty, he asks to be beaten, he expati-
ates, but why and for what crime? is it not precisely the father-image in 
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him that is thus miniaturized, beaten, ridiculed and humiliated? what the 
subject atones for is his resemblance to the father and the father’s likeness 
in him: the formula of masochism is the humiliated father. hence the father is 
not so much the beater as the beaten” (60–61).
in “Circe,” the male body, through its series of diverse sufferings, reaf-
firms masculine control and authority. The control is portrayed in the 
elaborate stagings, deferrals, contracts; the primary setting is the site of 
prostitution, a place for the exchange and circulation of male bodies, 
masculine subjectivities (transformation, deferral of satisfaction, expressions 
of unconscious wishes), and their return intact. The aestheticized women 
in the chapter support the men’s drama. The women’s roles as prostitutes 
set up a critical condemnation of contemporary values of irish identity as 
related to the economy founded in colonial subjugation and poverty. The 
reward for the men’s sufferings is the ghostlet rudy in his eton attire, and 
not Molly nor May dedalus, nor the various prostitutes.
Bloom’s masochistic role-playing of womanliness can be seen as negat-
ing a standard irish colonial masculinity.12 in a 1929 article, Joan riviere 
examines three cases of women attempting to masquerade as a more 
womanly woman. She argues that “women who wish for masculinity may 
put on a mask of womanliness to avert anxiety and the retribution feared 
from men” (210). One of the women studied tended to perform for men, 
particularly “unmistakable father-figures,” whose “judgment [ . . . ] would 
in reality [not] carry much weight” (211). in her article “Castration and 
its discontents,” kimberly devlin relates riviere’s early contribution to 
gender performance (especially the concept of masks and the masquerade) 
to lacanian theory. with lacan, gender is developed making up for the 
lack of the phallus; this is the case for both men and women (hetero- and 
homosexual). Symbolically, women can “be” the phallus, while men can 
“have” the phallus (Écrits, 289). lacan explains how these sexed relations, 
12. we could compare Bloom’s masquerade of femininity with Mrs. kearney’s performance of 
masculinity in Joyce’s “ivy day in the Committee room”; see garry leonard’s lacanian discussion 
of a woman’s doubly ironic masquerade (“The Masquerade of gender,” esp. 144). kimberly J. dev-
lin explores Joyce’s “self-conscious anatomy of feminine as well as masculine roles” in “Penelope” 
(“Pretending in ‘Penelope’: Masquerade, Mimicry, and Molly Bloom,” 77). Sue vice builds on 
devlin’s discussion by suggesting how a Bakhtinian double-voicedness could be recognized in 
Penelope’s discourse (“The Construction of Femininity”). it would be interesting to compare the 
phallic order underpinning these performances of gender. Martha Black surveys Ulysses for nego-
tiations of gender, arguing that Bloom “is, indeed, a test case and sometime parody of an androgyne. 
in him Joyce composed qualities that have been scripted as stereotypically feminine [e.g., intuition, 
tenderness, domesticity, etc.]” (“S/he-Male voices in Ulysses,” 71). 
in a shift to masks, narrators, and dialogism, we could also recall that Ulysses’s narrators are 
generally masked. See Brandon kershner’s Joyce, Bakhtin, and Popular Literature and “Teaching” 
(esp. 163). 
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“by referring to a signifier, the phallus, have the opposed effect, on the one 
hand, of giving reality to the subject in this signifier, and, on the other, of 
derealizing the relations to be signified.” lacan continues:
This is brought about by the intervention of a “to seem” that replaces the “to 
have,” in order to protect it on the one side, and to mask its lack in the other, 
and which has the effect of projecting in their entirety the ideal of typical 
manifestations of the behaviour of each sex, including the act of copulation 
itself, into the comedy. These ideals take on a new vigour from the demand 
that they are capable of satisfying, which is always a demand for love, with its 
complement of the reduction of desire to demand. [ . . . ] [i]n order to be the 
phallus [ . . . ], the signifier of the desire of the Other, [ . . . ] a woman will 
reject an essential part of femininity, namely, all her attributes in the masquer-
ade. (289–90)
in lacan’s view, love and desire are at odds; the woman in a love rela-
tionship ends up offering love, and not the phallus, while the phallus can 
in turn be sought by the man in the “other” woman, such as a prostitute 
or virgin. lacan observes how the feminine draws on masculine qualities 
for its maintenance: “The fact that femininity finds its refuge in this mask, 
by virtue of the fact of the Verdrängung [repression] inherent in the phallic 
mark of desire, has the curious consequence of making virile display in 
the human being itself seem feminine” (291). in devlin’s application of the 
lacanian masking and “seeming” the phallus, she notes how some men in 
Ulysses (Bloom, Stephen, Simon) are often contemplating dispossession and 
loss; she quotes restuccia’s argument that “Joyce shows that the dublin 
male’s preoccupation with phallic power is a sign of its lack” (125).
i would add that the irish masculinity largely on display in Ulysses is the 
Catholic one. although Catholics formed a majority, they were generally 
unable to attain positions of power or wealth, in part owing to the barring 
of Catholic men from influential posts. devlin points out lacan’s term for 
the male masquerade, parade virile, translated as “virile display.” She goes on 
to explain: “he [lacan] establishes this term [ . . . ] to delineate a differ-
ent enunciation (“i am the ideal of manliness”), an enunciation similar in 
kind to the masquerade of womanliness in its essential fraudulence. lacan 
explicitly links the two gender acts when he notes that ‘virile display in the 
human being itself seem[s] feminine,’ presumably because the exaggeration 
of the pose betrays it as pose” (“Castration,” 132; emphasis in original). 
devlin explores the tenuous masculine parades of Mulligan and Boylan.
riviere’s examination and lacan’s further theorization reveal two 
important elements about gender performance that can be related back to 
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Bloom,13 and perhaps to Stephen.
First, behaving in a womanly way is something that can be done by 
women or men. in Bloom’s case, his womanly act as brothel novice or 
expectant mother takes the masochistic masculine role into a feminine, 
aestheticized domain. another of his fantasies casts him as a female imper-
sonator in a play Vice-Versa: A Farcical Fantastic Play (1882) by F. anstey.14 
as if to complement Bloom’s performance as woman, the dominatrix Bella 
masquerades as masculine (Bello), and while clearly maintaining the role of 
phallic sadistic dominator (the farting, the cigar, the rough treatment), Bello 
also aids in revealing Bloom’s fears, anxieties, and desires, as well as provid-
ing a heteroglot critique of the traffic in women at the fin de siècle.15
13.  i agree with Joseph allen Boone that the positive features of Bloom’s womanliness are 
often overlooked. Boone explains how Joyce, “[c]apitalizing on Otto weininger’s notion of Jewish 
‘effeminacy,’ [ . . . ] attributes these submissive tendencies to Bloom in order to suggest his desire to 
experience a wider spectrum of sexual behavior than is traditionally acceptable, one that includes 
both active and passive principles” (“a new approach to Bloom as ‘womanly Man,’” 71). while 
Joyce may have borrowed some notions from weininger’s Sex and Character [1903], the treatment 
in Ulysses is alternately critical and ironic. The jury still seems to be out on weininger’s possible 
misogyny and anti-Semitism; daniel Steuer’s introduction (“a Book That won’t go away”) to the 
new translation of Sex and Character contextualizes weininger’s Jewish identity and contemporary 
attitudes toward Jews and Jewishness.
14. in “Theater of the Mind,” norris explains that this play, “a story about a father and son 
whose minds are switched into each other’s bodies, is discussed by Bloom as though it were about 
homosexual transvestism in order to explain his donning of female clothing in his fantasy with 
Bello (‘it was gerald converted me to be a true corsetlover when i was female impersonator in 
the high School play Vice Versa’ [15.30009])”(89–90). norris notes that Bloom invents this fantasy, 
as he would have graduated from high school before the play’s publication, and that Stephen has 
performed in this play at Belvedere in Portrait (and that one boy, little Bertie Tallon, had to play a 
girl’s part) (94 n.10).
at schools of all boys or all girls, male and female roles in theater productions generally have 
to be shared. The female roles in earlier english drama such as Shakespeare were played by boys or 
men. The title of this particular play provides a double entendre for Bloom’s fantasy transvestism: 
the vice is on the versa side (on the homosexual side or side of the other sex), plus the reversible 
connotation of the latin vice versa. in addition, the exchange of the father and son of minds/bod-
ies suggests a transcendent yet eroticized signification, perhaps more at play in Stephen’s awkward 
relation to his father than Bloom’s to rudolph. See kershner’s Joyce (180–85) for a reading of 
Stephen and Simon via Vice-Versa. kershner also explains how Vice-Versa, or a Lesson to Fathers was 
first published as a novel in 1882. its unexpected success led to nineteen reprints in 1882 and to a 
dramatic version in 1883, and a later expanded version in 1910. Joyce performed in this whitsun-
tide play, probably in 1898 (kershner, 180).
15. katherine Mullin’s excellent James Joyce, Sexuality and Social Purity makes clear that “Circe” 
draws on rhetoric and motifs of brothel policing, pornography, reformist literature. in her discussion, 
of the Bloom-Bello exchange, Mullin notes how “Bloom’s surrender of the supposedly ‘masculine’ 
power of spectatorship is integral to his transformation as prostitute woman. Joyce here emphasises 
the extent to which the prostitute was culturally produced as spectacle, as Bloom’s sex change trans-
forms him into the kind of abject sight he has previously attempted to regulate” (193). Mullin goes 
on to notice how the “Circe” prostitute motif reflects the language and structure of the social purity 
movement’s literature of fallen women through a “gothic exploitation” of coerced innocent girls.
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Second, the “masquerade” of womanliness belies a hidden, repressed 
phallic and sadistic characteristic in the woman’s psyche. There is an anxiety 
on the part of the woman to hide aesthetically her masculinity by using a 
veil of physical and behavioral feminine qualities, as if to be seen as mas-
culine would be wrong and might elicit retribution from men. The com-
plex is indicative of the conflict some modern women have experienced 
in trying to balance oppositional gendered roles of worker and domestic 
goddess, or the sexually liberated woman versus the meek, submissive, or 
repressed woman. Bloom’s womanly masquerades find resonance in aubrey 
Beardsley’s turn-of-the-century gender-bending images that can be seen as 
threatening to dominant culture. allison Pease explains how Bloom’s sub-
mission to Bella/Bello involves both a transformation from man to woman 
and from woman to prostitute. like Mullin, Pease finds that this masoch-
istic parody “makes obvious the hegemonic cultural association between 
the working classes and the sexual body. The prostitute is the sexualized, 
working-class body. what’s more, her body becomes the object of capitalist 
penetration: whoever will pay may subject it to his will” (116).
while i fully agree with these social readings of “Circe,” ultimately 
Bloom functions as the center or focalizer of the prostitution-class fantasy 
and other fantasies of subjugation and oppression. Bloom’s explorations 
through gender and sexual fantasy produce potentially pleasurable scenes 
which are counterbalanced by the social condemnation inherent in the 
use of heteroglot discourse, that is, to involve the discourses of pornogra-
phy and erotica,16 social purity reformist literature, idealized sexuality of 
romance literature, and public debates of institutionalized flagellation and 
other practices in girls’ schools and reformatories (as a sign of bourgeois 
concern with regulation of the unruly body of the underclasses). what 
pleasures Bloom derives from his various fantasies are negated or censored 
by the social concerns constructing them. and if the social concerns are 
constructed from his knowledge of this repertoire of social and cultural 
discourses, the censoring is creatively enacted by him, first and foremost.
The masquerade case discussed by riviere can be related to Bloom in 
subversive ways that go beyond the approach to gendered performativity as 
outlined by Judith Butler (Bodies That Matter). Bloom averts the anxiety of 
proving to be a man by approximating women’s experience; he thus avoids 
16. For a review or overview of this literature, both historical and invented (e.g., Ruby, the Pride 
of the Ring), see, for example, leslie a. Fiedler’s “To whom does Joyce Belong? Ulysses as Parody, 
Pop and Porn.” while ruby is taken for (red-herring) erotica in Ulysses, Mary Power found its 
prototype, Ruby: A Novel: Founded on the Life of a Circus Girl (1889) by amye reade. See Power’s 
“The discovery of ruby.”
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being a male sadist and receiving an awful retribution by men. when he 
does suffer, he suffers as a woman, and experiences pleasurable masochism 
that has been organized on his terms. The essence of the woman’s fantasy 
in the riviere case is the woman’s supremacy over her parents.
riviere contemplates the possible meaning of womanliness as mas-
querade:
The acceptance of “castration,” the humility, the admiration of men, come 
partly from the over-estimation of the object on the oral-sucking plane; but 
chiefly from the renunciation (lesser intensity) of sadistic castration-wishes 
deriving from the later oral-biting level. “i must not take, i must not even ask; 
it must be given me.” The capacity for self-sacrifice, devotion, self-abnegation 
expresses efforts to restore and make good, whether to mother or to father-fig-
ures, what has been taken from them. it is also what radó has called a ‘narcis-
sistic insurance’ of the highest level. (220; emphasis in original)
in the masquerades enacted by Bloom (and Stephen) in “Circe,” the 
men’s narcissism, sadistic-castration wishes, and self-abnegation can be 
related to a desire to don a type of womanliness in defense of a rejected 
masculinity. The masochistic scenes effectuate a kind of censoring of the 
manly self, as well as the censure of the colonial scenes of gendered sub-
jugation (e.g., irish Catholic men’s lack of social mobility and political 
influence; impoverished irish women’s reliance on prostitution funded in 
good part by the english).
in the emerging modern society of turn-of-the-century europe, the 
traditional emulation of fathers is being replaced by a resistance of refusal 
not to take the father’s place in order to become a man. Stewart argues 
that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries one can observe 
the obliteration of the traditional father’s role (and the son’s taking of the 
father’s place) “in order to generate the new man” (3). This revalorized 
masochistic fantasy opposes the sadistic institutionalized superego of the 
father. instead, the “contract” is made with the pre-Oedipal, oral mother. 
in Stewart’s argument, the masochist shows the crisis of the failed paternal 
system and symbolization, demonstrating that it takes trauma to be a “real 
man” (5). in the new contract, the impossible object (such as the lady) 
is transformed into a prohibition. The masochist stages his transformation 
through a “process of unending postponement” (6). Bloom and Stephen, 
in different ways, seem locked into a performance of their masochistic 
stance toward the world: Bloom in his postponed sexual consummation 
that actually has come to be his primary mode of erotic pleasure; Stephen 
in his ever-delayed blossoming as an artist.
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The masochistic stances of Bloom and Stephen should not be regarded as 
resulting in failure. instead, these stances indicate a redefinition of masoch-
ism in terms of power. For victor Smirnoff, the actualization of a contract 
must regulate the relationship in the masochistic performance (“Masochistic 
Contract”). he explains that “[t]he symbiotic relation, as found in masoch-
ism, makes use of suffering, pain and humiliation, not in order to obtain 
pleasure, but as a symbolic representative of both the unattainable fusion 
with, and the impossible separation from, the primary sexual object” (72).
Smirnoff ’s examination of the masochistic contract is particularly inter-
esting when compared with the masochistic men of “Circe” because he 
underlines the powerful role of the masochist, who in fact organizes every 
aspect of the scene as would a director of a play. Smirnoff sees this role of 
director as homologous to that of a teacher:
To institute and enact the endless repetition of this denial, masochism can only 
be based on a contract that is also an alliance. By instituting such a ritual, with 
all the compulsive elements included, the executioner must be part of the 
masochistic position, not an outside figure. Sacher-Masoch does not use the 
vocabulary of a victim, but that of the director of this play. Thus the masoch-
ist does not appear as the victimized accomplice to a sadistic executioner, but 
as his educator—just as the sadist is the pedagogue of his reluctant victim. (72)
if such an assessment of the masochistic contract holds true, then we 
should regard the masochist as a powerful agent, capable of changing oth-
ers. is it possible to consider Bloom and Stephen as possible educators in 
“Circe”? These characters seem to elide the role of educator in this scene, 
perhaps because their dominatrices/dominators are largely fantasmatic.
it is perhaps more pertinent, then, to consult Jean laplanche’s consider-
ation of a nuanced masochism, what he calls “reflexive masochism”
or the middle voice, a fantasy which, however, has a properly masochistic con-
tent in the ‘passive’ sense: i am being beaten by my father. [ . . . ] To fantasize 
aggression is to turn it around upon oneself, to aggress oneself: such is the 
moment of autoerotism, in which the dissoluble bond between fantasy as such, 
sexuality, and the unconscious is confirmed. (“aggressiveness and Sadomasoch-
ism,” 122)
laplanche sees this reflexive masochism as part of a more generalized 
self-reflexive, anaclitic eroticism. after all, the turning around upon oneself 
is a general movement in sexuality. To a certain degree, in combination 
with the oscillating narrative technique of “Circe,” we could consider the 
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subject’s turning of things like aggression around upon itself as reflected 
in the narrative structure or movement of the episode. The aggression in 
“Circe” is turned around back on Bloom and Stephen, alternately, in vary-
ing and transformative ways. Surely, this is a kind of mastery that upends 
traditional paternal power.
4.	 nArrAtive	osCillAtions	And	
	 drAmAtiC	disCourses
in order to observe how an artistic or creative censoring is carried out 
in the language of “Circe,” we can consider the concept of oscillation as 
narrative technique. Oscillation in narrative reflects the movement of the 
mind when approaching sensitive or taboo subjects. in dreaming, the mind’s 
censorship could be said to use a pattern of oscillation at times, shifting 
from one subject to another to avoid direct or lengthy contemplation. 
although he does not connect the concept of oscillation to censoring, John 
Paul riquelme sees “Circe” as “the Play of Consciousness.”17
riquelme notices, in “Circe” and “Penelope,” “oscillating styles” in 
“wide frames of reference. Those contexts include literary genres and the 
status of fictional language as mimetic or self-referential. The two episodes 
provide the most intense version in Ulysses [ . . . ] of the dramatic and the 
lyrical within the epical. By placement, function, and implication, [ . . . ] 
they act as a climax and a post scriptum for the narration” (136).
riquelme links his idea of oscillating styles to the concept of the mirror: 
“in the reflective and self-reflective styles of Joyce’s late texts, the writer 
inscribes and the reader recognizes their composite image in the looking 
glass of art. That looking glass is always visible because cracked” (136). he 
particularly insists that “Circe” “is not a window but a mirror. we see it as 
a mirror because of the oddities in the episode’s form.”
i can agree with riquelme that interpretations of “Circe” explaining 
language as “a mimesis of action fail to deal convincingly with the episode’s 
implications” (137). But i would add that the concept of the narrative 
as a mirror can only be noticed in particular instances of repetition and 
variation. drama usually offers many instances of mimesis (as opposed to 
diegesis which tends to be more prominent in narrative discourse), espe-
cially because drama usually stages spoken dialogue. as we know from the 
pantomime discussion, the drama of “Circe” is not developed on the idea 
17.  See especially 135–53 of his Teller and Tale in Joyce’s Fiction: Oscillating Perspectives.
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of re-represented speech alone.18 Of course, “Circe” repeats and repositions 
many narrative fragments from the novel’s previous episodes and hours 
of the day and night (the accretive composition of “Circe”), in this way 
offering instances of reflection and preoccupation on the parts of Stephen 
and Bloom.
For riquelme, “Circe”’s digressions work as a prominent discursive strat-
egy, and even “the core of the work itself ” (139). in my view, digression 
and oscillation are two of several strategies of the censoring movements of 
“Circe,” but not constitutive of a “core.” if anything, “Circe” seems to oper-
ate around lack and absence. in order to avoid an overly sensitive topic, the 
narrative digresses to another topic, substituting or transforming. Censor-
ing offers an organizational structure and theme, for it involves judgment, 
masochism, desire, and the struggle for artistic and personal liberation.
Counter to riquelme’s argument, we can see narrativized drama form-
ing the dynamic center of “Circe.” The episode brings together in desta-
bilizing and unfamiliar ways various strands, allusions, and inferences from 
the other chapters. The two main characters, in narrative style, provide 
further dramatic focus in this indeterminate setting. drama further rever-
berates through the episode’s reference to theater and performances in 
other episodes: for example, the novel’s Shakespearean episode “Scylla and 
Charybdis”;19 Molly as a performer, in concert and out; opera references 
and intertextuality.20
18. The play’s dialogue, the novel’s dialogue, and dialogism need to be distinguished. Jola Škulj 
notes that dialogism, for Bakhtin (Dialogic Imagination), implies another logic (e.g., that of the nar-
rator): “The logic of dialogue in the novel, is «a dramatic <banter>,» and this is 0–2 poetic logic, 
which is, in fact, aporetic. But dialogue is the novelistic morfē, and dialogism might be explained 
as «the characteristic epistemological mode of a world dominated by heteroglossia.» dialogue in 
the novel is, Bakhtin asserts, a dialogue of a special sort and it should be considered its minimal 
constitutive artistic feature” (47). relating austin’s and Searle’s linguistic interchange of speech, and 
Bakhtin’s point that in dialogue “speaking «persons would not confront each other as sovereign 
egos»,” Škulj shows how the “relational character and non-sovereignty” are emphasized (47). The 
absorption and transformation of another’s voice: this is the result of dialogue.
19. “Scylla and Charybdis” offers a brief play’s formatted dialogue embedded in the novelistic 
discourse; Stephen’s focalization allows for this dramatization of the speakers’ dialogue. 
in his “Polyphony and the Carnivalesque in Shakespeare and Joyce,” willi erzgräber-Freiburg 
makes a strong case for considering drama’s discourse in Hamlet as open and polyphonic, refuting 
Bakhtin’s exclusion of drama in his scheme of polyphony. Meanwhile, with “Circe,” erzgräber 
maintains that the “principle of transcending the limits, which is typical of carnival, is expressed 
clearly in this chapter, [ . . . ] set in Bella Cohen’s brothel, in that individual realistic passages are 
combined with surreal passages, for which the concept of ‘hallucinations’ was sometimes used” 
(274). he notes the grotesque and the “obscene emphasis on the physical” to disparage “the reli-
gious and spiritual domain” (274–75).
20. Ultimately, riquelme seems to work against his own argument: his overemphasis of mime-
sis and narrative does not allow him to study the drama and dramatic speech as serving novelistic 
discourse.
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The “play” of “Circe” does not parody any particular play, but it touches 
on a variety of theatrical motifs and discourses in direct or tangential ways, 
including references to deceit, adultery, Hamlet, and the historical Shake-
speare. Shakespeare’s Hamlet combines the betrayals of the parents and son 
(the filial crisis) and the adultery crisis. Hamlet’s integration in “Circe” (and 
Ulysses) joins Stephen (filial narrative) and Bloom (adultery and filial nar-
ratives) on a higher dialogic level.21 Hamlet also offers two pantomime or 
“dumb shows,” both of which become thematically linked to paternal-filial 
codes of Ulysses: the ghost of act i who gestures (and speaks) to hamlet 
(i.iv–v); the myse-en-abîme of the dumb show preceding “The Murder of 
gonzago, or The Mousetrap” (iii.ii). These plays within the play highlight 
adulterous deception and the hidden primal scene, signaling sexuality as 
dangerous, amoral, and destructive.
Joyce taps into the novelistic attraction to the theme of adultery. in 
the nineteenth century, adultery dominates the plot of several landmark 
works, especially novels (in which theater and themes of forbidden love 
are embedded); sexuality becomes linked to both freedom and transgres-
sion, to love and unethical conduct such as deceit. wayward wives like 
emma Bovary and ana Ozores22 experience the harsh judgment of society, 
a reaction related to Friedrich nietzsche’s theory of “ressentiment ethics” 
or “slave morality,” the bourgeois societal response to return matters to a 
state of mediocrity.23
The adulterous heroine in the nineteenth-century novel poses as the 
heroic modern individualist who attempts a virile masquerade in search 
for love. Modernist works like Ulysses critically reframe the adultery motif 
by using it to question marriage, societal morality, and the premises of 
eroticism. although Bloom suffers from Molly’s adultery with Boylan, he 
also derives erotic pleasure from the triangle and the accoutrements of 
transgression. Perhaps in accepting his own deficiencies and preferring a 
status quo over rupture, he prefers to tolerate Molly’s infidelity. in this way, 
21. Stephen and Bloom are joined dialogically in other ways. See, for example, John rickard’s 
in-depth exploration of the cock, fox, and bell riddles and allusions that entwine the co-heroes in 
mourning and guilt in “Circe” (esp. 145–66); andras Ungar’s exploration of irish and hungarian 
historical, nationalist, and aesthetic elements that join father and “son.”
22. Of leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina (1877), gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary (1856), and 
leopoldo alas “Clarín”’s La Regenta (1884), respectively.
23. See nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morals; for studies of adultery in novels, see, for example, 
Tony Tanner, Adultery in the Novel; Maria rippon, Judgment and Justification in the Nineteenth-Century 
Novel of Adultery, especially for discussions of varied use of narrative voice, distance, and focalization, 
as well as ressentiment ethics (xii–xiii) (nietzsche, Max Scheler, Svend ranulf, and Maria Ossowska); 
Barbara leckie, Culture and Adultery; Bill Overton, The Novel of Female Adultery. For more on the 
bourgeoisie, see Peter gay, The Bourgeois Experience.
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Bloom and Molly are not exactly a bourgeois couple in a nietzschean 
sense, although the adulterous pleasure for both of them derives to some 
extent from the transgressiveness of the situation, particularly in a setting 
like stolid Catholic 1904 dublin.
Ulysses makes use of the general centralizing agent of Shakespeare, 
whose comedies and dramas frequently exploit the dramatic action and 
climactic revelation and ensuing judgment, such as noted in themes of 
mistaken identity, including gender (e.g., Twelfth Night, A Winter’s Tale), 
and the actions of the fates (e.g., Lear) or magic and metamorphoses (e.g., 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream). The historical Shakespeare also serves as a 
personal touchstone for both Bloom and Stephen in nighttown, particu-
larly when they simultaneously look in the brothel mirror and see their 
reflection as Shakespeare.24 in the pattern of oscillating digression to replace 
an unbearable, unconscious wish (Bloom’s excited viewing of Boylan 
and Marion’s adulterous coupling [15:3756–3816]), lynch interrupts the 
whores’ laughter with his own:
lynCh (points)  The mirror up to nature. (he laughs) hu hu hu hu hu!
(Stephen and Bloom gaze in the mirror. The face of William Shakespeare, beardless, 
appears there, rigid in facial paralysis, crowned by the reflection of the reindeer antlered 
hatrack in the hall.) (15:3819–24)
For Stephen, the apparition implies a comparison between the young aspir-
ing irish writer whose artistic language is english, and Shakespeare, master 
of english and genius creator. Stephen’s Shakespeare is also a reminder of 
Stephen’s far-fetched biography-based explanation of Shakespeare’s unhap-
py marriage to anne hathaway, argued ostentatiously in the library earlier 
that day.25 “a father,” asserts Stephen in his discussion of Hamlet in that 
library scene, “is a necessary evil. [ . . . ] Amor matris [ . . . ] may be the 
only true thing in life. Paternity may be a legal fiction. who is the father 
of any son that any son should love him or he any son? what the hell are 
24. The framing of Shakespeare locks identity to image and parole, all show, framed within a 
frame. Stephen’s and Bloom’s quest for self-identity or self-knowledge leads them to the crossroads 
of a Shakespearean mirror which offers them a homosocial disclosure of alternative identities and 
alternative desires. Cf. kimberly devlin’s exploration of phallic variations of Shakespeare in Ulysses 
(“Castration and its discontents”).
25. Paul Schwaber finds that Stephen’s biography argument offers ideas agreeable to Stephen’s 
own mental state and artistic ambition: that the ghost is central to the biographical theory; “that ann 
devastated her husband’s erotic confidence and thereby captured his imagination; and that Shake-
speare’s writing was reparative—it recurred to and refashioned a fixed heartache” (51). For Schwaber, 
these same themes can be related to Stephen’s mourning of his mother’s death a year ago.
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you driving at?” (9:828–46).
Stephen’s Shakespeare treatise concludes with a recommendation for 
masturbation over conjugal sexual satisfaction (“there are no more mar-
riages, glorified man, an androgynous angel, being a wife unto himself ” 
[9:1051–52]). The appearance of Stephen’s Shakespeare in the mirror 
reminds him of this ultimately narcissistic and nonprocreative tendency and 
of his fear of women (contamination; betrayal) and of men. This argument is 
connected to fears of male homosexual desire. Buck Mulligan, who haunts 
Stephen’s “Circe” repeatedly, has ridiculed and praised Stephen’s thesis, 
and he has suggested possible homosexual tendencies in Shakespeare (the 
sonnets; charge of pederasty). Buck has also derided Bloom in Stephen’s 
presence, implying that Bloom’s interest in the library statues’ buttocks 
indicates a homosexual tendency and that Bloom has looked at Stephen “to 
lust after you” (9:1210).26 Stephen’s Shakespeare in the mirror remembers 
in a concentrated image and discourse Stephen’s fear of, and secret wish 
for, artistic creativity and sexual liberation, his circulating narcissism and 
self-contemplation, and his preoccupation with fathers and mothers. This 
mirror scene reassembles Stephen as a mocking conscience: “’Tis the loud 
laugh bespeaks the vacant mind” (in partial reference to Stephen’s nervous 
laughs at intervals in the library scene).
Stephen’s Shakespeare, evoked by his one last friend, lynch (“the mir-
ror up to nature”), expresses a censoring sign. how can a budding young 
artist ever hope to overcome or replace the father of english literature?27 
The sign of Shakespeare replaces (or overlays) the sign of Stephen dedalus, 
as though Stephen’s image should be censored out or replaced. Stephen’s 
26. Joseph valente notes Stephen’s “recognition [ . . . ] of a romantic/erotic valence in his deal-
ings with Mulligan, and he clarifies this affect, significantly, by reference to wilde, whose name 
was synonymous not just with homosexuality but with the homosexual as effeminate, as invert, as 
‘queer.’ Only in ‘Scylla and Charybdis,’ however, does this interlude finally accrue its full meaning. 
Stephen no sooner finishes piecing together the feminine ‘constellation of his identity—‘Stepha-
noumenos. . . . S. d.: sua donna’ (9.939–40)—than his mind reverts to his borrowed footwear [of 
Mulligan]: ‘Stephanos, my crown. My sword. his boots are spoiling the shape of my feet’ (9.947–48). 
not only does Stephen hereby rewrite his part in the Cinderella legend, denying the connubial 
fit of his foot and Mulligan’s boot, his words also glance at the founding pun of another, darker 
tale of orphanage, resentment, and consummation, the story of Oedipus, a name which translates 
as ‘swollen foot.’ in both of these legends, the foot stands forth as both a phallic substitute and 
the key to the protagonist’s secret identity. accordingly, the convergence of these male and female 
counterparts in Stephen’s struggle for self-definition overdetermines his feet as just this sort of 
signature fetish, a part object that incorporates desire and identification indirectly” (“The Perils 
of Masculinity,” 129). 
27. valente explains how for Stephen, “Shakespeare’s art, like Odysseus’s warfare, manifests the 
sort of phallic overcompensation that the world calls greatness. instead of a (martial) show of mas-
tery, Shakespeare dissimulates his lack in a mastery of the (dramatic) show” (“Perils,” 119).
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censoring signifies a wish to discard the remnants of a defunct Stephen, 
attached to irish-Catholic identity, familial duty, and doom. we can consider 
Stephen as daring to desire a masculine ideal in Shakespeare, in keeping 
with Colleen lamos’s discussion that the mingling of identification with 
erotic desire (“what a man wants to be and what he wants to have”) is 
“forbidden under the rule of normative heterosexuality” (341). valente 
argues that Stephen’s identification with Shakespeare positions the two 
men on the transcendent level of a “hypermasculine sublime” (135).28 By 
extension, in my interpretation, the hypermasculine sublime Shakespeare 
censors or covers up the lacking Stephen (i.e., Stephen as Stephen cannot 
obtain that sublime state).
For Bloom, the Shakespeare reflection compares Bloom’s cuckolded state 
with that of Shakespeare’s (comparative husbands). The mirror Shakespeare’s 
laughing reference to iago of Othello implies an analogy between Bloom 
and Othello. The Othello analogy is not accurate on a literal diegetic level 
(for Molly does commit adultery, unlike the trustworthy desdemona), 
but rather it establishes Bloom’s wish for mistaken adultery, thus replacing 
or censoring the prior enjoyment of debasement and vicarious pleasure 
of Molly being had by a manly man. The censoring is artistic in its re-
centering of the cuckold: the cuckold does not behold his own image in 
the mirror, but that of Shakespeare framed by reindeer antlers (a playful 
coincidence, implying the horned husband). The movement of the dramatic 
discourse and stage directions maintains the primary positions of Bloom 
and Stephen. The dialogic Shakespeare in the mirror unites and differenti-
ates the two men’s fantasies. in both cases, Bloom and Stephen do not see 
themselves in the mirror, but rather are replaced and apprehended by the 
Shakespeare-mirror, whose ventriloquy relies on the thoughts of each man 
to complete the chain of judgmental censoring signification. Shakespeare’s 
cry of “iago” reinforces Stephen’s insistence on theorizing Shakespeare’s 
mind (“his unremitting intellect is the hornmad iago ceaselessly willing 
that the moor in him shall suffer” [9.1023–24]). Furthering the dialogic 
discussion of Stephen, Sheldon Brivic suggests that this character “projects 
a voice that constantly criticizes him” (e.g., the use of “you” for internal 
monologue), and that he “thinks of his intelligence in an alien, accusing 
voice” (“dialogic, Monologue, or divided discourse,” 172).
28. an idea not far removed from Paul Schwaber’s recognition of Stephen’s idealization of 
a “[n]onsexual begetting, male and self-sufficient, requiring only himself and his consciousness, 
[which] could yield him a world without end, consubstantial with him, where he would have no 
need of his mother, father, siblings, or anyone else” (75). 
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5.	fAntAsy	And	mimesis
in a hybrid of dramatic and narrative discourses, and through the hetero-
glot character zones (zony geroev)29 of Bloom and Stephen, “Circe” writes 
out fantasy, making objects of desire visible, making hallucinations read-
able, casting dreams into the externalized diegetic and dialogized form of 
a tragicomedic play. Casting psychic fantasy into artistic writing requires 
censoring expressions along with ones to make obscene and explicit, cen-
soring maneuvers which counteract the unruly drive to represent (forbid-
den) desires and their objects.30 The text of “Circe” as dramatic narrative 
draws on a metatextual mindlike consciousness of the whole narrative that 
is Ulysses. in this way, various memories, experiences, thoughts, feelings, 
and desires of Bloom and Stephen emerge and present themselves to these 
characters. By imposing dramatic discourse and structure on the novel’s 
narrative discourse and structure, Joyce conveys a sense of involuntary and 
unconscious aspects of mental life.
in contrast to the initial six episodes of the novel which highlight these 
two characters’ simultaneous inner and outer experiences in their waking 
contact with the world, the nighttown episode lightens the prior emphasis 
on phenomenological experience of character. But mimesis of the unspeak-
able is developed in other ways. “Circe” deploys some sexually obscene 
language and erotic or pornographic imagery, much of which had not been 
part of high modernist literature. The lurid, impoverished, bawdy setting is 
an integral part of dublin’s after-hours economy.
This site, where traditionally heteromasculinity can be confirmed and 
reified, in a shifting of male lack to female subjects,31 is additionally a 
location for the ironic deconstruction of that standardized heteromas-
culine reification. Stephen’s and Bloom’s fantasies have relatively little to 
29. in “discourse in the novel” in The Dialogic Imagination, M. M. Bakhtin describes a char-
acter zone as those narrative features (e.g., transmission of a character’s speech, thoughts, image, 
relations, etc.) that contribute to our understanding of a character (voice, point of view, worldview, 
belief system, emphases, accent, etc.) (316).
30. Colin MacCabe argues that “Circe” “is [Ulysses’s] unconscious as the events of the day get 
reworked in nighttown” (128). he also suggests that “[i]t is with the reworking of the text in Circe, 
a reworking which refuses any possibility of an end to the book, that bisexuality undermines any 
simple phallic position” (124).
31. Berkeley kaite explains gendered dynamics of pornography of the male reader and female 
model, in which the “dominant discursive sexual arrangement [ . . . ] assigns otherness to women” 
(Pornography and Difference, 80–81). a broader survey of the construction of conventional male 
subjectivity, with its basis in a delusional equation of the phallus and penis, a fundamental mécon-
naissance or misrecognition of the masculine self, is discussed in detail in kaja Silverman’s Male 
Subjectivity at the Margins (especially chapter 1, “The dominant Fiction”).
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do with Bella Cohen’s scrawny, pitiful prostitutes and cheap heterosexual 
intercourse. The men’s voyeurism, exhibitionism, postponement, narcissism, 
and masochistic posturing are indicative of complex performative, solitary 
masculinity, in which the traditional phallic man and dominant discursive 
sexual arrangement are marginalized. normative heterosexual relations, 
especially the pleasures derived from the subjugation of impoverished 
women, are signaled as socially problematic and not erotic for the liberated 
or new man. in this sense, the Monto scene is censored by Bloom’s and 
Stephen’s actions, which do not follow a traditional path of heteromasculine 
indulgence; instead they retain themselves as “other.”
These two leading characters nurture desires in a dual set of operations. 
First, they seek, behold, and enact transgressive sexual fantasies that fore-
ground their masochistic stance. Second, they counteract those transgres-
sively sexual fantasies with censoring acts or thoughts which both confirm 
and negate their desires. The hybrid dramatic-narrative form of the episode 
de-emphasizes their autonomy in decision making in the events, thus open-
ing the discourse of fantasy. in an inversion of conventional pornography, 
the subject in “Circe” remains male. we as readers are positioned at times 
as viewers of a pornographic scene that deconstructs and criticizes itself by 
maintaining a focus on male lack.32
Taken altogether, this series of operations can be seen as a way of grap-
pling with the Thing (the Thing in itself): an attempt to master one’s desires 
and surrounding environment through action, or imitation of action.33 
32. By writing about prostitutes, Joyce follows a nineteenth-century trend of French realist 
writing (e.g., Balzac; Zola). See, for example, Peter Brooks’s Reading for the Plot, especially chapter 
6, “The Mark of the Beast: Prostitution, Serialization, and narrative”; he examines the erotic, com-
mercial, and social aspects of this prostitution/pornography trend in nineteenth-century French 
literature. in James Joyce and Sexuality, richard Brown reminds us that pornography (greek for 
“writing about prostitutes”) became a term applied to such literature. he examines Stephen’s 
“thoroughly heterodox intellectual position” as seen in chapter 5 of Portrait (when Stephen and 
lynch converse): 
[Stephen] picks out a phrase which most suggests an aestheticist freedom from moral 
constraints: “Pulchra sunt quae visa placent.” Seen in its full context, what Stephen means by 
“pornography” [ . . . ] is not so much the treatment of sexual or erotic objects in art, but the 
intrusion into art of non-aesthetic considerations, and the threat of intrusion comes more 
from the censorious than from the libertine party. There is a possibility that Joyce was being 
consciously ironic in his choice of the term “pornography” for the kinds of art Stephen 
rejects in A Portrait [i.e., the pornographic and didactic arts which are kinetic]. (131–32)
Meanwhile, in “Circe,” we find Stephen (and lynch and Bloom) inserted into the porno-
graphic text of the world of prostitution.
33. The kantian Thing, Thing in itself, das Ding-an-sich. i am also including lacan’s additional 
theorizing of the Thing. See his Écrits, especially 314, and Slavoj Žižek’s gloss of kant and lacan: 
“one has to make use of lacan’s formula of fantasy (S ◊ a ): ‘i think’ only insofar as i am inac-
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Bloom’s and Stephen’s fantasies mimetically combine the subject’s expe-
rience of the “real” world and mental world. lacan explains that “the 
phantasy is really the ‘stuff ’ of the ‘i’ that is originally repressed, because 
it can be indicated only in the ‘fading’ of the enunciation” (Écrits, 314). 
after listing traits of margins or borders of erogenous zones (“mark of the 
cut”), objects of analytic theory such as “the mamilla, faeces, the phallus 
(imaginary object), the urinary flow [ . . . ], the phoneme, the gaze, the 
voice—the nothing,” lacan explains the common features of these objects 
in terms of fantasy stuff:
they have no specular image, or, in other words, alterity. it is what enables them 
to be the “stuff,” or rather the lining, though not in any sense the reverse, of the 
very subject that one takes to be the subject of consciousness. For this subject, 
who thinks he can accede to himself by designating himself in the statement, is 
no more than such an object. [ . . . ] it is to this object that cannot be grasped 
in the mirror that the specular image lends its clothes. (315–16)
This grappling with the Thing can be related to a quest narrative (in 
which part of the suspense lies in the fact that the subject’s intentioned 
outward quest really brings his focus back to himself as unknown object). 
it activates a process of judgment by which the subject subjects himself 
every time he is faced with decisions involving his pleasure or unpleasure. 
“Circe” ultimately dramatizes the psychic theater of judgment that the sub-
ject submits himself to when he seeks (transgressive) pleasure and reduction 
of unpleasure (such as forgetfulness of painful memories). as we shall see, 
in this narrative theater, personal judgments dramatize social and national 
identity, sexuality in society, and literary and artistic freedom.
artistic censoring in “Circe” takes several forms: in themes, in discourses, 
in narrative structures and operations, in poetic forms, in setting and plot, 
and, of course, in dramatic forms. within the marginalized chronotope of 
nighttown, Stephen and Bloom enact fantasies involving judgment which 
connect them to the dominant ideologies of 1904 dublin while also criti-
cessible to myself qua noumenal Thing which thinks. The Thing is originally lost and the fantasy-
object (a) fills out its void” (Žižek, Tarrying, 14). Christine van Boheemen-Saaf, in consideration 
of henry Staten’s Eros in Mourning and lacan, explains how lacan “postulates the presence of the 
negative drive to destruct in the same place as the locus of jouissance. This apocalyptic or transcen-
dent negativity, which aims at destroying even the cycles of nature, is, via Melanie klein, in lacan 
related to the figure of the mother as the mediator-occupant of the place of ‘the Thing’” (185). She 
quotes Staten: “Das Ding itself is absolutely inaccessible, a reminiscence like that of immortality; it 
is ‘the prehistoric other that it is impossible to forget.’ The law of the father comes to save us from 
the ‘choking pap’ of the mother’s love so that the transcendental form of desire may be revealed 
behind the empirical beings that stand in for it” (185).
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cizing and rejecting these. Some motifs suggest freedom and independence, 
which can be imagined and articulated but not attained. in keeping with 
Peter Brooks’s discussions of desire as the initiator and drive of narrative, 
the Circean heroes’ plots appear to be self-determined; we might consider 
Bloom’s and Stephen’s plots as resistances to follow a standardized heroic or 
normative masculine line of conduct. This does not exclude their interests 
in ambition (e.g., Bloom as social or political reformer; Stephen as full-
fledged artist), somewhat like the nineteenth-century “desiring machines” 
(heroes of Balzac, Stendhal, etc.) explored by Brooks (Reading for the Plot, 
39).
One key difference with “Circe” is the lack of traditional plot. The 
meanderings in nighttown seem accidental and involuntary, as opposed 
to intentional, goal-driven, or predetermined. nevertheless, the overall arc 
of action gently indicates a quest motif for both heroes. in this way, Joyce 
subverts traditional plot lines of narratives and plays (in what Brooks calls 
“a context of radical doubt about the validity of plot” [286]): our Circean 
protagonists are observed in a kind of free fall of time and space that suggest 
and offer various situations on which action and fantasy can be developed. 
The proairetic level of action in “Circe” is fairly limited (Barthes’s code 
of actions).34 adjacent to that action flourish fantasy events of excessive 
diversity and detail. within each fantasy, however, one can certainly dis-
cern a kernel of plot, at times clichéd or stereotyped but refreshed by the 
involvement of Bloom and Stephen. The tension between the proairetic 
and the hermeneutic (Barthes’s code of enigmas and answers) in “Circe” 
stands in for a narrative plot. “Circe”’s plot resists particularization, while 
parading interests in fatherhood and authority, desire and pleasure, and 
quests of (self) knowledge (motifs developed in part from the homeric 
plot underpinning Ulysses).
Ulysses’s general chronotope of dublin in June 16 and 17, 1904, is par-
ticularized in each chapter, with the “Circe” chronotope being both very 
particular—midnight in dublin’s prostitution district—and hybridized. The 
chapter uses mise-en-scène prose and dramatic dialogue to represent the 
personalized stages of Bloom and Stephen in nighttown as a crossroads 
of historical urban site (with its realist fictional-cum-historical correlatives, 
such as Bella Cohen’s brothel) and psychic, imaginary, phantasmatic inner 
space.35 Furthermore, the chronotope of nighttown hybridizes conven-
34. roland Barthes describes the “five major codes under which all the textual signifiers can be 
grouped”: the hermeneutic code (enigmas and answers; voice of Truth), semic code, symbolic code, 
proairetic code (code of actions or voice of the empirical), and cultural code(s) (S/Z, 18–21).
35. My discussion of chronotopes is derived from M. M. Bakhtin’s catalogue and explication 
of chronotopes from the ancient epic to the modern novel (“Forms of Time and Chronotope in 
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tional novelistic chronotopes: it includes both the chronotope of the road 
(setting for unexpected encounters and allowing for heteroglossia) and 
the chronotope of the salon (internal setting highlighting intense dialogic 
exchanges and further heteroglot permutations). These two chronotopes 
in nighttown allow for a heightened development of exchange, often 
with unexpected interlocutors, and for a broad sampling of european and 
dublin heteroglossia (heteroglossia = multilanguagedness) which provides 
the linguistic form and content for the two protagonists’ quests.
The hybridized chronotope of “Circe” also qualifies the heteroglot 
structure of discourse. “Circe” offers a heightened heteroglot space because 
dramatic dialogue takes place there among people and things of disparate 
times and social and cultural contexts. For instance, the conversations in 
the brothel combine the prostitutes’ knowledge with Stephen’s and lynch’s 
knowledge of French when Stephen is encouraged to “speak French” to 
relate his experience of Paris: “ZOe: O go on! give us some parleyvoo. 
[ . . . ] / STePhen: [ . . . ] all chic womans which arrive full of modesty 
then disrobe and squeal loud to see vampire man debauch nun very fresh 
young with dessous troublants. (he clacks his tongue loudly) Ho, là là! Ce pif 
qu’il a! / lynCh: Vive le vampire! / The whOreS: Bravo! Parleyvoo!” 
(15:3874–98).
here and further on, Stephen displays a detailed knowledge of clichéd 
pornographic and erotic tableaux. it is unclear the degree to which the 
prostitutes understand him, but some gap in comprehension is likely. ironi-
cally, even if Zoe does not know that the word “pif” is a nose (alluding to 
the penis), she is familiar with the male anatomy. Stephen and lynch share 
a secret relish of the vampire’s prowess, in a mocking identification with 
him in this hard-core scenario. The vampire motif is also a condensation 
of Stephen’s earlier poetic musing (in “Proteus”) of the vampire kiss (“he 
comes, pale vampire, through storm his eyes, his bat sails bloodying the 
sea, mouth to her mouth’s kiss. [ . . . ] his lips lipped and mouthed fleshless 
lips of air: mouth to her moomb. Oomb, allwombing tomb. his mouth 
moulded issuing breath, unspeeched” [3:397–403]). here the poet consid-
ers the generative potential of the sea (“blood not mine, oinopa ponton, a 
winedark sea” [3:394]) and her various guises as feminine-inflected place 
(i.e., womb–“Bridebed, childbed, bed of death, ghostcandled. Omnis caro 
ad te veniet” [3:396]).36 Stephen’s imaginary Circean vampire debauches a 
the novel”). 
36. Jeri Johnson points out that Stephen is not creating his own poem with “he comes . . . ,” but 
rather is freely revisiting and adapting a gaelic poem “My grief on the Sea” translated by douglas 
hyde in his Love Songs of Connacht. his stanza: “and my love came behind me— / he came from 
the South; / his breast to my bosom, / his mouth to my mouth” (qtd. in Johnson, 791).
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nun, an aggressive negation of feminine virginity guarded by the Church; 
the tableau is performed for the benefit of female clients (“all chic wom-
ans [ . . . ] full of modesty”), apparently sophisticated Continental women. 
The pornographic vampire tableau recounted by Stephen frames women 
as desiring subjects and objects, consumers and participants in prostitution. 
This Circean scene is a violent transition from the poetic deathly male 
element that kisses the womb/tomb of the sea. The gothic male (“pale 
vampire”) goes to sip blood from mother sea (mère/mer) much like an 
infant to suckle milk from the maternal breast. The hypermasculinity of 
the vampire in both scenarios, the pornographic rape and the necrophilic 
kiss (kiss of the “allwombing tomb”), indicates a phallic lack (symbolic) 
and anxiety of that lack. Stephen’s incorporation of Buck Mulligan’s greek 
quotation from the Odyssey signals his ongoing preoccupation with homo-
eroticism. here and elsewhere in “Circe” male friendship and homoerotic 
suggestions coincidentally appear when heterosexual desire is unveiled or 
contemplated. i will return to the vampire imagery in my discussion of 
Stephen and the maternal.
The mimetic features of dialogue in “Circe” are connected prominently 
to the alternating protagonist, Bloom or Stephen. in Susan lanser’s expla-
nation of textual voice, the private narrator or character and focalizer, a 
“fleshed-out character,” carries “considerable mimetic authority” whereas 
the public narrator is the one most closely attached to narrative author-
ity (142). The character-narrator or focalizer offers the authority of lived 
experience, while the public narrator suggests the authority of intellection. 
This schema of diverse narrative authority, when applied to “Circe,” sug-
gests an additional plane of authority. First, we could consider the speech 
of the various characters, especially of the focalizers Bloom and Stephen, 
as mimetic (almost doubly mimetic, as they recycle fragments of their or 
others’ speech from other episodes or times). These focalizers also strongly 
convey lived experience, although some of that experience is not always 
occurring in an actual physical sphere (it is presented as real, thus signaling 
The vampire motif is Stephen’s, as is the evident inversion of poetic voice (Stephen uses a male 
voice; the original hyde poem is a woman’s account). we can notice, too, that Stephen ascribes a 
femininity to the sea that the original poem does not (the woman sings of her grief on the sea).
ewa Ziarek argues that Stephen appropriates the feminine maternal for his creative process: 
“There is a strange double necessity for the recurrence of maternal images in the process of 
Stephen’s artistic self-definition—they are simultaneously evoked and expelled as if the artist could 
know himself only by differentiating himself from a maternal nonself.  yet, the artist’s confronta-
tion with the pregnant goddess [Mina Purefoy of the Circean black mass], who not only delays 
but denies parturition, who does not release the “content” of her womb, no longer works in the 
economy of self-knowledge or self-definition” (154). This reading excludes sociohistorical consid-
erations of the crippling condition of constant pregnancy experienced by Stephen’s mother, Mina 
Purefoy, and other irish Catholic women that Stephen deplores.
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the presence of another mental experience beyond the usually visible one). 
Meanwhile, the elaborate stage directions indicate a public narrator who 
normally appeals to our intellect: a way to make sense of the dialogue by 
grounding it in the mise-en-scène.
given the juxtaposition of intelligible and fantastic (or uncanny) ele-
ments, the unseen, zero-degree narrator provides a sense of orchestrating 
the characters and events through a kind of alternative authority. This spe-
cial authority might be found in between the authorities of intellection and 
experience:that is, in the sphere of the desire and judgment. The invisible 
hetero-diegetic narrator as organizer of the dramatic-narrative elements 
maintains character zones in which a character’s elements are not always 
literally connected to him but are within his sphere of action or apprehen-
sion (e.g., the mutable “sweets of sin” and the Shakespeare in the mirror).
6.	“CirCe”’s	funCtion	in	Ulysses
it is possible to discern discursive, poetic, and thematic features of the censor-
ing of sexuality throughout Ulysses. The novel conceives of censoring as both 
an integral part of life and of art and thus sees it as a worthy domain to treat 
in art. Joyce’s incorporation of sexuality raises questions about the limita-
tions of what has been considered acceptable artistic expression. in general, 
his works trace his multistranded inquiries into the vicissitudes of morals in 
art and life. The theme of the individual’s struggle with the rules of society, 
church, law, family is an identifiable thread running throughout his opus.
a cursory review can show how other episodes of Ulysses treat censor-
ing. For example, the initial six episodes’ narrative transmission of interior 
monologues of Stephen and Bloom and the final episode of Molly all 
represent a character’s flickering stream of inner thoughts and sensations. 
This stream emerges as semicensored, in the way that thinking subjects 
monitor and adjust thoughts, memories, and feelings when these come 
into consciousness. The interior monologues in such episodes as “Proteus” 
and “Penelope” are mimetic of our concept of how we think, perceive, 
remember, and feel in language.
These chapters’ style and frank subject matter represent an inner con-
sciousness that occasionally resorts to sexual or erotic echoes, allusions, or 
recesses. The mode of narrative attempts to achieve a sort of hyperrealism 
or mimesis: the accurate reproduction of a person’s thoughts and patterns 
of thinking.37 after the sixth episode, “hades,” the novel’s composition and 
37. Budgen is one of the earliest readers of Ulysses to make this observation.
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styles of subsequent episodes diverge increasingly. Parody, orchestration, 
multiple focalization, editorial and aurteurial38 strategies all complicate 
point of view, representation, access to stable reference points of reality and 
the world of the novel.
Meanwhile, motifs of censored sexuality continue to thread through 
the novel’s fabric, generated by the juxtaposition of the private and public 
worlds of dublin, particularly through the collision of personal mental 
worlds of Bloom and Stephen (who each suggests alternative modern 
values) with the societal, cultural, and political limitations of the public 
world of dublin in 1904. Barbara leckie makes a compelling argument 
for a discourse of censorship in “nausicaa,” the episode that ended the 
serialization of the novel. She considers how “nausicaa” (along the lines of 
sensation novels and novels like Madame Bovary) “dramatizes the gendered 
reading body, or the young female reader of the sensation novel debate,” 
in the sense that gerty’s weak, sexual body “registers sexual knowledge; in 
parallel with her status as young reader runs a practice of blushing censor-
ship” (71).39
Joyce styled and structured less mimetic concluding chapters of Ulysses, 
in part owing to worries of the Little Review trial (that focused weighty 
judgment on “nausicaa”). The chapter variety and chapter evolution into 
ostensibly more difficult narrative forms could be seen as writing strate-
gies to elude the censorship actions of the american courts, libraries, 
and leagues against vice. But Joyce’s hybridized writing strategies did not 
automatically garner publication freedom, and in many ways they confront 
head-on the restrictions regarding sexual explicitness and allusion in litera-
ture. Throughout Joyce’s years as a writer, he was plagued by censorious 
reactions to his literary work, reactions which usually had an adverse effect 
on his prospects for publishing and being read widely.40 The censors tended 
to focus on particular passages or words, as opposed to considering the 
entire work of art and its effects and merits.41 in Ulysses, the accumulative 
38. See my conception of the “aurteur” of “Sirens.” 
39. For example, leckie explains how gerty’s blushes “[signal] a need for censorship in the 
sensation novel debates” and ironically are also “folded into the erotic moment of the text” (73).
40. See, for example, Sally dennison’s historical survey of Joyce’s oeuvre (from Chamber Music, 
Dubliners, and Stephen Hero to Portrait, Exiles, and Ulysses) in relation to censorship ([Alternative] 
Literary Publishing: Five Modern Histories, 77–114).
Susan Stanford Friedman makes a case for self-censorship as a modernist element in Joyce’s 
Stephen Hero. She notices how the character of the Censor is removed in the published A Portrait 
of the Artist as a Young Man. in Stephen Hero, Stephen has two separate confrontations with Jesuit 
“Censors”; Friedman argues that these are “key moments in the production of [Stephen’s] alien-
ation as an artist in the making” (55). 
41. here the whole work of art could mean the chapter or the entire novel.
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variety of styles, the interrelated content from one episode to another, the 
coherence of the chronotope, and the referential or interpretative schemas 
all contribute to the reader’s impression that the novel is an integrated work 
of art whose effect is dependent on the inclusion of all parts, including 
ostensibly lewd and crude parts.
To appreciate the features of artistic censoring of sexuality in “Circe,” 
we should be aware of the desires and concerns of Stephen and Bloom, 
as revealed in preceding chapters. The flexible and direct discursive form 
of theater used in place of conventional narrative discourse allows for a 
creative (re)assembly that enacts dynamically and critically these desires and 
concerns. For example, the opening episode “Telemachus” introduces us 
to Stephen’s preoccupation with his mother’s death, in his thoughts and 
through dialogue with Mulligan. later, in “aeolus,” which takes place at the 
offices of the Freeman’s Journal, the typographical and editorial maneuvers 
in narrative portray the press’s manipulation of information and significa-
tion. various individuals’ private thoughts—especially those of Stephen and 
Bloom—advance the narrative in counterpoint to the open conversation 
and interpolated headlines and develop personal and social portraits of 
these two characters. rhetoric, or the artistic manipulation of the word, is 
the central technique and idea. in “lestrygonians,” Bloom’s thoughts jostle 
among themselves as he ponders food, sex, and sensuality and wards off 
the subject of Molly’s adultery with Blazes Boylan later that day. Bloom’s 
anticipation, imagination, disavowal, and shameful pleasure of this adultery 
constitute a recurrent and foundational aspect of Bloom’s and the novel’s 
censoring treatment. in “Scylla and Charybdis,” the topics revolve dia-
logically in the library around literature, especially Shakespeare, marking 
Stephen’s predilection for relating biographical detail to the interpretation 
of the text. Stephen argues that anne hathaway makes a cuckold of Shake-
speare and that Hamlet is the product of the playwright’s mourning for his 
son hamnet. Stephen’s apparent preference for aristotle over Plato suggests 
that he opposes literary censorship as promoted by Plato. yet, elsewhere, 
such as in Portrait, Stephen seems to support Plato in a wariness of the arts, 
proposing that art should not be “kinetic” nor arouse the senses, but rather 
inspire contemplation. it would seem Stephen wants an unwieldy synthesis 
of aristotle and Plato, for he basically distrusts the flesh and the material 
while believing in art as the imaginative transformation of life.42
42. Stephen’s analysis of literature and art becomes reworked later on in “Circe” as an erotic 
drive to transform language into reality of forms and gestures; lynch mocks the effort as a dis-
avowal of why they have come to nighttown:
 STePhen (looks behind) So that gesture, not music not odour, would be a universal 
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The novel’s episodic sequence sets up “Circe” as a climax to the indi-
vidual character developments of Stephen and Bloom. “Circe” is the only 
chapter presented fully in dramatic discursive form.43 The departure from 
“regular” narrative and entry into narrativized theater mark a thematic 
and representational turn: theater—with its forms of direct discourse, dia-
logue, song, and directed action—is ostensibly more mimetic than narra-
tive discourse. The implication is that, through theater, the truth will out, 
and that the characters enter a discursive mode of freedom. ironically, the 
understanding of truth and freedom is deliberated through the oscillation 
of desire between the transgressing subject and the subject called into 
judgment.
7.	 diAlogiC	ACCretion	in	“CirCe”
Ulysses was not written entirely in sequence, and it is notable that “Circe” 
was the last episode composed by Joyce. There are several advantages Joyce 
gained by writing it last: it serves, perhaps more than any other chapter, 
as a compendium of the novel’s contents. in fact, it seems to serve as the 
novel’s unconscious and conscious memory. in it we find all manner of 
details related to both Bloom and Stephen, from their childhood to their 
contemporary life to their fantasy lives. virtually every character in the 
book, as well as many notable historical figures and some imaginary ones, 
appears in or is mentioned in some way in “Circe.”
This repository aspect of the episode functions not just to complete, 
but to add new signification. groden and other scholars have remarked on 
Joyce’s “accretive” method of creation. he made particular use of the final 
language, the gift of tongues rendering visible not the lay sense but the first entelechy, the 
structural rhythm. 
 lynCh Pornosophical philotheology. Metaphysics in Mecklenburgh street! (15:104–9)
i see “philology” suggested in “philotheology”—love of learning and literature and theology 
(or literature/word of god) and Stephen’s interest in speaking in tongues; the philotheology could 
also be shown in Stephen’s mock worshiping of Mass in latin for Paschal time (a season of joy, 
rebirth, and baptism).
43. The library episode “Scylla and Charybdis” comically presents dramatic discursive insets 
[9:893–34 and 9:1171–89], highlighting the Shakespearean topic under discussion by framing the 
interlocutors in the same dramatic discourse of much of Shakespeare’s oeuvre. Sections of this 
episode are heavily laden with dialogue; the episode is dialogically set on providing Stephen’s 
inner thoughts that accompany the library conversations. in “Circe” there are no private inner 
thoughts narrativized in the way we see in the first six episodes of Ulysses, “Scylla and Charybdis,” 
and “nausicaa” (i.e., episodes that highlight the play between the inner thoughts and outward 
experience of Stephen and Bloom respectively).
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months of composing Ulysses to make alterations and additions across the 
breadth of the manuscript.44
Set in dublin’s zone of prostitution after midnight, “Circe” expresses 
sexuality in mimetic and realist modes as well as symbolic and poetic forms. 
generally, the pornographic impulse applied to language is the urge to 
articulate what conventionally cannot or should not be said or expressed. 
“Circe,” especially through its dramatic form, seeks to express that urge: 
the characters “speak” directly what should not normally be expressed: 
their transgressive sexual desires which involve experiences of censoring. 
in the process, we witness repeated reworkings of desire to name sex and 
call it into being. Sex can be made repulsive, enjoyable, ugly, painful, erotic, 
enchanting. Joyce deploys language to negate sex, to judge and condemn 
it, to elide it, to dress it up with words, or to make it banal.
“Circe” synthesizes the aims of artistic and explicit treatment of sexuality. 
The dramatic action depends on the creative-destructive cycle of bringing 
sexuality into words and censoring it. Moreover, the obscene components 
or aspects are compensated by several extenuating, far-reaching values and 
qualities. First, “Circe” is one part of an aesthetic whole, one portion of a 
work of art conceived in integrating terms of character, time, space, and 
themes. in terms of the novel, “Circe” gains a heightened status for its 
strong role in organizing the whole work by sweeping its two central but 
generally disparate and discrete characters together into a climactic vortex 
of nighttime adventure and self-revelation. Thus, “Circe” has a constitutive 
purpose for the novel as a whole, and provides significant understanding 
and amplification of Bloom and Stephen and their conflicting motives 
and desires.
in broad terms of the whole novel, “Circe” might be said to represent 
the literary Thing. it is outside the ken of the rest of the episodes and 
characters, but is known by Bloom and Stephen, the novel’s two main 
characters. Moreover, the apparent marginal zone of “Circe” to which these 
two “escape” is paradoxically a deeply interior and integrated site—their 
home, memories, fears, and desires.
44. in her chapter “From Typology to Typography,” Frances restuccia provides an excellent 
discussion of how Joyce’s accretive method helped to create numerous prolepses and analepses in 
Ulysses in order to create a discursive system of typology: “Modeled on the principles of typology, 
Ulysses not only aligns itself with Christian figural realism by virtue of its referential language that 
is simultaneously self-referential, thus producing an anagogic level hovering over a literal base; but 
it specifically, architectonically, imitates the Bible, auerbach’s paradigm of figural realism” (23).
My discussion of “Circe” and Ulysses complements restuccia’s argument in that her concep-
tion of the discursive system of Ulysses is a specialized variation of my more general application of 
Bahktin’s conception of the novel as a dialogic discursive system that uses internal references or 
self-referentiality, intertextuality, and heteroglossia.
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in terms of discursive strategies, “Circe” makes exterior psychic scenes, 
configuring these intimate personal states of mind into a pornographic 
scene of the prostitution district. This staging then transmits meaning on 
several levels. On one level of thematic plot (the quest), the theatrical 
production describes the subject’s (Bloom’s; Stephen’s) epistemic search for 
the sexual Thing. On another level, the subject introduces himself into his 
own theater of judgment. The quest for escape and liberation from societal 
and personal constraints leads back to the questing subject: the quest for 
self-knowledge through one’s desires and one’s judgment of those desires. 
This theater produces his desires for him in a series of phantasmatic scenes 
of contradictions and reaffirmations of desired objects. Curiously, while the 
transposition of these literary figures into dramatic mode would seem to 
liberate them on the one hand, on the other, they seem to lack even more 
agency in this theater world in which one cannot retreat to inner, private 
thoughts because these are made exterior and dramatized for a judging 
spectatorship.
Furthermore, the repeated acts of being judged and the examination and 
avoidance of acknowledging motivation are central to our understanding of 
how “Circe” represents censoring through the character zones of Stephen 
and Bloom. in my view, the subject’s frequent phantasmatic enactment of 
judgment represents censoring forces and indicates the subject’s repetitive 
pleasure and need.
in nighttown, man’s quest to get beyond himself and beyond societal 
restraints, to liberate himself into fantasy and knowledge of the other’s 
sexuality leads him to self-examination, possible self-discovery. This circular 
quest is akin to the quest to achieve an artistic goal. Both quests cause the 
subject to collide with and confront the law and himself. The character-
zoned censoring action in “Circe” can be seen as creatively productive, 
imitating the creation of dreams and of art. in general, Bloom and Stephen 
have multiple encounters with the law. For Bloom, he at times transforms 
himself into the Thing or res of the law, while Stephen attempts to master 
the very pen of the law.
8.	 fAntAsy	And	the	lAW:	fAthers	And	sons
Ulysses is a response or supplement to the law. in “Circe,” we find censor-
ing conflicts come to the fore, highlighted in the dramatic mise-en-scène of 
nighttown, the prostitution district tolerated and regulated by representa-
tives of the law (dublin’s municipality, the corporation, the Church, the 
society as a whole). as Stephen and Bloom enter this demarcated zone, 
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they do not become free agents, but rather become confronted with both 
the law and the regulated lawlessness of the place. They consequently 
become aware of their own complicity and paradoxical motives for being 
there. Their fantasies about and conflicts with the law and its symbolic 
forms provide much of the episode’s content, action, and resolution—for 
example, the conflicts with the night watchmen and the soldiers, the 
confrontation with the brothel madam, Bella Cohen, and the grandiose 
fantasy instances of rising to power by both Stephen and Bloom and their 
respective symbolic falls.
Trials and judgment with liminal qualities pervade “Circe.” rituals of 
initiation, transformation, and death are part of the action leading the sub-
ject through passages of judgment or censoring. The erratic plot of two 
erring subjects is structured much like the fantasies of a subject who coun-
teracts or “corrects” his desires with authoritative controls by the superego. 
These corrective maneuvers are accomplished through attempts to name, 
to give voice to, to transform, to elude, to allude to the Thing. expressions 
of wish fulfillments and their negations or alternatives through modes of 
displacement and condensation—all serve to dramatize the subject’s alter-
nating desire to transgress and to be judged. Moreover, the staging of the 
subject’s conflicts with the law invites the reader’s participation to judge. 
The theater of judgment that is “Circe” expresses the subject’s desire to 
confront the law and elicits the reader’s response to judge. The reader’s 
sense of ethics is activated because the text ensures some ambiguity about 
what is at stake at any given moment. The reader necessarily can appreciate 
how Bloom and Stephen experience difficulty in distinguishing between 
right and wrong, between right and good, between good and pleasurable. 
Moreover, Bloom and Stephen act in ways contingent upon the actions of 
others; whether in the brothel or on the street, they are not presented as 
able to determine situations, but neither are they passive characters.
Bloom’s and Stephen’s liminal experiences in nighttown center on the 
doing and undoing of masculinity in its various forms—filial, paternal, 
homoerotic and homophobic, heterosexual and standardizing, homosexual 
and transgendering. These forms often intersect or combine in unexpected 
ways. For example, the combination of familial relationships with sexual 
ones creates taboo tension, often humorously. My discussion of “Circe” 
focuses on paternal-filial and masculinity conflations. Clearly homoeroti-
cism and transgender eroticism are key elements of the Circean explora-
tions of masculine selfhood.45
45. Meanwhile, in “Scylla and Charybdis” and especially Finnegans Wake, fraternal incest motifs 
can be discerned. See, for example, Susan Sutliff Brown’s “The Joyce Brothers in drag: Fraternal 
incest in Ulysses”; a few points in her discussion remain moot, such as the connection between 
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The dilemma in ethics is found in the subject’s conflict between desir-
ing the objet a and wanting to do or possess the good. in the irrational 
terms of the ego’s drives, what promises pleasure and what is good are 
equated. But these two aims are not necessarily related when considered 
from the point of view of ethics, when we include the superego and our 
awareness of the world and others’ needs. The dilemma can never really be 
completely resolved; the decision between the libidinal good and the ethi-
cal good necessarily involves the subject’s negotiation. Part of that conflict 
arises for the subject precisely because, even if he did not have to consider 
an ethical good, he would still be unable to apprehend fully the good in 
the real. Thus in writing such as “Circe,” what is dramatized, what is 
made exterior and viewable, is the subject’s thwarting of his own attempts 
to apprehend his object(s) of desire. The closer he comes to seizing that 
object, the more ingenious become his stratagems to “save” himself (deny 
himself that first pleasure). Censoring of sexuality comes from within as 
well as from social forces.
The motivations for the two main characters’ actions are complicated. 
Bloom goes in search of Stephen, ostensibly to keep a fatherly eye on the 
drunken and careless young man; yet Bloom has been avoiding his return 
home all day and evening, knowing that Molly has had a romantic ren-
dezvous with Boylan at four o’clock. Stephen seems driven to lose himself 
in drink and revelry; to lose his money which he both badly needs and 
despises; to lose his dignity to the english; and to forget about his parents 
and his filial behavior, possibly in search of a kind of dionysian release and 
artistic discovery. his inebriation attempts to censor unwanted memories 
and to tear away from cloying, confining local irish rules and roots. while 
he seeks the proximity of prostitutes, his drunken state forecloses the pos-
sibility of performing sexual acts with them. he desires to lose himself in 
the illicit nighttown and its associations as a setting for ritual masculine 
initiation. it is also a site in which the proto-real social and economic 
circumstances of 1904 dublin are made explicit. Stephen, as prodigal son 
returned from Paris, may seek a site of permissiveness, but nighttown is 
conditioned by colonial dublin morality.
Bloom’s motives complement those of Stephen. he takes a paternal 
interest in the younger man. Bloom’s pursuit and care for Stephen dem-
onstrate a desire to behave ethically. Thus far in the novel, Bloom’s sym-
Joyce’s personal relationship with his three brothers and the possible referencing of them in his 
various works from Stephen Hero and Exiles to Ulysses and Finnegans Wake. For example, she iden-
tifies Bello as “recalling isabel, georgie Joyce’s incarnation in Stephen Hero” (19); this somehow 
means that when Bloom has a form of anal intercourse with Bello that Bloom is enacting fraternal 
incest (presumably because Bloom should be equated with James Joyce).
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pathy and empathy for others, be they women, children, animals, or the 
disadvantaged, have been well established. yet paired with that kindness is 
his desire to be wanted, needed, loved (to compensate for his knowledge 
of his wife’s adultery). Moreover, Stephen possesses several qualities that 
Bloom intensely admires: Stephen speaks italian and French fluently; he 
has been educated at some of the best irish institutions and is well-read 
(the results of Simon’s loving, lavish investment in his eldest son); he has 
traveled abroad; he possesses an exquisite voice apparently similar to Simon’s 
squandered, but still lovely tenor. in the episodes following “Circe,” Bloom’s 
additional interests in Stephen become apparent, complicating his basic 
ethical impulse toward the young man.
in “Circe” itself, Bloom’s motivation to help Stephen appears to be less 
(consciously) mediated by other concerns. aside from wishing to befriend 
and protect the young man, Bloom hopes to postpone his own return 
home to Molly (“hohohohohohoh! hohohohome!” as kelleher’s carriage 
horse gently mocks Bloom’s white lies about why he is in the prostitution 
district [15:4879]). ever since the morning when Bloom learns that his 
wife will have a sexual rendezvous at home with Blazes Boylan around four 
o’clock in the afternoon, Bloom has wavered between entertaining and 
banning thoughts of that meeting. he repeatedly catches sight of Boylan 
around town; various interlocutors ask Bloom about his wife’s upcoming 
singing engagement, prompting him to have to try to avoid mentioning 
Boylan while expressing excitement for his wife’s performing career. The 
actual adulterous scene is one key episode in Ulysses that remains decidedly 
offstage but returns repeatedly to the text and Bloom’s speculation. Part 
of his mutual delight and torture in thinking of the adultery derives from 
his doubts about it actually happening. his oscillation between knowing 
and not knowing is essential to his masochistic enjoyment in the fantasy 
and the reality. aside from the adulterous affair Molly has with Boylan, 
any other interloping lovers belong more to the husband’s imagination (or 
hallucination) in “Circe” than to actuality.
The adulterous scene between Molly and Boylan is an informative 
theme throughout Ulysses. Bloom predicates much of his movements, 
thoughts, and fantasy on the premise of this scene. adultery rated as a sin 
and a crime in the dublin of 1904. Some of Bloom’s excitement about it 
derives precisely from the fact that it is a forbidden act; his wife is breaking 
the law. Other aspects of his excitement stem from the basic pleasure that 
he takes in having a fairly unconventional woman like Molly as his wife.46 
46. By having a semiprofessional stage career, Molly approximates the status of an actress; in 
great Britain at that time, society regarded an actress as having questionable personal morals and 
habits; in ireland, with its censorious audiences, such regard might be harsher.
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a proud husband, Bloom also takes pleasure in having other men admire 
his wife’s beauty, voice, wit, and other charms. although he himself looks 
for erotic pleasure both inside and outside of his marriage (in postcards, 
literature, masturbation, voyeurism, impersonation in correspondence), his 
sexual object remains Molly. She provides the source by which other 
lesser objects are measured. The recurrent Spanish motif—Molly as the 
Mediterranean temptress—particularly resonates with Bloom. The motif 
is developed discursively in several erotic ways: the Sweets of Sin heroine 
offering her “heaving embonpoint” and other bodily gifts to the latin lover 
raoul; the señorita and the torero; the nun and the priest; Zerlina, the peas-
ant bride, and don giovanni (“Là ci darem la mano” [15:469]). Bloom does 
not exactly insert himself into the place of the man in these pairings; he is 
more excited by imagining the desired woman being enjoyed by a desir-
able man, possibly a rogue, a risk-taker or lawbreaker.47 Bloom’s fantasies 
clearly illustrate lacan’s observation that man’s desire is the desire of the 
other: indeed, Bloom’s desire predicates itself on two others, the desirable 
man and the desiring woman.
Meanwhile, Bloom imagines himself as lacking in sexual desirability in 
some respects. in his Circean fantasies, one desirable masculine quality is a 
certain measure of lawlessness. Such a modality of pleasure also might hark 
back to an Oedipal scene which shocks, offends, and excites the childish 
spectator. Such an oedipalization allows a subject like Bloom to imagine 
the father as the transgressor as well as the lawmaker. we could recall that 
47. andras Ungar shows how the novel Ruby is related to the lost son rudy (phonemically 
similar; the novel, a gift to Molly) and to Bloom’s attempt to compensate for the internalized 
guilt for rudy’s death and also for Boylan’s possession of Molly (through the Don Giovanni topoi): 
“[Bloom’s] bestowal of a ruby ring on the phantom of his old flame Josie [Powell] Breen is tanta-
mount to a magical effort to deny the irreparability of the past, and to reestablish himself with a 
woman in a prelapsarian state. along with the gift, he quotes a snatch from the song of seduction 
from Don Giovanni, ‘Then we’ll go hand in hand,’ which was an item in the program Boylan was to 
deliver to Molly in the afternoon. By appropriating the song—Boylan’s gift to Molly—and making 
it an accompaniment of his gift to Josie, he is, in effect, substituting for Boylan in his courtship of 
Molly, and, vicariously, displacing the rival. The ruby ring magically perfects the union as the birth 
of rudy should have fulfilled his marriage” (494). 
in a further development of the rudy-guilt motif, Bloom becomes in fantasy the prostitute 
novice ruby Cohen, and Bello “places a ruby ring on her finger,” claiming “with this ring i thee 
own” (15:3067–68). Ungar suggests that in this instance, Bloom “has made good the demands of 
the ring symbolism and the lack in his marriage in the figure of his own body” (495).
in addition, i recognize the implied incest in the fantasy of Bello Cohen and ruby Cohen, 
as well as the analogy of prostitution to marriage. in this fantasy, Bloom can “correct” or align his 
marriage with Molly.
Ungar points out a third fantasy involving the ruby ring: Bloom, becoming leopold the First, 
“puts on a ruby ring” (15:1490). Ungar sees this moment as Bloom’s ability to transcend the Molly-
rudy preoccupations of the other two fantasies. however, Ungar seems to overlook the sequence 
of the fantasies: Bloom with Josie Breen; Bloom as leopold the First; Bloom as ruby Cohen.
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the primal scene corresponds symbolically to the adulterous scene.
inferred by the dramatic structure of “Circe,” Bloom produces as well 
as experiences a series of hallucinated figures, events, and scenes which 
express his conflicting thoughts and emotions, desires about himself and his 
relationships. The dramatic form of directions and direct speech make these 
fantasized figures exterior, giving them flesh and voice; in the mimesis and 
diegesis of the play, Bloom dramatizes his struggle between a wild striving 
after the objects of his drives and an achievement of control, serenity, or 
power by mastering those unruly, irrational drives. his desire for control 
bifurcates into a desire to be dominated, especially in masochistic sexual 
situations (e.g., with Bella/Bello), and a desire to dominate, as seen in his 
visions of becoming the ingenious lord Mayor of dublin, glorious Catholic 
king of ireland, reformer-inventor-arbitrator-ladykiller, Christ-like martyr 
and egyptian mummy, and psychoanalytic and medical case study of the 
new womanly man.
Bloom’s fantasizing repeatedly relies on amazing transformations in dress, 
identity, manner of speech and language associated with his subjectivity 
(e.g., the collection of irish emblems—the nymphs, the yews, the waterfall, 
and Poulaphouca, the site of the high school excursion). in his fantasies, 
he speaks and interacts with others, things, and even concepts related to 
his memories, relationships, knowledge, and wishes. For example, Bloom 
speaks of his “halcyon days” (when in his “teens, a growing boy,” he needed 
little to get excited, “a jolting car, [ . . . ] and the dark sexsmelling theatre 
unbridles vice” [15:3319–24]), and shortly after, the “halcyon days” emerge 
as a discoursing composite character, cheering, “Mackerel! live us again. 
hurray!” (15:3331).
Central hallucinated figures such as virag, which are extensions of Bloom, 
also tend to change in appearance and voice; these changes are forms of 
artistic censoring. The parenthetical dramaturgic directions strongly empha-
size the constantly changing character of Bloom’s representations. The 
need to change stems from two drives or needs: first, to censor or change 
what is being said or shown because it has become too unbearable for the 
conscious; second, to find pleasure in the multiplicity of creative repre-
sentation. The two impulses develop themes of censoring and knowledge 
of the self gained through judgment and liminal experiences of initiation, 
transformation, and death.48 The language works at naming, and then 
48. Paul Schwaber suggests a circuit of maternal-sexual associations (Bello/Bella; his mother, 
ellen higgins; Molly; his mother’s potato [Bloom’s moly]) and its surrender to and recovery from 
Zoe higgins, the prostitute with his mother’s maiden name (150). in this analysis, “Bloom’s brood-
ing about demons, whores, menses, smells, and animals suggests condescension and animus, which 
qualify (and by reaction-formation, ironically, may enhance) his awed respect. The depressive link 
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renaming or transposing (techniques of metonymy and displacement); the 
dramatic language, the words refer to Bloom’s life, experience, and desires. 
The discourse in this sense is realistic. But it is actively mimetic of the 
subject of Bloom, making him into a part of many elements of the “play.” 
in this way, the transformations and judgmental actions are part of poetic 
discourse, not realist prosody.
The play of “Circe” tends toward a dramatization of “full” disclosure 
of desires and usually unspoken thoughts, truths, memories—generally 
pertaining to the men’s sexuality and sexual life. earlier i mentioned the 
importance of the father in the formation of fantasies. Bloom’s fantasies 
often allow him to take the position of the desiring son. additionally, a 
looming but largely unarticulated fantasy is that of being the loved father. 
we can discern this fantasy in the overall plot of “Circe,” the interaction 
of Bloom and Stephen and the symbolic father-son relation that is tantaliz-
ingly approached but not developed. For Bloom, his vision of his dead son, 
rudy, contains a promise of secret knowledge, which is not articulated; full 
disclosure cannot be given.49 at the chapter’s conclusion, in a moment of 
rest from frantic search and change, emerges the serene phantom vision of 
loved and loving lost son, rudy, imagined at age eleven (if rudy had sur-
vived),50 immersed in the reading of a mysterious hebraic book, kissing its 
to women who betray, moreover, is worth flagging. The magical quality of his thoughts on the 
strand [in “nausicaa”] will connect to his fantastic confrontation with Bella/Bello in nighttown 
and to the image of his mother there that instantly gets superseded by Molly. leopold’s frantic 
internalized mother has almost no representability in his thoughts.”
we could compare the concept of an “internalized mother” with Bloom’s womanly masquer-
ade and his masculine masochism.
49. The same holds true for Stephen, whose vision of his dead mother does not yield the 
desired, unknown (unknowable—unnamable) word (the Thing). he asks, “Tell me the word, 
mother, if you know now. The word known to all men” (15:4192–93). But her disappoint-
ing response is to reintroduce the issue of prayer and repentance which he has already rejected 
(4194–98).
Patrick Mcgee notices the patriarchal features of May goulding’s ghost speech: 
The silent word speaks as the discourse of the other, the capital Mother, the institution of 
woman’s silence, of her confinement to the body in which she is dispossessed of her word 
by the law of the patriarch. Stephen’s mother speaks and her word covers the silence that 
covers her death. She cites the law: “all must go through it, Stephen. More women than 
men in the world. you, too. Time will come”; but she also reminds her son of what subverts 
the law, of her word in his mouth: “you sang that song to me. Love’s bitter mystery.” Stephen 
wants to appropriate her word, to translate it as the logos. (139)
50. Molly and leopold both misremember rudy’s date of birth: actually, he would have been 
ten and a half years old on June 16, 1904. The mistake may be due to rudy’s death at eleven days, 
and the association of the number eleven with death. See rickard’s discussion of textual memory, 
including hugh kenner’s interpretations of eleven (rickard, Joyce’s Book of Memory, 149).
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pages. rudy is not a discoursing subject in the play, but instead hovers as a 
poetic apparition of the lost love object of the loving father (and the fantasy 
image of a loving, mystical, faithful Jewish son who finds satisfaction in the 
secrets of the Judaic father that Bloom and his family have renounced). The 
rudy apparition visually and metonymically mirrors Bloom’s paternal and 
filial desires (idealizations of the son he lost and of the son he never was), 
without making these desires speak directly.
The strong aspect of (symbolic) fatherhood of Bloom’s mental life is 
further exaggerated by his extensive Circean hallucination of his grandfa-
ther virag lipoti of Szombathely as a diabolical, cynically candid old man. 
This phantasm sketches out what Bloom imagines to be his ancestry, which 
he must carry like an embarrassing burden and a kind of badge of pride. 
virag does not just represent paternal law, but also the wily, unwritten codes 
of necessity adopted by some Jewish foreigners to forsake some of that 
heritage in order to assimilate into society.51 For example, virag implies his 
conversion to and subsequent abandonment of roman Catholicism, a series 
of actions demonstrating a kind of pervasive unbelief in religion and a prag-
matic critical outlook (“why i left the Church of rome”). virag’s name 
itself strongly reminds Bloom of his partially lost (and therefore partially 
nostalgically longed for) ancestry, of the unsentimental practice of adjusting 
one’s name to local standards, and the feminine side of his sexuality. his 
garrulous ancestor is also shown as a source of sexual knowledge, alternating 
between semipornographic and quasi-academic language. in one instance, 
virag stands in place of a Sigmund Freud or havelock ellis as the author 
of a long book series entitled “Fundamentals of Sexology or the love 
Passion” (U 15:2423); in another instance, virag weaves into his discourse 
the Sanskrit words for human genitalia in a hilariously mock-serious, 
mock-pornographic description of sexual congress: “woman, undoing with 
sweet pudor her belt of rushrope, offers her allmoist yoni to man’s lin-
gam. [ . . . ] Man loves her yoni fiercely with big lingam, the stiff one” 
(15:2549–50).
Bloom’s mutable and mutated name and person throughout “Circe” 
(and elsewhere in Ulysses), such as through the figure of virag, show that 
the power of naming relies on censoring in terms of the creative, expres-
51. Many of the Jewish signifiers in “Circe” represent Bloom’s lost heritage and his association 
of it with familial love, affection, attachment, belonging, and knowledge; many also reflect con-
temporary attitudes and understanding of Jewishness. For an extensive review of Joyce’s usage of 
Jewish references, see ira B. nadel’s Joyce and the Jews. nadel argues that Joyce, “in mythologising 
history, most notably in ‘Cyclops,’ ‘Circe’ and the Wake, [ . . . ] solves the dilemma of the emptiness 
of fact and the poverty of historical meaning. By turning to fantasy, fiction and repetition—in short, 
myth—into history, Joyce not only revitalizes history but gives new energy to myth” (43).
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sive substitutions (names can function as metaphors or metonyms). The 
creative naming and impersonation—and in general the fantastic dramatic 
discursive signifying system of “Circe”—are evidence of Bourdieu’s struc-
tural conception of censorship:that is, that censorship is “constituted by 
the very structure of the field in which the discourse is produced and 
circulates. [ . . . ] [i]t is the structure of the field itself which governs expres-
sion by governing both access to expression and the form of expression” 
(138–39).
Moreover, “Circe” personifies signifying systems of discourse, render-
ing the theme of censoring into a series of harsh or judgmental charac-
ters. Upon virag’s introduction (15:2304), he is called “basilicogrammate,” 
meaning “king of letters” or even “a lord of language.” Thus virag con-
notes for his grandson leopold Bloom a mastery of language, of living in 
the symbolic, of overcoming the hurdles of rules by ruling language. in 
a certain sense, virag is an imagined master of the law. in keeping with 
this role, he carries a roll of parchment (which later discloses cures for 
memory, warts, sexual drive), and two quills adorn his ears. his verbosity 
curtails Bloom’s own usually wordy pronouncements, while virag’s modes 
of inquiry sympathetically coincide with those of his grandson. at one 
point, Bloom reflects, “it has been an unusually fatiguing day, a chapter 
of accidents” (15:2380). virag then calls upon Bloom to use his memory 
(“exercise your mnemotechnic” [2384–85]) in an effort to unearth and 
analyze his sexual desires, preoccupations, tastes.
while virag seeks to be at once explicit, academic, and humorous about 
sexuality (and notably never fully succeeding in his disclosures by virtue 
of his digressions or substitutions), Bloom responds in choppy, short, and 
evasive phrases that combine diachronic action with existential contem-
plation [e.g., past + present; present + future; present + future + past]: “i 
wanted then to have now concluded. nightdress was never. hence this. But 
tomorrow is a new day will be. Past was is today. what now is will then 
tomorrow as now was be past yester” (15:2408–10). in these metasyntactic 
associations and other instances, Bloom struggles to master memory and 
how history is formulated from perceptions of the past, present, and future. 
By summoning the specters of his dead father (rudolph [15:248–79]) and 
mother (ellen [15:281–90]), grandfather (lipoti), and son (rudy), synchro-
nizing discrete temporal instances of being, Bloom can fulfill the role of 
the son, grandson, and father in this series of fantasy.
Unlike the mystical silent discourse of rudy and the garrulous language-
master leopold, Bloom’s father, rudolph, symbolizes the law in terms of 
the fearsome father barking unbearable constraints associated with anti-
assimilation; rudolph’s horrible image and harsh words reflect symbolically 
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Bloom’s fear, love, and respect for him. among Bloom’s first encounters in 
nighttown, Bloom meets his “stooped bearded” father, dressed as an “elder 
in Zion” and streaked with yellow poison (15:248–51). rudolph scolds him 
for going with a “drunken goy” and Bloom reverts to a mealy “crestfallen” 
child, “Ja, ich weiss, papachi.” Perhaps more important, the father confronts 
him for entering nighttown: “what you making down this place? have 
you no soul? (With feeble vulture talons he feels the silent face of Bloom.) are 
you not my son leopold, the grandson of leopold? are you not my dear 
son leopold who left the house of his father and left the god of his fathers 
abraham and Jacob?” (15:259–62).
rudolph’s confrontation underscores the fact that, despite leopold’s 
awe, the beloved son chooses to defy the father. From various passages 
in Ulysses, we know that the anniversary of rudolph’s suicide is quickly 
approaching, one which will take leopold away from dublin for a ritual 
trip. Thus, the evocation of the father at the threshold of taboo territory 
(nighttown) symbolizes not just the corrective voice of the law (in terms 
of faithfulness to Jewish tradition and family), but also Bloom’s preoccupa-
tion with the anniversary of the loss of his father, a thought not openly 
discussed, bearing the double pain of loss and shame of suicide (a sin in 
most religions, and particularly in Catholicism). another coincidence will 
occur in the near future: Molly and Boylan’s upcoming concert tour, in 
which they would be able to enjoy more illicit sex together, will overlap 
with Bloom’s father’s suicide anniversary.
9.	bloom	on	triAl
(An official translation is read by Jimmy Henry, assistant town clerk.)
JiMMy henry The Court of Conscience is now open. (U 15:1629)52
readers of Ulysses tend to admire Bloom’s conscience—his ethical sense 
of justice and judgment. his clear sense of balance, fairness, and kindness is 
not commonly found in his diegetic dubliner counterparts. Thus he is set 
apart from the rest not only as a Jew, but also as an unusually levelheaded, 
52. while gifford notes the conventional connotation of this office, “the court of chancery 
[ . . . ]; also the court of requests, small local debt courts that fell into disuse toward the end of the 
nineteenth century” (478), there may be a theatrical meaning, too. in his history of dublin theater, 
Fitzgerald reports, “in connection with the dublin theatres were certain well-known supper-
rooms. Sam’s Coffee house was kept by Sam lee, leader of the band at the Crow Street Theatre. 
isaac Sparks, the actor, founded a jovial meeting in form of a Court of Justice, wherein he presided 
in robes as lord Chief-Justice Joker.” Sparks’s mock court might provide a historical underpinning 
for the theatrical framing of “Circe.”
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fair-minded person. From the novel’s early chapters involving Bloom’s 
interior monologues, we learn that he often thinks in comparative terms, 
weighing and counterbalancing arguments and observations. he also accu-
mulates facts and arguments, revealing a tendency to catalogue and classify. 
Throughout the day, Bloom must strategically defend himself in various 
ways, whether it is to win approval or to avoid ugly scenes at the funeral 
in “hades” or to score some cheap points against the pub nationalists in 
“Cyclops.”
in “Circe,” his many fantasies about justice and judgment often stem 
from his need to justify himself for being Jewish in ireland. while Bloom 
does not practice Judaism, he summons Jewish names, dress, identity, sub-
jects, hebrew and yiddish phrases, and other trappings in order to glorify, 
distinguish, or defend himself. his diverse collection of things Jewish at 
times betrays his lack of consistency or knowledge, but it also shows the 
arbitrary and myriad ways in which Jewishness can be (mis)apprehended, 
even by someone who is Jewish.53
Bloom’s concern with Jewishness also involves some of Judaism’s recur-
rent motifs of judgment: persecution and guilt complexes; belonging to the 
chosen yet shunned people; and within this topoi, the concept of Moses 
as redeemer and savior (as nadel states, “a natural Messiah for the Jews, 
embodying qualities of spiritual redemption and political salvation” [98]); 
being defined by blood; accepting or rejecting Mosaic law. This harsh law 
of retribution is perceived as being cruel but fair, and becomes reconfigured 
in various fantasies about persecution and retribution.
in some instances in “Circe,” the Mosaic law functions as a kind of 
transformational and regulatory logic in fantasy akin to censorship. in 
the first fantasy trial, when Bloom is questioned by the night watchmen, 
Bloom’s initial defense is to say, “i am doing good to others” (15:682). later 
in the courtroom, Beaufoy attacks Bloom’s “moral rottenness”: “(to the court) 
why, look at the man’s private life! leading a quadruple existence! Street 
angel and house devil! not fit to be mentioned in mixed society! The 
archconspirator of the age!” (15:853–55). ad hominem attacks and digres-
sive arguments abound in this trial; even the codes of law are in battle, as 
J. J. O’Molloy, Bloom’s defense attorney, remarks: “The Mosaic code has 
superseded the law of the jungle” (15:969–70).54 here, the Mosaic code 
triumphs over the law of the jungle paradoxically on the terms of the 
latter.in “Circe, “the motif of Jewishness artistically censors sexuality in at 
53. See ira nadel’s outstanding Joyce and the Jews for extensive discussion of Jewish topics in 
Joyce’s work. 
54. note that Bloom encounters J. J. O’Molloy at the newspaper offices in the morning and 
reflects upon the barrister’s decline from a once promising career.
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least two ways, both of which stem from the episode’s heteroglossia and 
the inner discursive system of meaning. First, in terms of male ancestry, 
Bloom hallucinates images and dialogues of his father, grandfather, and son, 
all of whom display Jewish features or signs (e.g., the hebraic book, the 
Zionist garb, the yiddish or german utterances). in addition to their status 
as lost loved objects, they can be regarded as cherished but censored other 
selves of Bloom. Jewishness itself can represent some lost, loving environ-
ment. Furthermore, Bloom’s symbolic fatherhood and filial attachments are 
apprehended as judgmental, discursive, and scholarly. assimilation achieved 
in part through sexuality is embedded in the censoring of his other selves: 
his marriage to a goy (Molly), his extramarital dalliances (with more goys), 
and his visit to nighttown (part of 1904 irish heteromasculine rituals). in 
this way, Bloom’s sexuality rejects or makes impossible his Jewishness, and 
in turn his fantasized Jewish ancestors confront him with this rejection, 
condemning his sexual conduct and desires in particular.
Second, he indulges his sense of guilt (about his sexual desires) and of 
persecution (the unfair mistreatment of him by others because of his Jewish 
heritage) in fantasies involving judgment. Most notably, in one extended 
fantasy, Bloom, through his roguish solicitation of obscene correspondence 
with upper-class dublin women, eventually achieves universal popular-
ity; by direct consequence, he is acclaimed as the charismatic, reasonable, 
inventively practical ruler of dublin. in the fantasy with Mrs. yelverton 
Barry, Mrs. Bellingham, and the honourable Mrs. Mervyn Talboys, Bloom’s 
improper written advances (reflective of Venus in Furs discourse, as well as 
the Parnell-emulation fantasy) are replied to with shame punishments that 
emphasize the class inequality (e.g., “i’ll scourge the pigeonlivered cur as 
long as i can stand over him. i’ll flay him alive” [15:1082–83]; “geld him. 
vivisect him” [1105]; “i’ll flog him black and blue in the public streets . . .” 
[1115–17]).
This masochistic sexual imaging contrasts with Bloom’s subsequent 
elevation as dublin’s Moses. he performs a series of miracles and enacts 
laws, much like a Messiah, lawgiver, and sage. in one of his many energetic 
acts of leadership, he opens a court of conscience which shares qualities of 
the biblical court of Solomon and Portia’s court in The Merchant of Venice, 
two courts noted for their ingenious fairness. Bloom’s eventual downfall 
occurs because, in their frenzied adulation, many distinguished women 
commit suicide for him (a fantasy metaphor for surrendering themselves 
sexually to him). This flurry of feminine death causes the mob to condemn 
Bloom. his Christ-like martyrdom includes a marked lack of just consid-
eration and an extended masochistic death sequence by lynching, burning, 
and crucifixion. nadel interprets this scene as one that connects Christian 
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codes to Jewish ones:
Following his exposure, the Moses/Messiah figure becomes the crucified 
Christ set ablaze to a chorus of six hundred voices until, carbonised, he disap-
pears. Bloom becoming Moses becoming Christ is the enactment of the typol-
ogy Joyce has borrowed from the Old and new Testaments expressed vividly 
in the surrealistic psychological world of “Circe.” (100)
One strand of suppressed meaning in this hallucination is Bloom’s tri-
umphant, erotic enjoyment in his marriage with Molly. we can consider 
the Blooms’ marriage a defiance of common contemporary bigotry (i.e., 
dubliners’ perception that she could have “done better for herself ” than 
marry a Jew; his father’s and grandfather’s disapproval). Bloom’s enjoyment 
is derived, in part, from Molly’s mysterious hybrid origins (Moorish, Jewish, 
Spanish, and irish), the “ubiquitous mystique of the Jewish woman, Ori-
ental in character” (nadel, 168), as seen, for example, in Bloom’s Circean 
fantasy of Molly as a Turkish concubine.
Themes of censorship and sexuality complement each other in Bloom’s 
masochistic tendencies. in “Circe,” these tendencies are strongly conveyed, 
often in terms of persecution, punishment, pleasure, and pornographic 
and diegetic cliché, particularly in his extended hallucination of his erotic 
encounter with the brothel madam Bella Cohen. in this encounter, Bloom 
and Bella quickly trade genders (although Bloom seems to retain oneirically 
his male genitalia while gaining the female apparatus).
with Bella/Bello, Bloom indulges in several punishing fantasies. First, 
he occupies the position of a young, naïve, sexually exploited woman (a 
general character type whom he often lusts after in his everyday life, be 
she a housemaid or a girl on the beach). By fantasizing that he is a novice 
prostitute, he enjoys not only pain and degradation that might accompany 
the position, but also the pleasure of wearing pretty but constraining 
women’s clothes. his fantasy also reveals how his lustful feelings toward 
the subaltern woman conflicts with his empathetic awareness of her hard-
ships. Thus his sexual urges collide with his sense of just kindness. in the 
theatrical discourse and heteroglossia of “Circe,” his ability to insert himself 
into the subaltern woman’s role allows him to delight in erotic identifica-
tion and desire to be subjugated and to bear punishments in the place of 
the usual victim.
Throughout Ulysses, and intricately diversified and elaborated in vari-
ous dimensions in “Circe,” adultery—Bloom’s own and his wife’s—is the 
focus of thematic developments of sexual and ethical crime. his trials 
under “Beauty’s” (Bello’s) domination also involve cataloguing the “many,” 
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“hundreds” of his sins of the past and staging some of these. Significantly 
these sins involve pursuing and writing obscene propositions to women: 
adultery enacted discursively. Bloom is also confronted in a fantasy with 
his daughter Milly, whom he mistakes for Molly, a possible indirect allusion 
to incestuous desire or involvement. Furthermore, in a rip van winkle 
moment, Bloom helplessly surveys how Molly has become a prostitute in 
his exaggerated twenty-year absence (as opposed to his daylong one), and 
then he pleads to return to set things right. Bello responds:
as a paying guest or a kept man? Too late. you have made your secondbest bed 
and others must lie in it. your epitaph is written. you are down and out and 
don’t you forget it, old bean.
 BlOOM: Justice! all ireland versus one! has nobody . . . ? (he bites his 
thumb)
 BellO:  die and be damned to you if you have any sense of decency or 
grace about you. (15:3197–3205)
The masochistic fantasy of dying as a pleasurable punishment issues 
from the dialogue between Bello and Bloom. in Bello’s harsh response is a 
promise of redemption in death (“if you have any decency or grace about 
you”). in the immediately subsequent punishment, Bloom will be buried 
along with some other supposed cuckolded husbands. Bloom berates him-
self, “My willpower! Memory! i have sinned! i have suff . . .” (15:3214–15). 
Then, in a Jewish ceremony by the wailing wall, a group of Jewish men 
(“the circumcised”) “wail in pneuma over the recreant Bloom” (3224–25); 
the chant of the Circumcised—a common Jewish prayer to be repeated 
by every Jew before he dies—is sung at all Jewish services and prayers at 
home. while the ceremony in the fantasy links Bloom to Jewish masculinity 
and to his heritage in general, the motif suggests a kind of censoring of his 
other non-Jewish self. These men’s names all derive from Jewish dubliners 
of the 1904 period, citizens ranging from a librarian to a rabbi, and who 
were “neighbours” of the fictional Bloom when he “lived” in lombard 
Street west (gifford, 415; nadel). This ceremony marks a sacrificial death 
of Bloom to atone for his sexual sins, the second fantasized death in this 
chapter. in this second instance, he sins for being a cuckolded husband, a 
statement of his failure as a man.
Thus, one censoring motif, the liminal transformations of Bloom (ritual 
punishments for his transgressions and shortcomings), becomes attached to 
another censoring motif, his rejection of Judaism. Both motifs are con-
nected discursively to contextual cultural referents, a fusion of realism and 
fantasy (e.g., the transposition of Bloom’s dublin neighbors to an imagined 
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scene in Jerusalem; the cuckoldry punished by the Judaic heritage that he 
both admires and rejects).
The textual plot and character development describe and dramatize 
poetically and mimetically the creative process of censoring. Bloom self-
censors his wishes and fears about his love life with his wife. Sexuality is 
not repressed, but rather censored, in the sense of transformation (metaphor 
or metonym): even the burial involves throwing “dead sea fruit” upon 
Bloom.
This condensation serves as a stratified metaphor for unsatisfactory plea-
sures and an inversion of his sensual plenitude at the conclusion of “lotus 
eaters” (i.e., his luxurious bathing moment in which his sex floats flower-
like); “dead sea fruit” refers in a dialogically stratified way to the qualities of 
the dead Sea explored in Bloom’s diverse morning thoughts. On the one 
hand, in “Calypso,” he associates the dead Sea with the Jews as wandering 
from one captivity to another and with barren feminine sexuality (“it lay 
there now. now it could bear no more. dead: an old woman’s: the grey 
sunken cunt of the world” [4:226]). On the other hand, at the beginning of 
“lotus eaters,” his associations turn to concepts of buoyancy, symbolic and 
real, reading, masculine ease, self-sufficiency, and introspection (his memory 
of a photograph of a man “in the dead sea, floating on his back, reading a 
book with a parasol open. Couldn’t sink if you tried” [5:39]).
Thus, in “Circe,” “dead sea fruit”—and by metonymic extension the 
burial of Bloom in this particular scene—supplies a dense condensation of 
masculinity and femininity (the “fruit” the antithesis of “dead,” and meta-
phor for sex) and notions of sexuality as uplifting (another antithesis of 
death) and source of historical, geographic origins of humanity. The water 
associations are then countered by the burning of the body in funeral pyre. 
The passage relies on a dialogism conveyed not through dramatic dialogue, 
but through the narrative (diegetic) aspect of the dramaturgic directions. 
The scene connotes the antithetical idea of pleasurable suffering through 
punishment, resurrection, and self-preservation even in the dire crises of 
punishment, death, and condemnation. The individual subject, Bloom, is 
ritually disposed: a motif of censoring and liminality through punishment, 
death, crematory purification.
The narrative of Bloom’s fantasy series in “Circe” mimics the artistic 
process of censoring in discourse. The fantasy episodes are joined by asso-
ciation, digression, substitution, all circling and closing in on the themes 
of sexuality (especially in terms of sexual difference, adultery, masochism) 
and censoring of the subject by judgment and punishment, and all circling 
around the subject of Bloom, self-knowledge, his sensuality, and conflicting 
ethical interests or aims.
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an example of the linking of fantasy series can be noted in the nymph 
Calypso, the fresh sexual symbol that immediately emerges from the fune-
real blaze of Bloom’s second death in “Circe” (the new symbol also harks 
back dialogically to the narratives of Bloom’s morning action and thoughts). 
The Circean figure of Calypso is derived from the representation of the 
nymph that hangs over the Blooms’ matrimonial bed. The nymph’s entry 
onto the dramatic scene of “Circe” at this juncture in Bloom’s series of fan-
tasies signals a reaffirmation of sexual desire in marriage as well as various 
blush-inducing private acts performed under the nymph’s gaze (“O i have 
been a perfect pig. enemas too . . .” [15:3397]).55 Thus one judgment and 
condemnation (the second death scene) give birth to new sexual inquiry 
and pursuit of the desired object. The references such as the dead Sea and 
Calypso resurrect the happy matrimonial morning before Bloom’s discov-
ery of Boylan’s letter in the mail, thus depicting wish-fulfillments to regain 
and transform a recent, but unrecoverable instance of marital infidelity.
when his burst trouser button temporarily breaks the spell he is under, 
Bloom regains his self-control to a large extent (and handily recovers his 
talismanic potato from Zoe), and the focus of phantasms shifts to Stephen, 
with Bloom standing by as a fatherly protector. Bloom’s apparent recovery 
of self-control, however, does not prevent several more negotiations with 
his insistent desires and censoring response. in one hallucination, Molly (or 
Marion) appears with Boylan, who invites Bloom to witness the adulterous 
scene (15:3756–3816). Bloom behaves as a boyish servant to the arrogant 
imposter. even in this instance, the artistic censoring—transformation or 
substitution of the truth—does not allow full disclosure. The sexual act is 
only alluded to: first by way of Mina kennedy’s and lydia douce’s mediat-
ing reportage of the romantic action; then by Cohen’s prostitutes’ giggling; 
and then by the offstage voices of Boylan and Marion. Thus, Bloom’s 
censoring practices manage to keep the adulterous scene offstage and dis-
tanced from him, so that he can safely enjoy or reckon with its masochistic 
meanings and effects (“[his eyes widely dilated, clasps himself] Show! hide! 
Show! Plough her! More! Shoot!” [15:3815–16]).56
55. See eric d. Smith’s article for intertextual references to pigs in Ulysses, especially “Circe,” 
and elsewhere. he argues that “the pig represents a threat to modernism that transcends notions of 
mere sanitation and sexuality or the pig’s carnivalesque tradition” (138). 
56. Suzette henke sees Bloom as “author/actor/director of this play of infidelity. Through the 
dual role of playwright and spectator, he is able, like Sacher-Masoch’s fictive Severin, to reduce his 
ignominious situation to an absurdly masochistic drama. in the course of ‘Circe,’ Bloom becomes 
author and reader of his own domestic narrative, gaining artistic control over emotional trauma 
by recreating the dread event in exaggerated detail on the stage of a highly charged erotic (and 
perverse) imagination” (119).
i differ from this reading. The masochist does craftily organize his scene of pain and degradation 
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10.	the	Clothes	of	the	signifier
“Circe” is a circuit of desire. Fantasies are represented through their discur-
sivity of censoring and the deployment of parody, negation, metaphor, per-
sonification, and allusions. various brands of humor are called into action. 
irony is especially prized as it provides the twist or contrast of opposing 
values or aims. Sometimes the humor is painful, humiliating—as seen in 
Bloom’s various modes of fantasized dying, and especially in his grotesque 
bout as a female prostitute. But these tragicomedic forms are also cathar-
tic in dramatic and psychoanalytic senses. Bloom’s fantastic reconstitutive 
selves are resurrected time and again, assume new voices and tonalities, don 
different clothes, and interact with the novel’s catalogue of personae—all 
demonstrating Bloom’s inventive, censoring stratagems to explore pleasur-
ably his particular preoccupations with sexuality and judgment. as with all 
discursive modes of the imaginary and the Symbolic, Bloom’s operation 
veils access to knowing the real. “Circe” does provide instances of the 
real that are both significant in their intervention in the plot and their 
impermeability: examples of diegetic pieces of real are the popped but-
ton of Bloom’s trousers, the smashed lamp, and the english soldier’s blow 
that levels Stephen.
Bloom’s changing clothes and roles veil his own subjecthood while also 
indicating or performing aspects of his sense of it. he is the central protean 
character of “Circe.” in a complementary way, and in keeping with the 
discursive system of signification in this text, many other actants and props 
in the episode prominently feature a striking mutability. For example, the 
proverbial dog in the street (reminiscent of the everydog depicted earlier 
in “Proteus”) recurs and recurs again in all manner of pelts and barking. 
This mutable dog can also stand for the presence of god as everyday real 
being, just as adonai’s offstage call “dooooooooooog” and its inversion 
“goooooooooood” imply (U 15:4710–16).
The issue of gender performance versus essentialism is synthesized in 
“Circe” through multiple instances of gender mutability and androgyny. 
in his scene with the doctors, Bloom is celebrated as the “new womanly 
man,” a triumphant hybrid of masculinity that does not fear or degrade the 
feminine, and corrects the problematic masculinity with the pleasures of 
the feminine.57 Bloom’s “new womanly man” suggests an optimistic mod-
for his own enjoyment (cf. deleuze; Silverman; Stewart). But, the narrativized dramatic structure 
of “Circe” does not endow Bloom with a director’s kind of authority nor does the scene neces-
sarily win him control.
57. harly ramsey examines Bloom’s pain in sympathy for Mina Purefoy (“kill me that would” 
[U 8:377]) and compares it and his mourning for rudy with the “Circe” scene of Bloom’s birthing 
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ern social trend (and possibly ethical condemnation of misogyny), while 
this version of the self also offers masochistic functions.58 Previous to the 
nighttown scene, we have learned of Bloom’s particular love of fashion-
able, flattering clothing, especially women’s undergarments and stockings. 
in nighttown he gratifies this love in various fetishistic ways.59
The combined narrative and theatrical discursive modes of “Circe” 
allow for extensive use of costume and other trappings (an exaggeration 
of a real feature of theatrical productions) and identity change and revela-
tion (a central theme in dramatic stories). The dress fetishism extends to 
Bloom’s fantasy male octuplets: “handsome, with valuable metallic faces, 
wellmade, respectably dressed and well conducted [ . . . ]. each has his 
name printed in legible letters on his shirtfront: nasodoro, goldfinger, 
Chrysostomos, Maindorée, Silversmile, Silberselber, vifargent, Panargyros” 
(15:1823–28).
The changing of clothes can be seen as a special form of artistic cen-
soring, a mode in which the subject is creatively veiled in the guises that 
reveal, conceal, or emphasize aspects of his masculine and feminine selves. 
in addition to the creative censoring involved in representing wishes and 
of eight children (shortly after the doctors’ examination of the womanly Bloom). in the birth-
ing scene, according to ramsey, Bloom experiences a kind of self-inflicted pain of hallucinatory 
childbirth. Bloom manages to imagine pain “when he fantasizes himself as the maternal body, the 
maternal object” (67).
while i agree that Bloom is certainly fantasizing the maternal body (and the doctors’ examina-
tion of it), i find that Joyce downplays or even elides the experience of pain in the birthing scene, 
for Bloom merely embraces Mrs. Thornton tightly and miraculously pop out his eight “male 
yellow and white children” (U 15:1818–22) Joyce comically deflates the enormous feat of labor, 
distancing Bloom’s fantasy experience from the excruciating one that Mina Purefoy has endured 
in “Oxen of the Sun.” 
58. See restuccia’s Joyce and the Law of the Father for an extended discussion of masochism 
vis-à-vis Bloom and Joyce himself (154). in this book, restuccia discusses deleuze’s Masochism in 
comparison to Joyce, Joyce’s work, and psychoanalytic conceptions of masochism (especially those 
developed in deleuze). deleuze, Joyce, and Freud develop in part their conceptions of masoch-
ism through Venus in Furs (Sacher-Masoch); diegetically in Ulysses, Venus in Furs is an artistic text 
that informs Bloom’s and Molly’s reading interests and part of the overall discursive economy of 
Ulysses.
59. guided by georg Simmel’s studies of fashion and class-marked commodities, Mark Osteen 
discusses the “chapeaugraphy” of “Circe,” reminding us of that episode’s rapt attention to headgear, 
especially that of Bloom (to name a few, a boy’s alpine mobcap, a red school cap, a purple napo-
leon, a dinged silk hat, a red fez, a caubeen, a drooping sombrero, and so on). Osteen notes that in 
Bloom’s female guises he wears no hat:
here Bloom’s symbolic castration is dramatized by his hatless femininity [ . . . ]. Bloom’s 
Circean chapeaugraphy dramatizes the roles he has already played (or hopes to play) in 
Ulysses: the outsider, the “Oriental,” the cuckold, and the Jew; the patriot, the political 
reformer, the society maven, the lover. whereas the former grouping indicates how others 
view him, the latter batch suggests how he views himself. (277)
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wish fulfillments, the changing of clothes can demonstrate the constitu-
tive aspects of psychic identity itself. Circean costume drama shows the 
subject’s mode of separation, in the sense that the (barred) Subject, in his 
relation and drive toward the objet a (         lacan’s formulation of phan-
tasy) moves toward the object (alienation) and twists back again toward 
himself (separation) (Four Fundamental Concepts, 210–15). lacan explains 
how “separation” should be understood in a complex way, in terms of “to 
dress” and “to engender.” he explains the etymology of “separation”:
Separare, to separate—i would point out at once the equivocation of the se 
parare, of the se parer, in all the fluctuating meanings it has in French. it means 
not only to dress oneself, but also to defend oneself, to provide oneself with 
what one needs to be on one’s guard, and i will go further still, and latinists 
will bear me out, to the se parere, the s’engendrer, the to be engendered, which is 
involved here. how, at this level, has the subject to procure himself? For that 
is the origin of the word that designates in latin to engender. it is juridical, as 
indeed, curiously enough, are all the words in indo-european that designate to 
put into this world. (214)
in this complex sense of separation, dressing or separation provides a self-
signifying mode for the subject in terms of juridically bringing himself into 
the world. By assuming a certain dress, appearance, or voice, one assumes 
a significance both for oneself and for the other (objet a). Separation, con-
ceived broadly as dressing and engendering, is the movement toward the self 
after circling around the other (in the circuitry of desire, the other cannot 
actually be achieved or obtained, only approximated, desired, and reflected 
or return back to the self, i.e., the barred Subject).
Subjecthood in “Circe” is dramatized in part according to lacan’s for-
mulation of phantasy, in the initial movement of alienation and the subse-
quent one of separation. The emphasis on separation and dressing indicates, 
in an uncanny way,60 several of the key aspects of “Circe” and the censoring, 
60. The uncanny (Freud’s das Unheimliche) is a familiar motif and point of discussion for many 
Joyce scholars (e.g., Brivic’s Veil; devlin’s Wandering; Spoo). See Michael Bruce Mcdonald’s article 
for an assessment of earlier approaches (e.g., ellman; Ferrer), as well as his own suggestion of the 
exchangeability of things and people in “Circe.” he maintains that Joyce’s rendering of the Unheim-
liche tends to create comic effects (and thus, prompting smirks and complacency in the reader) 
rather than provoking “a shudder”; he suggests that, for example, “the ungainly spectral forms of 
virag and gerty provoke more mirth than alarm” (53). 
however, i counter that it is possible to be both alarmed and amused by virag and gerty. The 
comic features in Joyce’s work merit more examination, especially in terms of veiled aggressivity. 
Mark Shechner, along with other scholars, considers how Bloom establishes his “moral heroism” 
by way of comic, but at times disturbing self-denigration, and how Joyce uses “Circe” as a way 
to “violate the canons of social and personal taboo without being struck dead by censorship or 
S ◊ a :
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yet productive, gendered and engendering subject. in the chapter, the sub-
ject (Bloom; Stephen) goes through multiple alienations and separations of 
self through changes of dress, gender, and other role-playing. These diverse 
modes of separation—the subject draping himself with various signifying 
objects—aim at the impossible task of closing the gap of the perceived 
missing, never knowable part of the other. we know lacan’s basic premise 
that the subject desires the desire of the other. “Circe” repeatedly dramatizes 
how desire is necessarily predicated on the fact that the subject cannot 
know fully that desire, especially if the objet a is to remain desirable. in his 
quest to discover and recover the unknown, the lost object, the desire of 
the other, the subject must foreclose for himself through censoring strate-
gies the procurement of that unknown factor, the Thing. The desire of the 
other and the Thing are perceived through their lacks and gaps, glimpsed 
at or felt in their signifying matter.
in “Circe,” a central unifying discursive feature is a special hybridized 
novelistic style, a fantasy narrative-theatrical form, appropriate to “show” 
and “tell” psychic drama: the protagonists Bloom and Stephen externalize 
and stage their inner thoughts, preoccupations, memories, observations, and 
desires, using a narrative structure of fantasy (alienation and separation).
11.		 hAlluCinAted	memory:	
	 	 stAging	Judgment
in the psychic system of checks and balances, there is a need or demand 
to create order, to make things right; this economy is regulated by an ethi-
cal drive. This drive obliges an awkward negotiation, as the subject cannot 
come to terms with crude reality as such. One of the subject’s basic needs 
in living is to cope with his demand to make sense out of the nonsense 
or impression of arbitrariness of lived experience; he requires value and 
structure to provide a foundation for lived experience. But value and 
structure (i.e., language, the law, the power of the signifier) are achieved 
at the cost of acceptance, recognition of a community, submitting oneself 
and others to judgment of common laws. in turn, admitting to values, 
structure, and community (even to reject, be indifferent to, or be intolerant 
guilt” (101–4). in Zack Bowen’s reading of Ulysses as comic novel, he notes that “[t]he methodol-
ogy of Circe was almost inevitable if Joyce were to attempt to include rabelaisean excesses in a 
modern novel. what better vehicle than to trace their logical origins in a Freudian unconscious?” 
(81). Bowen emphasizes how “rabelaisean comic grotesquerie” is “played off the realistic scene in 
Bella’s brothel. Joyce could blend modern realism with comic surrealism [ . . . ].” The contrast of 
the comic Bloom with the “would be tragic” Stephen lends to comic incongruity (88–89).
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of these) establishes a basis and need for judgment (to censor, punish, assert, 
condone).
The Circean hallucinations, along with the paths of action taken by 
the characters, generally involve the subject’s sense of displeasure with a 
state of affairs and crises with conflicting values and community codes. 
Both Bloom and Stephen grapple with issues that trouble them because 
they cannot easily apply a given value; the issues present conflicting and 
paradoxical facets which are only judged with harsh applications of the 
law or by subversive elusion, delay, or disavowal of the law. Moreover, we 
can see that the ethical drive that prompts or motivates the hallucination 
of these issues (in dramatic form for a jury of spectators) also involves a 
process of creative discharge.
 Bella (almost speechless) who are. incog! (U 15:4307–8)
The hallucinatory technique deployed in “Circe” can be compared to 
the compromises between our perceptions and our thoughts. in The Ethics 
of Psychoanalysis, lacan makes several observations about the opposition 
between perception (“linked to the activity of hallucinating, to the pleasure 
principle”) and thought (“psychic reality”) (33). “Circe” expresses Bloom’s 
and Stephen’s experiences in nighttown on a plane of realistic situations 
and a plane of hallucinated situations.
Bloom’s role tends to dominate the chapter’s structure and themes 
(e.g., the creative and productive functions of censoring and sexuality). 
Meanwhile, Stephen provides a strong additional perspective to personal 
hallucinatory processes. as a complement to Bloom’s paternal identity, 
Stephen embodies symbolically a son. Bloom has an unspoken wish for an 
irretrievably lost son (rudy). The two men are connected through mourn-
ing of a lost loved one (Bloom for rudy and his father; Stephen for his 
mother) and by a kind of masochistic stance before an intolerant society. 
in Stephen’s fascination with Shakespeare and other influential writers (e.g., 
yeats), he prioritizes the dream of a transcendent masculine procreative abil-
ity, emblematic of a young artist’s dream of self-sufficiency and his resistance 
to qualification of his sexual preferences. in conflict with his idealization of 
his mother, art, and elusive and illusory independence, arise censoring fan-
tasies that incorporate his preoccupations with fatherhood, guilt, maternal 
love and punishment, religious duty and rituals, Catholic dogma, irish and 
colonial history, and the threat of imitation in influential literature.
Stephen’s censoring strategies differ in some respects from Bloom’s 
maneuvers, and thus add to the chapter’s discursive system examined so far. 
Stephen’s strategies aim at partial condemnation of his parents and other 
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influences of his youth (e.g., Catholicism). his most notable difference 
from Bloom is the relative lack of protean transformation: Stephen tends 
to remain relatively unchanged amid the metamorphosing world of “Circe” 
(with a few exceptions).61
hallucinated apparitions that speak to him, or confront him in some 
dialogic way, represent that which Stephen wants to cast aside. These 
apparitions dramatize judgment in several ways, in hybridized speech and 
action reworking words and ideas used elsewhere in the novel, or from 
inferred moments in Stephen’s past. Bloom’s artistic censoring of the self 
results in his recreations, versions, and resurrections, whereas in Stephen’s 
case the censoring motifs tend to result in a rejection of the stifling social, 
national, and religious influences in his past and an affirmation of an intel-
lectual, sexually transcendent self (that is nonetheless dependent upon deep 
personal influences).
This is a self created in the sense that Stephen must fashion this self by 
peeling off the layers of the personal influences once dear to him. But it 
is not a self that promises new creation, in the way that Bloom’s self tends 
toward playful, associative recreation and reformation of psychic drives. as 
Stephen’s layers of experience are peeled off, so they are heaped back on in 
metamorphosis, with a punishing vengeance which negates or censors the 
self. For example, at the brothel, Stephen thinks of performing his father’s 
act (“Play with your eyes shut. imitate pa. Filling my belly with husks of 
swine [ . . . ] i will arise and go to my” [15:2495–96]. The last two phrases 
are from the parable of the Prodigal Son, luke 15:16 and 15:18). Shortly 
after, the prostitute Florry remarks to Stephen, “i’m sure you’re a spoiled 
priest. Or a monk” (15:2649). The conversation condenses the images of 
Stephen, his father Simon, hypocritical masculine authority, and blasphe-
mous procreative masculinity based on sins and prodigality. The result of 
the conversation can be seen in the hybridized and dialogic apparition of 
the “Cardinal”:
61. Stephen does demonstrate some protean transformation; for example, in the hallucinated 
encounter with his mother, his mother’s cancer attacks and transforms him:
 The MOTher [ . . . ] Beware! (she raises her blackened withered right arm slowly towards 
Stephen’s breast with outstretched finger) Beware god’s hand! 
 (A green crab with malignant red eyes sticks deep its grinning claws in Stephen’s heart.)
 STePhen (strangled with rage, his features drawn grey and old) Shite! (U 15:4217–23)
Through this horrible encounter he momentarily becomes an old man, a condensed indication 
of symbolic effects of his mother’s death and disease. The ironic metonym of “god’s hand” and 
the metaphoric “green crab” (cancer) show Stephen’s critical view of irish Catholicism, god, and 
death of a loved one. in addition, the mother’s warning to fear god is linked to death: if Stephen 
were to obey and fear god, he would die, too.
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 lynCh  he is. a cardinal’s son.
 STePhen  Cardinal sin. Monks of the screw.62 
(His Eminence Simon Stephen cardinal Dedalus, primate of all Ireland, appears in the 
doorway, dressed in red soutane, sandals and socks. Seven dwarf simian acolytes, also in 
red, cardinal sins, uphold his train, peeping under it. He wears a battered silk hat sideways 
on his head. [ . . . ])
 The Cardinal [ . . . ] i’m suffering the agony of the damned. [ . . . ] 
([ . . . ] imparts the Easter kiss [ . . . ]. The dwarf acolytes, giggling, peeping, nudging, 
ogling, easterkissing, zizag behind him. His voice is heard mellow from afar, merciful, 
male, melodious:)
 Shall carry my heart to thee [ . . . ] (15:2650–88)
Cardinal dedalus suggests a comically doomed version of the failed 
father, whose beautiful voice (much like Stephen’s) has been heard earlier 
in “Sirens.” The seven-dwarfs-as-acolytes motif mockingly represents a son’s 
doomed imitation of the father (through sinning and hypocritically play-
ing the mock-exemplary father). The acolytes also connect censoriously 
to Stephen’s earlier argument in the library of the son’s “apostolic succes-
sion” of the father63 because the acolytes in this fantasy frame are clearly 
mocking, undesirable forms of paternal imitation. in this way, Stephen’s 
hallucination seems to censor (judge harshly and mockingly) both the 
father and suggested outcome of his previously proud argument. we can 
note the worldly degradation of lofty “apostles” and the implied Christ of 
the “Scylla and Charybdis” speech to the vainer images of cardinal and 
acolytes in “Circe.” The ensemble of cardinal and acolytes presents a dra-
matic scene for Stephen’s viewing (rather than Stephen directly in a state 
of metamorphosis).
Stephen’s fantasies involve guilt toward his parents and family (their 
monetary sacrifices for him; their promotion of him as the privileged 
eldest to the detriment of his poor, younger siblings; his refusal to fulfill 
the role of the dutiful, religious son for his mother; an irrational sense 
of responsibility for May’s suffering and death), justification of his choice 
for independence and self-fulfillment; and artistic superiority based on a 
62. Jeri Johnson notes that the “Monks of the screw” were an eighteenth-century “non- 
religious irish pleasure-seeking fraternal society, also known as the Order of St Patrick” (936).
63. “a father [ . . . ] is a necessary evil. [ . . . ] Fatherhood, in the sense of conscious begetting, is 
unknown to man. it is a mystical state, an apostolic succession, from only begetter to only begotten. 
[ . . . ] Upon incertitude, unlikelihood. Amor matris, subjective and objective genitive, may be the 
only true thing in life. Paternity may be a legal fiction. who is the father of any son that any son 
should love him or he any son?” (U 9:828–45). 
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modern concept of freedom and “the intellectual imagination.” The lim-
inal experience of visiting the brothel does not bring about a moment of 
ritual masculine initiation, although arguably the visit alone is sufficient 
to qualify. The current prostitutes do not attract him nor arouse sexual 
desire;64 if anything, his response is one of festive repression and studied self-
absorption. Paul Schwaber emphasizes Stephen’s self-negating operations, 
especially regarding sexuality and art: in Portrait, the “adolescent whoring, 
god-terrified guilt, and answering piety and asceticism,” the “villanelle of 
the Temptress” that stresses woman’s negative “ardent ways”; in Ulysses, the 
account of hathaway “as sexual villainess and Stephen’s own antisexual 
consubstantial wishfulness”; and in “Circe,” his unwillingness to “let his 
mother go” (154). additionally, we should recognize the repeated preoc-
cupations with homoerotic relations, particularly through the associations 
of Mulligan, Cranly, and Best.
The “Circe” plot of Stephen’s entry into nighttown issues from the 
urge for escape and quest, or perhaps most aptly for Stephen, a quest for 
escape from responsibilities of adulthood and memories of childhood, a 
most liminal situation. Through excessive drink and banter, Stephen seeks 
oblivion and the company of paid women whom he does not have to 
woo or impress. in these actions, he renounces responsibility to himself 
and his family and emphasizes his strivings toward an illusory freedom and 
individuality. This denial or renunciation of Catholicism’s ethical good is 
64. his former lustful interest in prostitutes has transformed to a mocking nostalgia and mel-
ancholy. he learns that his once favored prostitute georgina Johnson, “la belle dame sans merci,” “ad 
deam qui laetificat inventutem meam” (to the goddess who has gladdened the days of my youth) (U 
15:122–23; Jeri Johnson [923] for translation of the latin), has married a Mr. lambe and moved 
to london.
 STePhen  [ . . . ] and so georgina Johnson is dead and married. [ . . . ] wonder. Parlour 
magic. Married. hm. (he strikes a match and proceeds to light the cigarette with enigmatic melan-
choly) [ . . . ] Sixteen years ago. distance. The eye sees all flat. (He draws the match away. It goes 
out.) Brain thinks. near: far. ineluctable modality of the visible. (he frowns mysteriously) hm. 
Sphinx. The beast that has two backs at midnight. Married.
 ZOe  it was a commercial traveller married her and took her away with him.
 FlOrry  (nods) Mr lambe from london.
 STePhen  lamb of london, who takest away the sins of our world. (15:3618–38)
in this exchange, Stephen combines his mocking interest of conjugal coupling and prostitution; 
his former femme fatale has “deceived” him, with Stephen taking the position of a cuckold. The 
exchange also joins the idea of marriage to english colonial economy: georgina Johnson, once a 
prostitute bought by men, especially english men, has now been subsumed into the heart of the 
empire. The imperial husband lambe is a mock Christ who removes the prostitute from ireland, 
or Stephen’s goddess. Jeri Johnson notes that Stephen blasphemes in the earlier latin reference to 
georgina by changing the usual “deum” (god) to “deam” (the goddess).
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to be replaced by his allegiance to a new law and its own ethical good: 
“The intellectual imagination! with me all or not at all. Non serviam!” 
(15:4227–28).65
Stephen and Bloom share a self-portrayal of themselves against the 
world (their ireland; dublin). Stephen’s “with me all or not at all” echoes 
and refashions inversely Bloom’s “Justice! all ireland versus one!” The two 
utterances dialogize different aspects of alienation, the subject reaching out 
to the objet a (and the general existential sense of alienation, a consciousness 
of inability to secure that objet a or effectuate the desired relationship). in 
Stephen’s case, he takes an aggressive, didactic position toward the com-
munity (it must join him, and not vice versa), whereas Bloom often posi-
tions himself as a legal thing, an embattled solitary subject judged by the 
community. Both speech acts do not directly solicit a verbal response, but 
rather imply a decision or action of an inferred collective.
Stephen’s pursuit of a free, individual status does not correspond to 
the lacanian drives of alienation and separation as identified for Bloom. 
instead, Stephen’s wavering between perception (hallucination) and thought 
expresses creative censoring activity. Two different examples of how Ste-
phen censors himself will suffice. Both reveal the subject’s conflict in rec-
onciling actuality with hallucination.
First, at the climax of the ludicrous “My girl’s a yorkshire girl” whirligig 
scene with the prostitutes, lynch, and Bloom, Stephen grabs his ashplant 
as a partner for his ironic, high-kicking “pas seul” (“step alone”; “dance 
alone”; “not alone”) (15:4120–35). amid this whirling frivolity (to a song 
which celebrates unfaithfulness), Stephen’s extemporary act of symbolic 
self-mastery and self-sufficiency provokes the horrible specter of his dead 
mother, the “once beautiful May goulding” (along with the phantasms 
of a “choir of virgins and confessors” and Buck Mulligan as jester and 
parodic ideal son). “The Mother” judges Stephen harshly (censors him) in 
direct speech as well as through the poetic image and action. This phan-
tasm lavishes on her son irrational feelings of responsibility for her death 
and nagging guilt about his stubborn resistance to play-act her brand of 
Catholicism to appease her. The implication is that, if he does not comply, 
he will be denied her love: the conditional tyrannical love of the mother 
condemns her son whether he obeys or disobeys.
The cancer-ridden corpse is an awesome, repulsive counterpart to wom-
65. Stephen’s exclamation, echoing his stated position at the conclusion of A Portrait of the Artist 
as a Young Man, aligns him with artistic heresy and lucifer’s sin of pride, his refusal to serve god. in 
Portrait, he exclaims, “i will not serve,” in explaining to his friend Cranly his refusal to oblige his 
mother’s wish that he take easter communion (260). By not receiving communion at least once a 
year and that once during eastertide, Stephen breaks church law (325).
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an’s reproductive abilities and desirable charms. Somewhat like a female 
vampire, May goulding stands as a doubly symbolic barrier to Stephen’s 
access to a suitable, loving partner of his own, as well as more generally 
to a (pro)creative artistic ability. She is arguably indicative of the Thing, 
a body of dissolution, where sexual gender gives way to formlessness (cf. 
the prior discussion of the mother sea). Christine van Boheemen consid-
ers how Ulysses develops “[t]his (lacanian) confrontation with the absolute 
nullity of the self through the maternal imago” (Joyce, Derrida, Lacan, 186), 
reminding us that as early as “Telemachus” May dedalus is conceived by 
Stephen as an “orientalized vampiric spirit,” such as when he addresses her 
with: “ghoul! Chewer of corpses! no, mother! let me be and let me live” 
(1:278). also indicative of her role as barrier to Stephen’s artistic develop-
ment is the fact that she does not divulge “the word [ . . . ]. The word 
known to all men” (15:4192–93).66 in addition to love, Stephen presum-
ably refers to knowledge from the other world. already earlier in the day, 
Stephen has resolved not to return to Martello Tower and even to leave 
ireland. his midnight dallying among prostitutes cannot prevent him from 
recalling his decision for self-exile, and even serves as a dress rehearsal. in 
a fearful response of self-defense (or aggression) to the hallucinated cen-
soring appearance of his mother, Stephen raises his ashplant and smashes 
the parlor light, thus destroying the specter and attempting to break with 
guilty memories that consume him.67
66. in her editorial notes, Jeri Johnson mentions that “[i]n the Rosenbach Manuscript (RM) 
holograph of Scylla and Charybdis, Stephen knew the answer: ‘love, yes. word known to all men’ 
[ . . . ] the 1984 Ulysses reinstates the phrase there” (791). 
at the end of “Proteus,” Stephen initiates the question while meditating on a woman’s soft 
hand: “Touch me. Soft eyes. Soft soft soft hand. i am lonely here. O, touch me soon, now. what is 
that word known to all men? i am quiet here alone. Sad too. Touch, touch me.” (3:434–36).
67. restuccia elaborates on the sadistic and masochistic uses of sticks, canes, and whips and 
their overall connotation as phallic weapon in Stephen dedalus’s world (“From whip to reed”). 
Benjamin harder views Stephen’s stick as a prop of virile display (thus, stick as lack); harder notes 
that the stick is left behind after the lamp-smashing incident, ostensibly because Stephen “has dis-
covered the lack elided in its use and his participation in the violent phallic order that is betrayed 
when he strikes” (247). harder sees The MOTher conflated with Christ. while this reading is 
problematic (consider how both Stephen and Bloom act out roles of Christ in “Circe”), i do agree 
with harder that scholars’ tendency to interpret Stephen’s smashing of the chandelier as a sign of 
success should be questioned (251).
Christine van Boheemen notes that the maternal threat haunting Stephen throughout Ulysses 
includes the threat of “drag[ging] him with her into death” (186). van Boheemen contemplates 
how the lamp smashing represents “a turning-point in the relationship between ‘son’ Stephen and 
‘father’ Bloom, [and] suggests in its dramatization that the threat of the materiality of the mother 
is only to be laid to rest by the accepted risk of an absolute nothing beyond materiality, giving 
presence to death-in-life: in short, transcendental mourning” (187). 
This canny interpretation perhaps overlooks the fact that Stephen’s turning point may not turn 
him from his mother, especially if we consider his final moments in the episode, when, as he is 
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Furthermore, in this condensed episode, Stephen’s german utterance 
“Nothung!”68 (“needful!”) and his smashing action appropriate in mimetic 
and mock-epic fashion Siegfried and his magic sword Nothung (wagner’s 
opera Der Ring des Nibelungen). Siegfried destroys with his sword the dragon 
Fafner and gods; Stephen’s speech and act express a similar impulse, to lay 
waste to the law (The Mother, and by extension, god and duty). The 
hybridized speech—“Nothung!” belongs simultaneously to Stephen and to 
naming Siegfried’s sword—creates an unusual circuit of heteroglot meaning 
in the zone of Stephen’s character.
a second example of self-censoring, also related to Stephen’s negating 
renunciation of values of his origins and experience, arises shortly after 
this scene of the Mother. The example deploys various literary discourses, 
particularly Biblical discourse and those associated with Stephen’s Jesuit 
education. he flees Bella Cohen’s brothel and is confronted by two off-
duty english soldiers, Privates Carr and Compton, and Cissy Caffrey (who 
have briefly crossed paths with Stephen at the beginning of the episode). 
in this example, Stephen directly confronts a representative of the irra-
tional, nationalizing force of the British empire. Carr cannot understand 
Stephen’s slippery double-talk about the king of england and Cissy the 
reviving from Carr’s knockout blow, he murmurs the words of yeats’s song “who goes with Fer-
gus?” Stephen has sung this song for his mother at her deathbed, a fact he recalls in “Telemachus” 
as Buck, unknowing, sings part of the song to coax Stephen from his moping (“his head vanished 
but the drone of his descending voice boomed out of the stairhead: /—And no more turn aside 
and brood / Upon love’s bitter mystery / For Fergus rules the brazen cars. /[ . . . ] Fergus’ song: i sang it 
alone in the house, holding down the long dark chords. her door was open: she wanted to hear 
my music. Silent with awe and pity i went to her bedside. She was crying in her wretched bed. 
For those words, Stephen: love’s bitter mystery” [U 1:239–53] ). The song is from yeats’s play The 
Countess Cathleen; Oona, Cathleen’s nursemaid or “foster-mother,” sings the song to Cathleen to 
console her as Cathleen hears of the people’s famine and trouble. The song unites the wood, sea, 
and stars. while Cathleen is inspired, hearing Fergus’s horn in her heart and calling, Oona claims 
not to understand the words. in contrast to Stephen’s conceptions of vampiric, bloody, or formless 
femininity leading to the Thing or nothingness, the song of “Fergus” celebrates “the white breast 
of the dim sea” (as reflected in Stephen’s inner thoughts in “Telemachus” [1:244–45]). “Fergus” 
briefly returns (1:264) just before Stephen contemplates his mother’s death and his attempt to 
dispel her as “ghoul.”
68. The irish dimension should not be forgotten in this scene of resistance to the mother’s 
demand. Colin MacCabe maintains that Stephen resists an identification with the Croppy Boy in 
his “cry of ‘nothung!’ (not hung like the Croppy)” (130) and again toward the end of “Circe” when 
the grotesque spectral image of the hanged betrayed patriotic boy from the song rises up during 
the apocalyptic series of hallucinations to join Stephen in his flight down the street; MacCabe 
explains how the “Croppy Boy stands for all the disastrous demands made in ireland and from 
which the only release is death. [ . . . ] The Croppy Boy achieves death and, in that moment, the 
signifier returns against the mother’s demand: ‘horhot ho hray ho rhother’s hest’ (forgot to pray 
for his mother’s rest)” (130). MacCabe explains how the “Croppy Boy moves through the pages 
of Ulysses as a warning to Stephen of the fate that awaits him if he assumes the identity that the 
mother urges on him” (129).
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whore, but stubbornly insists on his own right to be right (even if that 
“right” negates itself: “i’ll wring the neck of any fucking bastard says a 
word against my bleeding fucking king” [15:4644–45]). we can note in the 
street encounter satiric aspects of Commedia dell’arte, particularly the style 
of playing the “grotesque mask.” in the commedia, the “archetypal masks 
of the ancient and medieval carnival [are melded] with the stereotypi-
cal traits of types from the italian society” (wylie, 71). as wylie explains, 
“[t]his union produced sociotypes which were employed to enact dramas 
centering on the social differentiation of personality structures and on the 
conflicts and tensions engendered by the socio-cultural system.” it would 
seem that Joyce has such an objective in mind in his presentation of the 
redcoats, the prostitutes, and bystanders who dramatize the sociopolitical 
and cultural tensions of colonial ireland. Carr’s mask is particularly gro-
tesque in its extreme exaggeration, violent gesturing and discourse, and 
pent-up libidinal attitudes.
Stephen’s ecstatic, poetic address to Cissy as though she were a “mort,”69 
a gypsy “free woman” (“white thy fambles, red thy gan / and thy quarrons 
dainty is” [(15:4654–56]), echoes his morning solitary meditation on the 
beach when he also considers final judgment, symbolically free women, and 
the army.70 in “Circe,” his recitation of the poem inserts a hybridized artis-
tic text, using specialized poetic language (fambles = hands; gan = mouth; 
quarrons = body) to praise the woman’s body, an elliptical expression of 
sexual desire, an eroticized address which seems superseded by his ecstatic 
attitude and the closed circuit of reference. it is unlikely that any of the 
69. Jeri Johnson notes the origin of the poem or “canting,” in the notes to “Proteus”: “mort: 
16th–17th-c. cant for ‘woman’; first allusion to canting to 17th-c. canting song ‘The rogue’s 
delight in Praise of his Mort’ (printed in richard head’s The Canting academy [1673] . . . )” 
(790). Jorn Barger provides most of the song with translation; here is the stanza initiated by Ste-
phen: 
white thy fambles, red thy gan,
and thy quarrons dainty is,
Couch a hogshead with me than,
in the darkmans clip and kiss.
[Trans:]
Thy hand is white and red thy lip,
Thy dainty body i will clip.
let’s down to sleep our selves then lay,
hug in the dark and kiss and play.
70. The prostitution of young dublin women in this period was at a high level of activity, the 
combined result of the presence of the British military and irish poverty (high prostitution levels 
generally being an indicator of poverty and a strongly marked social divide). Bloom and Stephen’s 
presence in nighttown is an ethical choice; by being there, they are no different from the english 
soldiers.
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characters can understand the meaning of Stephen’s coded recitation (the 
language of canting was once used by gypsies, thieves, etc.; ironically this 
language in theory could be understood by Carr and Cissy, but in practice 
has fallen out of common usage). Similarly the people in the street do 
not understand Stephen’s other ruminations on the king and money; they 
take him for a professor. his speech is refracted in comments by Biddy 
the Clap and Cunty kate, in ironic imitation of academic and ceremonial 
speech: respectively, “he expresses himself with much marked refinement 
of phraseology” and “indeed, yes. and at the same time with such appo-
site trenchery” (15:4442–45). These two speeches must be hallucinated or 
imagined by Stephen (terms imported from “aeolus”), for the prostitutes 
could not realistically imitate or produce this specialized language. The 
irony of these utterances is that the artist Stephen cannot make himself 
understood to the common people for all his fine words.
The encounter with the soldiers and the prostitute extends the antici-
pation of Carr’s assault on Stephen. within that stretched-out anticipatory 
moment, the dialogic exchanges take place. a hallucination of king edward 
the Seventh develops in a dramatization that cannot be apprehended by 
anyone but Stephen. The stage directions narrate a series of apocalyptic 
actions. On the street in nighttown, voices call for the police and distant 
voices announce that dublin is burning: these voices, summoning the law 
and fire, also raise the enormous specter of armageddon and related allu-
sions to Judgment day, the ruinous aftermath of the Crucifixion (the cul-
mination of the mob’s terrible judgment and renunciation of the good).
irish and British nationalist imagery commingles with religious and 
feminine references, creating a chaotic obscene hodgepodge of the cen-
soring action on the damned. at one point in a mock Mass, the figure of 
Mina Purefoy (the naked goddess of unreason), representing repulsive, bur-
densome irish pregnancy, looms forward, accompanied by Buck (Malachi) 
Mulligan, a mock priest who reworks his blasphemous shaving mass scene 
from the novel’s beginning. Mulligan’s role as mock priest, aided by haines, 
dramatically recapitulates some of the homoerotic elements of Mulligan’s 
relationship with Stephen, as witnessed in previous scenes in “Telemachus,” 
“Scylla and Charybdis,” and “Oxen of the Sun.” in a condensed way, Pure-
foy and Mulligan represent inversions of entities once loved by Stephen: 
his now dead, unreasonable mother (who like Purefoy had a surplus of 
children); his once dear, now rejected friend; his church and nation. Mother, 
friend, church, ireland: these are all objects of renunciation for Stephen, and 
thus to be censored and condemned (while they in turn negate him). as 
Bloom, offering the ashplant, pleads with Stephen to renounce the standoff 
with Private Carr, Stephen resists, saying, “Stick, no. reason. This feast of 
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pure reason” (15:4735). The unreasonable, reactionary Carr finally delivers 
the long-awaited punch, knocking Stephen unconscious.
This combination of real event and fantasy-hallucination temporarily 
satisfies Stephen’s quest for self through negation. But while the soldier’s 
unfair assault might provide his victim with a sense of dimly fatalistic 
superiority, the more important censorious struggle with the inextricably 
intertwined issues of sexuality, family, country, and faith has been halluci-
nated before Stephen reaches the violent entry into unconsciousness. The 
Judgment day motif is embellished and complicated with a rebellious 
vision of destruction and blasphemy—the law of god being flaunted as 
dublin burns.
The narrative-dramatic qualities of this sequence reveal an imperative 
or urge to destroy the past and all the foundational values that have cre-
ated the young artist Stephen. The dramatic action leads the character to a 
parodic state of a-heroism. The destructive erasure of the past is a creative 
fantasy, deploying an epic cast and scene, and implies a condemnation of 
most of what has made Stephen who he is. On the one hand, breaking 
with one’s past might be liberating and even empowering. The powerful 
leveling of Stephen’s dublin aligns him authorially with god himself. in 
this sense, his hallucinated fantasy authorship signifies a censoring action: 
Judgment day is Stephen’s Judging day. On the other hand, he is not just 
the censor but also the censored. The symbolism of the judgment sequence 
and conclusion reduces the character to a liminal, naked state, ready for 
some initiation moment.
his creative censoring of his past–together with its values and represen-
tatives in the fantasies of judgment day—relies on religious and national 
discourses. he deploys the languages of church and country in order 
to judge and condemn these spheres. But his censoring is entwined in 
sexuality. These spheres are connected to his erotic economy, if we take 
into account his history as outlined in Ulysses and more extensively in 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. in Portrait, Stephen’s coming of age 
is explicitly connected to his initial eroticized participation in church life 
(e.g., his period of devotion to Mary), his sensual abandonment to sinful 
sensuality and explorations of his sexuality with prostitutes and in fantasy, 
his agonized confession, and his subsequent renunciation of Catholicism. 
his sexual awakening is informed by Catholicism’s rituals and mariolatry 
on the one hand, and on the other hand by his pleasure in transgressing 
the law. he relates sexuality to a forbidden space of freedom in which art 
and desire can be practiced.
in this way, the emerging artist’s censorious leveling of the influential 
elements of his past (church, country, family) in a zone of prostitution in 
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“Circe” signals a possible creation of a creative space for the work of art 
and self-(re)creation. his fantasies involve pleasure in punishment of the self 
and martyrdom, as in Bloom’s creative psychic rhetoric of masochism. The 
chandelier-smashing and loss of consciousness through Stephen’s confronta-
tion with Carr are only temporarily cathartic at best. as he revives from the 
knockout blow, he first frowns “who? Black panther. vampire,” and then 
murmurs words from yeats’s song “who goes with Fergus” (15:4930–33 
and 15:4941–43). This song reinstates the mourning of his mother (the 
song he sang to her on her deathbed; see earlier discussion). interestingly, 
the poem offers a path for the young man (or maid) to join the legendary 
fallen king Fergus Macroy, yeats’s poet-legislator, in the transitional space 
between woods (realm of dreams and poetry) and the political world: “who 
will go drive with Fergus now, / and pierce the deep wood’s woven shade, 
/ and dance upon the level shore? / young man, lift up your russet brow, / 
and lift your tender eyelids, maid, / and brood on hopes and fear no more. 
/ and no more turn aside and brood / Upon love’s bitter mystery; / For 
Fergus rules the brazen cars, / and rules the shadows of the wood, / and 
the white breast of the dim sea / and all dishevelled wandering stars.”
even though this song offers an incantation for resurrection from 
mourning, it beckons the listener to an indeterminate natural space ruled 
by a fallen king—a space of (internal) exile, a fairy irish space of waiting? 
Upon Stephen’s waking, the signs of his preoccupations return: the vampire 
(dead mother, a hypermasculine fantasy, the Thing) and black panther (a 
reference to the nightmare of the englishman haines, who usurps Buck 
Mulligan from whom Stephen is supposedly making a break that night). 
hugh kenner considers Stephen’s supine moment as a sharing of death 
with his mother.71 The resurgence of the fairytale pantomime element to 
71. kenner reads Stephen’s first waking words as related to Bloom’s hovering figure in the dark: 
Stephen sees Bloom as the black panther of haines’s nightmare or vampire: “he has opened his eyes 
and seen bending over him [ . . . ]. it has come. and in what he must imagine to be his moment 
of death he consoles himself not with Christian prayer but by murmuring yeats’s evocation of a 
redeemed time” (128–29). however, we should recall that the stage directions do not indicate that 
Stephen’s eyes are open. if we take kenner’s idea without the scopic aspect, there is an acoustic 
apprehension. Stephen apprehends a voice calling him, for Bloom calls to him first as “Mr deda-
lus!” then hesitantly twice “Stephen,” “bring[ing] his mouth near the face of the prostrate form” 
(U 15:4927) May dedalus calls Stephen by his Christian name. in this way, Bloom unwittingly 
positions himself in the place of the mother-vampire-panther, somewhat like Stephen’s dream of 
his mother, remembered in “Telemachus,” in which her ghost comes to him silently. kenner notes 
how this scene “accords with [Stephen’s] interest in Richard Feverel, early in which richard wakes 
up ‘to see a lady bending over him’ (called a ghost, but really his absent mother, returned)” (38). 
richard is only seven when this dreamlike event occurs in george Meredith’s novel The Ordeal 
of Richard Feverel: A History of a Father and Son (1859), one of the nineteenth-century novels to 
deconstruct masculine heroism. while successful, the book caused some scandal in that Mudie’s 
Circulating library, followed by other lending libraries, would not carry it (see Sue Zlosnik’s notes). 
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the drama is effectuated in Bloom’s ethical intervention with the prone 
Stephen, along with Stephen’s broken repetition of Oona’s song to Cath-
leen in yeats’s play.
12.	frAmes	And	ConClusions:	
	 interilluminAtion	of	ChArACter	Zones
Most of “Circe” emphasizes the paths taken, and the fantasies and actions, 
of the two protagonists, Stephen and Bloom within the hybridized chro-
notope of nighttown, the brothel and the street, two spaces of dialogic 
encounter. The street, marking the space of the beginning and end of the 
chapter, is the site for the circulation of the law. “Circe” is framed and 
resolved by two pairs of recurring meetings with representatives of the 
law. First, at the chapter’s outset, the arrival at nighttown, Stephen and 
lynch pass Cissy and Privates Carr and Compton in the street, and at the 
chapter’s conclusion, Stephen encounters this party again, this time more 
interactively.
in the second pair of meetings with the law, two night watchmen meet 
Bloom at the outset of the episode (inspiring Bloom’s first extended hal-
lucination of a trial and judgment), and two night watchmen meet him 
again at the end. The circulating night watchmen humorously personify the 
dream censorship that functions between sleep and consciousness, between 
memory and the unconscious.72 in nighttown, they regulate the borders 
and inroads of the economy of sexual commerce, and in the narrative frame, 
they demarcate the character zones of Bloom and Stephen. Joyce is careful 
to portray nighttown as regulated intermittently by the after-hours law of 
the Crown (off-duty redcoats Carr and Compton) and the local dublin 
constabulary (the watchmen), and not as a zone of freedom.
The father and son are abandoned by an adulterous wife for the husband’s friend, a poet (a situation 
that reflected aspects of Meredith’s marriage: his wife left him for their friend, a painter). in Richard 
Feverel, the father and son are de-heroicized and somewhat feminized because of this situation. 
Benjamin Fisher notes how Meredith’s novel deploys some gothic or sensationalist qualities (ghosts, 
fires, threats of madness, etc), but resists fulfilling these elements in order to pursue the psychologi-
cal study of father and son, apprenticeship, and the oppressiveness of Feverel père’s moral system.
haines’s nightmare of shooting the black panther is related to Stephen in at least three ways. 
it is a veiled threat, for Stephen wears only black, and haines has brought his gun (in which case, 
Stephen is a threat to haines). it aligns Stephen with haines: both young men suffer from night-
mares of threatening creatures; at the end of “Circe,” Stephen seems to expect to share in haines’s 
nightmare. Third, the violence of the englishman shooting the panther parallels englishman Carr’s 
punching Stephen, positioning violent action with colonial rule.
72. in Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams, he suggests the metaphor of night watchman for 
this censorship function.
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The conclusion of “Circe” brings together Bloom and Stephen through 
converging narrative action (apocalypse, collision with the law) and the 
aftermath, an enactment of a paternal-filial relation, that interilluminates 
these two characters, giving rise to the phantom vision of an idealized son. 
in dramatic action, converging are the encores of the paired encounters 
with representatives of the law: Stephen with Carr, Bloom with the watch-
men. Toward the end of “Circe,” Bloom has finally partially achieved his 
intended, conscious quest: he has located and taken temporary responsibil-
ity for Stephen and his money in the face of danger. Stephen has resisted 
Bloom’s coaxing to disengage from the encounter with Carr and now lies 
unconscious in the street.73 amid an uncertain crowd and approaching 
police officers, Bloom must protect this helpless, temporarily adopted son, 
deterring any further censorious condemnation from the actual local law. 
Bloom’s steadfast levelheadedness, along with the lucky entrance of Corny 
kelleher and his horse-drawn car, defuses the intervention of the night 
watchmen and the contretemps of the soldiers.
Bloom’s resolute protection of Stephen, of acting out an ethical drive to 
achieve a good, produces a final magical reward—the fairy apparition of 
rudy, silently reading and kissing the pages of a sacred book. Bloom might 
be prompted to think of rudy because of kelleher’s brief intervention; 
at Paddy dignam’s funeral that morning (“hades”), kelleher has carried 
a funeral wreath along with an unnamed boy carrying another wreath. 
also, as Bloom arrives at the cemetery, he glimpses a child’s funeral tak-
ing place. at that moment, Bloom sees and thinks of these two events in 
direct succession:
Corny kelleher stood by the opened hearse and took out the two wreaths. he 
handed one to the boy.
 where is that child’s funeral disappeared to? (6:505–6)
This daytime sequence of thoughts and observations helps to prepare for 
the nighttime metonymic extensions made by the unconscious and coinci-
dence of events. kelleher even comes close to giving Bloom and Stephen 
a ride, an event which would have had ironic funereal parallels and further 
sealed the association of symbolic son and dead lost son. Bloom’s ethical 
73.  Cf. gabriel Conroy’s deathlike trance in “The dead” analyzed in relation to medieval 
(dantean, Celtic, and irish) vision literature in Peter Fjågesund’s “Joyce’s ‘The dead’: Carnival, 
eucharist and Medieval visions.” he explains that “vision literature [ . . . ] describe[s] a visit of 
the living to the world of the dead. The purpose is, generally, an edifying one: these medieval 
visions dramatize the consequences in the beyond of your life here on earth, both positively and 
negatively” (146). 
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care of Stephen is associated with responses to death and love of the son. 
The apparition of rudy interilluminates the two distinct, but occasionally 
overlapping worlds and character zones of Bloom and Stephen.
all in all, “Circe” has the potential to make evident, purge, and subli-
mate worldly and often grotesque aspects of sexual appetite, guilt, desires, 
alienation. Censoring takes place in a hybridized theatrical-narrative form, 
maximizing the potential of hallucinations to dramatize discursively domi-
nant mental preoccupations. The chapter’s theatrical function invites the 
reader (imagining a production through reading) to suspend disbelief and 
to apprehend the action and discourse as mimetic representation of both 
actuality and psychic life. as we have seen, the Circean theater foregrounds 
sexuality in collision with artistic censoring, soliciting our further judgment 
of the characters and action. Part of our judgment involves a comparison 
of the characters’ situation with what we know of their past. another part 
derives from the dialogical possibilities of themes involving sons (Stephen’s 
and Bloom’s developments of the Christ theme; Bloom as son, grandson, 
and father; Stephen as son and thematic extensions of heroism and divine 
power, such as the Siegfried and apocalyptic intertexts). By their position in 
the family, sons are in the position of desiring, but not obtaining, of defying 
or fulfilling the law of the Father and the law of the Mother.
in the dénouement of “Circe,” overlapping Bloom’s and Stephen’s per-
sonal preoccupations is the poignant and never fully realized encounter 
of a father and a son, in which the son is depicted ideally as a nascent 
artist-scholar-mystic in harmony with the unknown book, a sign of the 
Symbolic—language and the law—but also love. in this encounter, the 
Father-as-law is both personified as an indulgent, loving, separate specta-
tor (Bloom) and symbolized as the book. This dreamlike father-and-son 
tableau also suggests a value of caring that prioritizes elements associ-
ated with the book—learning, reading, dialogue in discourse, creative 
expression and discovery. The dream of an alternative masculinity and the 
fantasy of death (manipulated by the child for the love of his parents), of 
an imagined harmony between father and son, are suggested by rudy’s 
appearance.
This boy’s loving immersion in a book represents symbolically a desir-
able childhood (at that exquisite prepubescent moment of knowing and 
not knowing), one that Bloom himself could imagine that he never had. 
death—and with it loss of the loved object—is creatively overcome by 
the fantasy’s restoration of the pleasing son. rudy’s manner of reading is 
unusual: he reads silently, but the reading is enacted through kissing. This 
sensual reading, an eroticized oral and tactile experience, simultaneously 
connotes reverence and mystic symbolic action. rudy’s silence and the 
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general lack of revelation of the mysterious book’s contents represent an 
open or blank gap in which affirmative creativity and imagination can be 
conceived, within the context of a negation. This blank gap is comparable 
to lacan’s explication of negation in the unconscious, that is, that space of 
“no-saying (non dit),” “interdiction (interdit),” and the “intersaid (entre dit)” 
(lacan, Ethics, 64–65).
The coincidence of the final Circean scene of Bloom (who represents 
variously son, father, lover) between two nonpresent symbolic sons, the 
phantasmatic rudy and the physically present, unconscious Stephen, marks 
a climactic and potentially cathartic moment for the theater of judgment, a 
moment in which several discourses involving the son are interilluminated. 
Throughout the chapter, various symbolic laws and their representatives 
have been tried, transgressed, tested, razed, and rewritten. in this final 
moment, the law of the fathers (language, religion, military and political 
codes, social laws, written or tacit) is subdued and brought into a momen-
tary harmony by a poetics of filial love and identity. The dreamlike filial 
love, with its striving toward independence and knowledge, suspends the 
activity of judgment, the application and interpretation of the law. The 
ecstatic suspension does not happen by a shattering act of violent force, but 
rather through an apprehension of sensual reverence, mystic contemplation, 
discovery and discursive creativity and sensuality. The filial encounter is a 
condensed metaphor that provides pleasurable relief and transcendence to 
the preceding series of weighty judgments and resulting punishments and 
destructions. Bloom’s character zone mediates this fantasy (he is the son/
father who apprehends the vision of rudy), incorporating Stephen’s zone 
(Stephen’s scholarly and artistic aims and his complex filial relations and 
identifications; i.e., he is a product of values that he now rejects).
Bloom’s production and apprehension of rudy’s image result from a 
negotiation to censor or cover up a more painful thing, the experience of 
losing a son. The literary operation here is comparable to how, in dream 
life, the psychic apparatus and particularly the superego can use a heavily 
didactic logic in producing expressions of wish fulfillments. The painful 
loss of an actual son (rudy), a memory reawakened by associations with 
the death of the son (kelleher’s appearance and Stephen’s temporary fall), 
is filled in by two final additions to Bloom’s character zone: his actions of 
care toward Stephen and his hallucination of filial plenitude (rudy kissing 
the book), both of which indicate an ethical imperative and resolution of 
the preceding action in nighttown that heavily emphasize the subject’s 
encounters and negotiations with sexual desire and judgment.
The quest for self promises an arrival at self-discovery. Many scholars 
see Stephen in Ulysses set on the edge of a new beginning. Through the 
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novel, he has given several indications that he might leave the Martello 
Tower, Buck, family, dublin, and ireland. however, Joyce offers us a por-
trait of Stephen looking toward the past instead of the future. First, he is 
mired in the mourning for his mother. Second, the little literary creation 
Stephen develops (e.g., “a Pisgah Sight of Palestine, or The Parable of the 
Plums” [7:922–1058] and in Portrait, “villanelle of the Temptress”; the 
poetic fragments, modeled on works by other poets) pales in comparison 
with the works of Shakespeare, yeats, Meredith (by 1904, from Stephen’s 
perspective, grand Old Man),74 the gaelic poet of “My grief on the Sea,” 
the anonymous poet of the canting poem, and the many other authors 
who accompany his thoughts. in these other authors’ works, women are 
often unfaithful, missing, or sacrificed (lost and mourned); their works 
speak to Stephen.
his repeated return to “who goes with Fergus” can remind us that 
this song is from yeats’s first play The Countess Cathleen (Joyce attended the 
first performance in 1899), which received harsh local criticism (reiterated 
by the reactionary university men of the Freeman’s Journal in Portrait).75 
The play originally incorporated many mythical Celtic and non-Catholic 
elements, including the song, which yeats later excised to make the play 
more appealing to censorious dublin and irish audiences. Thus, Stephen’s 
insistent return to the “Fergus” song of The Countess Cathleen (about a 
74. Zlosnik explains Meredith’s status by late in his career: “By 1895 Meredith had achieved 
the status of grand Old Man and was one of the foremost literary figures of the age. in 1892 he 
had been elected president of The Society of authors, a position previously held by Tennyson. 
visitors flocked to Box hill to see the celebrity and, as the mood took him, Meredith held court 
and indulged his taste for witty conversation. in 1905 the Order of Merit was conferred upon him 
by king edward vii and in 1909 the writer died [ . . . ].”
75. in chapter 5 of Portrait, on May 10, Stephen meditates on the play The Countess Cathleen 
he has just seen (May 8, 1899); his thoughts contrast sharply with the intolerant cries of his class-
mates: 
Symbol of departure or of loneliness? The verses crooned in the ear of his memory com-
posed slowly before his remembering eyes the scene of the hall on the night of the opening 
of the national theatre. he was alone at the side of the balcony, looking out of jaded eyes at 
the culture of dublin. in the stalls and at the tawdry scenecloths and human dolls framed by 
the garish lamps of the stage. a burly policeman sweated behind him and seemed at every 
moment about to act. The catcalls and hisses and mocking cries ran in rude gusts round the 
hall from his scattered fellowstudents.
—a libel on ireland!
—Made in germany.
—Blasphemy!
—we never sold our faith!
—no irish woman ever did it!
—we want no amateur atheists.
—we want no budding buddhists. (189–90)
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woman’s motherly sacrifice for the starving irish people, selling her soul 
for food) provides a dually artistic censoring ending for his activities in 
nighttown. The fragments of “Fergus” that he mumbles as he awakes from 
the redcoat’s blow indicate his resurging preoccupation with his mother, 
and thus confirm his ties to the past and ireland (and not to the illusory 
artistic future of “non serviam!”).
Second, he upholds yeats as the towering literary figure of his time 
(how would Stephen near yeats’s achievements?). The reiteration of the 
poem also recalls Mulligan singing it to Stephen when they discuss his 
mother in “Telemachus.” Mulligan uses the song to rally Stephen (as well 
as to signal yeats’s creativity in the face of irish opposition), a variation of 
how Stephen has tried presumably to comfort his mother with the song, 
to no avail, as she cries at the lines, “and no more turn aside and brood 
/ Upon love’s bitter mystery” (“Silent with awe and pity i went to her 
bedside. She was crying in her wretched bed. For those words, Stephen: 
love’s bitter mystery” [1:251–53]). if May dedalus cries over “love’s bit-
ter mystery,” Stephen seems to expect that the ghost of his mother might 
reveal what that mystery is.
Further, it would appear that Stephen’s singing the song to his mother 
has been a form of educating her (“she wanted to hear my music” [1:251], 
raising her level of awareness beyond that of the average irish Catholic who 
would react negatively to yeats (as he tried to educate her with ibsen in 
Portrait). in the play The Countess Cathleen, Cathleen’s old foster-mother, 
Oona, uses the song not to educate, but to comfort and hearten Cathleen, 
who is indeed inspired by Fergus’s calling horn and cars, but subsequently 
admits, “Oh, i am sadder than an old air, Oona; / My heart is longing for 
a deeper peace / Than Fergus found amid his brazen cars : would that 
[ . . . ] / i could go down and dwell among the shee [fairies] / in their 
old ever-busy honeyed land”; Oona warns her of the “ill-luck” to say such 
things (yeats, 308–9).
in yeats’s version of the legend, Cathleen’s later decision to sell her soul 
to the merchant-demons in order to buy food for the people (and buy back 
their already sold souls) sets her in a “trilemma—heaven, hell, or fairyland” 
(Peter Smith, 143). while yeats heightens the importance of fairyland in 
this play as the “realm of the imagination,” Smith argues that “[i]magination 
is here seen as neutralizing the common man’s dilemma, the dilemma of 
good and evil” (143) and that, ultimately, “[h]er escape is from fairyland: 
an escape into responsibility” (146). The Countess is not a commoner; her 
option of fairyland is not open to all; further, her soul is worth far more 
than the commoners’ previously sold souls in the play.
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in Stephen’s repeated use of the song, he might recast his mother as 
the Countess Cathleen, who makes an irish sacrifice. The ennobled, lovely, 
generous mother-as-Countess Cathleen can artistically screen (or censor) the 
horrible specter of the dying mother, the reactionary Catholic-cancerous 
ghoul, or the womb/tomb. But all these images in fact lead to a kind of 
pre-Oedipal maternal space where paternal law is dispersed or not yet pres-
ent. here we can consider the offer in the “Fergus” song. it is a call to go 
away with Fergus to a dispossessed indeterminate space of stars, woods, the 
“white breast” of the sea, and brood no more on worldly concerns such as 
“love’s bitter mystery,” a sign of vanitas. is this not a call to return to a pre-
Oedipal state in which Fergus and Cathleen will wander, not unhappily?
The song offers a place that transcends censoring and the law of the 
Father, but it is a place that remains patently irish, deep in legendary times. 
in yeats’s play, this song is a transitional interlude, not the play’s conclusion: 
Cathleen chooses a Christian sacrifice. By contrast, Stephen and Mulligan 
focus primarily on Fergus’s song, and not on the whole play.76 it would 
seem that this irish fairy path not chosen by Cathleen is the alluring one, 
framed, too, in enchanting song.
Complementing yeats’s song is Joyce’s excerpt from the pantomime 
Turko the Terrible (1873),77 provided in “Telemachus” in Stephen’s reflec-
76. in Musical Allusions, Zack Bowen notes how for Stephen in Telemachus, there are associa-
tions between “love’s bitter mystery,” the irish Sea (“bowl of bitter waters”), his mother’s bowl 
of green bile” (67). he suggests: “the green thoughts of jealousy as the agenbite of inwit [take] 
on Oedipal overtones. The bitterness of her love and life with Simon is part of the bile as well as 
Stephen’s rejection of his father-rival.”
77. By the irish author-editor edwin hamilton (1849–1919), adapted from william Brough’s 
(1826–1870) london pantomime Turko the Terrible; or, The Fairy Roses (1868). hamilton’s version 
was an instant success at the gaiety Theatre in dublin during Christmas week 1873. it was repeat-
edly updated and revived in the closing decades of the century. its frame was essentially a world of 
fairy-tale metamorphoses and transformations—as king Turko (royce) and his court enjoyed the 
magic potential of the Fairy rose. 
Bloom thinks of Turko in “Calypso” (“walk along a strand, strange land, come to a city gate, 
sentry there, old ranker too, old Tweedy’s big moustaches, leaning on a long kind of a spear. wander 
through awned streets. Turbaned faces going by. dark caves of carpet shops, big man, Turko the 
terrible, seated crosslegged, smoking a coiled pipe” [4.86–90]); Turko is taken up again in “Circe” 
(“Major Tweedy, moustached like Turko the terrible” [15:4612]).
in november 1871, the gaiety Theatre opened. Samuel Fitzpatrick notes, 
[it] has been built, decorated, and managed in accordance with the most modern ideas. 
The old tradition of the stock company was abandoned from the commencement, and the 
management learned to rely entirely on the visits of london companies. even in the time 
of O’keeffe “theatrical summer birds of passage from london found very good pickings 
in dublin,” and this was now to be the invariable rule. in december 1873 was produced 
the inimitable pantomime of Turko the Terrible, by Mr. edwin hamilton, most versatile of 
dublin literary men.
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tion of his mother wanting to hear his song on her deathbed. This excerpt
corresponds to Stephen’s drive toward the self at the end of “Circe.” in 
“Telemachus,” Stephen recalls how his mother
heard old royce sing in the pantomime of Turko the Terrible and laughed with 
others when he sang:
I am the boy
That can enjoy
Invisibility.
Phantasmal mirth, folded away: muskperfumed.
And no more turn aside and brood. (1:257–63)
The pantomime song celebrates the king’s fairy ability to become invis-
ible, thanks to the Fairy rose (gifford, 18–19). a boyish fantasy to be 
invisible connotes freedom. But invisibility in the case of May goulding 
dedalus has come to mean her death (invisible and absent). For Bowen, 
Stephen’s memory combines his mother’s “faded sensuality” with “his own 
childish fantasies” (67). Bowen goes on to assert that “once [Stephen] could 
identify with the boy who enjoyed invisibility, but now the modality of the 
visible as well as his guilt is inescapable, as Stephen’s thoughts turn to his 
present dreams in which her coming to him, still with sensual overtones, 
is filled with horror and death.”
dovetailed with Stephen’s Circean conclusion is Bloom’s intervention 
with the young man and the simultaneous fairy vision of rudy. Stephen’s 
mourning of his mother is countered by Bloom’s for rudy. while rudy 
has been contemplated several times through the novel, in this special 
instance in “Circe,” rudy is projected as a ghostlike image from the present, 
a dream fragment of how he would be in 1904, symbolically, if he had lived. 
This generative image situates rudy in a hybridized realm of the paternal 
(Oxford; hebraic learning; scholarly and devout ways), and interilluminates 
the tragic-pathetic filial position of Stephen (replacing Stephen’s conflict of 
rebellion and desire for return to a thetic zone of creativity).
Stephen’s mourning of his mother and Bloom’s of his father and son 
are transcended temporarily through the dialogic sign that is rudy. Men’s 
mourning, along with masochistic fantasy, can be seen here as a variant 
of the quest for the self. in henry Staten’s study of a literary tradition of 
“thanatoerotophobic metaphysics [ . . . ] defined [largely] by male authors,” 
he maintains that “lacan, too [along with nietzsche], presents the libidinal 
object as a disruption of the self ’s most authentic self-propiation, its drive 
to be only and absolutely itself ” (16).
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after the series of harsh and punishing maternal and paternal judg-
ments meted out in “Circe,” this final filial sign functions as a point of 
transcendent judgment in imaginary time, a sign that filters the masculine 
subject’s desire to be his own true subject. The sign of rudy transcends 
everyday dialogue, resorting instead to the pantomimetic field artistically 
embedded within the narrative. along with Fergus’s song, the sign of rudy 
is the last segment of the hermeneutic code woven into the quest narra-
tive of “Circe”: identity is bound to mourning, judgment, and return to 
an impossible time and space of creative potential in sexual innocence or 
liminal edge of initiation.
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confessions of humbert humbert, a “white widowed male,” 
demonstrate the discursive lengths to which a subject could go 
to maintain his fantasy: the girl dolores haze and humbert’s fantasized 
nymphet “lolita” inhabit the same body, but represent two distinct “others.” 
dolores performs a complex mimetic function, providing the sense of an 
artistic copy and a natural copy. The girl resembles earlier girl-child lovers, 
child-brides, femmes fatales, and fairies. in a sense, she looks like one of 
a series of feminine figures who enable a man’s romantic and erotic dis-
covery of his sexual life, and by inference, of his creative powers. The girl’s 
similarity or commensurability to other children establishes that she is a 
tragic figure, subjected to a man’s cruelty and indifference. The character- 
narrator’s account of his relationship with this young person reveals his 
prolonged abuse of her as a sex slave. The narration presents this evidence 
along with his explications of his fantasies and desires. This aestheticiza-
tion of his actions and thoughts provides a kind of screen censoring that 
involves the reader.
how to write of unspeakable desire? humbert superimposes his nym-
phet “lolita” over a still-discernable girl dolores haze. By maintaining 
the fantasy of the nymphet and his passionate relation with that fantasy, 
and by appealing to some readers’ potential aesthetic and erotic sensibility, 

The
Lolita 
aMeriCan MiMeTiC FanTaSy, eThiCal reading,
and CenSOring narraTive

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humbert largely screens or censors the reality of his actions and his situ-
ation. The irony of this extensive screening performance suggests that his 
actions are foul and that the reader must judge humbert by transcending 
the confines of the box of solipsistic mirrors that constitute much of the 
narrative Lolita.1
in addition to the complex play of mimetic images and references, 
humbert inscribes, from the beginning, a readership of judgment. in this 
way, the novel creates a disparate clash between ethical engagement with 
human subjects on the one hand and an aesthetic defense on the other. 
The conflation of two distinct arguments creates one of the most intriguing 
and ongoing problems in the criticism of this novel. readers are placed 
in a highly precarious situation, bullied into taking sides, open to flatter-
ing appeals to their intellect or sophistication, curiously seeking erudite 
cultural and historical references.2 while readers struggle with the task of 
interpretation, the dominating voice of humbert organizes virtually the 
1. Peter levine’s discussion also proposes this critical approach, for we are stuck with humbert 
unless we “transcend his perspective” (39). Bordo advocates reading beyond humbert’s tricks. 
rothstein reads allegory in reverse: “[Lolita] urges moral understanding upon us. in saying this 
later, i’m tying moral truth to truth in reading, both within nabokov’s radical nominalism. Only 
readers who perceive objects in their otherness may seize what nabokov calls ‘the secret points, 
the subliminal co-ordinates by means of which the book is plotted.’  when they do so, a cognitive 
virtue leads to an aesthetic one. That is, normative truth in reading affords ‘aesthetic bliss,’ nabo-
kov says, ‘where art (curiosity, tenderness, kindness, ecstasy) is the norm.’ By this thesis, nabokov 
naturalizes the normative with regard to art if he succeeds in naturalizing the normative with 
regard to truth in reading. given his definition of ‘art,’ the cognitive and aesthetic virtues involve 
the moral” (43).
herbold and Moore notice some of the censorship impulses in the novel. Moore is particularly 
adroit at showing how the novel, ironically through pompous humbert, shows up masculinist 
strategies. For example, Moore points out that humbert “exaggerate[s] the likely size of his penis 
by close to 100 percent: ‘i was to her not a boyfriend, not a glamour man, not a pal, not even a 
person at all, but just two eyes and a foot of engorged brawn—.’ The average length in its erect 
state of the white european male member is six and a half inches. This verbal enlargement of his 
small piece of flesh reduces to absurdity the legend of the phallus, depending as it does on a will-
ing suspension of disbelief, a collusion to deny the reality that no penis can live up to its fabulous 
mythical importance. So nabokov diminishes the singularity and power for which the phallus is 
generally a metaphor in male-centered literature in the same graceful and complex irony that cuts 
humbert down to size” (“Seeing through humbert,” 103).
Scholars such as Fiedler, Trilling, and greene may have been seduced by humbert’s masculin-
ist strategies. in identifying humbert’s traps for readers, Ohi analyzes humbert’s sentimentalism, 
narcissism, and false transcendence (Innocence, 155–90 and 203–6).
2. Many scholars, particularly in the past fifteen years, have examined the problems of readers’ 
reception of this work, although some fall into a trap of reading humbert as nabokov (e.g., kauff-
man; Patnoe). Troubling, too, is some scholars’ uncritical use of the name “lolita” to refer generally 
to the girl dolores haze, indicating that they do not resist humbert’s characterizations of her as 
nymphet. Some of the best observations regarding readers’ reception can be found in Bordo; her-
bold (“‘[i have Camouflaged everything, My love]’: Lolita and the woman reader”; “reflections 
on Modernism”); Phelan (“double Focalization . . .”); Pifer (“nabokov’s novel Offspring”).
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whole narration, and in his confessions, reveals himself as a monster (or 
vampire, ape, spider; e.g., beneath his “boyish smile” lurks “a cesspool of 
rotting monsters” [44]; “my ape paw” [258]).
as a character-narrator, his character zone encompasses much of the 
novel (with the exception of John ray, Jr.’s foreword). humbert’s character 
zone splits into discursive strands connected to his victims (dolores haze, 
Charlotte haze, Clare Quilty); to diverse interlocutors (from educators like 
Miss Pratt to fellow pedophiles like gaston godin); to the heteroglossia 
of cultural, political, and social america and europe; and to literary genres 
such as the fairy tale, the detective novel, and erotic fiction or pornography. 
The zone is dialogic, in that humbert imbricates competing discourses 
with his own, many of which “show up” his own solipsism. in keeping 
with Bakhtin’s theory of the novel, the confession of the “hero” opens up 
the possibility of “testing” his discourse (350 and 387–99). Moreover, the 
narrator creates a kind of personal dialogism. while humbert confesses his 
aberrant state so plainly and repeatedly that some readers might disavow 
such a confession as ridiculous exaggeration, he is in fact revealing a cen-
tral truth (and denouncing himself). Further, the gothic implications of his 
monster persona lead an interpretation of the work toward a self partially 
censored—humbert as a postmodern dr. Jekyll and Mr. hyde—and cen-
sored or forbidden other—dolores as a postmodern Peter Pan, the nymphet 
who should never grow up.3
in my discussion, the mimesis at stake is an order of difference, not 
similarity. in this usage, i concur with arne Melberg, who explains that, for 
mimesis, “this ontological turn [in modernism] in favour of difference could 
be summarized in J. hillis Miller’s excellent formula as ‘two forms of repeti-
tion.’ One would be heading for similarity, the other for difference” (5–6). 
while nabokov’s novel sets before us a series of critical mimetic plays of 
difference, we can note how humbert, the homodiegetic narrator, does not 
always value difference and is at times dazzled by apparent similarity. Mel-
berg takes as examples walter Benjamin’s and gérard genette’s discussions 
of the mimetic function of difference in Proust’s work. Proust’s analogies, 
affinities, comparisons, and contiguities make a break with “all traditional 
mimesis” and promote “his revolutionary use of temporality” (7). By con-
trast, we might see humbert’s narration of mimesis as a kind of crisis and 
abuse; his tyrannical approach to temporality—his exaltation of the erotic 
3. nabokov’s lectures at Cornell University include his exploration of robert louis Steven-
son’s classic Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886) (Lectures on Literature); this lecture is excerpted to serve as 
the introduction of a Signet edition of the Stevenson novel (“The Strange Case . . .”). later in this 
chapter, i will discuss how themes of childhood and censored adult subjectivity of the Stevenson 
novel and J. M. Barrie’s Peter Pan coincide with similar threads in Lolita.
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child and desire to lock her into that age forever—results in destruction 
of the other (dolores). nabokov, with Lolita, presents us with this highly 
flawed character-narrator in order to submit him to judgment, a judgment 
that has been prepared in the narrative ethically and aesthetically.
1.	CritiCAl	synopsis
humbert humbert writes a confession-memoir in prison over the course 
of some fifty-six days, ultimately dying before going to trial for murder-
ing a playwright, Clare Quilty. his confession of the murder is only part 
of his story: its core is his relationship with a preteen girl dolores haze. 
humbert has grown up in the south of France with a well-off family. his 
childhood has been blighted by the death of his mother, and later shaken, 
in 1923, by a romantic and sexual summer relationship with fellow child 
annabel, who some months later dies. as he becomes an adult, he recog-
nizes that he has a predilection for prepubescent girls. at first interested 
in psychiatry, he becomes an english literature professor and tries to find 
outlets for his desire by having, for example, sex with a teenage prostitute 
Monique. he then marries valeria, but this relation lasts only until his wife 
has an affair with a white russian and leaves him. around 1939 or 1940, 
humbert emigrates to america where he alternately works in his uncle’s 
perfume company and undergoes psychiatric treatment and retreats, while 
also maintaining his scholarship.
when he decides, in May 1947, to rent a room in ramsdale, new eng-
land, from a widow, Charlotte haze, he becomes decisively obsessed with 
her twelve-year-old daughter dolores (or “lolita” as he prefers). Charlotte 
takes her daughter to summer camp, and confesses in a letter her love for 
her lodger. he decides to propose marriage in order to remain close to 
dolores, whom he claims to be a “nymphet.” while married, still that same 
summer, he contemplates murdering Charlotte, but cannot bring himself 
to commit the act. not long after, she discovers by reading her husband’s 
diary that he has been lusting for the child and has partly seduced her. as 
Charlotte tries to disengage herself from humbert, she is accidentally hit by 
a car and killed. humbert manages to retrieve dolores from camp as her 
stepfather, and thence commences an unequal relationship and cohabita-
tion of stepfather and stepdaughter, in which the girl is coerced into daily, 
frequent sex with her keeper. during this time, they take two wide-ranging 
road trips, staying in motels. in between the two trips, they stay in a college 
town, Beardsley, where humbert can teach and dolores can resume studies. 
at school, she rehearses a play written by Quilty, whom she has secretly 
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been interested in for some time. She then convinces humbert to take 
the second road trip. Quilty trails the couple, and eventually takes dolores 
away from humbert in 1949. This relationship does not last long, dolores 
rejecting the life of debauchery on Quilty’s ranch and, after working diners, 
finding a young war veteran to marry. Meanwhile, humbert is crushed by 
being duped and attempts to search in vain for “his love” and rests in a 
Québec sanatorium. he settles for a temporary two-year relationship with a 
hapless rita, until, late in September 1952, he receives a letter from dolo-
res (“dolly,” “Mrs. richard Schiller”), requesting money. he meets with 
her, finding the couple living in relative poverty. he begs her to join him 
again, but she refuses. he then gives her money and leaves to confront and 
kill Quilty, having learned from dolores how she escaped. when humbert 
meets Quilty, the playwright refuses to admit any wrongdoing, pointing out 
that he was saving the girl from a monster. The two fight, with humbert 
finally shooting him dead. The police capture humbert, and he ends his 
confession by revealing some apparent feelings of remorse, eerily qualified 
by his insistent possessiveness of her, “my lolita.”
The novel features a fictional foreword (dated august 5, 1955) by one 
John ray, Jr., Ph.d., who explains humbert’s raving quality; his dying wish 
is that his confession be made known only once Mrs. richard Schiller has 
died. ray suggests that the work “lolita” can serve as a case study, and that, 
save for a little editing, he is presenting “this remarkable memoir” “intact” 
(3). humbert has, in his will, allowed his lawyer, Clarence Choate Clark, 
esq., to “use his discretion” in publishing “lolita”; the lawyer has suggested 
during the composition certain additions, such as a clear account of the 
itinerary of the first trip. The lawyer has possibly been interested in recent 
psychiatric work published on “morbid states and perversions.” Clark’s 
and ray’s interest in the manuscript complicates its reception. Further, we 
learn from this editor that dolores has died in childbirth (december 25, 
1952) and humbert has succumbed to heart failure while awaiting trial 
(november 16, 1952). humbert’s narrative takes up several narrative genres, 
from the confession, diary, and erotic story to the case study, legal docu-
ment, and detective novel, and multiple layers and strands of parody and 
forms of irony, from hyperbole to extreme litotes. while he mainly writes a 
sequential narrative, it includes several overt and covert prolepses that signal 
a doomed ending. despite the overall dark subject matter—the extended 
subjection of a girl to the sexual appetite of an egocentric man—the novel 
is shot through with humorous, satirical perceptions of human life, espe-
cially human carelessness, vanity, prejudices, and consumerism, and, as will 
be argued, a structure designed to be explored ethically by judgment.
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2.	 Judgment,	nArrAtors,	And	foCAliZAtion
humbert presents a highly aesthetic picture of his passion which derives 
much of its edge from the inherent irony he knows makes that passion 
possible: society’s collective prohibition of adults having sexual relations 
with children, and further, more specifically, the taboo of incest or sexual 
abuse involving parents and (underage) children. humbert’s alternating 
awareness and disavowal of his transgression are reflected in his testimony 
for a judge and jury. For example, he points to legal definitions of children, 
historical precedents of marriage of young people, including some lofty 
inferences (the dante–Beatrice couple perhaps compares most parodically 
with the humbert–dolores pair). his narrative account is clearly submitted 
for judgment, but his defensive measures and humorous ploys complicate 
our interpretation of his actions and intentions. herbold points out the 
various narratees and addressees the reader is supposed to model: gentle-
men, “gentlewomen of the jury,” “Jurors!” “human beings,” a balding 
middle-aged man, “Bruder!” “lolita,” “my love,” and so on.4 The histrionic 
naming of multiple types of narratees (who would have conflicting interests 
in reading the story) prompts each actual reader to consider who he or 
she is (and the diversity of other readers, past and present), and whether 
the reader approximates any of the plural or singular narratees invoked by 
humbert. Coyly, judgment reflects back on ourselves: who are we as read-
ers, chuckling or fuming at humbert?
James Phelan has noticed that a narrative challenge of Lolita is the 
reader’s mastery of the dual narrator—humbert as character and as teller 
of his tale, open to reflection and editorializing in the course of composi-
tion. Phelan explains:
The more clear-sighted humbert the narrator becomes about his past self, 
the more clearly does his violence against dolores come through: he was “a 
pentapod monster,” who offered a twelve-year-old girl who suddenly lost her 
mother only “a parody of incest” as he repeatedly coerced her into “hard and 
nauseous” acts of sexual intercourse. By the end of humbert’s narrative, he and 
nabokov both want us to see that dolores’s life with him was a horror and that 
4. in “‘(i have Camouflaged everything My love),’” herbold sustains a compelling argu-
ment that the gender of readers has a critical and reflective, ethical value: “Paradoxically, Lolita’s 
manipulativeness, sexiness, and difficulty are as complimentary to women as they are insulting. 
[ . . . ] nabokov challenges women not to remain victims and acknowledges his dependence on 
their considerable power, which is (like his own) greater for being concealed. ironically, moreover, 
it is this double relation toward women that makes Lolita a complex and paradoxical ‘masterpiece’ 
of modernism—the same modernism that seems to establish its preeminence by exploiting and 
excluding women” (75).
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humbert was the agent of that horror. at the same time, the story of humbert’s 
gradual move toward greater clear-sightedness is a move to greater reliability 
along the axis of evaluation, and it indicates a greater respect for his audience. 
(”double Focalization,” 129)
This lucid separation of character and narrator and the idea of ethical 
progress or change in the narrator make a good case, and might align with 
an ethical reader’s desire for the reformation of the criminal as well as with 
a suggested arc in humbert’s character development. however, in my view, 
humbert’s transformation remains moot, and the task of condemnation is 
left squarely to the reader. nabokov’s novel revisits a familiar motif of the 
criminal or sinner who, close to death or judgment, enacts his own confes-
sion and self-discovery: the motif is only suggested but not reperformed. 
humbert does confess, but his confession and regret are overly belated and 
conditional on his maintaining ownership of his fantasy lolita as his “love” 
and his “work of art” that is the homodiegetic narrative. in this way, prog-
ress or positive change does not gain purchase. This lack of a clear sense 
of redemption actually strengthens the ethical reading because the reader’s 
task of evaluation is more complex and less obvious.
in addition to the dual focalization of humbert the character and hum-
bert the narrator, readers need to transcend the narrator’s levels of awareness 
altogether, and join the author in surveying the whole work from above, as 
well as join the character dolores in terms of imagining the place of the 
other. despite the deceptive invitation of immediacy and access to “truth” 
of the first-person narrator (humbert), especially one who proves from 
the first pages to be wildly unreliable in his self-inflation and subversive 
motives, Lolita creates a strongly ironic experience of interpretation, forcing 
one to examine mirrored resemblances, to tear down deception, and par-
ticularly to study the access to pleasure through violence and aesthetics.
The constructions of fantasy intermingled with more straightforward 
narrative reportage refer to the Thing which is striven toward but cannot 
be known.5
3.	humbert’s	Censored	dolores
humbert’s narrative about how he comes to be, by force and cunning, the 
sexual partner of a twelve-year-old girl for some two years is built upon 
5. For more discussion of nabokov’s relationship of the “Thing,” see alexandrov’s exploration 
of his transcendent concerns in Nabokov’s Otherworld. 
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conflicting desires: (1) to confess his actions and be judged by others, and 
(2) to recreate his fantasy love object, “lolita,” in order to savor his fantasy 
through the possibilities of language and establish his narrative as a work 
of art to live for eternity. The two conflicting impulses are imperfectly 
censored by him in various ways. he withholds certain facts, evidence, 
observations, and thoughts. This strategy causes the reader to delay in mak-
ing judgments and to develop a degree of sympathy or tolerance for the 
narrator. at other times, humbert presents conflicting evidence or observa-
tions which raise problems about judgment.
The girl herself provides the most favored area on which humbert can 
map out his complicated fantasy: she is a screen on which “lolita” appears. 
apart from this splitting and eclipsing of the other, humbert perceives and 
describes a conflicting range of qualities apparently possessed by his love 
object. her qualities are generally beauty (involving womanliness, literari-
ness, love, sophistication, power, memory, timelessness) and childishness 
(involving innocence, fantasy, animality, vulgarity, fragility or helplessness, 
androgyny, memory, time). This range of qualities is important as it reflects 
humbert’s conflicting wishes and intentions. The oscillating conflict signals 
self-censoring, attempts to justify, parry, bluff, on the one hand, and to 
reveal, confess, relish, on the other.
an important premise for his infatuation with “lolita” is that she con-
stitute a repetition/replica of his dead childhood love annabel. in both the 
novel’s introductory page (9) and in humbert’s first encounter with the 
girl dolores (39), he emphasizes the fact that he perceives her as mimetic 
of annabel, his “initial girl-child,” “my riviera love”: “it was the same 
child—the same frail, honey-hued shoulders, the same silky supple bare 
back, the same chestnut head of hair” (39). here and elsewhere, humbert 
subverts the love of a child as love of a woman by deploying a blason du 
corps feminin—a poetic praise of the loved lady’s physical qualities. The 
mimetic dolores/lolita appears to be a copy from nature. however, given 
humbert’s unreliable powers of apprehension, the mimesis is indebted to 
his desire for there to be a similarity.
The dolorean mimesis is one of difference, not of similarity. Similar 
appearances deceive rather than confirm prior knowledge and presuppo-
sitions. The narrator eventually discovers her difference and prioritizes it 
(“my lolita”), but with a dual claim of marking the girl’s originality and 
his love’s authenticity, a conflation of interests. appel notes how h.h. “sees 
himself in a line descending from the great roman love poets [Propertius; 
Tibullus; horace], and he frequently imitates their locutions” (e.g., “this 
lolita, my lolita”) (appel, The Annotated Lolita,  358, n 45/1). “lolita” is 
further marked as original and a “true love” on many pages throughout 
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the narrative,6 with variations including “My unique lolita” (183), “my 
american sweet immortal dead love” (280), “my lone light lolita” (285), 
and “my conventional lolita” (287).
This issue of a mimetic girl is central to humbert’s delusion and crimi-
nality. The nymphet mimics the natural, innocent child in appearance 
and actions; only a specialist like humbert can discern the demon child 
among the normal ones. The argument, however, is not valid, in that a 
shrewd observer should be able to discern difference between two types 
of children, innocent ones and demon seducers. Further, if the difference 
is between innocence and knowledge, children are clearly more innocent 
than knowing, although the terms can become confused if we generally 
accept that children live in a state of becoming, rather than being tiny 
adults or naïve infants. humbert’s and other pedophiles’ excuse is that the 
demon nymphets are different from other children; nymphets have the 
power to seduce, yet such a “little deadly demon [ . . . ] stands unrecog-
nized by them [the wholesome children] and unconscious herself of her 
fantastic power” (17).
The deconstruction of this claim reveals that the situation is the reverse: 
the adult observer is the potential demon, the potential seducer. The ploy 
of offering nymphets as mimetic of other children appeals to a reader who 
desires to know or understand. aristotle links mimesis to a basic desire to 
know, and sees both human learning and pleasure as connected to mimesis. 
Mimesis, however, can also provide the opportunity for finer discerning of 
difference. The witchcraft of the mimetic dolores finds its source in the 
adult observer, as humbert acknowledges his authorship of “lolita,” “[ . . . ] 
that little girl with her seaside limbs and ardent tongue haunted me ever 
since—until at last, twenty-four years later, i broke her spell by incarnating 
her in another” (15) (humbert performs the action). in this passage, and 
others, annabel is strongly represented as a modernist sexual being;7 her 
haunting of humbert involves the intense memory of an interrupted tryst 
in which the two children kiss and masturbate each other (14–15).
later in the story, the comparative force of the overlaid images weakens 
6. See examples of “my lolita” on 32, 44, 53, 66, 79, 80, 92, 111, 115, 128, 134, 154, 166, 167, 
176, 190, 198, 199, 207, 231, 241, 247, 267, 277, 278, 284, 293, 309, 311. “My lolita” is often used 
as a form of direct address, in contrast to some variations, such as “my dear love’s name” (32). The 
insistent possessiveness or ownership of “lolita” disavows h.h.’s supposed “love” and repentance. 
her singularity or difference (from annabel, from any other person) is predicated on h.h.’s domi-
nation. we do not come across “my dolores.”
7. annabel seems to derive intertextually as much from James Joyce as from edgar allan Poe. 
The emphasis on “limbs,” “tongue,” “seaside,” and “ardent” recalls Stephen dedalus’s preoccupation 
with the “ardent ways” of the seductive woman in his villanelle composition in A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man and Ulysses’s motif of the enchanting “seaside girls.”
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as humbert is obliged to acknowledge differences between dolores and 
annabel.8 But the narrative’s early and repeated emphasis on the commen-
surability of the two images signals humbert’s irrational fantasy: he himself 
is no longer the child that he was with annabel; twenty-four years separate 
him from that childhood relationship. he partially censors his transgressive 
desire for “lolita” by exalting in the apparent sameness of the girls and 
in the effective force of fantasy that returns him to the boy or “faunlet” 
he once was, though disguised as an adult (and even as a signifying object 
that might appeal to dolores: “a great big handsome hunk of movieland 
manhood” [39]).
But along with his own censoring defenses, which allow him to revel 
in his fantasy, he acknowledges that he is an adult with obscene aims. we 
can note, for example, the explicit but sly contrast of his two competing 
perceptions in the following passage: “a polka-dotted black kerchief tied 
around her chest hid from my aging ape eyes, but not from the gaze of young 
memory, the juvenile breasts i had fondled one immortal day” (39; my 
emphasis). The false synthesis, “one immortal day,” would imply an ageless 
synchrony between girls annabel and dolores and a dominance of selfish 
blissful memory over the specific and important differences of two sepa-
rate events in distinct contexts. Proustian memory in humbert’s narrative 
becomes an exercise in self-serving solipsism as opposed to a potential 
function for self-discovery and discovery of the deceptive appearances of 
others in childhood.9
early warnings to the reader can be glimpsed in humbert’s various indi-
cations that he is aware of his transgressive and bad intentions: “my aging 
8. For example, in Part One during the extended enchanted hunters episode, humbert edi-
torializes his confession, marking his awareness of difference: “But somewhere behind the raging 
bliss, bewildered shadows conferred—and not to have heeded them, this is what i regret! human 
beings, attend! i should have understood that lolita had already proved to be something quite 
different from innocent annabel, and that the nymphean evil breathing through every pore of the 
fey child that i had prepared for my delectation, would make the delectation lethal. i should have 
known (by the signs made to me by something in lolita—the real child lolita or some haggard 
angel behind her back) that nothing but pain and horror would result from the expected rapture. 
Oh, winged gentlemen of the jury!” (124–25).
9. in contrast to Proust’s narrator’s voluntary and involuntary memory, humbert the narrator 
identifies “two kinds of visual memory: one when you skillfully recreate an image in the laboratory 
of your mind, with your eyes open (and then i see annabel in such general terms as: ‘honey-colored 
skin,’ ‘thin arms,’ ‘brown bobbed hair,’ ‘long lashes,’ ‘big bright mouth’); and the other when you 
instantly evoke, with shut eyes, on the dark innerside of your eyelids, the objective, absolutely opti-
cal replica of a beloved face, a little ghost in natural colors (and this is how i see lolita)” (11).
This separation of the two girls is disingenuous, in that “lolita” is often described in reference 
to her long lashes, honey-hued skin, and thin arms (i.e., the blason), as well as to her erotic allure. 
Further, how can her face be beloved to humbert if he has abused her and remained indifferent 
to her suffering?
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ape eyes”; “my gaze slithered over the kneeling child”; “the vacuum of my 
soul” (39); “like some predator that prefers a moving prey to a motionless 
one” (42); “my hot hairy fist” (123). By the end of Part i, culminating in 
the episode of the enchanted hunters and its immediate aftermath, the 
narrator has repeatedly and ostentatiously pointed out what should be con-
demned in him. it is not entirely clear how retroactive this self-awareness is 
(i.e., humbert’s view of himself from the cell; cf. Phelan). humbert already 
seems to know how corrupt he is from the outset and to take pleasure in 
naming his grotesque qualities and acts. he particularly favors his compari-
son with an ape, which as a homonym supplies the additional signification 
of his tendency to pretend, copy, and perceive doubles.
aside from rejoicing in the enchanting effect of reencountering a lost 
love object, humbert delights in describing “lolita” as an exquisite and 
vulgar creature. This seemingly incongruous combination is significant in 
two respects. First, masochistic pleasure around the cherished but tarnished 
fetish is a prominent feature in humbert’s perversion. Second, the paradoxi-
cal view of the girl simultaneously disavows and confirms humbert’s erotic 
drive and thus maintains his desire.
This antithetical characterization of the beloved object becomes sharp-
ened in humbert’s accounts of, or allusions to, the contradictions in their 
sexual relation. according to him, she is a whore and yet a child; she does 
want sex (but not always with him, but rather with some jealously per-
ceived other, such as Charlie holmes) and she despises it (humbert hears 
her cry every night of her confined life with him).10 humbert eventually 
pays her for sexual favors and then must constantly fear her saving up the 
money to escape from him. what lover would run away from paradise? 
humbert creates an unwilling prostitute and then must work overtime to 
disavow that role. his defenses and denegation are elaborately recorded in 
his mode and aim of writing.
There is a metonymic relation to be found between humbert’s vulgar-
exquisite object that is the nymphet “lolita” and his literary efforts, Lolita. 
10. Scholars as different as Pifer and Fiedler read dolores as a willing, and at times even 
empowered (!), agent in the sexual exchanges between humbert and her. Such readings do not 
recognize the completely unequal power in the relationship. a preadolescent girl (or boy), despite 
her awareness of her sexuality, can exercise little judgment, resistance, or power; in fact, her attempts 
to appear more adult through her sexuality can play directly into an abusive adult’s manipulative 
plans. humbert uses the child’s susceptibility by luring her to consume tranquilizers through 
feigning that they are for him; he manipulates her into copying him or showing him the right 
way to kiss. while the screen image of the fantasy nymphet “lolita” may give the impression of a 
seductress’s agency, this illusion derives its power from humbert’s allusions to eve, sirens, femme 
fatales from Carmen to la Belle dame sans Merci—all who would be the downfall of a pitiful, 
naïve man or poet.
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he has told us that he loathes vulgarity, but he relishes opportunities to make 
witty, trenchant remarks about the vulgar aspects of american culture. in his 
exposé of americana he never really reproduces any actual coarse language, 
but he adores lolita’s “vulgar vocabulary—‘revolting,’ ‘super,’ ‘luscious,’ ‘goon,’ 
‘drip’” (65). By contrast, anything that could be seen as explicitly repugnant 
to a prudish reader’s morals is effectively kept “off the scene.”11
Conventional pornographic language finds no place in Lolita. That 
said, occasional narrative sequencing and lyricism (or purple prose) toy 
with the pornographic potential (e.g., hubert’s seduction of dolores on 
the davenport has passages that read erotically, building to a crescendo). 
Frequently, references to body parts are curiously separated, detached from 
anticipated referents, described in poetic or metaphorically clinical terms, 
made strange, alienated, or fantastic. Body parts or inanimate objects often 
act as a grammatical subject (“The blond leg was pulled in . . .” [66]; “a 
polka-dotted black kerchief [ . . . ] hid from my view [ . . . ]” [39]). This 
mode of indirection conceals humbert as the active voyeur. nabokov 
contrasts Lolita to the subgenre of pornography:
[ . . . ] in pornographic novels, action has to be limited to the copulation of 
clichés. Style, structure, imagery should never distract the reader from his tepid 
lust. The novel must consist of an alternation of sexual scenes. The passages in 
between must be reduced to sutures of sense, logical bridges of the simplest 
design, brief expositions and explanations, which the reader will probably skip 
but must know they exist in order not to feel cheated (a mentality stemming 
from the routine of “true” fairy tales in childhood). Moreover the sexual scenes 
in the book must follow a crescendo line, with new variations, new combina-
tions, new sexes, and a steady increase in the number of participants (in a Sade 
play they call the gardener in) [ . . . ]. (“On a Book . . . ,” 313)
nabokov’s afterword aims to orient the reader in a somewhat convoluted 
way toward an aesthetic appreciation of the novel and away from censure 
(i.e., an overly moralistic or prudish response). yet, on top of the implication 
of publishers’ censorship of the shocking Part One of the novel, nabokov 
implies that the first four american publishers “w, x, y, Z” also rejected it 
because the latter half of the novel lacked the erotic “techniques” of the first 
(a circular argument that cancels itself out). at first blush, the long passage 
cited above would explain why Lolita is not pornography (that is, because 
it does not dedicate itself to the mechanical code he describes).
11. For example, acts of oral sex are suggested via indirection or metaphor: the “nauseous” acts 
at the enchanted hunters or “[h]er brown rose tasted of blood” (240).
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Prior to this passage, nabokov mentions that, by contrast, in ancient 
literature as well as european literature, especially in French eighteenth-
century works, “lewdness was not inconsistent with flashes of comedy, or 
vigorous satire.” how should we understand, then, the mention of de Sade, 
apparently heaped in with pornographic novels? while nabokov has not 
written a “Sade play,”12 he has incorporated a degree of Sadean sensibil-
ity in his character humbert, whose libertinism extends to repeated cruel 
abuse, debauchery, and abduction of a defenseless girl. The fourteen-year-
old girl who runs away from humbert to Quilty partially suggests the 
transformation of eugénie of La philosophie dans le boudoir (but certainly 
not a complete transformation, for dolores rejects Quilty’s request that she 
“[blow]” [“souffler”] his boys13).
The pornographic genre thus operates in Lolita on dialogic and inter-
textual levels, in terms of narrative techniques and ironic intertextual char-
acter comparisons, but with subversive consequences. Through nabokov’s 
ironic treatment, dolores is not a desiring pornographic fantasy lover, and 
her Sadean schooling with humbert and Quilty does not empower her. 
humbert and Quilty impose pornographic codes on her (“lolita”), while 
largely screening or censoring out of the frame the girl dolores.
in his afterword, nabokov touches on generic conventions of three 
literary forms he borrows from to construct Lolita: the detective novel, 
the pornographic novel, and the fairy tale. These particular genres share 
motifs of sexual curiosity and discovery, fear, horror, transgression, and 
transformation. The erotic elements of the detective novel of the 1930s 
and 1940s (hammett, Chandler, film noir) include the centrality of the 
male detective, duped by the femme fatale and potentially redeemed if he 
overcomes the archenemy or villain. The detective establishes or allows 
himself to enter into a kind of masochistic relation with the woman and 
criminals and makes dangerously tenuous his attachment to the law. in 
12. Sade’s works are hybrids; for example, La philosophie dans le boudoir is presented as a play, but 
generally read as a novel, not performed on the stage. dolores’s recounting of the scene at Quilty’s 
ranch reminds humbert that “Sade’s Justine was twelve at the start” (276). in Justine, the moral 
heroine, targeted for her virtue, is abducted and subjected to a lengthy series of abuses. ironically, 
her suffering is comparable to dolores’s woes.
13. Contrary to nabokov’s claim, Part Two of Lolita continues to employ some of the “por-
nographic” techniques nabokov identifies in his afterword (if we take away the term pornography, 
nabokov might be cataloguing standard features of narration). For example, “new variations” 
and “new sexes” can be seen in the incorporation of Beardsley School; the drama The Enchanted 
Hunters and its supporting events; gaston godin and his taste for boys; the second road trip; the 
post-lolita relation with rita; the meeting with dolores as Mrs. richard Schiller; the revelation 
of Quilty’s involvement; and the Pavor Manor scene, in which humbert and his doppelgänger 
roll in an embrace and Quilty lists his accomplishments in the realm of pornography, erotica, and 
his merging of his life with his “art.”
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Lolita, humbert’s detective persona becomes emphasized in Part Two, 
during the road trip and the post–“lolita” period. The façade of nym-
phet crumbles, for his “bride” dupes him for another man. as h.h. is the 
criminal, his relocation as “wronged party” is ironic; he can hardly turn 
to the law for support.
The fairy tale explores children’s (and adults’) fears and desires con-
nected with sexual awakening, family rivalries and struggles, and identity, 
with children often pitted against some evil, predatory adult (e.g., hansel 
and gretel, Cinderella, Snow white, little red riding hood). The child 
must overcome the sadistic attentions of such an adult. The fairy-tale 
motif is integrated into Lolita in a number of ways, most notably in the 
application of “nymphet,” “fairy child beauty,” and variations of “fairy” and 
“daemon.”
By humbert’s framing the child as fairy creature, childhood and the 
genre of the fairytale are pinned to each other in an unfamiliar way. 
Children read fairy tales and strange adventures that occur to children. For 
dolores, the mask of the fairy or “nymphet” is imposed on her so as to 
celebrate the fantastic “lolita”’s power to provoke desire (and to make it a 
disingenuous excuse as seduction). The nymphet living on “that intangible 
island of entranced time” (17) is comparable to J. M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, 
who must live on an island forever (in neverland) and who can only visit 
with other children.14 while his children friends grow up, Peter remains 
always a child. in his state of imprisonment, his “freedom” is idealized, but 
it is also terrorized by Captain hook, the phallic aggressor. we could also 
compare dolores-lolita to alice of Alice in Wonderland.15 But while that 
narrative’s focalization is squarely on alice, in Lolita, the girl is obscured 
(although perceptible with careful reading). This is a “fairy tale” told by 
a sadistic adult figure, the figure who craves the child (the wolf in little 
red riding hood; hook in the various versions of Peter Pan, the play; 
14. See Jacqueline rose’s extensive discussion of the tangled history of Peter Pan. while Peter 
Pan passes for children’s literature, rose explains that this work “first appeared inside a novel for 
adults, J. M. Barrie’s The Little White Bird [ . . . ], as a story told by the narrator to a little boy whom 
the narrator was trying to steal. in order for it to become a work for children, it was extracted from 
its source, transformed into a play, and sent out on its own. Peter Pan emerges, therefore, out of an 
unmistakable act of censorship” (The Case of Peter Pan, 5). in a somewhat parallel situation, but on 
a homodiegetic level, we might consider how humbert steals dolores, the tale of which becomes 
a play for children by Quilty, The Enchanted Hunters. 
15. humbert’s fantasies of nymphets in his “pre-dolorian past” included an image of a “half-
naked nymphet stilled in the act of combing her alice-in-wonderland hair” (264). he describes 
dolores as entering “my world, umber and black humberland” (166), a grotesque variation of 
“wonderland.” nabokov was familiar with Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland as he translated it into 
russian (Ania v strane chudes) in the summer of 1922 (Boyd, Vladimir Nabokov: The Russian Years,  
197).
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the ambiguous adult narrator of the novel The Little White Bird [1902], the 
first version of the Peter Pan story).
in Lolita, the theme of eternal childhood assumes a sinister proprietary 
tone of the adult who enjoys children in “fancied adventures” (20). as 
humbert recounts his years in Paris, he has frequented parks to be near the 
“nymphets play[ing] freely” (20). echoing Peter Pan’s fate of an eternal child-
hood, he rhetorically begs, “ah, leave me alone in my pubescent park, in my 
mossy garden. let them play around me forever. never grow up” (21).
kincaid and rose discuss how Peter Pan posits the child as an erotic 
object for a desiring adult audience. in kincaid’s comparison of Peter Pan 
and the alice books he suggests several “counters”: “the child and the adult, 
the world of play and the world of power. Peter, the child, is lodged in 
the world of play and the adult is stuck in the world of power; alice, the 
apparent child (actually the adult) is firmly in the world of power and the 
apparent adult (actually the child) is in the world of play” (276). nabokov 
subverts the erotic child genre by using a monstrous character-narrator 
humbert to have us question our possible enchantment with children. 
Lolita is obviously a book for adults, not a fairy tale for children.
Lolita engages these two worlds: humbert’s world of power encroaches 
playfully and cruelly on dolores’s world of play. Unlike Peter, dolores is 
not a fantasy child and cannot escape the adult. humbert often presents her 
as if she were such a fantasy child, a demoniac nymphet. he describes the 
type generally in fantastic terms: these “maidens” “reveal their true nature 
which is not human, but nymphic” to “certain bewitched travelers” (16); 
he substitutes “time terms for spatial ones. [ . . . ] i would have the reader 
see ‘nine’ and ‘fourteen’ as the boundaries—the mirrory beaches and rosy 
rocks—of an enchanted island haunted by those nymphets of mine and 
surrounded by a vast, misty sea.” This “enchanted island” (later “coves of 
evoked islands” [257]) is commensurable with Peter Pan’s neverland island 
to the extent that it is the fantastic dwelling place for children suspended 
in youth, although not safe from predators. Captain James hook, the pirate 
against whom Peter is pitted, is comparable to humbert. Barrie’s narrator 
describes hook: “in manner, something of the grand seigneur still clung to 
him, so that he even ripped you up with an air, and i have been told that 
he was a raCOnTeUr [storyteller] of repute. he was never more sinister 
than when he was most polite [ . . . ]” (chapter 5 of Barrie, The Adventures 
of Peter Pan). humbert, too, has sinister, suave manners (“Old world polite-
ness” [38]), considerable talents as raconteur, and a seigneurial manner (dick 
and Bill might mistake him for a “viscount” [Part Two; Chapter 29]).
nabokov uses techniques and allusions from these fairy-tale, detective, 
and pornographic genres to create a complex, ironic novel whose hetero-
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glossia extends beyond a mediated range of social and cultural voices to 
a modernist hybrid. The friction or incongruity of genres emphasizes the 
ironic delivery. Lolita relies on some of the conventions of pornographic 
literature (as well as the detective and fairy-tale genres) in order to mock 
humbert’s and the potential reader’s desire to make the story an untroubled, 
gratifying piece of pornography. The whole movement of Part One can be 
seen as a parodic development through short episodes toward a climax of 
consummation. Similarly, the narrative mimics the expressive first-person 
experience of anticipation of the detective-story genre. humbert humor-
ously builds up a crescendo in his recounting of lolita’s departure for camp 
in a breathless style of an erotic romance novel:
a moment later i heard my sweetheart running up the stairs. My heart expand-
ed with such force that it almost blotted me out. i hitched up the pants of my 
pajamas, flung the door open: and simultaneously lolita arrived, in her Sunday 
frock, stamping, panting, and then she was in my arms, her innocent mouth 
melting under the ferocious pressure of dark male jaws, my palpitating darling! 
The next instant i heard her—alive, unraped—clatter downstairs. The motion 
of fate was resumed. (66)
Lolita’s ironic use of pornographic motifs forces readers to decide wheth-
er or not they are offended by the complicated presentation and ironic 
poeticization of the plot, characters, and themes. The reader’s ability to 
read and judge humbert’s attempts at disavowing or defending his actions 
(while recognizing his own pastiched but evil intentions: “ferocious pressure 
of dark male jaws,” “alive, unraped”) shows that humbert has an ethical 
urge to supplement an aesthetic one of “ecstasy.” his potential position as 
exalted male lover is deflated to the unglamorous quotidian layabout: “i 
hitched up the pants of my pajamas.” These and other ironic contrasts also 
show the conflict and generation of meaning based on the reader’s diverse 
expectations of literary narratives: the high and low; the ironic high road 
versus the worn discursive paths of pornographic, detective, and sentimental 
fiction, as well as the fairy tale; the literary, linguistic, or elite references 
amid common or popular modes of cultural expression; the awkward bal-
ance between lyrical passages, purple prose (“My heart expanded [ . . . ]”); 
sharp satirical turns, learned cultural references and allusions, and histrionic 
pomposity. The confession of a pedophile (who has once aspired to become 
a psychotherapist but who has then become a literary academic) is appro-
priately embroidered by these conflicting ethical and aesthetic discourses, 
each of which can be manipulated to present humbert as the embattled, 
rather than guilty, party.
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legal and critical arguments over the definition of the obscene try to 
weigh the values of the aesthetic and the ethical. Lolita is based upon the 
conflicting assessment of these two sets of values, art and crime. The novel 
can be seen, for example, as a critical, cynical, and aesthetic rendering of a 
sexual transgression and criminally aggressive act. The choice of transgres-
sion, pedophilia, targets and questions a relatively recently enshrined value 
in our age: that is, the sanctity of childhood.
humbert derives artistic pleasure in describing his destruction of the 
cherished middle-class american child. his dual pleasures in his trans-
gressive behavior and aestheticized recounting of it distress many readers 
because of the potential confusion of the acts of transgression with the 
act of confession. The reader’s judgment of humbert is further troubled 
because he finds fault in the supposedly enlightened, liberal values of the 
contemporary middle class. Charlotte haze and her peers are depicted as 
relatively permissive with children. humbert judges the Beardsley teach-
ers to be dangerously liberal, promoting “the four d’s: dramatics, dance, 
debating and dating” (177) and a mainstreamed american interpretation 
of psychoanalytic concepts (194). hypocritically, humbert deplores the par-
ents and teachers who are willing to accept their children as sexual beings. 
Meanwhile he himself obviously and consciously regards and uses dolores 
haze as a source of sexual gratification, but he wants her to remain a child 
with others. his attempts to keep “lolita” for himself and to present to 
the world a sanitized or censored version of their actual relationship stem 
from his prudish nature and jealousy, as well as from the need to protect 
himself from the judgment of others.
however, his censure of the Beardsley educators is not without some 
warrant. First, dolores is the victim of prolonged sexual abuse by her 
“step-father.” yet, despite the staff ’s openness and knowledge, no one is 
able to detect the cause of her suffering. in fact, they misdiagnose the 
girl as frigid (“morbidly uninterested in sexual matters” [195]), a rather 
premature evaluation, given dolores’s and her classmates’ age. Second, the 
Beardsley teachers also devote far too much of their students’ time to the 
four d’s; the girls are hardly being prepared to become competent, intelli-
gent, knowledgeable citizens, workers, partners, and mothers, but instead are 
encouraged to become alluring, energetic, eligible girls for decoration, fun, 
and breeding. dolores is doomed both at home and at school, ill-prepared 
to do anything except acting and performing as a sex worker.16
16. Some scholars, such as goldman, see dolores in her final year as a young woman who has 
entered the ranks of middle-class suburban america through marriage and pregnancy.
nabokov clearly indicates, however, that this is not the case. The destitution of the Schiller 
couple is signaled in their debts, humble lodgings and clothes, and their physical decay despite 
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The reader’s perceived need to judge the novel’s ethical and aesthetic 
aspects is reflected in the focus of much of the critical commentary on 
nabokov’s work. Some admirers of the book risk appearing as support-
ers of pedophilia.17 The staging of judgment is complicated: in a sense, 
humbert humbert has already condemned himself and his actions, but he 
still delights in telling his story. he is witty, ironic, deeply critical, highly 
intertextual, enjoys using puns and foreign words and phrases: all of these 
qualities can delight and engage the skilled reader. he also spares the 
reader the most gruesome elements of his life, while frequently describing 
himself as a monster. The reader must try to take humbert at his word 
when he identifies himself as the sexual predator, deviant, pervert. his 
self-deprecations (“pentapod,” “humbert the hound,” and “the doe in 
their youth (he is a wounded war veteran and dolores is “used” and “worn” and has “rope-veined 
[ . . . ] hands” [277]). They lack opportunities owing to little education and no family support, and 
as a result, they plan to relocate to alaska. Formerly a resident of a depressed tenement house in 
Coalmont, this impoverished pregnant seventeen-year-old hardly approximates what goldman 
calls a “typical housewife” and “quintessential american housewife,” nor leads “a normal life as a 
housewife in american suburbia” (goldman, 101). nabokov is emphasizing the disastrous con-
clusion of dolores’s life (she will die shortly after her last meeting with humbert). By contrast, 
goldman suggests that nabokov “presents readers with a portrait of normalcy that is undercut by 
the reader’s knowledge of lolita’s supposedly deviant history.”
Fortunately, goldman identifies compellingly and critically some broader implications of 
nabokov’s narrative strategies in the discourses that cover up the girl: “By satirizing both hum-
bert’s romantic, mythical construction of lolita and the scientific view of lolita as statistic who 
exhibits normal characteristics of ‘mammalian’ sexual development in the human female, nabokov 
suggests the inadequacies of conflicting ways of knowing Lolita. [ . . . ] nabokov reveals the damage 
that a misogynist myth can inflict on a young woman. [ . . . ] Clearly, though, nabokov points up the 
way a scientific approach dehumanizes as well as ‘normalizes’ young women like lolita” (102).
17. See, for example, discussions in alexandrov, “Lolita”; andrews; Mcneely; Berman; Bloom; 
Clifton; dennison; Frosch; girodias; geoffrey green; hiatt; g. M. hyde; Johnson, Worlds in Regres-
sion; rigby; Schneiderman; Stegner; wood. The critical field is filled with debate about authorial 
intention, the tendency of some readers to overvalue the aesthetic or erotic aspects of the novel or 
to miss important but difficult points of ironic contrast (as graham greene and some others have 
done by delighting, for example, in a supposedly simple situation that the girl seduces humbert). 
By contrast, my discussion shows how nabokov integrates discursively devices of artistic 
censoring (e.g., irony, the unreliable character-narrator humbert, and the veiled but perceptible 
dolores) to move us toward ethical understanding. 
Some readers imagine the girl to be in her late teens in order to visualize her as a knowing 
seductress. in late 1950s France, Brigitte Bardot was associated with the fictional lolita. This trend 
inspired Simone de Beauvoir’s Brigitte Bardot and the Lolita Syndrome; after that, Playboy wanted to 
commission nabokov to write an essay on Bardot (nabokov declined) (see Boyd, Vladimir Nabo-
kov: The American Years, 464). Beauvoir scarcely mentions Lolita; in her analysis of Bardot, she writes, 
“her eroticism is not magical, but aggressive. in the game of love, she is as much a hunter as she is 
a prey. The male is an object to her, just as she is to him. and that is precisely what wounds mas-
culine pride” (20–21). Bardot’s sexuality is not commensurable with dolores’s; dolores is always 
the prey, and the game is not love.
Tamir-ghez explains rhetorical features of Lolita which persuade readers to support hum-
bert. 
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me, trembling in the forest of my own iniquity” [129]) can be so amusing 
that the reader must maintain an awareness that the laughter accompanies 
a serious significance.
The narrator’s splitting of aims can be seen as a treacherous trap for 
the reader. hiatt views the narrator as the author when he comments 
on nabokov’s attempts to manipulate our reception of humbert: “it is a 
strange game for an author to play. if he wins, the reader loses the point of 
the book” (370). Mcneely ventures further in his persuasive condemnation 
of the novel’s structure:
The aesthetic argument comes unfailingly to the floundering critic’s rescue 
when his defence of the book on character grounds begins to collapse. The 
aesthetic argument holds that plot and character are irrelevant, in fact phony; 
the whole thing is a literary game—and that argument is absolutely correct. 
The plot has one justification and basis only—to trap the reader. (144)
These critics falter in their otherwise careful interpretation because 
they tend to see the author and the narrator as the same person. if we put 
aside this flawed approach, however, we are still posed with the challenge 
of depending mostly on h.h.’s narration for our interpretations (several 
other discursive perspectives include the fictional preface, reported direct 
dialogue, and the insertion of diegetic texts such as Charlotte haze’s letter). 
while humbert certainly presents his own point of view, he records suf-
ficient material for the reader to make further assumptions or observations 
beyond that point of view. humbert is not the first criminal character, 
either fictional or real, who is capable of charming some readers or elicit-
ing their sympathy.18 Certain offenders can disarm us with a production of 
their own vulnerability and original sense of taste. at times they prove to 
us that they do have character (ethos), despite their awful crime.
Conscientious active readers should be deterred from accepting whole-
sale humbert, his actions, and his version of events because the narrative 
ensures that his integrity and charisma are marred or made ridiculous by his 
seemingly boundless vanity and arrogance, as well as by his contradictions, 
evasions, exaggerations, attacks, and revisions. The narrative is presented as 
humbert’s confessional written in prison while he is awaiting his trial, and 
the confession directly addresses the “ladies and gentlemen” of the jury. 
These imaginary diegetic jurors or narratees help to define our own role 
as readers coming to the text.
18. in his The Company We Keep: An Ethics of Fiction, wayne C. Booth reflects at great length 
on how readers have to appraise a variety of characters in fiction, many of whom can hardly be 
called virtuous.
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humbert’s defense and explanation of his actions and motivations do not 
only refer to the diegetic world of Lolita; they also anticipate the work’s 
diegetic reception by the law and a reading public, as framed, for example, 
by John ray, Jr. in the foreword and by ray’s cousin and humbert’s lawyer 
Clarence Choate Clark, esq. For that purpose, humbert marshals in defense 
an elastic mass of allusions to people, events, and literary texts. The revers-
ible pliability of Lolita’s textuality activates our sense of censoring because 
we must evaluate the possibility of the references.
Perhaps most notably, we encounter and must assess seemingly innumer-
able instances of doubling and mirroring depicted in the novel, from the 
coincidence of the number of the hotel room and the street number of 
the haze home to the false-true association of “lolita” and Carmen (and 
variations Carmencita, gitanilla [little gypsy]),19 to the commensurability of 
two literati perverts (humbert and Quilty) who “entext” and “entre dit” 
themselves. These homodiegetic authors “entext” themselves by becom-
ing embedded in their novelistic and dramatic discourses (the plots of the 
entrapments of dolores), respectively. They “entre dit” (“say between,” a 
play on the French “interdit” or “interdire,” to forbid) by placing them-
selves in between the spoken and the permissible. Their obscene intentions 
are not directly articulated in their self-presentation to the world (e.g., 
humbert’s bogus roles as protective stepfather and artist manqué; Quilty’s 
play The Enchanted Hunters).
humbert’s erudite allusions and comparisons largely serve to defend 
his actions and desires. But the attentive reader should be able to weigh 
these with care and come away with a sense of the incongruity of issues 
or objects which initially appear textually coherent. For example, humbert 
alludes to celebrated literary love relationships involving girls, such as that 
of dante and Beatrice, in order to justify and elevate his relationship with 
“lolita.” But humbert’s elaborate and excessive comparisons demonstrate 
19. Freeman identifies nabokov’s early inspiration for the character “lolita” in the novels by 
nineteenth-century american author Captain Mayne reid. Part of her discussion elaborates a fresh 
Carmen connection: Merimée’s Carmen as the american child-bride. in a comparison of Lolita 
and reid’s The Scalp-Hunters [1851], Freeman writes: “hispanicizing Zöe allows him to imagine 
her as the agent of precocious desire rather than the victim of violence, a technique nabokov uses 
with lolita: lolita, whose name is short for ‘dolores,’ was conceived in Monte Cristo, lives in a 
house filled with ‘Mexican trash,’ and gets molested to the tune of a song about ‘Carmen.’ humbert 
even calls her ‘my little Creole’ (L, 171)—as though her americanness, reconfigured as a racialized 
creole identity, explains why she seduces him rather than vice versa” (870–71).
Freeman elaborates several important considerations for influence, including the fact that 
nabokov, as a boy, read reid’s novels ravenously; at age eleven, translated reid’s 1865 novel The 
Headless Horseman into French alexandrine verse; and cited reid’s work as operative in his desire 
to travel to america (867). This information is confirmed in Boyd (Vladimir Nabokov: The Russian 
Years, 81) and nabokov (Speak, Memory, 202).
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his strong disavowal of his actual relationship with dolores haze, his desire 
to transcend the ruinous situation he has created, and his lack of ability to 
analyze himself.20
humbert repeatedly sees mirrors, mirroring, analogies, and homologies 
where there is in fact no sustainable evidence for such comparisons. Many 
of his pairings and intertextual references often fail to produce a signify-
ing relationship. For example, his “nymphets” reside on “mirrory beaches 
and rosy rocks” in a dystopic stretch of time, between the ages nine and 
fourteen (16). Some readers may become frustrated with the many cul-de-
sacs in nabokov’s work, but his is an important depiction of the illusory 
qualities of human perception and desire. The novel highlights our need 
to determine value and meaning from these, however tenuous or arbitrary. 
in humbert’s case, his tendency to perceive repetition or doubling, shown 
even in his self-imposed pen name, eventually traps him within the bars of 
his own imprisoning passion and need to justify himself.
in Lolita, the tragic and the obscene depend on one another for con-
text. The tragedy of a girl’s ruined life is caused by the obscene desire and 
actions of humbert. in various censoring stratagems, the narrator strives to 
exclude obscene description from his account. But it is the unarticulated, 
obscene context of Lolita—an intelligent, educated adult’s coerced and 
repeated sexual use of a child for an extended period of time under the 
guise of parenthood—that informs the expressive content and framework 
of the narration.
The girl’s character zone is heavily layered with humbert’s discourse21 
20. Mcneely correctly identifies humbert’s false comparisons, but he mistakenly confuses 
nabokov with humbert the narrator when he states the following: “in humbert’s famous open-
ing rhapsody in praise of nymphet love, one of the ways nabokov pretends to justify him is by 
associating his case with that of two of the western worlds most celebrated literary lovers, dante 
and Petrarch, both of whose eternal loves first flowered when the objects of their passion were of 
nymphet age. The blatant falsehood in the comparison, known perfectly well to nabokov [ . . . ], is 
first that dante and Petrarch did not fall in love with Beatrice and laura because they were children 
as humbert does, but when they were children—the difference is crucial; as crucial as the second 
part of the analogy, the fact that chastity is a fundamental condition of the relationship in both the 
classical instances” (147).
i suggest that, since nabokov would know the “blatant falsehood of the comparison,” we can 
infer that he as author is knowingly creating a deceitful character-narrator in humbert, perhaps 
the epitome of the unreliable narrator. Surely humbert parodies the classical lover, child or adult. 
as children, humbert and annabel do not share a particularly chaste relationship; their two private 
rendezvous focus on having sexual congress.
21. Moore notes humbert’s discursive dominance as child abuser-narrator: “he either cannot 
or will not grant preadolescents and readers, events and language, and predominant values in and 
for themselves; they are manipulated only to keep them oppressed within his subjectivity. The 
pervert has to use perverted narration to realize his perverted world” (97). while i agree that the 
narrator is oppressive and solipsistic, he does not succeed entirely in blotting out dolores haze’s 
voice, as i will discuss later in this chapter.
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with his alternating references to tragic consequence and reconsideration and 
reflection (“lolita” as “my love”) and to obscene sexual action, references 
that emphasize the disparity of power in their relation (e.g., “Seva ascendes, 
pulsata, brulans [ . . . ]” [120]; “she was not quite prepared for certain discrep-
ancies between a kid’s life and mine. [ . . . ] i [ . . . ] had her have her way—at 
least while i could still bear it. [ . . . ] anyone can imagine those elements of 
animality” [134]); his arranging the hotel room bed “in such a way as to sug-
gest the abandoned nest of a restless father and his tomboy daughter, instead 
of an ex-convict’s saturnalia with a couple of fat old whores” [138]; “This 
was a lone child, an absolute waif, with whom a heavy-limbed, foul-smelling 
adult had had strenuous intercourse three times that very morning” [140]; “a 
prison cell of paradise” [145]; “a particularly violent morning in bed” [160]; 
“i would lead my reluctant pet to our small home for a quick connection 
before dinner” [164]; “her morning duty” [165]; “her basic obligations” [183]; 
“our grotesque journey” [229]; “the dark life she led at home” [231]; “two 
years of monstrous indulgence” [257]; “my poor, bruised child” [284]; “after 
having had my fill of her” [285]).
The ethics of Lolita involves an inversion of an Oedipal story (the adult 
desiring the child), and uses the aesthetic presentation of the tragic and the 
obscene to complement and inform each other. humbert generally avoids 
accounting for his lack of pity and compassion for his love object during 
their long cohabitation and his abuse. By contrast, as a narrator surveying 
himself and his deeds in retrospect, he recognizes and condemns his cal-
lousness to a degree. a strong element of his desire for the girl comes from 
his paradoxical conception and use of her.
“lolita,” like other kinds of degraded love objects and fetishes, acquires 
her particular appeal through both tragic and obscene treatment. her 
names—dolores (“sorrows, pain”) and its diminutives (dolly, lo, lola, and 
lolita: fragments of “sorrows”)—allude to the abject quality of the object 
of passion (from the latin passio [suffering]). The association of passionate 
feminine sexuality with the Spanish “lolita” masks the reality of a girl 
dolores or dolly, manipulated into a coercive sexual and emotional rela-
tionship. whereas dolores the girl icily rejects an amorous relationship with 
humbert, the fantasized “lolita” is cast as a cruel but consensual lover (such 
as Carmen) or exotic new world child-bride. humbert’s fantasy nymphet 
supposedly has power over her “lover,” is a potential dominatrix, given her 
daemon-child talents. Meanwhile, the girl dolores has no such agency, and 
her only self-defense is to affect a tough-girl attitude. her tragic situation, 
the sorrows she experiences daily for some two years, is the obscene stuff 
of humbert’s fantasies, discourse, and enjoyment of his victim.
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The usual family romance between child and parent becomes perverted 
in the haze household because humbert does not abide by his role as 
a father figure who can be safely desired in the child’s fantasy. humbert 
breaks the usual trust inherent in a family, the tacit agreement to maintain 
the incest prohibition, a point which is perhaps at the crux of our under-
standing of dolores’s destruction and despair.
he offers her a “parody of incest” (287), underlining his double abuse 
of the family triangle (he is not the father); he ironically argues with 
her: “But now, i am just your old man, a dream dad protecting his dream 
daughter” (149). For example, he recalls episodes during the “Beardsley 
era” which show his awareness of his destruction of familial trust and 
love: he and dolores witness her school friend avis and her father cuddle 
affectionately (286), whereas the life he offers dolores is worse than “the 
most miserable of family lives” (287). Second, dolores asks where her 
“murdered mummy” is buried, revealing her sense of loss and blame (286). 
The narrator recognizes these moments as evidence of his culpability in 
the tragedy of this child:
now, squirming and pleading with my own memory, i recall that on this and 
similar occasions, it was always my habit and method to ignore lolita’s states 
of mind while comforting my own base self. [ . . . ] But i admit that a man 
of my power of imagination cannot plead personal ignorance of universal 
emotions.   [ . . . ] But the awful point of the whole argument is this. it had 
become gradually clear to my conventional lolita during our singular and 
bestial cohabitation that even the most miserable of family lives was better 
than the parody of incest, which, in the long run, was the best i could offer 
the waif. (287)
humbert’s transgressions and his need to recount them activate his 
motivation to measure and censor these; strangely, in the mirror of language 
he reencounters himself and the law. noam Chomsky and Jacques lacan 
have asserted that, in fact, “at the heart of language, and perhaps embedded 
in the unconscious [ . . . ], is not the impulse to transgression but the will 
to law”22 (Joss Marsh, 245–46).
it is not without significance that humbert himself is acutely sensitive to 
the strictures of moral conventions (as witnessed in his disgust with what 
22. Such concerns are at the heart of two philosophers’ work which examines the relationship 
between the law and writing, that of derrida and legendre. See goodrich, also, for an exploration 
of these issues, especially regarding legendre’s work. while the law and psychoanalysis have been 
recognized foci in derrida’s work, levinas’s (ethical) influence on him should not be forgotten 
either.
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he perceives as overly permissive attitudes in pedagogy and parenting in 
postwar america). his remarks reveal an awareness of his artistic censoring 
(screening) of the need and desire of the other (dolores) at the time of 
his crime: “it was always my habit and method to ignore lolita’s states of 
mind.” habit and method represent conscious repetitive practice. Through 
humbert’s contortions we can perceive that what he is trying to say is that 
he knew at the time just how base his actions were (“i have still other 
smothered memories, now unfolding themselves into limbless monsters of 
pain” [284]; his pseudonym “humbert humbert” is chosen to “[express] 
the nastiness best” [308]). This circumlocuted admission of the degree of 
his guilt is a form of belated self-censure.
humbert’s oscillating disavowal and confession represent the artistic cen-
soring of the (ethical) thing in art (dolores). his written review of his affair 
with this girl is a defense and an aborted attempt at redemption because 
he professes a transcendent love for his object of desire (e.g., “my lolita”; 
“she looked—had always looked—like Botticelli’s russet venus—the same 
soft nose, the same blurred beauty” [270]; “my american sweet immortal 
dead love” [280]; “mais je t’aimais, je t’aimais!” [284]).
despite these professions of transcendent, aestheticized love, one has to 
question whether he has known what such a transcendent love would truly 
require. For his approach to the girl has been to blot out her emotional 
responses in order to allow his “own base self ” to enjoy her. he has had 
to censor his powerful imagination so as to avoid generally recognizing 
what the other might actually desire and need. his censoring of the human 
response in the desired other, his refusal to hear what the other wants, 
is what produces the text of Lolita. Particularly toward the end of his 
testimony, it seems as though the exercise in writing and recalling causes 
humbert to begin to touch upon “still other smothered memories, now 
unfolding themselves into limbless monsters of pain.” his accounts of his 
initial actions and their consequences condemn him further, as he reports 
how he consciously decided not to allow his sense of ethics to interfere 
with his pleasure. he censors the other (dolores) and her gaze so that he 
can enjoy his version of it; he finds his desire mirrored off the child. For 
example, he begins to recognize what he has recognized previously and yet 
has repressed: his knowledge of the child’s utter despair with the helpless-
ness and injustice of her situation with this man and her view of him as 
an inhuman thing that rapes. She cannot perceive him empathetically as 
an ethical, human other:
There was the day, during our first trip—our first circle of paradise—when in 
order to enjoy my phantasms in peace i firmly decided to ignore what i could 
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not help perceiving, the fact that i was to her not a boy friend, not a glamour 
man, not a pal, not even a person at all, but just two eyes and a foot of engorged 
brawn—to mention only mentionable matters. (283)
Lolita does parody incest. The family romance between parent and 
child, which usually does not involve actual incestuous practices because of 
the incest taboo, becomes ruinously play-acted by humbert and dolores. 
humbert’s claim of transcendent love is subject to the parody. if h.h. and 
“lolita” “may share” “the only immortality,” “the refuge of art,” then these 
characters are aesthetic figures within an artistic sphere, hybrids of the 
generic villain and tragic heroine. humbert is deluded if he believes the 
“refuge of art” transcends in some way ethical interpretation. his discourse 
reveals his myopia, the limitations of his focalization, and provides signals 
for the reader to transcend the character zone of the narrator.
The tendency to perceive treacherous doubles is at the heart of the 
parody. when he meets her as Mrs. richard F. Schiller23 or dolly Schiller, 
dolores has moved further away from the palimpsestic guise of the nym-
phet “lolita.” at age seventeen, she has taken on the rudiments of 1952 
american womanhood, marriage and pregnancy. Falling prey to seeing 
doubles, humbert imagines that he can still win “lolita” back. his delusion 
shows how he does not fully recognize the harm he has done to her. For 
dolores, it is not possible to imagine living again with a man who showed 
her no true love or compassion. She does not see him mimetically doubled 
as lover, only the parody of a lover. while it might seem possible to feel 
that humbert has in some way elevated his love and fused it with moral 
and communal categories, upon close inspection his supposed redemptive 
rebirth is a stillborn one. nabokov ensures that humbert receives a death 
bereft of heroic value.
The act of writing his confession and defense allows humbert to reexpe-
23. dolores seems to take refuge under the name of Schiller, an allusion to Friedrich von 
Schiller, german dramatist of the Sturm und Drang era. his plays involve themes of the psychol-
ogy of people in crisis. his treatises on aesthetics include the On the Aesthetic Education of Man, 
which also serves as a moral treatise. in other words, for Schiller, aesthetics are not separate from 
moral issues. 
in Schiller’s essay “On the Sublime,” we can observe a possible similarity between humbert’s 
“lolita” and Schiller’s explanation of the sublime: 
But in the sublime, however, reason and sensuousness do not accord, and precisely in this con-
tradiction between the two lies the magic with which it captures our minds. The physical and 
the moral individual are here most sharply differentiated from one another; for it is precisely 
in the presence of objects that make the former aware only of his limitations that the latter is 
aware of his power and is infinitely exalted by the very same object that crushes the physical 
man to the ground. (199–200; emphasis in original)
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rience at a distance his life in both its pleasure and suffering. The many ways 
in which he artistically censors his narrative and himself produce the text 
and activate judgment and assessment of value and blame, therefore giving 
it both aesthetic and ethical signification. his desire to relive his “love life” 
is countered by his ethical urge to defend himself and find higher, tran-
scendent meaning and value in his actions. Upon reviewing the humorous, 
erotic, and ironic aspects of the events, the reader can recognize that the 
“artist” must account to a jury of moralists, headed by himself. humbert’s 
retelling of his criminal and troubled life enacts judgment. dolores haze 
figures as the legal, tragic, and ethical subject in much of this discourse 
(the abused child, the orphan girl),24 while “lolita,” the fantasized nymphet 
superimposed over the girl, figures discursively as the erotic, pathetic, and 
doubled image of forbidden sexual desire and romantic love.
Part of humbert’s narrative method is based on his contradictory atti-
tudes toward psychoanalysis, which represents another institution of the 
law and judgment. he both relies on and rejects psychoanalysis in order to 
write his confession. On the one hand, his confession is written somewhat 
like material for a psychoanalytic case study.25 The patient demonstrates 
24. during their first cross-country trip, humbert thinks, in “one pole of insanity,” “that 
around 1950 i would have to get rid somehow of a difficult adolescent whose magic nymphage 
had evaporated” (174). as a legal person, dolores does not fall into a clear category (“i somehow 
never managed to find out quite exactly what the legal situation was. i do not know it yet” [171]). 
humbert “terroriz[es]” the girl with the prospect of the law: he would “go to jail” while she would 
face the “laws relating to dependent, neglected, incorrigible and delinquent children,” becoming 
the ward of “a choice of various dwelling places [ . . . ], the correctional school, the reformatory, 
the juvenile detention home, or one of those admirable girls’ protectories” (151). 
during his lengthy harangue (149–51), he repeatedly emphasizes the girl’s legal name (e.g., 
“let us, however, forget, dolores haze, so-called legal terminology, terminology that accepts as 
rational the term ‘lewd and lascivious cohabitation.’ i am not a criminal sexual psychopath taking 
indecent liberties with a child. The rapist was Charlie holmes; i am the therapist [ . . . ]” [150]). 
and, later in considering legal action to become her legal guardian, humbert returns repetitively 
to the girl’s full name, emphasizing a legal status: “fishy me and dangerous dolores haze”; “the 
case of dolores haze”; “her mother’s small property was waiting untouched for dolores haze to 
grow up” (172). The instances in the novel of “lolita” and “lo” far outnumber those of “dolores” 
or “dolores haze.”
25. linetski offers a comparative reading of Lolita as case study and Freud’s dora (“Fragment 
of an analysis of a Case of hysteria”), reminding us of dora’s symptoms related to the unwanted 
sexual advances of an older man. The shadow of Freud alternately looms up and fades away in 
Lolita. Many scholars (e.g., Berman; geoffrey green; hiatt; welsen; Schneiderman) have noted the 
aggressive abuse that nabokov’s protagonists such as h.h. heap onto psychoanalysis.
Berman, green, and other critics have aptly noted how “he who hated Freud” is actually 
compelled to write about psychoanalytic themes: childhood sexuality, psychoses, perversions. 
humbert’s narration has been seen as “the supreme parody of the psychiatric case study” (Berman, 
105). yet “parody” does not encompass all the special uses of psychoanalysis of Lolita. The narration 
consists of a written confession of someone who has serious psychiatric problems and who has 
spent considerable time at clinics or asylums, as his pre- and post-dolorean periods attest. 
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a great deal of resistance to the exercise, yet is drawn to the practice of 
recovering and recalling his memories and assessing his actions. This psy-
choanalytic aspect of humbert’s narrative is emphasized by several factors: 
he has spent several years on and off in psychiatric clinics and retreats, 
trying to fool therapists; as a university student, he has once aspired to 
be a psychotherapist; he is mockingly conversant in and resistant to some 
psychoanalytic terms and concepts.
On the other hand, he is dependent on the premises of psychoanalysis 
to make his parodies, denials, disavowals, and investigation of his life. in his 
coercion of dolores, the “therapist” humbert instructs her: “the normal 
girl—normal, mark you—the normal girl is usually extremely anxious to 
please her father. She feels in him the forerunner of the desired elusive male 
[ . . . ]. The wise mother [ . . . ] will encourage a companionship between 
father and daughter, realizing [ . . . ] that the girl forms her ideals of romance 
and of men from her association with her father” (150).
Furthermore, his investigation leads him to uncovering the censored 
thing in his own “art,” that is, the gothic grotesque truth about himself 
(“other smothered memories, [ . . . ] limbless monsters of pain”) and the 
tragic victim of cruelty. all of these factors would indicate his unspoken 
acknowledgment of the possible validity or signifying value psychoanalysis 
might hold for him, thus explaining his conflicting motivations for writing 
Lolita. humbert’s will is a will to meaning, despite concerted discursive 
efforts to disavow, deny, or otherwise censor, a drive to make sense out of 
his acts and fantasy.
Lolita toys parodically with the drama of the psychoanalytic case study. 
humbert explains how he once aspired to become a psychiatrist: “i planned 
to take a degree in psychiatry as many manqué talents do; but i was even 
more manqué than that; a peculiar exhaustion, i am so oppressed, doctor, set 
in; and i switched to english literature, where so many frustrated poets end as 
pipe-smoking teachers in tweeds” (15). humbert’s half-mocking attempts at 
self-analysis counteract his rejection of psychiatric aid and show that, despite 
his disavowals, he believes that there might be value in such analysis. rely-
ing on the comical, distancing effect of a foreign language, humbert’s self- 
portrayal as “manqué” implies his serious lack in many areas, a kind of double 
lack, his constitutive defective or maimed quality. The confessional mode of 
the narrative is a form of legal defense for his crimes, but also a form of 
defense and resistance to psychoanalytic discourse and ideas, and to his own 
repressed desires. he “psychoanalyz[es]” his crazed poem, “wanted, wanted: 
dolores haze,” “notic[ing] it is really a maniac’s masterpiece” (255–57).
Toward the novel’s end, he even mentions the value he gained from 
a prolonged series of confessions made to a Catholic priest in Québec. 
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Michel Foucault, among other scholars, has emphasized the interrogatory 
strength of the Catholic confession, especially since the Council of Trent 
(The History of Sexuality: An Introduction). Catholic confession relies on a 
considerable surrender of the sinner and the probing detailed questions of 
the confessor. That humbert has confessed, presumably in French, to an 
unnamed priest in culturally and politically remote Québec suggests that 
the man made a more explicit confession which will never become known, 
owing to priests’ confidentiality. This French confession would probably 
have disposed of at least some of humbert’s overwrought style, allowing 
him to speak in his native tongue.26
Thus, humbert’s heteroglossia and strategies—including self-incriminat-
ing parody and shifting interpretation of himself as fiend and lover and his 
actions—rely upon the discourses of the law, psychoanalysis and popular 
psychotherapy, literature (e.g., the blason; the detective; the romance; the 
erotic and pornographic novel; drama; the fairy tale, myth, and children’s 
literature), education, and religion for structure and meaning. yet he also 
seeks in his writing to disavow or slip past the reach of those discourses: 
“Oh, my lolita, i have only words to play with!” (32).
4.	 	the	nArrAtor-rogue,	diAlogism,	
	 And	Confession
Lolita’s confessional discourse is informed by the character-narrator’s ironic 
role as a pícaro or rogue, as alienated underground man, as author of a 
psychoanalytic case study, and as pornographic confessee. The character-
narrator’s hybrid position at the intersection of these personae problema-
tizes the veracity, honesty, and aims of the confessional text. in my view, 
these maneuvers by the character-narrator indicate his attempt to censor or 
block out our ethical apprehension of the abused child dolores and tempt 
us to read her as an exotic, desiring, and desired other.
The picaresque genre in Lolita has been analyzed by other scholars, 
notably Freeman. in her exploration of “pedophiliac picaresques” in Poe, 
hawthorne, reid, and nabokov (the first three influential in nabokov’s 
work), she identifies numerous comparative instances of the child-bride 
in the context of the american picaresque or road trip. The imperial and 
26. The references to Canada sharpen the american context; on dolores’s fifteenth birthday, 
humbert mails her abandoned things “as an anonymous gift to a home for orphaned girls on 
a windy lake, on the Canadian border” (255). at the outset of the narrative, early on in h.h.’s 
immigrant period, in order to recover from a breakdown, he spends some twenty months in arctic 
Canada with scientists on an expedition (32–34).
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american masculine adventure, with its discovery and mastery of virgin 
lands, is sexualized and humanized by the male protagonist’s relation with 
a young female object of desire. authors like hawthorne and nabo-
kov present the motif of the child-bride or child-lover in critical, ironic 
terms. Freeman explains how hawthorne’s “little annie’s ramble” (1834) 
“resolutely skews the nineteenth century’s naturalized and sentimentalized 
image of the father-daughter relationship. Significantly, the tale refuses to 
reproduce the father-daughter dyad or to contain the child in domestic 
space” (880). in addition to the road trips in Lolita, Freeman reminds us 
of a scene of dolores (884), who looks at naked mannequins and a worker 
(“a bald and armless child, an amputee bride, and a man vacuuming”) in 
a bridal shop window and has a huge quarrel with humbert. This scene 
reenacts the dislocation of the father-daughter dyad, placed picaresquely 
and incongruously in a market space for weddings. Freeman explains the 
comparative effect of the tableau: “while in hawthorne the wedding to 
a child provides a momentarily safe image of communion with consumer 
culture, and in Poe and reid it is the reward for conquest and adventure, 
in nabokov the conjoined images of intacta bride and mutilated child cause 
a horrific ‘blast’” (884).
Similarly, in Lolita, we can note rogue humbert’s various failed attempts 
to frame dolores as his fantasy nymphet bride “lolita,” particularly in the 
two highly ironic road trips, humbert’s “honeymoons” and dolores’s rides 
through circles of hell. The narrator acknowledges from time to time how 
his attempt at a honeymoon (implied romance, legitimate and consensual 
consummation) is a sham, from his careful strategies to avoid detection by 
fellow travelers and motel attendants to his attempt to restage with dolo-
res in California his riviera beach scene with annabel (166–67), to the 
implied horror we “gentle drivers” would witness if “komfy kabins were 
suddenly drained of their pigments and became as transparent as boxes of 
glass” (117). The american landscape rejects his attempts at “rural amours” 
with dolores, the Californian attempt even involving the censorious gaze 
of two beautiful children and their mother, an intrusion of idealized fam-
ily life (169).
humbert’s picaresque narrative strategies unveil him as the rogue to be 
condemned, not the rogue who garners some sympathy (such as lazarillo 
of Lazarillo de Tormes [1554]). Conventionally, the rogue’s or pícaro’s confes-
sion often reveals the faults of others as he moves through diverse social 
strata on his road trip. By contrast, although the ironic rogue humbert’s 
confession shifts blame and criticism to others (e.g., parents, teachers, psy-
chiatrists) and does reveal social flaws (e.g., racism, anti-Semitism, com-
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mercialism), he himself is clearly the most at fault. Further, the true pícaro 
of Lolita could have been in fact the young dolores, the orphaned waif, 
who must serve a cruel master, not unlike lazarillo’s painful apprenticeship 
under cruel paternalistic masters. But dolores does not recount her story 
like other pícaros do (and dolores’s narrative would not be entitled Lolita 
but rather some variation of Dolly of Pisky [her fictional town of birth in 
the western United States]).
Lolita’s homodiegetic narrator’s solipsism bears some resemblance to the 
solipsism of dostoevsky’s misanthropic, neurotic Underground Man (Notes 
from Underground [1864]). The two narrators write “from underground” and 
obsessively review their lives and the flaws of others. They both seek to per-
suade, while the overall narrative arrangement and the characters’ self-pre-
sentation inspire caution in careful readers. dostoevsky’s novel opens with 
the memorable confessional lines, “i am a sick man . . . i am a spiteful man. 
i am an unpleasant man” (3). nabokov acknowledges an influence when he 
has humbert mention how he feels “a dostoevskian grin dawning” (70).
For Bakhtin, the internally persuasive discourse (such as a first-person 
narrative) poses a challenge for readers, for they must try to resist its domi-
nating, authoritarian effect. The unreliable narrator (humbert) who mani-
cally attempts to persuade narratees and readers evokes literary comparisons. 
his attempts to live “according to literature” ironically resemble those of 
famous literary characters such as don Quijote or Madame Bovary (Dialogic, 
413). yet, humbert falls short of acting as a don Quijote, for his actions are 
not intended for a greater good, but instead for selfish pleasure.
humbert as narrator sets himself at a crossroads between the narrative of 
trial and temptation, and confession and the memoirs of the pícaro. Bakhtin 
writes of the picaresque hero: “[he] is faithful to nothing, he betrays every-
thing—but he is nevertheless true to himself, to his own interpretation, 
which scorns pathos and is full of scepticism” (408). it would seem that 
nabokov seeks to revive some of the qualities of the picaresque narrator 
in humbert. Bakhtin outlines some of these qualities: “[t]he hero of such 
novels, the agent of gay deception, is located on the far side of any pathos—
heroic or Sentimental—and located there deliberately and emphatically; his 
contra-pathetic nature is everywhere in evidence, beginning in his comic 
self-introduction and self-recommendation to the public (providing the 
tone of the entire subsequent story) and ending with the finale” (406).
nabokov revitalizes and further ironizes this picaresque tradition by 
reinstating a pathetic and realist factor—the abused child dolores haze—
who is censored (screened over) partially by the rambling artistic discourses 
of her abuser. The literary motifs—those of the lover, the femme fatale, the 
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fairy or witch—are superimposed over, or censor, the girl in crisis beneath. 
The dialogism of the narration helps us to perceive this person, not unlike 
the dialogism of Notes from Underground that allows us to apprehend the 
abject situation of the prostitute liza and the narrator’s cruel intensifica-
tion of her abjection.
Bakhtin’s explanation of the dialogic voices of dostoevsky’s characters 
can be generally related to nabokov’s character-narrator humbert. Bakhtin 
explains the struggle with another’s discourse in dostoevsky:
The acute and intense interaction of another’s word is present in his novels 
in two ways. in the first place in his characters’ language there is a profound 
and unresolved conflict with another’s word on the level of lived experience 
(“another’s word about me”), on the level of ethical life (another’s judgment, 
recognition, or nonrecognition by another) and finally on the level of ideol-
ogy (the world views of characters understood as unresolved and unresolvable 
dialogue). what dostoevsky’s characters say constitutes an arena of never-ending 
struggle with others’ words, in all realms of life and creative ideological activ-
ity. (349)
humbert as character and narrator, too, along with the characters’ speech 
he reports, makes possible such “acute and intense interaction.” humbert’s 
language comes into intense, sustained conflict with others’ language (“and 
i am speaking english” [150]), including the reader’s language. Ultimately, 
the conflicts are activated through our critical readership.
Lolita’s character-narrator shares some similarities with other nineteenth-
century characters that express profound dialogism in terms of conflict 
or clash of values, such as dr. Jekyll and Mr. hyde. nabokov lectured on 
Stevenson’s novel frequently at Cornell, and his lecture notes emphasize 
themes that are commensurable with humbert. humbert, without a magic 
potion, perhaps embodies a modern dr. Jekyll and Mr. hyde, outwardly an 
educated, mild-mannered bachelor while inwardly a twisted madman with 
shady desires (nabokov describes hyde’s desires: “sadistic—he enjoys the 
infliction of pain” [196], dark deeds, and an “ape-like fury”).
in Stevenson’s novel, the female child is the first witnessed object of 
hyde’s cruel abuse. Mr. enfield reports how he sees in an empty street 
the accidental pedestrian collision of the man (hyde) and a girl of “eight 
or ten,” resulting in “the horrible part of the thing; for the man trampled 
calmly over the child’s body and left her screaming on the ground. it sounds 
like nothing to hear, but it was hellish to see” (Stevenson, 40). nabokov 
notes how enfield’s anecdote has artistic resonance, inspiring the “hidden 
artist” in both himself and his interlocutor Utterson (193). nabokov also 
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points out that the novel relies on Jekyll’s confession, preparing for a pos-
sible trial of hyde for his various fiendish deeds.
Jekyll’s confession (“henry Jekyll’s Full Statement of the Case”) illu-
minates the twisting, turning mystery narrative initially explored through 
the focalization of enfield and Utterson. his confession before death can 
be compared with humbert’s. i suggest that, despite the possible awaken-
ing of the “artist” in men like enfield and Utterson (they can witness and 
imagine), it takes the actual criminal Jekyll/hyde to compose the narrative 
that will reveal the mysteries of evil, which point to some kind of essential 
flaw in man, magnified by Jekyll’s potion, as well as the “profound duplicity 
of life (103), an allusion to the “irregularities” he has been guilty of even 
before devising the potion. Of this pre-hyde period, Jekyll states, “from 
the high views that i had set before me, i regarded and hid them [the 
irregularities] with an almost morbid sense of shame” (103). in contrast to 
Jekyll’s confession, humbert’s occupies almost the whole novel; his narrative 
encourages the reader to awaken the witness or inner “artist.” The shadowy 
“irregularities” of Jekyll27 become explicit in humbert’s nympholepsy and 
abuse of dolores. in this way, the potential ethical reader—the one who 
can imagine another’s suffering, the girl’s suffering—is implied in Lolita, 
activated through the dialogic confession.
especially since the late nineteenth century, but dramatically demonstrat-
ed earlier in the example of the revised practice of confession, as Foucault 
has noted, the project of writing about sexuality, of articulating a project 
of sex, virtually necessitates both a disavowal (of a pornographic project) 
and an assertion of one’s purpose (an epistemic goal). while pornography 
is not as transparently straightforward in its aims and fantasies as it appears 
to be, involving as it does its own ideology,28 creators of works of art or 
science about sexuality strive to disassociate themselves and their work from 
the obscene or lascivious.
within the homodiegetic text of Lolita, humbert’s narrative, humbert 
as narrator and literary academic encourages readers to associate his writing 
and life with those of other actual historical writers. he tries to use inter-
textual aesthetic references to elevate readers’ interpretation of his narrative. 
27. in Stevenson’s novel, the “irregularities” remain conveniently vague to allow the reader to 
imagine any monstrous qualities and activities, although i tend to agree with nabokov that sadism 
is Jekyll’s likely vice.
28. The apparent transparency of pornography deceives not only its consumer but also its 
opponents. Some of Mackinnon’s cause-and-effect arguments illustrate the protesters’ misunder-
standings about pornography. For two important examinations of the psychic operations involved 
in the production and consumption of pornography, see randall and kaite. aside from the personal 
sphere (of fantasy), randall also examines pornography in the public sphere of communications, 
community, and law; his bibliography is excellent.
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yet some of the intertextual references, such as the subtitle “Memoirs of 
a white widowed Male,” teasingly imply a comparison of his confession 
or memoirs with literary works with a strong pornographic flavor such as 
John Cleland’s Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure (or Fanny Hill). This cunning 
and treacherous use of what are often false leads shows the lengths h.h. is 
willing to go to try to impress and captivate his readers, as well as his invest-
ment in the power of words and references (“i have only words to play 
with”). For example, although Lolita is no Fanny Hill, the intertextual irony 
produces other correspondences of signification: Cleland’s novel is a fantasy, 
for real prostitutes provide pleasure for others, not usually for themselves; 
humbert’s memoirs are those of a Man of Unpleasure, a man who coerces 
a child into a sexual relationship for his pleasure and her pain; dolores haze 
serves as a novice “woman of pleasure” or prostitute for him, but she does 
so through suffering and coercion, not through the lighthearted enjoyment 
shown by Fanny. Unlike Cleland’s novel that highlights Fanny’s narrative 
voice, dolores’s voice is only mediated through h.h.’s narrative, and does 
not provide a confession or memoir of her own. whereas the pornographic 
enjoyment of Cleland’s work is evident in the prostitute’s cheerful recount-
ing of her work and adventures (the male fantasy: she is a desiring subject 
who could desire him; she really wants sex and takes pleasure in it), the 
desiring woman’s voice is tellingly censored in Lolita.29
as a writer, humbert attempts to create an artistic haven for the dis-
course of sexuality and a discursive morality. he uses absences and gaps, 
as well as twisted, ironic comparisons, in order to regulate his discourse 
and demonstrate a sense of judgment (i.e., a recognition and application 
of ethical values). Our active reading of the complex narrative, combined 
with our sensitivity to the indications or inferences of obscene or transgres-
sive acts that hurt the child, should show us how the obscene thing shifts 
through the motley gradations of relatively better or worse alternatives. 
That is, obscenity necessarily belongs to the realm of ethics, although it is 
not anchored to a particular normative value. Lolita’s production of ethical 
meaning and value is enacted through the twisting modes of confession, 
cynical subterfuges, contrasting discourse, and censoring of dolores as a 
human subject. while h.h. would seem to begin his narrative with an 
ecstatic (i.e., displaced), erotic frame of reference, he pays for the pleasure 
he gains from writing about his life and transgressions by submitting his 
confession to a complicated, discursive evaluation, beginning with the very 
29. annabel’s voice is largely unreported; dolores’s voice is presented in terms of pleasing or 
conflicting with humbert’s desires; Charlotte’s desiring voice is largely ridiculed or avoided by 
humbert. it is to humbert’s advantage to downplay the desiring woman’s voice as he attends to 
his own desires; he does not truly attend to the desire of the other.
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first words and ending with concluding ominous statements such as “my 
story [ . . . ] has bits of marrow sticking to it, and blood, and beautiful 
bright-green flies” (308). we could consider h.h.’s confession as a process 
of arriving at an awareness of his authentic self if we compare Lolita to 
the confessional mode as assessed by the philosopher Peter Sloterdijk: “in 
motley reality, all talking about oneself necessarily ends up in the vicinity 
of a blackguard’s confession or a criminal’s testament, a sick report or a 
story of suffering, a witness’s statement or a confession. That is the condi-
tion of authenticity in a situation of the unavoidable ethical overtaxing of 
oneself ” (303).
Self-censorship, in keeping with the etymology of the economic aspect 
of “censor,” can in effect be conceived as an “unavoidable ethical overtax-
ing of oneself.” writing, and especially the confessional mode, brings to 
the fore these concerns. Through writing, one might arrive at a possible 
authentic self: the self who has meaning and value, who is not incidental 
or superfluous, an original self.30 The confession can be authentic because 
it is accomplished by the subject. in the case of the character-narrator 
humbert, his act of writing accomplishes an artistic censoring of the self 
that makes possible ethical judgment. we might agree that the effort of 
writing the homodiegetic text Lolita taxes her torturer enough to prompt 
an early death through heart failure.
5.	 	dolores’s	textuAlity	And	
	 Censoring	pAtterns
The character dolores haze is difficult to perceive amid the crisscross-
ing discursive screens humbert lays over her. These screens—“lolita” as 
nymphet, lover, the beloved, work of art, goddess of love, daemon, fairy, 
witch, dominatrix—almost censor out the girl. There are some competing 
discourses that issue from this character, including cinema, comic books 
and magazines, children’s literature, and drama or theater. By contrast, the 
fairy-tale allusions belong more to humbert than to dolores, and provide 
an intersecting discourse that tells the tale of his abuse and delectation and 
her suffering.
dolores’s discourses emphasize image and illusion, and involve imitation 
or mimesis and, at times, education. These discourses are not unique or 
special to this one girl, but relate to common interests of american middle-
30. “authentic” derives from the greek authentikós, original, primary, at firsthand, equivalent 
to authéntes, one who does things himself, a doer.
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class preadolescents and teenagers of the 1940s. The cinematic discourse 
of hollywood presents stars as idols to admire and possibly emulate. in 
dolores’s bedroom, she has a poster of a male movie star who, h.h. claims, 
resembles him. while humbert’s report may be unreliable, perhaps more 
narcissistic wishful thinking than reality, he does insinuate himself, however 
clumsily, into the discourses with which dolores is familiar. in his early 
seduction of the girl, when she leans over his writing, he guesses that he 
could “kiss her throat or the wick of her mouth with perfect impunity. 
i knew she would let me do so, and even close her eyes as hollywood 
teaches” (48). ironically, he does not take this supposed opportunity. later, as 
the pair near the enchanted hunters hotel, they pass a cinema and dolores 
begs to see “that picture” “right after dinner” (116); humbert intersects 
her desire for film with his own secret gothic vampiric plans: “knowing 
perfectly well, the shy tumescent devil, that by nine, when his show began, 
she would be dead in his arms” (116). in ramsdale, on the road, and at 
Beardsley, dolores maintains a strong interest in cinema and drama (e.g., 
she studies the book Dramatic Technique by Baker [198]).31
For dolores, film and drama provide sources of education and possible 
life narratives. during the first road trip, she has favorite films, “musicals, 
underworlders, westerners,” as explained by humbert (170). none of her 
favorite genres are featured in humbert’s competing array of dominant 
artistic discourses. The films favored by dolores offer stories of transforma-
tion and triumphant resolutions. in the musicals, “real singers and dancers 
had unreal stage careers in an essentially grief-proof sphere of existence 
wherefrom death and truth were banned” and where the finally triumphant 
showgirl is applauded by her “initially reluctant father.” The underworld 
genre also offers a “world apart”: here, crime and justice are exaggerated, 
with villains chased by “pathologically fearless cops.” The westerns involve 
heroic manhood in action, surviving effortlessly various crushing physical 
challenges, and two versions of femininity, the “prim pretty schoolteacher” 
and the “gorgeous frontier bride” (171).
apart from the escapism of all three genres, attractive to many young 
viewers, but even more meaningful for an abused, trapped child, each genre 
seems to play out possible desires of dolores. in the case of the musical, the 
girl who performs and pleases others, including her father, triumphs. The 
musical’s story line deflects the “nauseating” and “unspeakable” daily perfor-
mances with her “dream dad.” in the underworld, villains like her stepfather 
will be discovered and punished. in the westerns, two conventional and 
31. First published in 1919 by george Pierce Baker, a harvard professor and playwright, Dra-
matic Technique remains a classic.
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attractive feminine roles—the educator and the wife—are glamorized in a 
safe way (“prim pretty”; “gorgeous [ . . . ] bride”), in stark contrast to the 
role of the child sex-slave that dolores performs daily for two odd years.
Meanwhile, horror films featuring vampires or other monstrous male 
figures are absent from her favorites. Cinema appeals to dolores, offer-
ing imaginary paths that lead away from her daily hell with humbert. 
when she finally flees from him, humbert believes that her interest in 
film and acting will take her to hollywood in search of a screen career. 
Quilty wants dolores to act in his Sadean “film.” Charlotte argues that 
her daughter “sees herself as a starlet” (65). The Beardsley teachers delight 
in her talent (“She was such a perfect little nymph in the try-out” [196]). 
yet, despite this dramatic talent, dolores does not seek to be an actor, but 
rather is interested in realizing some of the dreams or possible identities 
that filmic discourse offers (e.g., to be approved by her idealized father; to 
have the villain stepfather punished and to escape from the underworld 
of his abuse; to marry someone and move to a frontier of new possibili-
ties—her marriage to dick Schiller and their plans to move to alaska, an 
ironic 1950s frontier).
dolores’s reading materials—comic books, magazines, children’s books 
like Treasure Island—also offer some insight into her character and desires, 
outside humbert’s censoring discourses. The comic books are the everyday 
stuff of childhood, showing stories through pictures and text, emphasiz-
ing humor. The comics her mother buys for camp are consumed before 
dolores leaves. The language of comics, popular magazines, and movies can 
be heard echoing in some of dolores’s utterances: “kiddo,” “it’s a sketch,” 
“dull bulb,” “stinker.”
The magazines, particularly one, offer a study in contrast. dolores’s 
usual magazines are about movie stars. in the davenport scene, a differ-
ent magazine emerges, found in the hands of humbert. dolores takes the 
magazine from him and shows the image “she wished humbert to see. 
Found it at last. [ . . . ] dimly came into view: a surrealist painter relax-
ing, supine, on a beach, and near him, likewise supine, a plaster replica of 
the venus di Milo, half-buried in the sand. Picture of the week, said the 
legend. i whisked the whole obscene thing away” (58). Couturier suggests 
that the photograph is of the painter rené Magritte: “Magritte made a 
series of paintings on this theme [of the venus di Milo with the artist on 
the beach].” it is also possible that the tableau in the magazine evokes an 
amalgam of Salvador dalí’s painting (venus di Milo, a perennial subject of 
his), luis Buñuel’s early surrealist films including Un chien andalou (1928), 
and tongue-in-cheek photographs that surrealists made of themselves. in 
Lolita, the artist posing ironically with his subject, the half-buried venus, 
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deflates the ethereal qualities of the muse of love, and grounds her, literally, 
as the artist’s modern, but inanimate partner in the production of art and 
tourism. dolores offers the image as something to decipher, whereas hum-
bert censors the “whole obscene thing.” The surrealist artist’s self-ironic, 
deconstructed attitude toward sex, love, and art challenges the seduction 
humbert the “artist” is poised to enact.
as dolores has been interested in this magazine photograph prior to 
the davenport scene, it stands to reason that she has been interested in its 
deconstruction of the happy erotic couple. For a preadolescent interested 
in the mysteries of sex, the photograph offers possible lessons that could 
allow her not to be blinded by romantic veils of seduction. if an artist 
poses on the beach with a plaster image of a woman, what value does 
an actual woman have in art and in life? as an inexperienced reader of 
such photographs, dolores might miss such lessons and irony and instead 
consider imitating the venus’s disempowered role as object. in comic-book 
discourse and slippery visual stories in magazines, the child is invited to 
consider modes of imitation.
we can capture an impression of dolores’s interests in the discourse 
of children’s literature, especially Stevenson’s Treasure Island (184) and the 
unknown book (“some trash for young people” [286]) about a motherless 
girl Marion. as in much of children’s literature, the children characters in 
these two books operate in an environment largely separate from the adult 
world. in the case of Stevenson’s adventure tale for boys, dolores might find 
empowering alternatives to the crushing limitations of an orphan coerced 
into daily sex with her stepfather. She keeps her prostitution earnings in 
this book. The female child’s attempt to store her escape money in a book 
that glorifies male children’s sunny civilized autonomy from adults shows 
poignantly her interpretation and investment in the book and its idealistic 
promises.
in the case of the book about Marion, who has lost her mother, dolores 
plainly tries to interpret or make sense of her own life through Marion’s 
story. The book suggests to dolores an alternative reading of her mother 
Charlotte with whom she has had frequent rows. with her mother dead 
and dolores subjected to humbert’s will, the book invites a positive reeval-
uation of her mother.
Both books offer stories told by the children in retrospect, suggesting to a 
young reader like dolores that there might be a different future life, beyond 
the current life of abuse she endures with humbert. These kinds of children’s 
discourses are largely censored out, of course, by humbert, for he is not using 
dolores’s preferred discourses to tell the story, but rather his own.
Finally, we should consider the discourse of drama or theater at the 
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point where dolores’s horizon or character zone crosses with those of 
humbert and Quilty. her talent for acting is recognized early on, and 
is particularly capitalized during her lengthy cohabitation with her step-
father. She pretends to lead a “normal” family life, while she is actually 
suffering in an abusive relationship. her year at Beardsley School initiates 
her into more formalized dramatic training, “dramatics” being one of the 
cornerstones of the school’s education. Pratt has little serious theory to 
defend the school’s approach: “it [participating in dramatics] is all part of 
the fun of being young and alive and beautiful” (196). dolores studies a 
chapter on “dialogue” in Baker’s Dramatic Technique (198); her investment 
in dialogue contrasts with the lack of authentic dialogue in her life with 
humbert. Further, by perfecting her dialogue skills she can learn how to 
deceive him.
acting can offer an education on how to be someone else, to assume 
others’ roles. dolores’s participation in the school play The Enchanted Hunt-
ers by Clare Quilty, as well as her later deception designed for her escape 
from humbert, shows her active involvement in discourses that counteract 
the beautiful-sublime lover/beloved motifs of humbert’s story lines, while 
allowing him to maintain her as deceptive image. Of course, the play dupes 
humbert. he is more concerned that “male parts” be “taken by female 
parts” (196) to avoid dolores mixing with boys.
“The enchanted hunters” play is almost a mise-en-abyme text. its title 
derives from the hotel’s name; Quilty has stayed at this hotel at the time 
of humbert’s full induction of dolores into his dark world. The play’s story 
does not retell the gothic action of the hotel, but rather reverses the culpabil-
ity. From the point of view of the “hunters” humbert and Quilty, they are 
enchanted by the witch or nymphet “lolita.” The play reproduces the theme 
of acting and allusion: “a farmer’s daughter who imagines herself to be a 
woodland witch, or diana,” using “a book on hypnotism,” puts several hunt-
ers into a trance and then falls herself “under the spell of a vagabond poet” 
(200). The action involves the hunters as transformed, remembering “their 
real lives only as dreams or nightmares from which little diana had aroused 
them” (201). The postmodern, self-reflective part of the play includes the 
seventh hunter, the young Poet, who argues that he has invented diana and 
the rest of the scene. She leads the poet out of the Perilous Forest and to the 
paternal farm and ends the play with a kiss “to enforce the play’s profound 
message, namely, that mirage and reality merge in love” (201). This play poses 
a trap to dolores as diana: it seems to promise a discourse of agency and a 
fusion of invention and reality. The role of diana offers dolores the illusion 
of autonomy, power over the other hunters. however, if the poet (Quilty) 
claims authorship over her and the whole scene, then none of it can reflect 
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dolores’s desires. instead, she is seduced into a role that leads her into the 
kiss with the poet, back at the paternal door.
humbert’s impressionistic appreciation of the play (200–1) identifies lit-
erary precedents from fairy tales such as Hansel and Gretel (by the Brothers 
grimm), The Sleeping Beauty (by hans Christian anderson), The Emperor’s 
New Clothes (grimm), and to “echoes” of “lenormand and Maeterlinck 
and various quiet British dreamers”32 (201). The first two fairy tales portray 
children victimized by nightmarish women. in Hansel and Gretel, a wicked 
old witch in a sugar house is preparing to consume them. in the second 
fairy tale, a vengeful thirteenth wise woman locks Beauty in a trance of 
youth. The child in the third fairy tale points out what others cannot see, 
a sly allusion to the construction of a blind humbert, the emperor.
The influence of the British dreamers on the play The Enchanted Hunters 
has more to do with humbert’s reception (and Quilty’s authorship). hum-
bert compares the play to artistic works that portray the child as an aes-
theticized erotic object of the desiring adult gaze. The difference is that The 
Enchanted Hunters does not so much concern children (neither the farmer’s 
daughter and diana nor the hunters are children). The desiring gaze of the 
adult takes place in the narrative setting: dolores and Mona dahl are child 
actors playing adult roles scripted and directed by adults, including Quilty.
The erotics of children playing roles for the adults’ world of power—
children playing at being enchanted adults—is at stake. ironically, although 
dolores’s participation in the play allows her to get close to Quilty and 
plot an escape from her stepfather, the escape is illusory in the sense that 
her collaboration scripts her into the powerful realm of another desiring 
and abusive adult and then alone to forge her way in the world (“i have 
gone through much sadness and hardship” [266]; dick Schiller thinks she 
“had run away from an upper-class home just to wash dishes in a diner” 
[271]; when Quilty kicks dolores out of the ranch, “[t]hat winter 1949, Fay 
and she had found jobs. For almost two years she had—oh, just drifted, oh, 
doing some restaurant work in small places” [277]). The games of mimicry 
do not extend much of their power to dolores in real life.
The fantasy narrative of transformation and enchantment that structures 
Barrie’s and Carroll’s works can be seen in Lolita, but in an ironically 
dialogic way. For example, in A Kiss for Cinderella, Jane, an impoverished 
london domestic, lives in squalor with four orphans during world war i; 
her hardship is alleviated by her rich imagination. By comparison, dolores 
lives in great hardship under her monstrous stepfather, later on her own, and 
32. i.e., J. M. Barrie and his Peter Pan (1904) and A Kiss for Cinderella (1916) and lewis Carroll 
and his Alice in Wonderland (1865).
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finally with richard Schiller. Plays that portray escape from the real world 
into the enchanting fantasy of the imagination, together with a dove-tailed 
ending of romance with a prince charming, are appealing to readers like the 
young dolores. however, the intertextual trap of The Enchanted Hunters is 
that it offers no true escape, but rather drives her deeper into the clutches 
of humbert’s doppelgänger Quilty, the “american Maeterlinck” (301). 
Quilty’s play offers dolores the means to act as a witch, diana (with its 
empowering associations with the roman goddess diana, patron of hunting 
and virginity), but she is really acting the role of the farmer’s daughter acting 
diana. Just as the name “lolita” largely blots outs the real name of the child 
dolores, so the name diana basically covers the name of the farmer’s daugh-
ter. The real subject in both cases is lessened or reduced in value compared 
to the creatively empowered but fantasized “lolita” or “diana.”
in S/Z, roland Barthes has noted that “the character and the discourse 
are each other’s accomplices: the discourse creates in the character its own 
accomplice” (178); discourse plays with characters, “to obtain from them a 
complicity which assures the uninterrupted exchange of the codes” (179). 
Barthes’s observations complement Bakhtin’s concept of dialogism. in Lolita, 
humbert and dolores produce competing heteroglossia. humbert’s play of 
discourses is more dominant and almost overwhelms those of the child.
as we have seen, dolores’s discourses of film, theater, magazines, com-
ics, and children’s literature are marshaled to answer, or counteract, those 
of humbert. her discourses offer alternative happy narratives for the child 
subject, casual comic-book language that excludes the adult from the child’s 
realm, and lessons in conflict with evil, confrontation with male desire in 
the guise of the artist or the “enchanted hunter,” imitation, performance, 
dialogue, and mimesis. however, his discursive strategies largely censor the 
child, as he himself recognizes occasionally (for example, “it was something 
quite special, that feeling: an oppressive, hideous constraint as if i were sit-
ting with the small ghost of somebody i had just killed” [140]; “living as 
we did, she and i, in a world of total evil” [284]).
Owing to humbert’s lack of curiosity about the girl, he can only report 
fragments of her speech, with an emphasis on the moments of seduction, 
rows, sarcasm, and the final reunion. he does “not know a thing” about her 
mind, when he hears her discussing the solitude of death with her friend 
eva rosen, and he thinks “that quite possibly, behind the awful juvenile 
clichés, there was in her a garden and a twilight, and a palace gate—dim 
and adorable regions which happened to be lucidly and absolutely forbid-
den to me” (284). These new landscape tropes are still suggestive of the 
fairy-tale world, or even an eden and heaven. They allude to the humanity 
and otherness of dolores, not to be apprehended through the predatory 
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filter of humbert. in this way, his victim, an absolute other, is inaccessible 
to him, no matter what cruelty he subjects her to.
as we have seen through the discourses of the two main characters, 
humbert and dolores, in Lolita, patterns of censoring can be apprehended 
in the textual composition and strategies. The tension between control and 
freedom of expression that varies from chapter to chapter, paragraph to 
paragraph, envelops the reader in humbert’s own battle with revelation, 
artistic creation, resistance, and repression. although humbert has chosen to 
write his confession and defense and supposed homage to his love object, 
often under supervision, the process of writing reveals that he assesses his 
behavior and life in complex, conflicting ways.
writing out his story is, in a sense, a process of both self-discovery and 
attempted manipulation of the reader’s sympathies. we tend to judge him 
in two ways: first, by assessing his “progress” in his narrative (as reflecting, 
creative narrator) and the linear order of events (as character); second, by 
recognizing his stubborn points of resistance and blind spots. Some readers 
view the example of humbert’s account of his epiphany at the abyss over 
the prototypical good town (307–8) as a redemptive moment; dolores’s 
voice is missing from the concord of children’s voices. That supposed 
moral awakening occurs shortly after her escape from humbert’s custody. 
it does not explain why he then continues to search for her and desires 
to kill Quilty, nor why he continues to desire “nymphets.”33 despite the 
event at the abyss not constituting a lasting epiphany at the time, it has a 
generative or extendable effect because humbert chooses to displace that 
episode, inserting it into the end of his narrative. encountered at this late 
juncture, the epiphany allows the reader to imagine that perhaps humbert 
has gone through some incomplete awakening during the process of writ-
ing his confession in prison.
6.	 	ConClusion:	ethiCAl	others
The act of reading this novel makes one particularly conscious of how one is 
forced to make judgments as one reads—judgments about oneself, humbert, 
and the narrator. The fictional situation and language might tempt some 
33. he admits that his loss of “lolita” does not “cure” him of his “pederosis” (257). in his new 
york flat shared with rita, he has a “view of gleaming children taking shower baths far below 
in a fountainous arbor of Central Park” (260). when he is in search of dolores and her husband, 
richard Schiller, in Coalmont, he looks for nymphets (“The ancient beast in me was casting about 
for some lightly clad child i might hold against me for a minute, after the killing was over and 
nothing mattered any more, and everything was allowed” [268]).
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readers to revel in the aesthetic allusions so much that their enjoyment may 
distract them from ethical concerns of the human subject. readers’ reliance 
on an unreliable, darkly comic narrator can lure some into becoming too 
invested in and sympathetic with the rogue humbert. as i have demon-
strated, humbert’s intertextual ploys develop motifs of “lolita,” beneath 
which lies partially censored the figure of the abused child dolores.
One of the central organizing features of Lolita is the open appeal to 
judgment; that appeal involves a challenge. Through artistic patterns, h.h. 
refuses to provide easy confirmation of a reader’s assumptions or evaluations. 
his narrative comprises an active but imperfect process of self-examination, 
veering from astonishing egotism to grave abjection. given his suspicious 
inconsistency and the gravity of his crimes, we should distrust and read 
against such a narrator who heavily manipulates our reception of him.
Some philosophers of ethics, such as david Parker, have recognized that 
a novelist must be able to set aside his or her “fixed moral identity” “in 
the process of imagining” (46). Parker goes on to explain that, “in so far as 
the novelist clings to a univocal morality, the work will tend to repress and 
distort all that threatens to resist it. keats’s phrases ‘negative Capability’ and 
‘chameleon’ identity indicate the fuller kind of self-recognition achieved 
by the greatest writers” (204). nabokov’s Lolita does not cling to a univo-
cal morality, has “no moral in tow,” but rather sets into play, through the 
imaginary character humbert, a series of questions about the responsibility 
of the reader and the homodiegetic narrator.34
if we conceive of h.h. as a kind of novelist of his life, he presents a 
challenge to Parker’s view of the ethical role of the artist. however, nabo-
kov frames humbert ironically so that we can apprehend him as a failed 
artist, or not even as an artist at all, just a character mimetic of an artist. as 
a writer of his life, humbert seems to be able to set aside a “fixed moral 
identity” and adapt a chameleon one. Lolita shows how the narrator is a 
chameleon not only in his writing, but in his actions and intent as he 
manages to infiltrate the suburban american home and ends up gaining 
a child to abuse.
h.h.’s identity is predicated upon his ability to maintain and change 
masks, on his ability to censor his moral self. his crisis with his doppel-
gänger Clare Quilty radicalizes the lack of responsibility in the figure of 
the artist. humbert and Quilty present themselves as artists. This chapter 
has explored humbert’s role as artistic censor of sexuality, the private artist 
34. My interpretation loosely aligns with andrews’s in Aestheticism, Nabokov, and lolita. 
andrews notes how “nabokov’s Lolita fulfills [John] dewey’s conception of art” (129), the most 
pressing concern of which is art’s impact, “an ethical impact deriving from the perceiver’s energetic 
participation in the aesthetic experience.”
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preparing his work for the world’s judgment. Meanwhile, Quilty serves as 
his foil, the public celebrated playwright. humbert’s aim to destroy Quilty 
is ironically self-reflective; in his desire to avenge dolores’s “abduction,” his 
nemesis reminds him that the girl has not been cared for by a responsible 
protector. Quilty reminds humbert of the lack of responsibility: “i saved 
her from a beastly pervert. [ . . . ] i’m not responsible for the rapes of 
others” (298); and “you were not an ideal stepfather, and i did not force 
your little protegée to join me. it was she made me remove her to a hap-
pier home” (301). Both men, posing as artists in different ways, cover up 
their abuse of dolores. art here seems to be an excuse for cruelty, even 
pleasure in cruelty.
we have noted that humbert uses his parodically artistic text to cen-
sor and censure himself. nabokov frames humbert in a metanarrative of 
condemnation. For humbert, confession constitutes pleasure and suffer-
ing, and writing intertextually allows a more developed experience of his 
life.35 Through writing, humbert articulates, revises, refines both his acts 
and judgments. in the reprehensible segments of this refined confession, 
he does not divulge all of his secrets—the worst details—but instead edits 
them out of the text, or indulges in highly aestheticized renderings of the 
obscene act which leave a lingering idea of harsh judgment. his editorial 
censoring (or omissions) helps to indicate how the sexually obscene trans-
gression is just there, in the margins of his writing, and within the ability 
of the reader’s apprehension and imagination of human experience. his 
avoidance of, yet allusion to, the naturalistic depiction of sexual processes 
(i.e., his avoidance of sexual actuality) alerts wary readers to the unpleasant 
reality being veiled in his language. Our awareness can lead us to censure 
humbert and his actions.
The omission of specific details pertains to sexual taboo and obscen-
ity. By omitting these crucial pieces of information, the subversive narra-
tor attempts to make his narrative more aesthetically pleasurable and less 
censurable. Paradoxically, the provocative Lolita is practically defined by its 
lack of articulation of naturalistic portrayals of sex: “anybody can imagine 
those aspects of animality,” humbert shrugs (134). This narrator, gener-
ally so verbose and precise, is carefully vague with all such troubled and 
reprehensible episodes (e.g., the davenport scene; the enchanted hunters 
seduction episode and its aftermath; the daily sexual use of dolores for 
some two years; the payment to dolores for sexual favors). Meanwhile, the 
persistently ethical reader will discover sufficient details to judge humbert 
35. For an expansion of this interpretation, see Michael wood’s The Magician’s Doubts: Nabokov 
and the Risks of Fiction.
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and his acts as being loathsome. Part of this discovery also involves noting 
humbert’s prudery about privacy and sexual matters: “despite my manly 
looks, i am horribly timid. My romantic soul gets all clammy and shivery 
at the thought of running into some awful indecent unpleasantness” (53).
humbert’s artistic leanings are detailed in the text-within-a-text, his 
diary. This literary genre promises confession and revelation. The repro-
duction of his diary kept during his days in Charlotte haze’s house is an 
extraordinary act of memory (chapter 11, 40–55). although the practice 
of diary writing is parodied, it also relays important information about his 
early efforts to inscribe dolores as “lolita.” his dual pleasure of writing 
and self-censoring is evident in the following explanation:
i remember the thing so exactly because i wrote it really twice. First i jotted 
down each entry in pencil (with many erasures and corrections) on the leaves 
of what is commercially known as a “typewriter tablet”; then, i copied it out 
with obvious abbreviations in my smallest, most satanic, hand in the little black 
book just mentioned. (40)
he thus describes the interdependent act of censoring in the creative 
process of his forbidden pleasure. he is compelled to write down repeatedly 
what he feels and experiences in the haze household because he must find 
some way of deriving pleasure from the girl’s proximity. The transcribing of 
his drafts into his little black book with his tiny, “most satanic” longhand36 
repeats the pleasure of the experience of writing his forbidden fantasy. The 
laborious, punctilious, encoded (thus decodable) methods he uses to write 
his diary prolong the enjoyment and enact censoring strategies (“many era-
sures and corrections,” “abbreviations,” “my smallest [ . . . ] hand”). humbert’s 
drafts indicate his desire to achieve a perfected text and to censor words 
or phrases which do not agree with his view of his fantasy and reality. 
his “obvious abbreviations” also denote his desire to conceal and reveal 
meaning. These weak efforts of self-effacement during the inscription of 
his desire do not prevent Charlotte haze, upon discovering the diary, from 
apprehending the enormous danger that her husband poses to her child.
as he presents with a parodic flourish “exhibit number two,” humbert 
emphasizes that we, the readers, must decide whose side we belong to. 
This diary is produced by him in prison for what would be the third time 
(another repetition of pleasure). are we complicit with his interests and 
investigations or are we situated beyond the enemy line when he announces 
36. humbert’s description of his handwriting of a censurable text remarkably complements 
the way in which Sade wrote 120 Days of Sodom in prison: “in an almost microscopic hand, on a 
single roll of paper forty feet long” (randall, 75).
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that, like a spy, he will now regurgitate his consumed fantasy?
The mise-en-abyme of the diary as a 1947 exhibit within the confession 
emphasizes the question of implied reader by bringing the act of reading 
to the arena of judgment and possible seduction. i have already suggested 
that humbert writes for his own pleasure, perhaps for himself as the ideal 
reader. The diary is not rewritten from the point of view of humbert of 
1952 a man in prison, looking back with regret and pleasure. But his diary-
keeping of 1947 also seems already to imply an ideal projected reader as 
ambiguously complicit judge or fellow traveler who might enjoy it.
The homodiegetic judge, Charlotte haze, is the first reader and censor 
of the diary. Our condemnation of her as unwary mother cannot be total 
(as a single mother in late 1940s america, Charlotte’s tenuous hold on a 
“respectable” middle-class life makes her vulnerable to schemers), but her 
vanity and lack of care signal despair for the child. retrospectively, hum-
bert seems to intend that the messages in the diary reach the narratee-judge. 
humbert makes several blunders which awaken Charlotte’s curiosity to 
discover the “old love letters” hidden in the locked drawer. For a character 
noted for his meticulous scheming, such gaffes can be read as an early sign 
of his conflicting desire to be discovered and judged harshly (as opposed 
to enjoying his transgressive sexual desire without detection) and to have 
the law applied to him, especially before it is too late, and to have that law 
applied by Charlotte herself.
his own writing in the form of the diary initially condemns humbert 
in the eyes of a single critical reader, Charlotte. his mocking treatment of 
her letter of response belies the serious reception he makes of her written 
judgment. his later book-length expansion of that diary which largely is 
the text of Lolita addresses a wider array of potential judges and jurors. 
Charlotte is a flawed reader and judge, for, although she condemns her 
husband harshly, she suggests the possibility of reconciliation. her outrage 
seems to stem more from jealousy and bruised vanity than from protec-
tiveness for dolores. does Charlotte want a man so much that she would 
sacrifice the well-being of her daughter?37 Or does she not read dolores 
as a child anymore, but as a woman? her references to dolores as “my 
little girl” (68) and “that miserable brat” (96) indicate that Charlotte sees 
her daughter as a child. Charlotte’s condemnation of humbert is not firm 
and clear (“after a year of separation we may [ . . . ]”), signaling ironically 
further misfortune for dolores.
humbert’s career choice of literature and literary history over psychiatry 
37. nabokov’s portrait of Charlotte shows both sympathy for and criticism of the modern 
mother, and a particular awareness of the social and economic strains on a single mother. in terms 
of the story, humbert stumbles upon an ideal target, the single mother.
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does not preclude analysis (and judgment) from his preoccupations. his 
efforts in self-analysis (to read the narrative of his life) lead him to, in his 
words, “surrender to a sort of retrospective imagination which feeds the 
analytic faculty with boundless alternatives and which causes each visual-
ized route to fork and refork without end in the maddeningly complex 
prospect of my past” (13). humbert’s self-criticism shows preoccupation 
with the law and a desire to live by it. his inner conflicts are repeatedly 
emphasized from early on in the confession (e.g., “law-abiding poltroon” 
[18]; “[t]aboos strangulated me”; “[h]e had the utmost respect for ordinary 
children” [19]; “my criminal craving” [23]; married life might allow him 
“to purge myself of my degrading and dangerous desires” [24]; “as naïve as 
only a pervert can be” [25]).
Some kinds of writing claim or appear to unify meaning, provide whole-
ness and closure, and do away with gaps. Conversely, humbert’s text, just 
like his exploration into the many-forked routes of his elusive past and 
psyche, offers a wealth of discursive fragmentation, drawing on several 
conflicting genres. This nonunifying structural aspect of Lolita conveys 
both richness of signification and humbert’s own meandering revelations 
and severe (self-)censoring. The narrator repeatedly avoids or defers assum-
ing responsibility for (and recognition of) his deeds, despite his occasional 
acknowledgment and acceptance of his crimes. his quest “to fix once for 
all the perilous magic of nymphets” (134), stated at the crucial and sensitive 
point in his narrative of his and dolores’s first act of sexual intercourse, is 
quixotic, not even realized in writing. he does not find a way to describe 
her “magic.” at the same juncture, he claims not to be concerned with 
so-called ‘sex’ at all: “[a]nybody can imagine those elements of animality” 
(134). The narrator cannot narrate that “magic” because the effect would be 
grotesque. The various fragments of information or observation show how 
h.h. must vigilantly and artistically censor in order to derive signifying 
pleasure and a lasting work of art from his obscene fantasy and transgression: 
“The beastly and beautiful merged at one point, and it is that borderline i 
would like to fix, and i feel i fail to do so utterly. why?” (135).
in a striking screen of censoring of sexual conquest, humbert, in place 
of recounting directly a rape scene, explains his abuse of dolores by exotic 
analogies of incongruous pairs. he catalogues fragments of fantasized imag-
ery of a mural that he might have painted for the hotel’s dining room 
(134–35). For example, a sultan, “his face expressing great agony,” “help[s]” 
the “callypygean slave child to climb a column of onyx.” Such an image 
remains ambiguous in ethical terms: while the sultan and slave child pair 
clearly indicates inequality, the sultan’s “agony” and his “help” superficially 
seem to reduce the sultan’s supremacy. yet, as code words for his orgasm 
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(agony) and abuse of a child (help to scale something far beyond the 
means of the child), humbert’s fantasy mural would not seem to entail 
any moral transformation or awakening but rather a desire to reinscribe his 
act in exotically erotic terms. however, his imaginary mural also includes 
damning points of contrast, and thus indications of some condemnation of 
his acts: the mural would have included fragments of dolores’s childhood 
world, within and beyond the influence of humbert (“juke boxes”; “camp 
activities [ . . . ] in the lakeside sun”; “poplars, apples, a suburban Sunday” 
(an oblique reference to his earlier “seduction” of dolores one Sunday 
morning on the davenport).
later, h.h. relinquishes this aim of “fixing” the nymphet’s magic, for his 
recounting of the story seems to furnish him with more aspects of the reality 
of his life with dolores haze than with his fantasy of them. The painful shifts 
in memory and perspective allow us to glimpse through his censoring the 
actuality of a grotesque, incongruous pair and the pain caused through his 
cruelty. richard rorty’s analysis of the cruel narrator uncovers humbert’s 
exaggerated indifference to others. Through this indifference to much of 
the pain felt by others, especially dolores, humbert’s narrative excludes 
authentic notes of love and compassion. it is not necessary to portray pain 
directly; in an ethical act, we can also imagine it. nabokov encourages us to 
engage in this ethical activity of imagining the pain of the other, but from 
the difficult vantage point of the one who inflicts the pain.
aligned awkwardly with John ray, Jr., Ph.d. and his cousin, the lawyer 
Clark, we as readers are left the task of judgment. The most central of the 
potential homodiegetic readers of Lolita are not available (i.e., the main 
characters have all died). Lolita consumes the characters it engenders. when 
we are first-time readers, our judgment becomes reinforced by our gradual 
and retrospective awareness that the main characters (dolores, Charlotte, 
Quilty, humbert) have died in some tragic or premature way by or around 
the time of humbert’s completion of the manuscript. The confession is 
intended possibly to serve as his defense at a trial; neither he nor dolores 
Schiller would live long enough for such a trial.
death is emplotted in the narrative of Lolita to signify censoring of the 
failed or false artist. literary death often provokes judgment of the dead 
one or of the one who contributed to that death. a series of women 
(humbert’s mother, annabel, valeria, Charlotte) dies in accidental ways 
which nevertheless symbolically connect to humbert. humbert comes 
closest to enacting that symbolic role of murdering a woman in his dealings 
with Charlotte, prompting readers to condemn his evil intentions. h.h. 
recoils from an opportune moment to drown Charlotte. yet the residue 
from humbert’s murderous plans lasts in the effect that a proto-incestuous 
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crime has been committed. dolores asks about her “murdered mommy,” 
blaming him for the accident.
That accident has after all brought about a strange inversion of an Oedi-
pal wish fulfillment. The parody of incest runs as follows: instead of the 
male infant’s desire to kill the father and have the mother, in Lolita it is 
the (step)father who “kills” the mother in order to have the female child. 
dolores’s orphaned state is emphasized. in their cross-country trips, hum-
bert superstitiously avoids her place of birth, the place where the original 
haze family was once intact. dolores’s own death is doubled, in that she 
and her newborn die: the destruction of this child is complete through 
her premature ruin and fatal attempt to bring new life, another girl, into 
the world. The enchantment, bride-lover, and fairy-tale motifs, with their 
narratives ending in safety from impending disaster, contrast ironically with 
the deglamorized death of Mrs. richard F. Schiller in gray Star, an outpost 
in the “remotest northwest” (4), a conclusion noted at the novel’s outset.
if the death of women and female children signal a negation of beauty, 
life, and goodness, then humbert’s role in these deaths might be that of a 
censor. The culminating though anticlimactic murder of Quilty fixes h.h. 
as a murderer. he interrogates, wrestles, and kills his despised, grotesque 
double. Before writing his confessional narrative as an act of judgment, 
self-discovery, and artistic censoring of sexuality, humbert uses murder as 
an act of censoring judgment on a fellow pervert. Furthermore, death func-
tions as a censoring motif because humbert, in setting the conditions for 
the publication of his confession on the premise of his and dolly Schiller’s 
death, predicates the entire exercise of our reception of his confession on 
their absence by death from the worldly scene of transgression.
h.h.’s realm of language comes to imprison and condemn him. lan-
guage as the habitus of the self turns out not to be a trustworthy refuge 
of uncritical pleasure and nostalgic memory. humbert insists in his text 
on pleasure and fantasy to have meaning. ironically, his pleasure and fan-
tasy resonate most strongly in reference to his crimes. his fantasy of the 
nymphet forecloses the recognition of ordinary little girls. The nymphet 
is supposedly a primarily sexual being. her physical beauty, precocious 
flirtations with older men, and her vulgar taste combine to feed into the 
pedophile’s fantasy of a knowing, demon prostitute disguised as innocent 
child. The nymphet image is at heart the fantasy of the unattainable, pure 
woman who secretly really wants sex. She is unattainable because she is a 
child and should not be sexually available for an adult.
Projecting that fantasy is the desiring male subject, posing disingenuously 
as the artist. he creatively imagines and perceives a secretly desiring and 
knowing other. in order to produce such a fantasy as “lolita” humbert 
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must persistently confront himself as the grotesque thing that this child 
must desire. his many deprecating references to himself (e.g., “humbert 
the wounded Spider”) reveal a heightened, yet ironic awareness of his 
degraded or base self-image and motivations. yet, as the recounting of his 
story lengthens and gains in detail, analysis, and retrospection, the reader 
can become increasingly aware of the attempts of foreclosing obscene acts 
and moments. h.h.’s artistic deployment of censoring of the sexual subject 
and an ecstatic experience of confession, might appear designed to deflect 
harsh judgment. But, ultimately, the text Lolita’s signification derives from 
its originator’s will to be judged. his many discursive subterfuges and acts 
of censoring of the child dolores haze with the fantasized “lolita” (dis-
avowal, resistance, ironic devices such as parody and doubling, digressions, 
etc.) add to the meaning of his character-narrator and lend gravity to the 
baseness of his acts. in these ways, nabokov’s novel appeals to readers to 
activate our powers of judgment, to transcend the focalization of the rogue 
character-narrator humbert, and to gain a critical view of the censoring 
patterns enacted in his narrative that seek to cover up the girl’s character 
zone and, with it, the other as the abused child dolores.
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luis Martín-Santos’s Tiempo de silencio (Time of Silence) [1961], 
the protagonist Pedro fantasizes about negated modes of sexu-
ality by using censoring strategies of production (such as displacement, 
disavowal, condensation).1 his crisis and alienated perspective of himself 
and others dramatize sexuality as a potentially positive, reproductive, or 
sensually pleasing element that becomes negatively mired by imagery and 
instances of disease, pain, cutting, death, and exile. Moreover, these censor-
ing motifs are often associated with the deficiencies of contemporary Span-
ish life. while this novel’s plot, characterization, and ironic and modernist 
narrative modes and styles depart from the postwar trend of the novela 
social, Martín-Santos retains a social consciousness or Sartrean engagement 
(compromiso) by integrating Pedro’s personal crises into the specific histori-
cal context of 1949 Madrid. Pedro finds erotic satisfaction or masochistic 
pleasure in producing censoring images which emphasize disease, pain, 
suffering, castration, and ecstasy. as a failed critic of others and society, he, 
along with the omniscient narrator, incorporates dominant Spanish fictions 
and ideological codes in his interior monologues and other sections of the 
1. all translations of quotations from this novel and other sources in Spanish are mine unless 
otherwise indicated. i have consulted the english Time of Silence translated by george leeson, but 
it contains too many errors and inaccuracies for quotation purposes.
The Masochistic Pleasure 
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narrative. But he does not master these fictions and codes outwardly in his 
everyday life, nor achieve his worldly goals of making a career. Pedro and 
the sexuality portrayed both receive censoring, negating stylistic and plot 
treatment. Surrendering to a kind of Spanish-inflected fatalism, this pro-
tagonist denies himself agency, opting ultimately for a defeatist enjoyment 
of a passive, masochistic state of being.2 The narrative discourse reflects the 
complication of agency. Pedro’s voice is one part of the novel’s discourse, 
and he is not the first-person narrator of his own story. his character zone 
reaches the other segments and characters of the novel. This multilayered 
presentation of the failed hero and negated sexuality suggests a profound 
social and political criticism of Franco’s Spain. The novel’s juxtaposition 
of sexual fantasy, medical research, disease, moral and criminal transgres-
sions (e.g., abortion, prostitution, incest, premarital sexual relations, murder) 
prompts the reader to consider ethical judgments or evaluations.
The publication of this novel signaled an initial “liberalizing” shift in 
Spain’s censorship policy in the early 1960s. The censored editions between 
1961 and 1966 did not prevent readers from appreciating the novel’s per-
vasive and varied aspects of sexuality and its sophisticated, critical treatment 
of social, artistic, philosophical, and psychological questions. The editorial 
restorations of 1966 (most notably the two brothel scenes) and those of 
subsequent years allow a heightened awareness of the novel’s potential 
significance. in this chapter, i discuss how Tiempo de silencio elaborates 
artistically motifs of censoring sexuality.3
2. Fatalism is a common feature in Spanish literature since the Middle ages: one is unable to 
control one’s own destiny. This motif takes on various political, religious, and moral nuances, but 
by the modern era there is an additional idea that simply “being Spanish” predetermines one’s 
outcome in life. The motif is further hispanicized by the representation of engrained national 
and regional customs, traditions, and sets of beliefs. For example, in Tiempo de silencio, when Pedro 
and dorita dance at the feria, they seem to be caught in a pattern of acts that they cannot avoid 
performing, which lead to her stabbing.
3. in my discussion, if not otherwise indicated, i use the “edición definitiva” ‘definitive edition’ 
of 1980 (reprinted in 1993). The 1966 and 1971 editions are basically identical. in 1966, most of 
the censored passages were restored. 
where necessary in this chapter, i indicate some differences in editions. The manuscript was 
first reviewed by the censor several times in 1961, resulting in a very late approval for publication 
(november 1961). i consulted the manuscript in the archive, the censor’s reports, and requirements 
for changes, and i compared this early censorship with the resulting editions. i was not able to 
locate a copy of a 1961 edition; the 1962 edition bears the same censorship as recommended in the 
archive file, so it can be assumed that the first edition of november or december 1961 is the same 
as the edition of 1962. From 1961 to 1965, the editions show the more rigorous early censorship. 
in 1966, after the editor’s appeals made in 1965 to the censor, a new, much less censored edition 
was published. This edition continued to be used through 1971 and until 1980.
The “definitive edition” of 1980 (and subsequent reprints) is longer in pagination, but does 
not seem to restore any previously censored passages according to my comparison of segments. 
The difference in length can be accounted for in the change of formatting to improve readability 
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Sexuality informs a multitude of problems and desires of the non-
hero Pedro and those around him. Sexual reference is made in scientific, 
intertextual, metaphorical, and ironic language and imagery. Martín-Santos 
presents sexuality as a source of knowledge and research, even while some 
of that knowledge is ultimately either unknowable or forbidden. This ori-
entation toward sexuality is expressed by the narrators, especially by Pedro 
and the third-person narrator, the two most prominent voices, but also 
by key character-narrators such as the pension owner (“la vieja” [the old 
woman]) and Cartucho, for whom sexual forces and strategies motivate 
their actions and preoccupy their inner thoughts. Feminine sexuality and 
man’s desire for woman are largely de-etherealized. in strong contrast to 
the dominant ideological idealization of the wholesome Spanish Catholic 
woman in Franco’s Spain, the novel’s female characters’ sexuality is charac-
terized by prostitution, economic and class factors, and medical, biological, 
philosophical, literary, religious, and anthropological discourses. The prosti-
tution motif is not limited to doña luisa’s brothel, but also extends to the 
realms of the pension owner and the shanty town. This pessimistic approach 
to feminine sexuality emphasizes the extent to which human relations in 
Spain are debased for interests of money, status, and survival.
given that the novel focuses on the elaborately reported, conflicting 
inner thoughts and wishes of Pedro and his dubious moral conduct, read-
ers are engaged to judge the contents of the novel critically, to activate 
their sense of ethics, and to find sources of meaning or knowledge in 
the book. in this way, Tiempo de silencio invites readers to question social 
and individual dilemmas and desires which are defined by alienation. The 
(fewer words on a page). The first page of the definitive edition has twenty-four lines whereas the 
1971 edition (and others between 1966 and 1979) has thirty-one. The first section of the 1980 
edition runs from page 7 to 15; in the 1971, it runs from page 7 to 13. This formatting accounts 
for the growth in pagination (1971 edition runs from page 7 to 240; 1981 edition from page 7 to 
295). according to my comparisons of the texts, the “definitive edition” does not include additions 
from a manuscript or notes that were never submitted to the censor.
Chapter 4 is informed by my comparisons of the 1962, 1966, 1971, 1980 [1993] editions as 
well as the manuscript and censor’s instructions from the file on Martín-Santos at the archivo 
general. Because this is an interpretative study of the whole novel (with an awareness of the pas-
sages that did offend the Francoist censor) and not a historical analysis of the manuscript and its 
editions, i am not dividing this chapter into separate discussions of the censored, less censored, and 
uncensored editions.
For a compact study of the comparison of the manuscript and editions, see ronald rapin’s 
article. his findings generally coincide with mine. he notes translator leeson’s omission of certain 
passages, especially sexually explicit lines, indicating a possible additional censorship outside Spain. 
i disagree with some of rapin’s interpretations of the Spanish editions. in this chapter, i maintain 
that, although the early 1961 censorship damaged some signification of the editions from 1962 to 
1965, the damage was not so grave as to cause the novel to “fail to capture much of the ambience 
and [ . . . ] much of Martín-Santos’ criticism of the socio-economic situation” (rapin, 242).
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novel does not use overly didactic or erotic modes of expression, both of 
which would have invited a heavier treatment by the censor (if not out-
right banning), and would have shifted the values from the ethical to the 
propagandistic or sensual.
1.	CritiCAl	synopsis
in Madrid in the autumn of 1949, Pedro, a graduate student of oncology, 
has just discovered that his supply of experimental mice, specially imported 
from the United States with a strain of cancer, has expired. in a quest for 
replacement black-market mice raised by the laboratory’s former employee 
Muecas, Pedro and his lab assistant amador meet Muecas at his home in 
the slums on the city’s outskirts. There Muecas breeds the mice with the 
help of his two teenage daughters (one named Florita) and wife, encarna 
(or ricarda). nothing is clearly resolved at this meeting.
Pedro, a middle-class young man from out of town with pretensions 
and ambitions, lives in a shabby pension run by a conniving old woman 
(la vieja) along with her daughter dora and granddaughter dorita. The old 
woman is intriguing to entrap the naïve student into marrying dorita and 
thereby guarantee all three women some kind of decent life through his 
future status as a doctor and perhaps researcher. Pedro is well aware that the 
beautiful but vapid dorita is enticing. he goes out one Saturday night on 
a drinking spree with his distinctly upper-class friend, Matías. The young 
men’s night out sets the stage for their reflections on art and life, such as 
their exchange with a german-Jewish neo-expressionist painter, and ends 
with an unconsummated visit to doña luisa’s brothel.4 Pedro staggers home 
and succumbs to his temptation to have sexual relations with dorita, whose 
bedroom strategically neighbors his. La vieja, who has made certain to stay 
awake, greets Pedro in the hall when he returns to his own bedroom, thus 
ensuring an engagement of obligation.
That same night or early morning (now Sunday), while Pedro meditates 
drunkenly in his own room, he is summoned by Muecas to come to the 
aid of his fatally hemorrhaging daughter, Florita, made pregnant by him. 
Muecas and a kind of medicine man, el mago (the magician), have botched 
an abortion. Ostensibly owing to the late hour and his drunken state, Pedro, 
assisted by amador, agrees to try to remedy the disaster by performing an 
abortion on the virtually dead girl, but the “scraping” is done in vain. Flo-
4. Palley finds several comparisons to make between Tiempo de silencio and Ulysses, including 
noting a resemblance between the two novels’ brothel scenes. 
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rita is dead, and Pedro leaves the scene without issuing a death certificate 
or summoning any authorities.
On the Sunday night, Pedro visits Matías at his luxurious home, meets 
and is attracted to the beautiful Matilde, Matías’s mother, and admires 
Matías’s reproduction of painter Francisco goya’s El Aquelarre o El Gran 
Buco (Witches’ Sabbath or The Great He-Goat) (1797–1798).5 On the Monday 
night, Pedro and Matías attend a lecture given by a famous philosopher, “el 
Maestro” (the Master, modeled parodically on Ortega y gasset and goya’s 
“gran buco”), and the subsequent soirée hosted by Matilde.
Pedro is then pursued by the police, who are investigating the cause of 
Florita’s death, and by Cartucho, her jealous lover (who believes that Pedro 
has been both Florita’s lover and murderer). Pedro takes refuge at doña 
luisa’s brothel, but the police soon find him there by following Matías. 
The police interrogate Pedro and keep him in prison on suspicion of 
murder until encarna tells the police categorically that he did not kill her 
daughter. he is released from prison, but the institute’s director dismisses 
him for the disgraceful involvement in the assisted abortion. Cornered 
into an engagement with dorita, Pedro takes his fiancée out with her 
mother to an open-air fair where Cartucho manages to stab dorita fatally, 
in mistaken revenge for Florita’s death. after taking his civil servant exams, 
Pedro travels out of Madrid and toward an undemanding, mediocre life as 
a village doctor.
2.	 AlienAtion	And	sexuAlity	
	 under	the	sCAlpel
in Tiempo de silencio, Pedro’s alienation dramatizes censoring. his inner 
monologues and his actions are framed within an ironic narrative of an 
omniscient third-person narrator. Pedro’s character exudes social estrange-
ment and self-estrangement. as the solitary subject of the middle class, he 
has no social peers in the novel’s setting and action, and his encounters with 
5. in a disorienting linguistic turn, the novel cites the painting’s title in French; it also provides 
in French (“Musée lázaro”) the original painting’s location in Madrid. This museum (Museo 
lázaro galdiano) still houses this goya painting, among many others. The Aquelarre of 1797–1798 
is a brighter version of the same theme carried out more than twenty years later in goya’s “black 
paintings” at the Museo del Prado (Aquelarre o El gran buco, 1821–1823).
For Pedro and Matías in 1949 Madrid, the Museo lázaro galdiano would have been a precious 
novelty in a relative cultural desert, for the collector José lázaro galdiano died only two years ear-
lier in 1947, and legated his rich collection to the state as a foundation (see the foundation’s website 
for the history and views of the collection: www.flg.es). By buying the painting’s reproduction and 
admiring it in his room, Matías shows some depth of culture and education.
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those from other classes and callings emphasize uncomfortable, and even 
alarming, differences in values, conduct, and states of being. estrangement 
and “making strange” are also stylistic elements of the narrative, especially 
its use of irony. For example, Pedro’s inner thoughts are organized along a 
rhetorical path of a university student’s logic: “deseando: haber vivido algo, 
haber encontrado una mujer, haber sido capaz de abandonarse como otros 
se abondonan. deseando: no estar solo, estar en color humano, ceñido de 
una carne aterciopelada, deseado por un espíritu próximo. [ . . . ] Temiendo: 
nunca llegaré a saber vivir, siempre me quedaré al margen” (112) (desiring: 
To have lived something, to have found a woman, to have been capable 
of abandoning oneself as others abandon themselves. desiring: not to be 
alone, to be in human warmth, pressed against a velvety skin, desired by 
a kindred spirit. [ . . . ] Fearing: i will never get to know how to live, i’ll 
always remain on the margin).
in this scene, each assertion or meditation is introduced by a deper-
sonalized gerund structuring the thoughts into semimock inductive and 
deductive reasoning: for example, “afirmando,” “interrogando,” “reflexi-
vo-recordante,” “incisivo-perdonador,” “acusador-disoluto,” “Conclusivo” 
(112) (affirming, interrogating, reflexive-remembering, incisive-forgiving, 
accusative-dissolute, Conclusive). The omniscient narrator might ridicule 
the student’s desires and his education, as well as mock reason’s inability to 
treat such psychic states as desire and alienation. Pedro tries to overcome 
his alienation (“siempre me quedaré al margen”) by combining fantasies 
about his research and women’s sexuality. But the unpleasant, violent, or 
blood-related aspects of cancer research and women’s sexuality create a 
censoring fantasy of pain, distancing, and disavowal. he fantasizes about 
censoring his desires.
his character (his thoughts and his actions in the plot), the narrative 
oscillations among the omniscient narrator and character-narrators and 
place of action (the chronological sequencing of the novel remains fairly 
coherent), and irony all heighten his lack of engagement or agency (while 
not taking that lack as a given). The narrative modes and ironic devices 
provide fundamental foci for the reader to make critical judgments about 
the action, characters, and ideas presented in the novel, just as the seemingly 
paradoxical title prompts an assessment of its appropriateness.6
6. For example, how can one write about a time of silence, a time in which there is no sound, 
no speech, and thus no words to record? Or, how can one express silence, when silence can imply 
an absence of expression, a lack, a void? does “silence” mean censorship, death, repression? in 
psychoanalysis, an analysand’s silence usually signifies the moment when he has reached an area 
of resistance and cannot (or does not want to) find words to articulate the repressed thing. is that 
time of silence not the moment when the subject confronts his own sense of censorship on the 
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The novel establishes an inner discursive logic of several zones of silence: 
Pedro’s cancer research, the cancer that silently waits to be discovered; the 
shanty town and its mysterious ways of life (Muecas’s ability to raise the 
laboratory mice; the unexplained pregnancy and incest; the heavy segre-
gation and disparity of power in gender relations; the people’s pathetic 
ingenuity in the face of crushing poverty); the pension and the triad of la 
dueña, her daughter dora, and her granddaughter dorita as they attempt 
to entrap Pedro (“un silencio prolongado envolvía a los cuatro actores del 
drama” [49] [a prolonged silence enclosed the four actors of the drama]; 
“[d]esde este silencio los sobreentendidos de las tres mujeres se volvían 
más claramente perceptibles para Pedro, como si las tres parcas hablaran 
musitando lo que el hilo de su vida significaba” [from this silence the 
implicit exchanges of the three women became more clearly perceptible 
to Pedro, as though the three Parcae were talking, musing over what the 
thread of his life signified]); the brothel and the unspoken and silent rituals 
of election (“el silencio que envolvía la escena, las reducía a pesar de su 
objetividad palpable y olible a un amenazante aspecto de fantasmas prestos 
a desvanescerse” [102–3] [The silence enclosing the scene reduced them, 
despite their palpable and smellable objectivity, to an threatening appearance 
of phantasms about to disappear]) and the silent understanding between 
the police and brothel owners; the silence that characterizes encarna’s lack 
of narrative voice, despite her importance in the plot, and her new painful 
silence after the autopsy of her daughter (239); and so on.
alienation connotes the separation from oneself or from others, one’s 
heightened sense of otherness or of being different or disassociated from the 
rest. in Marxist terms, alienation implies the worker’s lack of involvement 
in the means and results of his labor or production. in loosely existential-
ist terms, alienation can be taken as the separation of the individual from 
his society, his sense of mauvaise foi or even nausea toward himself and the 
people around him.7 in the scenes involving the german artist and the 
Ortega y gasset character8 (among others), Tiempo de silencio pursues the 
problems of the subject’s (Pedro’s) conflicting sense of logical or rational 
perception.9 knowledge or assessment of an object depends on one’s posi-
frontier of the unconscious?
while there are many possible significations of silence in the novel, the word appears to have 
few positive connotations such as tranquility, serenity, purity, a higher state of consciousness gained 
through meditation.
7. See Schacht and “alienation.”
8. See Pérez-Magallón for a detailed discussion of the Ortega character and his symbolic func-
tion as an emissary of the failure of the Spanish intellectual world.
9. with this character, Martín-Santos alludes to the evolution in german philosophy of the 
concept of alienation, starting with hegel and on to Feuerbach, Marx, and heidegger. lacan and 
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tion. in lacanian terms, one’s position can be sensed as unclear because 
of one’s awareness of the Cartesian limitations beyond which lie the real 
and the barred subject (or subject as lack). although alienation is popularly 
perceived to be a negative state of being, in lacan and elsewhere it is seen 
as a necessary state for the subject’s entry into the Symbolic and thus into 
language and being in the world.
The alienation developed in Tiempo de silencio is an interplay of power-
lessness, meaninglessness, social isolation, normlessness, and self-estrangement. 
Pedro seems to be trapped in his alienation, propelled by events and his 
repressed impulses instead of taking clear decisions and actions. he gen-
erously applies negating condemnation of certain social conditions and 
practices while failing to be adequately critical of his own shortcomings. 
he also fails to achieve a sustained dialogue or relationship with the various 
people whom he encounters. To compensate for his lack, the novel incor-
porates these other characters in dialogue, monologue, or focalizations. his 
language is usually arrested in an interiorized space, framed by the ironic 
omniscient narrator. indeed, his only long verbal communication occurs 
when a police detective is manipulating him for a confession of guilt. in 
a gush of words not unlike a Catholic confession, Pedro takes his chance 
to explain to a willing listener the details of his research project and how 
his plans got entangled in Muecas’s world.
Pedro’s alienation and lack of ability to overcome it provide a basic 
motivating force of events and character in the novel. This trend is modi-
fied by the novel’s repeated references to fate or destiny, a traditional topos 
of Spanish literature. The idea of inevitability and lack of agency informs 
negatively Pedro’s goal to excel at medical research. Chance and destiny 
oppose conventional scientific deductive practices. The mystic or reaction-
ary Spanish tendency to attribute occurrences and states of being to fate, 
destiny, and chance counterweighs a more modern outlook of possibility 
and responsibility. Pedro’s alienation stems from a deep conflict between 
his sexual desire and sense of self. his cancer research is presented as a 
personal epistemic project, an impulse to know and discover, and cloaks a 
more primal drive to acquire sexual knowledge. his thoughts often shift 
their emphasis from the scientific to the sexual, and often merge the two 
streams into an ironic, hyperscientific, literary, or hyperbolic way.
Martín-Santos share a strong interest in this stream of philosophy. Martín-Santos’s philosophical 
interests include dilthey, Jaspers, Sartre, Marx. See, for example, his Libertad, temporalidad y trans-
ferencia en el psicoanálisis existencial: Para una fenomenología de la cura psicoanalítica (1964 and 1975) 
and Teoría marxista de la revolución (1977). For a comparison of Martín-Santos’s psychiatric and 
philosophical works and his fiction, see especially labanyi’s Ironía e historia en Tiempo de silencio 
(83–116).
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For example, in the novel’s opening interior monologue, he laments 
the expiration of his precious supply of imported mice and considers their 
special origin:
hábilmente seleccionada a través de las familias de ratones autopsiados, hasta 
descubrir el pequeño tumor inguinal y en él implantada la misteriosa muerte 
espontánea destructora no sólo de ratones. las rubias mideluésticas mozas con 
proteína abundante durante el período de gestación de sus madres de origen 
sueco o sajón y en la posterior lactancia y escolaridad. [ . . . ] Traídos del illinois 
nativo los ratones—machos y hembras—separados los sexos para evitar coitos 
supernumerarios no controlados. Con provocación de embarazo bien reglada. 
(9–10) 
Skillfully selected across the families of autopsied mice, until the little inguinal 
tumor is discovered and in it implanted the mysterious, spontaneous death, 
destructive not only to mice. The blond Midwestern girls with abundant pro-
tein during the gestation period of their mothers of Swedish or Saxon origin 
and in the lactation and school years [ . . . ]. Brought from their native illinois 
the mice—males and females—the sexes separated in order to avoid uncon-
trolled supernumerary coitus. with provocation of well-regulated pregnancy. 
This passage is disorienting because Pedro unexpectedly couples scientific 
and extrascientific interests (tumors, cancer, mice, reproduction versus blond 
Midwestern girls and their mothers and reproduction). we can note, too, 
the grammatical dependence on past participles, passive and disjointed sub-
jects, and incomplete sentences and fragments. This style conveys a choppy 
stream of consciousness of the character’s associative thoughts. Pedro’s mind 
expresses itself in this associative, fragmented form, reflecting the incom-
pleteness, hesitance, passivity, resistance of his later thoughts, problematic 
reasoning, and actions. while the setting is a laboratory for cancerous 
mitosis, the narrative focus is on an inner laboratory of dramatic, sexually 
charged reflections of the american Midwestern mice with tumors, cancer, 
women, fertility and reproduction, and death.
Pedro’s recurring preoccupation with sexual reproduction, ruled and 
unruly,10 is cloaked in sarcasm and feigned indifference as he manages to 
associate his cancer research with his sexual digressions. after this opening 
scene, Pedro often continues to view women derisively, defensively, and 
10. Scientific or clinical terms of control and regulation like “provocación” (from the preced-
ing quotation) contain an erotic double meaning. Provocación in a sexual context indicates seduc-
tion or aggression (i.e., unruly sexuality).
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with a conflicted aggression and lust on the one hand and on the other 
a desire for a sensually spiritual communion (“deseado por un espíritu 
próximo”) or soul mate at the end of his chosen path (“otra clase de mujer, 
de la que lo importante no será ya la exuberancia elemental y cíclica, sino la 
lucidez libre y decidida” [116] [a woman of another order, for whom what 
is important is not some cyclical, elemental exuberance, but rather a free 
and decided lucidity]). in the opening laboratory scene and elsewhere, he 
sometimes tries to express dispassionate thoughts that he thinks a worldly 
man of learning should think.
Just as he meditates on blond virgins of the Midwest (as well as their 
older counterparts whose “fresh flesh” is also destroyed by the cancerous 
mitosis he is trying to study11 ), so does he remain fascinated by the virginal 
dorita (whose blondness and “juiciness” [“lánguida y jugosa”] attach to 
his fantasy about faded foreign virgins who are “never sexually satisfied”). 
dorita is compared to a flower more than once (e.g., “cuerpo joven siem-
pre floreciente” [ever-flowering young body]), and Pedro the invading fly 
(“no debe caer en esta flor entreabierta como una mosca y pringarse las 
patitas” [116] [he should not fall on this half-opened flower like a fly and 
dip his little feet]).
Such passages emphasize Pedro’s negating fascination with reproduction, 
fertility, and planned prevention of coitus. The cancer of the groin which 
he studies seems to attack women alone, allowing him to dwell on their 
sexual attributes and possibilities. The mention of exquisitely autopsied 
mice foreshadows Pedro’s dual fantasy of castration and of finding the 
inguinal cancer transmitted to Florita by way of autopsy, an operation he 
actually approximates when he later performs the abortion on her. Such 
a miraculous discovery of cancerous contamination would lead to Pedro 
excelling in his research, perhaps leading one day to the nobel Prize.12 
he models himself after histologist Santiago ramón y Cajal, the then sole 
Spanish nobel recipient for scientific achievement. The study of organic 
11. “[e]sa mitosis torpe que crece y destruye, igual aquí que en el illinois nativo, las carnes 
frescas de las todavía menopáusicas damas, cuya sangre periódicamente emitida no es vida sino 
engaño, engaño” (8) ([T]hat sluggish mitosis that grows and destroys, the same as here as in its 
native illinois, the fresh flesh of the already menopausal ladies, whose periodically emitted blood 
is not life but rather deception, deception).
12. after the writing of this novel, the 1960s saw a succession of progress in cancer research, 
including the discovery of the viral transmission of some cancers. Fifteen percent or less of all can-
cer is hereditary; most forms of cancer have environmental causes. For these overviews of cancer, 
see “Cancer” in Britannica Online.
Still, there is a curious node of relations in the origin of cancer that is reflected in Pedro’s merg-
ing of thoughts about environmental and hereditary factors. The emphasis on hereditary factors 
stems from an ingrained Spanish attitude toward fate or inevitability and cultural determinism via 
hereditary transmission.
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tissue is closely related to oncology. Pedro follows the Francoist regime’s 
promotion of ramón y Cajal almost to the letter.13
aside from the autopsy-abortion association, the description of the 
family of mice provides other imaginary and literal links to Muecas and 
his family. Pedro’s pursuit of the mice into the shantytown leads him to 
a family who do not sleep separately like the illinois mice. The result for 
the Muecas family is incest, Florita’s unwanted pregnancy by her father. 
The solitary observer, Pedro is fascinated with the strength of hereditary 
factors, blood lines, ethnic differences. impoverished families like Muecas’s 
seem to keep some secret of fertility. Muecas manages to raise the lab 
mice possibly by using the female body heat of the women in the family. 
while Pedro’s preoccupation should be cancer, he is as fascinated by sexual 
reproduction.
recurrent references to blood seep into several discrete areas of the 
narrative, which have in common the female body—virginity, menstrua-
tion and menopause, abortion, autopsy, and death. while these situations or 
states of being refer to different women, for Pedro, the images and associa-
tions often become mixed or cross-referenced; one experience or fantasy 
is fused onto another. a prominent example of this process of fusion or 
bleeding is found in the almost contiguous and closely chronological epi-
sodes of Pedro’s sexual congress with dorita and his operation on Florita 
early Sunday morning. while there is no direct consequential relationship 
between these two events except chronology and the coincidence of the 
young women’s similar names and ages, for Pedro’s guilty mind there is 
much more at stake. his ostensible rape of a virgin (“mujer [ . . . ] siempre 
vigilante, aun en la hora de la violación en la alta madrugada a manos de 
un borracho irresoluto” [117] [woman, ever vigilant, even at the hour of 
rape in the wee hours by an irresolute drunk]) mirrors ironically his per-
formance of a belated abortion on another young woman. he sees both 
women as objects of study—sexual exploration and cancer research. also, 
an imaginary sense of causation and remedy is at play: phantasmatically he 
seeks to undo with Florita (repair the damage of an abortion) what he 
has done with dorita (possibly impregnated her). The fact disclosed later 
that dorita will die a bloody death by the less surgical knife of Cartucho 
eerily completes a series of images associated with Pedro’s guilty feelings 
about blood, female sexuality, and ambition.
Pedro’s anxious obsession with virginal-siren types is not the only preoc-
cupation with women. Mature women—from the “first and second gen-
13. in a way different than mine, Pratt’s fine book explores both the writing of ramón y Cajal 
and his significance in Tiempo de silencio.
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erations” of the pension and doña luisa to Matilde (Matías’s mother), and 
to a lesser extent ricarda—also compete for his attention, and the novel’s 
microcosmic space offers this variety of feminine subjects, ranging in class 
and age. altogether, most of the women who touch on Pedro’s life suggest 
mystery and secret knowledge, power, fertility, seduction and betrayal, and 
possible pleasure at the cost of pain, contamination, and degradation.
3.	 Censoring	strAtegies	 in	
	 spAnish	mAsoChism
The male masochist in twentieth-century european literature as an ironic 
hero rejects the dominant ideology in favor of pursuing his own punitive 
course. Suzanne Stewart and kaja Silverman, among other scholars, observe 
the portrayal of the masochistic male subject in twentieth-century litera-
ture and film. Freud suggested the masochistic tendencies may be more 
prominent in men than women (“economic Problem of Masochism”). For 
Freud and later deleuze, the male masochist does not necessarily surrender 
all power as he submits to pain. They argue that the masochist operates the 
scene of his painful submission, somewhat like playing both the director 
and lead actor in a play.
Masochism can be seen conceptually elaborated in art. Over the cen-
turies, Spanish art and literature often celebrate suffering and martyrdom, 
aligning with an austerely grandiose strain of Spanish Catholicism, as evi-
denced in the style and taste of Philip ii and depictions of the inquisition, 
stages of martyrdom, and the crucifixion. in these portrayals, the (male) body 
suffers painful punishment from worldly social forces. Martín-Santos makes 
use of these Spanish aesthetic traditions and emphasizes the masochistic 
psychic and symbolic forces at play in the novel’s characters, particularly 
Pedro. Pedro positions himself increasingly as a mock Spanish martyr or 
masochist, who orchestrates in part his own downfall and thus aligns himself 
with a dominant discourse of Spanish fatalism, failure, and austerity.
Pedro is not a masochist strictly along the lines of Severin in leopold 
von Sacher-Masoch’s Venus in Furs, who worships wanda and begs her 
to act as his dominatrix in an extended play of his fantasy. The fantasy of 
Pedro’s punishments extends into his professional goals and values. he sub-
mits himself to female power. he is manipulated by “las diosas” (the god-
desses) of the pension; he entrusts himself briefly to doña luisa, the brothel 
madam; and he is dominated by erotic yearnings for sirens. his thoughts 
and actions cohere to some degree with those of a moral masochist.
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in the novel’s final episode, Pedro’s interior monologue as he leaves 
Madrid on the train for the provinces, two examples of censored passages 
demonstrate Pedro’s preoccupation with female sexuality and state as the 
defeated-triumphant male subject. his only reference to either of his par-
ents comes at the end of the novel, “la puta que me parió” (240) (the whore 
who gave birth to me),14 and indicates his self-conception as base being.
as moral masochist, Pedro imagines the exalted scenes of his defeat in 
the village where he will practice medicine. The scenes position him both 
as a sufferer (no longer a medical researcher; exiled to the province) and as 
erotically enjoying his new position as doctor. For example, he imagines a 
patient in his future practice in the village: she will be female, pretty, will 
politely thank him, and will spread the good word about the new doctor, 
and he will diagnose her with having “prurito de ano” (pruritus of the 
anus). This example demonstrates his habitual association of (attractive) 
women with medical conditions involving an erogenous zone. his moral 
masochism allows him small triumphs of conquest.
Pedro frequently uses medical terminology and practice to censor or 
sanitize his thoughts, allowing him to fantasize without articulating directly 
his desires.15 The subterfuge is so pervasive that it becomes an activity of 
erotic pleasure. in fact, Pedro seems aware of his tendency to screen (censor) 
his lascivious yearnings behind medical terminology when he first fantasizes 
about his village practice:
¿es que voy a reírme de mí mismo? yo el destruído, yo el hombre al que no se 
le dejó que hiciera lo que tenía que hacer, yo a quien en nombre del destino se 
me dijo: “Basta” y se me mandó para el Príncipe Pío con unas recomendacio-
nes, un estetoscopio y un manual diagnóstico del prurito de ano de las aldeanas 
vírgenes. escatológico, pornográfico, siempre pensando cochinadas. estúpido, 
estúpido, las nalgas del mozo [ . . . ].  (236)
is it that i should laugh at me myself? i, the destroyed, i, the man whom they 
would not let do what he had to do, i who was told in the name of destiny: 
“enough” and was sent via Príncipe Pío with some recommendations, a 
14. Until 1966, the censored version is “the mother who gave birth to me.”
15. Unlike the english medical usage of “pruritus,” the Spanish word has established figura-
tive and idiomatic meanings: an itch, an urge (to perfectionism); tener el prurito de + inf. means “to 
have the urge to” + inf.; por un prurito de exactitud means “out of an excessive desire for accuracy.” 
The introduction of the medical term in the text is complicated by the verb tener, thus blurring 
the lines between having an urge of the anus (the sexual longing) and having an itch (as in the 
medical condition).
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stethoscope, and a diagnostic manual for pruritus of the anus of the village 
virgins. Scatological, pornographic, always thinking filthy things. Stupid, stupid, 
the buttocks of the cabin boy[ . . . ]
Pedro pursues his fantasy of his future practice with the doubly satisfy-
ing image of his power, ease, and skill (image of his successful masculine 
performance) and his future female patient’s reciprocal admiration and 
praise: “Tú la diagnosticarás sin esfuerzo, le recetarás lo que necesita. ella 
dirá, es simpático el nuevo” (239) (you will diagnose her without effort, 
you’ll prescribe her what is needed. She will say, he’s nice, the new doc-
tor). This cynical, proud statement reflects Pedro’s reductive conception of 
women as sexual beings, whose sexuality is unclean, dangerous, contagious, 
or cancerous, or whose disease or ailment is linked to sexuality, i.e., sexual 
organs and urges (the prim sounding condition “pruritus of the anus” in 
lay terms might read as “itchy ass”; itchiness can be readily associated with 
sexual arousal as well as disease).
The novel’s final episode, with its flowing associative language of Pedro’s 
inner monologue, continues and elaborates the main features of his negative 
character (“yo el destruido”) as evidenced throughout the novel as various 
sorts of alienation—his lack of power or agency before the law and insti-
tutions; his inability to assert his goals of self-realization as a researcher nor 
to gain understanding of others (e.g., his relationship with dorita is highly 
superficial); his social isolation (ranging from the upper class of Matías’s 
world to the lowest rung of the ladder, Cartucho and Muecas, the world 
of the chabolas). Pedro’s self-estrangement in the final episode is expressed 
in his oscillating focus of attention. in one moment he is complacently 
enjoying his fantasy life as a successful village doctor which includes excel-
lent partridge hunting and inspecting virginal girls’ bottoms. in another 
moment he is luxuriantly torturing himself in masochistic fantasies, three 
of which are particularly striking—his being a salted piece of meat left to 
cure in the sun or salted tuna (“mojama,” “se amojama”); his being toasted 
alive like the martyr Saint lawrence; and his letting himself be castrated.
Pedro’s narrative revisits recent thoughts in spiroid fashion, building an 
effect of contiguity, repetition, and elision. at times he bitterly criticizes 
the backward Spanish pueblo and arid plains (236) (Spain is infertile and 
lacks a concept of the future: a criticism developed since the publication 
of Don Quijote three and a half centuries ago).  alternately, he reflects on 
Florita and dorita (their fertility and life have been cut short). Perhaps most 
indicative of his self-estrangement is his recurrent questioning of why, when 
matters seem to have gone so wrong, he is not despairing. i suggest that he 
lacks authentic despair, for he actually enjoys his end and is looking forward 
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morbidly and ironically to his future. The straightforward life of a village 
doctor appeals to his abilities and supplies his desire for respect and some 
sexual rewards (partridges and submissive village girls [237]) combined 
with his masochistic pleasure of martyrdom (presumably he can imagine 
his martyred identity as stemming from his mission to cure cancer and win 
the nobel Prize, but rationally he cannot be considered a martyr).
Pedro’s final vision of this village life marks a transition from his far-
fetched aspirations at the novel’s beginning for the nobel Prize, to follow 
ramón y Cajal’s example and surpass the usual fatalistic barriers imposed 
on Spaniards. in this way, Tiempo de silencio strongly reflects the pessimis-
tic messages of Pío Baroja’s story of a young man, andrés hurtado, who 
struggles to become a doctor and is dismayed when he goes on to practice 
medicine by the backwardness, corruption, and apathy in Spanish society 
(El árbol de la ciencia [1911]; The Tree of Science).16 while Baroja’s protagonist 
ends his life despairingly in suicide, his ironic counterpart Pedro in Tiempo 
de silencio will not experience that kind of moral agony, perhaps immune to 
it. in this way, Martín-Santos builds on Baroja’s well-informed, panoramic 
pessimism and contributes to the long literary tradition of criticism of 
Spanish backwardness (e.g., Cadalso; larra; Pérez galdós; Pardo Bazán; 
Unamuno; garcía lorca; Baroja).
Pedro’s self-estrangement is expressed in several maneuvers that connote 
negation of a hopeful, modern life in Spain. he begins and ends his nar-
rative by picturing himself as a protagonist in a series of story lines. On 
the one hand, he will become a village doctor and enjoy an indulgent, 
complacent life as a big fish in a little pond; he will be a potent hunter of 
birds and girls (the repeated references to hunting fat partridges curiously 
echo the Caudillo’s own obsessive love of hunting, particularly partridges, 
which was amply reported in the press). This almost parodied macho 
Castilian self-image is Pedro’s self-interpellation into the dominant fiction 
of Spain at the time: he will become the epitome of the rural Spanish 
doctor, complacent and apathetic about social changes and politics. On 
the other hand, he will be an ironic martyr—an exalted role in Spanish 
16. Other critics compare in greater detail these two novels. See, for example, Jerez-Farrán, 
who also notes other ironic intertextual uses of literary precursors, such as don Quijote/alonso 
Quijano and don Juan (El burlador de Sevilla). This scholar argues that “Martín-Santos quiere des-
mentir la idea erróneamente sostenida de que el hombre es dueño de su destino” (Martín-Santos 
wants to refute the erroneous idea that man is master of his destiny) (121). 
in my view, while Martín-Santos’s narrators emphasize the concepts of fate and destiny, this 
emphasis is ironic, at least in part, in order to question the logic and sustainability of a Spanish 
tradition of giving into “fate” and “destiny” as excuses for lack of change and modernization. The 
omniscient narrator frames Pedro in these Spanish intertexts, showing how he does not cohere; he 
is far removed from the romantic ideals of don Quijote and the seductive powers of don Juan.
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history, hailed by the Spanish-Francoist narrative of splendid isolation and 
Catholic martyrdom, as seen for example in San lorenzo de escorial, Philip 
ii’s monastery-palace for his monkish retreats.17
The conclusion’s preoccupation with castration functions in several cen-
soring ways on a symbolic plane. First, castration reinforces the concept of 
martyrdom while also suggesting a more general male self-denial in keeping 
with a priest’s or monk’s life. Second, the loss or absence of testicles con-
notes an important aspect of Pedro’s alienation, his feeling of lacking power 
and meaning (and of course directly related to the Spanish expression of 
possessing potency and courage, tener cojones [or huevos], “to have balls”). 
Third, his recurrent fantasy of castration, along with his conflicting desire 
and disgust with women, speaks of a fantasy to rid himself of his maleness 
and become asexual or even female (his repeated focus on both his future 
diagnoses of pruritus of the anus and on various “phallic men” and their 
buttocks). Fourth, Pedro’s allusion to eunuchs, who were castrated by the 
Turks to serve in harems and whose cries could be heard by navigators and 
taken for the voices of sirens, suggests a self-perception which opposes the 
scenario of the smugly successful village doctor. For a doctor-eunuch would 
watch over the virginity of the harem of village girls, not exploit it. if as a 
eunuch he is taken for a siren, he reinvents his recurrent fantasy about sirens 
(a phallic/virginal/sexless woman—the paradoxical pre-Oedipal object of 
desire) by inserting himself in the place of that phantasmatic object.
in other words, some of Pedro’s fantasies about male prowess (hunting, 
exercising diagnostic and general medical knowledge, conquering virgins) 
are offset or negated by the sporadic but insistent resurgence of fantasies 
about lack, loss of agency, enjoyment or self-realization in pain and suffer-
ing. yet both oscillating sides of his discursive fantasies satisfy a particular 
requirement: to be the hero in his story, however desperate, squalid, banal, 
or arid or dismally Spanish and self-defeating that fiction might be. The 
castration imagery, combined with frequent mentions of “silence” in this 
final episode, provides strong metaphors for textual censoring—from the 
point of view of lack of agency or authorship, as well as the cutting out 
of the “best bit.”18
The words or phrases deleted or altered by the Francoist censor in this 
last episode relate to some of the sexually allusive or explicit areas and 
themes just discussed. yet even the censored version of the text retains most 
17. Since Pedro leaves from Príncipe Pío train station, he is leaving Madrid westwards, into 
Castilla and its meseta, and past the escorial, a prominent monument from the train. 
18. See Michael levine for an extended discussion of heine’s and Freud’s use of this castration 
metaphor in allusions to censorship.
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of its allusive and referential force. Officially censored words in the pre-
1966 editions of this episode include: “prurito de ano” (page 221 [1962];19 
“la puta que me parió” which was made “la madre que me parió” on page 
222 [1962]); “a ese sanlorenzaccio que sabes, a éste que soy yo” (which was 
altered to read simply as “a ése que soy yo” on page 222 [1962]).20
Two longer passages in this final monologue were censored until the 
1966 edition when they were fully reincorporated. They reflect or repeat 
ideas and images used elsewhere in this last episode, so their inclusion 
makes the text more forceful, nuanced, complex, and condensed rather 
than adding completely new meaning or thoughts. The condensation is 
notable because Pedro does not always keep the two main streams of fan-
tasy discrete. also the excision of these two passages was not as apparent to 
pre-1966 readers as were those passages involving the first brothel scene. in 
the final monologue, the censored passages do not create a confusing gap. 
These two longer passages were suppressed because the censor considered 
them as too emphatic or as becoming too explicit in describing potentially 
lascivious thoughts. let us now examine these passages in greater detail to 
discover how they dramatize dynamics of censorship for Pedro.
The first passage deals with Pedro’s self-projection into his future village 
life with the village girls:
Miraré las mozas castellanas, gruesas en las piernas como perdices cebadas y 
que, como ellas, pueden ser saboreadas con los dientes y con la boca o bien ser 
derribadas al suelo de un bastonazo donde se quedan quietas y no se retuercen 
como gusanos obscenos, sino que permanecen catatónicas, stelltotenreflex, 
reflejo de inmovilización, todo a lo largo de la escala animal, el insecto, el 
sapo, la gacela, la entamoeba haemolithica, todas quietas, vírgenes purulentas, 
esperando. (290)
 i will look at the Castilian girls, with plump legs like fattened partridges and 
who, like these, can be savored with the teeth and with the mouth or even be 
knocked down onto the floor with the blow of a stick where they stay still and 
do not squirm like obscene worms, but rather remain catatonic, stelltotenreflex, 
reflex of immobilization, all throughout the animal scale, the insect, the toad, the 
gazelle, the hemolytic entameba, all motionless, purulent virgins, waiting. 
19. But the first mention of “prurito” a couple of pages earlier remained uncensored in all 
editions.
20. “That saint-lawrence-type, that one who i am” was altered to read simply “that one who 
i am.”
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Pedro self-censors his sexual desire and object through the recourse to vio-
lent, degrading action (in the passive voice) and then medical, psychiatric, 
or scientific language as his fantasy approaches dangerous limits suggestive 
of rape, death, blood, the squirming worm (a vision of repellent female 
desire or sexual pleasure and therefore “obscene”21). The artistic censoring 
occurs also in his imagined transformation of his sexual object into food, 
animal life, disease-carrying cells, or disgusting, unclean females (“vírgenes 
purulentas” [pus-filled virgins]).
These allusive screens are all censoring strategies. what starts as a seem-
ingly safe, distancing practice of voyeurism (“Miraré . . .”) leads successively 
to sadomasochistic transformations of his distinctly passive object of desire, 
one image madly replacing the next, building an extensive network of 
excessive negation. The twinned objects of desire, shapely legs of the girls 
and the birds, are important factors here, especially noted for their fullness 
and fatness, a point to which i shall return shortly. also outstanding is the 
fact that precisely after this passage, Pedro shifts his focus to ask himself 
why he is not more despairing, why he is letting himself be “castrated” 
(“¿Por qué me estoy dejando capar?” [291]). now he posits himself as the 
imaginary passive object of mutilation and transformation, replacing the 
Castilian girls.
Thus, by having the full text restored, readers can appreciate how Pedro’s 
fantasy of his savoring of partridges and village girls becomes metaphori-
cally self-censored by his immediate reactions of revulsion and diver-
sion toward images about beating, medicine, biology, castration, and death. 
Pedro’s fantasies and narrative turn from the object of sadistic desire toward 
the self as masochistic object in terms of sexual and physical negation. 
Unlike Severin, Pedro is not punished by a dominatrix. The punisher or 
castrator remains unseen, thus providing a complicated sense of moral male 
masochism. Pedro describes his pleasure in defeat and silence, a result of 
censoring: “¿y por qué no estoy desesperado? es cómodo ser eunuco, es 
tranquilo, estar deprovisto de testículos, es agradable a pesar de estar castrado 
tomar el aire y el sol mientras uno se amojama en silencio” (293) (and 
why am i not in despair? it’s comfortable to be a eunuch, it’s peaceful, to 
be deprived of testicles, in spite of being castrated it’s pleasant to take in 
the air and sun as one hangs out to dry in silence).
21. note that the worm imagery first emerges during Pedro’s gyroscopic meditation in the 
brothel’s visiting room (105). at that juncture, the “gusano-cuerpo” (worm-body) seems to refer 
to Pedro’s own bodily experience of drunken disorientation, nausea, and contact with imprisoning 
masses. The hermaphrodite imagery of a worm is flexible enough to imply a grotesque vision of 
the penis. This, too, is an implication of humbert’s reference to his “hairy hermaphrodite.”
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4.	 A	subJeCt’s	AgenCy	And	ethiCs	
	 trAnsgressed
Pedro’s readiness to cross the threshold of ethical practice reveals his moral 
and scientific laxity and his unconscious aims: to gain forbidden knowledge, 
to derive pleasure from inflicting pain and imagining receiving that pain, 
to flaunt regulations and procedures and perhaps be caught. Thus he enjoys 
a masochistic experience of being reprimanded by the law. his decisions 
show his strong tendency to associate scientific pursuits to sexual contact 
with human subjects. The epistemic drive (his desire to know, think, express, 
create freely) connects these two discrete areas, diminishing his research 
skills in science while suppressing (censoring) his sexual desires.
Tiempo de silencio presents a phantasmatic circuit between the animal and 
human world, involving warmth and bodily contact. The circuit compre-
hends reproduction, both mouse and human, and the viral transmission of 
cancer, a disease then generally thought to be inherited (another effect of 
reproduction). Pedro senses and reworks this chain of signifiers many times 
metonymically and irrationally throughout the novel. in both his mental 
life and his life of actions and decisions, he often operates by assuming 
cause by virtue of contiguity and chronology. My point in recognizing this 
series of associations and operations is to emphasize the complex and cre-
ative censoring dynamics at work in the very discursive production of this 
text. Through such a text, readers are engaged in a discovery of unethical 
practices based on an aestheticized censorship of desire and sexuality.
while science and medicine are important to Pedro as sources of epis-
temic activity and sublimation of sexual desire, much of his emotional 
investment in his studies stems from his desire to ascend to the small, highly 
respected, highly educated class of people and to receive honors and signs 
of respect. as “don Pedro,” he is someone in Madrid. when the research 
institute’s director dismisses Pedro from his research, Pedro temporarily loses 
some status, but upon becoming a regular doctor he maintains at least an 
ordinary respectability.
during the action leading to his fall, Pedro is a magnet for those who 
might gain in some way by contact with a doctor: Muecas, amador, Florita, 
the old woman of the pension, dorita, doña luisa, even Matías and his 
mother, Matilde. Steven Marcus points out that part of american society’s 
conception of a doctor involves “primitive fantasies of magical powers, 
priestly privileges, and esoteric knowledge” (256). a modified version of this 
conception can be seen in Spain, where the doctor stands in distinction to 
the pueblo’s rituals and superstitions which persisted strongly into the Franco 
period (Muecas’s initial recourse to el mago shows this divided loyalty).
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Thus, Pedro’s own desires to be valued are fulfilled to some extent in 
the attention he receives from various people he meets. But they do not 
necessarily value him in the way he desires. For some (amador, Muecas, 
doña luisa, Matilde), Pedro is esteemed for the medical function he can 
practice, and for others (dorita, dora, and grandmother), he is coveted as 
a long-term investment and a ticket to bourgeois respectability.22 Pedro is 
not valued for “who he is”; in terms of love, no one longs for him.
This protagonist’s alienated stance toward himself and others casts him 
into an apparently passive state; he appears to lack agency.23 Part of his 
inability to love and be loved stems from his emotional barrenness (lack of 
affection, appeal, warmth), cynical detachment, and questioning of artistic, 
social, and philosophical questions.24 in many ways, Pedro functions as a 
kind of panoptic element which gets acted upon by others and mitigating 
circumstances. Things seem to happen to him, with others giving or taking 
things away from him.
Our impression of Pedro’s passivity is cunningly crafted through both 
narrative techniques and Pedro’s own self-perception as a thinking, but 
not acting subject. Pérez Firmat notes how Pedro is deaf to calls at crucial 
moments, and that this repeated inability to hear and respond creates a 
kind of narrative symmetry. Pérez Firmat explains, “if one passes from the 
beginning of this episode [the abortion] to its conclusion one discovers 
that it ends in a symmetrical manner. as Pedro is leaving the hovels after 
Florita’s death, amador tries to detain him by shouting, ‘¡don Pedro! ¡don 
Pedro! ¡el certificado!’ The episode is framed by two calls directed at Pedro; 
an initial acoustic stimulus is succeeded by an auditory lapse. The narration 
22. rodríguez garcía explores how these three women’s use of Pedro constitutes the “lucha 
por la vida” (the fight for their lives) (272).
23. labanyi offers an in-depth study of the multivoicedness of the text in relation to char-
acter.
24. Fernández notes the scientific coldness of Pedro compared to the more ethical, empathetic 
fictional precursors in novels such as Pérez galdós’s Misericordia. in one example, Fernández com-
ments, “galdós y sus personajes burgueses no descienden a los barrios bajos sólo por curiosidad 
científica, sino también por la posibilidad de redimir a los que allí habitan” (56) (galdós and his 
bourgeois characters do not descend to the lowly neighborhoods merely out of scientific curiosity, 
but also for the possibility of redeeming those who live there). Fernández maintains that Pedro sees 
Muecas’s daughters as human incubators. i differ from this assessment in that such scenes are pre-
sented by the third-person narrator. Pedro’s attitude toward others is not always clearly conveyed, 
as Pedro’s focalization is often overlaid by the language of the ironic omniscient narrator; Pedro 
is also critical of Muecas, who is after all the mastermind of this reproduction plan. in the case of 
Muecas and his daughters in the highly awkward meeting in the humble shack, bourgeois don 
Pedro hardly knows where to look without seeming impolite. Florita’s act of baring her chest to 
show the bites from the mice is not a conventional mode of behavior during a visit. it is also a true 
that Pedro, despite his embarrassment and stiff manners, is fascinated with the possible scientific 
implications of the human incubation.
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of dorita’s murder falls into the same pattern” (209 n. 17). Pedro does not 
hear dorita’s scream (“nadie se enteró”) just as he does not understand 
the telephone caller (“no me he enterado bien”) at the novel’s outset. i 
have noted some other occasions of this deafness as a sign of resistance and 
self-censoring. when a pale, nervous Matías comes to Pedro to warn him 
at Matilde’s party, Pedro’s deafness creates a silence: “las capas de silencio 
son tan gruesas que la voz de Matías apenas llega. adivina lo que ocurre 
por sus gestos” (173) (The layers of silence are so thick that Matías’s voice 
scarcely reaches him. he surmises what is happening by his gestures). This 
deafness and silence coincide with Pedro’s contemplation of a phantasmatic 
image of the cadaver of Florita.
Pedro’s apparent passivity, however, should not prevent us from appre-
hending his active role in the narrative. he is the researcher and decision 
maker, while others offer tempting and unethical opportunities for him to 
choose from. it is Pedro who decides to try to purchase the black-market 
mice (instead of reporting the theft and racketeering to the institute’s direc-
tor). This one remarkable decision shows how promptly Pedro is willing 
to abandon the tenets of both ethical and scientific practice and enter the 
ranks of dilettantes. after all, the mice raised outside known, controlled 
conditions of the experiment cannot be used as research subjects unless the 
premises of the experiment are changed radically; the human incubation 
process in Muecas’s chabola also problematizes use of the mice for further 
experiment.
By transgressing scientific and ethical practices, Pedro shows that he is 
prepared to buy his status for a price set by Muecas, a man uneducated, 
unprincipled in wartime combat and in postwar survival,25 a member of 
the most marginalized part of society. Moreover, Pedro links himself damn-
ingly to the world of the chabolas by agreeing to operate on their terms 
and thus putting himself on par with Muecas himself. Therefore, from the 
novel’s outset, the reader observes that Pedro fails to meet standards that 
he probably would have criticized in others.
25. amador explains to Pedro, on their way to the first meeting in the shantytown, that even 
he would not sublet his home to Muecas and his family, stating, “Porque aunque le aprecio com-
prendo que es muy burro. es exactamente un animal. y siempre con la navaja encima a todas partes” 
(38–39) (For although i appreciate him i know that he’s a donkey. he’s simply an animal. and he’s 
always got the knife out everywhere). amador lists extensively Muecas’s lack of character, abilities, 
and trustworthiness. if all these are not sufficient signs that Pedro should not do business with such 
a desperate, shady character, amador mentions that he himself charges Muecas a “tarifa” for each 
job he gets, as a kind of commission (40). if amador stands to gain monetarily from the possible 
transaction of the mice, then the integrity of the mice is further in question. Surely, with all this 
information acquired prior to the meeting, a less naïve or more scrupulous person than Pedro would 
not continue considering conducting business with Muecas and amador.
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Of course, all of these assessments are never articulated by Pedro who 
does not generally conceive of himself as an active, decision-making subject. 
in a defensive, self-censoring operation he manages to supplant his sense of 
wrongdoing by asserting to himself that there is a valuable, new research 
factor to be explored (a new research proposition, in fact), one which he 
considers in detail in the opening episode (i.e., before meeting Muecas’s 
family at their chabola): the possible transmission of the cancerous strain to 
Muecas’s daughters because of their close contact with the (supposedly) 
cancerous mice and curious ability to sustain the growth of the mice. “¿Qué 
poder tienen las mal alimentadas muchachas toledanas,” speculates Pedro, 
“para que los ratones pervivan y críen?26 ¿Qué es lo que les hace morir 
aquí, en el laboratorio?”  (13) (what power could the malnourished Tole-
dan girls have so that the mice would survive and breed? what is it that 
makes them die here, in the laboratory?). as if in answer to this question, 
in the first meeting at the chabola, Florita shows everyone how the female 
mice in heat have bitten her chest (62).
The illegal negotiation with Muecas presents a considerable and unten-
able shift in Pedro’s research aims: although cancer research’s ultimate goal 
is to cure and prevent cancer in humans, Pedro’s own research is reasonably 
limited to a project on a few controlled animal subjects. By embarking on 
the prospect of human experimentation outside of controlled, authorized 
limits, he takes on a responsibility he cannot properly account for. More-
over, he, by inference, assumes that certain human subjects such as those 
from the subhuman world of the chabolas (Florita, whose incest is one of 
the expressions of her family’s phantasmatic, animal, nonhuman status) are 
more expendable than others. Pedro’s subterfuge or self-censoring is to use 
the excuse of the pursuit of freedom of inquiry in the name of science, 
social justice, and the difficulties of overcoming inherent Spanish inferiority. 
The laboratory-mice deficit (blamed on Spain’s poverty) is countered with 
the following grandiose but weak argument:
26. Significantly, one meaning of the verb criar is “to suckle, feed,” while the basic implied 
meaning in this passage is “to breed” or “to grow.” The word’s suggestiveness is further developed 
by both the reference to the girls’ own malnourished state and by Florita’s revealing the mouse 
bites on her breasts gained from bearing the female mice in a sack around her neck. The implica-
tion feeds into a metonymically irrational thought that the mice actually suckle from the girls, 
thus completing a phantasmatic circuit between the animal and human world. This circuit involves 
warmth and bodily contact, and it (allegedly) produces reproduction, both mouse and human, and 
the viral transmission of cancer, a disease then generally thought to be inherited (another effect 
of reproduction); Pedro senses and reworks this chain of signifiers many times metonymically and 
irrationally throughout the novel. in both his mental life and his life of actions and decisions, he 
often operates by assuming cause by virtue of contiguity and chronology.
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hay posibilidad de construir unas presas que detengan la carrera de las aguas. 
¿Pero, y el espíritu libre? el venero de la inventiva. el terebrante husmeador de 
la realidad viva con ceñido escalpelo que penetra en lo que se agita y descubre 
una lidia.
it is possible to construct some dams that would hold back the flow of water. 
But, what about the free mind? The source of inventiveness. The piercing smell 
of living reality with a restrained scalpel which penetrates that which moves 
and discovers a bullfight. (8)
These inventive statements do not get corroborated later by Pedro’s 
serious involvement in work. They do reflect, however, his uncomfortable 
awareness of the disquieting aspects of using live animals for experiments, 
alluding indirectly to the basic practice in histology of taking tissue samples 
from live subjects. his early, somewhat dismissive assessment of the arid 
“vientre toledano” (11) (Toledan womb) is later contradicted by his contact 
with the strangely prolific population of the chabolas, which, despite hun-
ger, disease, unsanitary conditions, inadequate shelter, and transgression of 
incest taboos, manage to sustain growth (unlike his experimental mice in 
the laboratory). Florita’s Toledan womb is not arid; moreover, she possibly 
provides incubational warmth for Muecas’s breeding mice which hang in 
a plastic pouch between her breasts.
an additional artistic censoring can be noted in Pedro’s fetishistic 
thoughts on the bullfight. The metaphor of the corrida is deployed several 
times in the novel, notably in Pedro’s meditation on how he succumbed to 
his desire for dorita (see discussions in sections 5 and 7). labanyi points out 
that in Martín-Santos’s analysis of the psychic symbolism of the bullfight 
the people unconsciously wish for the bull to win; the bull becomes a subtle 
object of identification. Using this analysis, i would suggest that Pedro’s 
vision of a “lidia” (bullfight) beneath the microscope sets up a distancing 
situation of self-observation, a kind of erotic voyeurism of the self in con-
flict.27 The bullfight is developed in greater detail in a segment narrated by 
the omniscient narrator during Pedro’s stay in prison (223–25).
27. labanyi notes that in the novel the bullfight can represent the people’s desire for destruc-
tion; alternatively, if the public desires the death of the torero, it sublimates its antiauthoritarian 
tendencies (105–6). The institutionalization of the bullfight (in the eighteenth century) and the 
bullfight itself confirm the power of authority, “al representar la incapacidad de llevar a cabo 
el parricidio. de ahí que la policía, la prensa, las fuerzas armadas, la iglesia y el gobierno Civil 
colaboren en el rito” (106) (by representing the inability of accomplishing parricide. From there 
the police, the press, the armed forces, the Church and the Civil government may collaborate 
in the ritual). 
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5.	 in	the	Artist’s	studio:	
	 nudes,	floWers,	the	holoCAust
Pedro’s character zone incorporates the world of painting and with it, a set 
of contrasting aesthetic theories. For some, art can tap into dionysian power 
and inspiration; for others, it can present difficult ethical meditation. art 
can be nationalized or nationalist, or cosmopolitan. in the mid-twentieth 
century, avant-garde painting in Spain tended strongly toward the semi- or 
nonrealist and abstract (e.g., the Barcelona group dau al Set [1948], from 
which antoni Tàpies emerged), in part in keeping with international trends 
and in part to remove itself from issues of Spanish censorship.28 in Tiempo 
de silencio, Spanish painting (unabashed nudes smiling “stereotypically”) and 
german-Jewish neo-expressionist painting (a bombarded city overshadow-
ing masses of tiny human subjects) are presented together in a private studio 
in central Madrid. The Spanish nudes would not have been able to sell on 
the public market in 1949, not just because they deploy stereotypes and 
“vulgares recetas del arte combinatorio” (87) (vulgar formulae of the com-
binatory art), but because they depict two women in combination instead 
of one, increasing the fleshiness and potential pornographic interpretation. 
The german-Jew’s painting is described as “realmente muy malo” (really 
very bad), with dark browns and reds showing a “desesperación colectiva” 
(collective desperation) and with a “carácter fecaloideo” (fecaloid charac-
ter) and whose protagonists have a wormlike quality (“vermiculosidad”) 
(88–89). neither art is excellent; rather, each shows an artistic aim, either 
28. gubern explains the postwar art movements in relation to the late 1940s and early 1950s 
when many Spaniards were trying to effect changes: the plastic arts were “less explicit in political 
content” and
expresaron su ruptura con el desesperante academicismo, la atonía y la rutina dominantes, con 
un intento de enlazar con las corrientes de anteguerra, como ocurrió con la inspiración surre-
alista animadora del grupo barcelonés Dau al Set (1948), [ . . . ] o adhiriéndose a las corrientes 
informalistas en boga en Europa—grupos El Paso (1957) y Equipo 57, de Madrid—mientras 
otros pintores cultivaban la temática social con espíritu «comprometido» (José Ortega, Ricardo 
Zamorano) (119). 
expressed their break with the dominant, despair-inducing academicism, atony [lack of tone], 
and routine, with the intent to connect with the prewar trends, as occurred with the animated 
surrealist inspiration of the Barcelona group Dau al Set (1948), [ . . . ] or by adhering to the 
informalist trends in vogue in Europe—groups El Paso (1957) and Equipo 57, of Madrid—
while other painters cultivated a social theme in the “engagé” spirit (José Ortega, Ricardo 
Zamorano). 
By contrast, the paintings explored in the studio in Tiempo de silencio do not pursue these 
trends, indicating these artists’ distance from the avant-garde. Matías’s aesthetic criteria of “magma” 
opposes the dominant trends of “academicism, atony [lack of tone], and routine.”
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to please or to provoke protest.
in this regard, the reactions of the diegetic viewers Pedro and Matías 
are central to understanding the function of the paintings in the novel, for 
neither type of art would have been shown in contemporary Spanish gal-
leries for reasons of censorship. The nudes would offend Catholic morality; 
the bombed city and antlike people (“seres aparentemente humanos, pero 
más bien formiciformes” [apparently human beings, but rather ant-formed]) 
might be construed as counterpolitical. Martín-Santos creates an ironically 
dialogic conversation in artistic themes and techniques: the nudes exagger-
ate the limbs and fleshiness of the female bodies while the collective-despair 
painting reduces the human subjects to masses in a not-to-scale miniature 
stature. in the first case, human subjectivity is erased as the eye is drawn 
too close to the flesh, while in the second human subjectivity is minimized, 
too, but now its features are indistinguishable. Both genres of painting see 
the human subject as animalistic.
The scene opens a discussion of what art should achieve. ironically, the 
young men are viewing and commenting on forbidden art, albeit poorly 
executed art and not master works. in response to the lavish nudes, Pedro 
and Matías have various defensive censoring strategies. These strategies are 
not simply negating, but transformative, producing signifying interpretative 
fantasies that dramatize issues of sexually charged desire, judgment, and 
punishment. The subject of human experimentation resurfaces as Pedro 
and Matías utter showy compliments in latin. Then the conversation takes 
an unusual turn:
—el número de desnudos que pinta indica el nivel alcanzado por la represión 
de un pueblo—opinó confusamente Pedro pensando en sus propias represiones. 
resultaba grato permanecer en el vasto invernadero de opulentas peonias, en 
lugar de caminar hacia un presunto dachau masturbatorio.29
Como un telepático pendant, exclamó Matías:
—nada me ha recordado más las cámeras de gas.
[ . . . ]—imagen espantosa de la muerte, no turbes mi reposo—recitó Pedro—. 
yo no estoy muerto ahí entonces. yo estoy vivo aquí ahora.  (87–88)
—The number of nudes that he paints indicates the level reached by the repres-
sion of a people—Pedro opined confusedly, thinking of his own repressions. 
it proved to be pleasant to remain in the vast greenhouse of opulent peonies, 
instead of walking toward a presumed masturbatory dachau.
29. note that the adjective “masturbatorio” until 1966 was censored to read “inevitable” (cf. 
70 [1962]; 72 [1966]).
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like a telepathic pedant, Matías exclaimed:
—nothing has reminded me more of the gas chambers.
[ . . . ]—awful image of death, do not disturb my repose—Pedro recited—. i 
am not dead there and then. i am alive here and now.
here the thoughts of the two young men bifurcate. Pedro identifies 
himself with the Spanish painter of nudes; he thinks often and chromatically 
about women as fleshy beings. For him, the death camp dachau represents 
metaphorically his own awful sexual solitude; masturbation is apparently a 
punishment comparable to the suffering of camp victims. we can note the 
implied passivity and hyperbolic victimhood in the dachau-masturbation 
imagery. The masturbator’s necessary fantasy might be a nazi imposing 
torture or death on a Jew. Pedro’s other analogies express elsewhere similar 
masochistic tendencies (the torero and the bull; the scalpel and the live 
specimen; the hunted and cooked prey). Masturbation is also a punishment 
for not having a woman. he contrasts the dachau image with the image 
of heavy-petaled flowers (peonies). he recurrently uses floral metaphors 
for naked women. in the subsequent scenes later that night, first dorita 
and then Florita are described as flowers, their legs being petals. The ini-
tial meeting with Florita at the chabola had perhaps set off the recurrent 
sequence of floral metaphors.30
in this studio scene, Matías, meanwhile, develops different sexual fantasies 
about nazi death camps: the numerous paintings of various groupings of 
naked women give the impression of there being one large mass of naked 
bodies, which he associates in turn with images of a mass of naked Jewish 
women before being exterminated in the gas chambers. Matías seems to 
attempt to censor or displace his own lascivious feelings by expressing some 
contempt for the nazi atrocities through indirect criticism of the paintings 
that he thinks are done by a german artist. as the nuremberg trials were 
coming to a close in 1949, the fairly recently disclosed, grim details of the 
holocaust would have been a newsworthy subject. in a grotesque turn, 
Matías possibly is stating that any woman’s body is erotic for him. despite 
Matías’s initial negative criticism of the nudes, he subsequently praises them 
for having the sublimated artistic power of “magma” (90–91). This second 
assessment may be a nationalist one, resulting from confirmation that the 
nudes were painted by a Spaniard.
Pedro’s and Matías’s changing comments and reactions to the nude 
paintings (praise of erotic beauty expressed in latin, an erudite way to cloak, 
30. See Pérez Firmat for further discussion on floral metaphors and sequencing in Tiempo de 
silencio.
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elevate, and laugh at one’s prurient response; politicized, moral revulsion; 
golden age intertextual references [“imagen espantosa de la muerte, no 
turbes mi reposo [ . . . ] yo no estoy muerto ahí entonces. yo estoy vivo 
aquí ahora”31]; explication of aesthetic primal energy) all show a continu-
ous effort to reinterpret and distance themselves from the overwhelming 
effect of the paintings. The various strands of their discourse intertwine, 
suggesting a pleasurable recourse to the safety of erotically and intellectually 
charged talk amongst men. indeed, their whole bacchanal is a refuge of 
masculinity, sporadically punctuated by the specter or presence of women 
as sexually desirable and threatening figures. Feminine sexuality is safely 
considered in the artist’s studio.
The Spanish artist’s painting of nudes offers a dionysian orgiastic prom-
ise and the quality of “magma,” Matías’s scientific-metaphysical term for 
the painting’s “pregnante realidad” (pregnant reality), “protoforma de la 
vitalidad que nace” (the protoform of nascent vitality), and “fuliginosa 
pegajosidad del esperma” (the darkened stickiness of sperm) (90). Pedro 
may find an opposing quality in the paintings: his statement “imagen 
espantosa de la muerte” identifies the lavish female nude as a death sign, 
31. in the quoted passage, Pedro recites a fragment from “al sueño,” a sonnet by golden age 
poet lupercio leonardo de argensola. The sonnet begins thus: “imagen espantosa de la muerte, / 
sueño cruel, no turbes más mi pecho [ . . . ]” (Frightful image of death, / cruel dream, my breast 
no longer set in turmoil [ . . . ]). Pedro’s own words spoken just after his recital, telling of his desire 
to live in the here and now, resonate with his recitation. The sonnet deals with the entangled 
themes of death, dream, sleep, and contrasts the vanity of the tyrant or rich miser with the glories 
of love.
This citation further develops the earlier notion of Pedro’s desire to postpone indefinitely a 
return to his masturbatory hell, solitary bed, and struggles with sleep or dreams. his words fore-
shadow the idea that he is someone to be judged harshly, especially by his conscience, but we know 
not yet of any crime, except for the tentative transgression of his scientific project (which has a 
deeply symbolic function as well as a resounding narrative set of consequences—his “seduction” of 
dorita, abortion of Florita, potential complicity as accessory (251), evasion of the police, incarcera-
tion, condemnation by himself and by the director, and demotion to some rural outpost).
in his dealings with women and his encounters with the law, Pedro parodically contrasts with 
don Juan, another transgressor in Spanish literature.
among the novel’s references to Tirso de Molina’s El burlador de Sevilla, perhaps the most 
notable intertextual reference is “no hay plazo que no se cumpla ni deuda que no se pague” (285) 
(there is no term that does not finish nor debt that does not get paid); the intertext virtually repeats 
its source, for in Tirso’s play the voices from the beyond and the ghost of don gonzalo warn don 
Juan and those who fear god’s punishment “que no hay plazo que no llegue / ni deuda que no 
se pague.” See act iii or Jornada iii, 2729–32, 2749–58, and 2773–74 for variations. Jerez-Farrán 
(122) discusses the Tirso intertextuality in terms of northrop Frye’s conception of the “anxiety 
of influence.”
The moral implications are communicated in the economy of time and debts: don Juan and 
Pedro are similar in their transgressions of ethical standards combined with their lack of regard 
for others’ feelings and their desire to remain in a pleasurable, idle present; their crimes are not all 
necessarily punishable by a worldly code of law.
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intimating the idea of death as corporeal, based in the body, and the body 
as site of desire and love. while the young men are drawn to these nudes 
for sexualized truth and vitality, these qualities remain framed as private 
fantasy as opposed to possible reality.
The studio scene is not the only place for the contemplation of art. 
elsewhere, Pedro’s thoughts on paintings turn to the medieval period and 
its fantastic and moral currents, such as the allegorical elements of these 
paintings (e.g., yellow for envy, 170) and Bosch’s paintings of the garden 
of delights (178). in these paintings, at least two levels of signification 
are maintained, the worldly and vain on the one hand and, on the other, 
the apocalyptic, fantastic, and eternal. Pedro is not able to grasp the les-
sons of such paintings, although his thoughts of them signal an attempt 
to interpret. The goya painting of “el gran Buco” similarly enchants him 
without enlightenment. The Spanish intellectual’s lack of understanding 
of the wealth of his cultural heritage in the arts is ironically noted by the 
omniscient narrator: “a visitar el museo de pinturas con una chica inglesa 
y comprobar que no sabemos dónde está ninguno de los cuadros que ella 
conoce excepto las Meninas” (17) (to visit a museum of paintings with an 
english girl and realize that we don’t know where any of the paintings are 
located that she knows except for las Meninas). here the collective “we” 
of educated Spain scarcely knows the famous collection of the Museo del 
Prado where velázquez’s Las Meninas and other masterpieces from Bosch 
to goya are housed. The lack of familiarity signals a forgetfulness of Span-
ish heritage and apathy. The art of Bosch, velázquez, and goya exemplify 
critical perspectives of society and the individual, but Pedro cannot fully 
interpret these signs.
6.	 	the	speCter	of	the	viviseCtion:	
	 A	mAsoChistiC	fAntAsy
Pedro’s self-censoring produces fantasies involving pleasure in pain or 
subjugation. in these fantasies, the administration of pain or judgment 
masks his pleasurable enjoyment of it and expresses a censored sexuality. 
One of his deepest obsessions is the specter of the vivisection, an image 
from his laboratory practice which functions as a metaphor for his fear 
of or repulsion from sexual intercourse and contact. The vivisection also 
serves as a metonym for his fear and pleasure in the practice of medicine, 
which involves touching and cutting living human beings. when Pedro 
thinks about or is confronted with aspects of sexuality, he often mentally 
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transforms or renames them as scientific images, study, procedures, language 
(animal and plant life serving as objects of scientific study).
These fantasy-transformations involving science express a sense of cen-
soring because Pedro’s conception of science is largely based on fear, 
coldness, objectivity, lack of caring, cutting away, operating, conducting 
autopsies. This conception about the harsh, cutting side of scientific prac-
tice is masochistically pleasurable. as a physician or scientist Pedro seems 
actually afraid to practice (but apparently performs very well). he gains 
pleasure by imagining the (live) object of the experiment. This pleasure is 
heightened by his imagining himself in the place of the object of desire 
(objet petit a); his dependence on masochism is maintained by avoiding love 
relationships which would involve a rather different investment of affect.
Paradoxically what Pedro seems to want at bottom—human warmth 
and contact (“deseado por un espíritu próximo”)—is what he is bound to 
avoid. he avoids warmth and contact because these might close a gap or 
fill a lack which he finds pleasurable in delaying satisfaction. Pedro enjoys 
being separated from the rest; he derives a sense of satisfaction from his self-
imposed alienation and denial. Moreover, warmth and contact are closely 
linked with contamination.
Throughout the novel, the specter of the vivisection remains perhaps 
the most pervasive and profound expression of Pedro’s fixation on the 
entangled concerns of symmetry, wholeness, lack, cutting, sexuality, and 
life’s struggle against death, disease, and other threats. references to the 
vivisection recur frequently, along with its closely allusive counterparts of 
the autopsy, castration, abortion, stabbing, and genital intercourse. The vivi-
section alludes metonymically to histology, the study of tissues; histologists 
must take tissue samples from live animal subjects. it is pertinent to note 
that ramón y Cajal was a histologist, the Spanish scientist Pedro would like 
to emulate. Pedro’s cancer research is closely related to histological practices. 
The vivisection thus also connotes the possibility of scientific discovery and 
access to achieving worldly ambition.
The vivisection evokes both the infliction of pain on a suffering, live ani-
mal and the sharp, exacting investigation of the mysteries of the flesh (and 
of disease). The “animal desnudo” (naked animal) under the scalpel, and 
by extension its blood, organs, tissue, and connective tissue, haunts Pedro’s 
associative flow of thoughts as he leaves Madrid at the end of the novel:
el animal desnudo con su aspecto de persona muerta antes de que se le mate, 
sólo las lentejas circulando por la red venosa del mesenterio, la vivisección. esto 
es, la vivisección, las sufragistas inglesas protestando, igual exactamente, igual 
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que si fuera eso, la vivisección. ellas adivinan que son igual que las ranas si se las 
desnuda, en cambio Florita, la desnuda florita en la chabola, florecita pequeña, 
pequeñita, florecilla le dijo la vieja, florecita la segunda que . . . ajjj . . . (288)
the naked animal with his look of a dead person before one kills him, only the 
platelets circulating through the venous network of the mesentery, the vivisec-
tion. That’s it, the vivisection, the english suffragettes protesting, exactly the 
same, the same as though it were that, the vivisection. They intuit that they are 
the same as the frogs if one strips them, while Florita, the stripped little flower 
in the shack, the little wee flower, tiny, little flower said the old woman to her, 
little flower the second one that . . . ayyy . . . 
evidently the memory of his participation in Florita’s abortion has come 
to represent vivisection for Pedro. The connection is important because he 
feels guilty about wanting to use Florita as an actual scientific subject in 
his cancer research; the abortion through the careful scraping of the uterus 
walls with the scalpel phantasmatically mirrors the vivisection, the action 
of cutting into or dissecting a living body in order to advance pathological 
knowledge. The fact that Florita dies shortly after Pedro begins the opera-
tion increases his sense of guilt. while he is not responsible for her death, 
he feels the weight of the automatic sense of cause and effect of contiguous 
and sequential action.
The protagonist’s ruminations over these images and events present a 
neurotic, even hysterical, impression. he seems to know logically that he is 
not to blame, but nevertheless he sustains a secret, irrational sense of guilt. 
Moreover, he has early thoughts about vivisection which are presented in 
the first passage of the novel, long before he ever sees Florita in the chabola 
or assists in her abortion. although he renounces research to take up medi-
cal practice, he does not abandon the prospect of cutting up live subjects. 
indeed, as a doctor, he will be dealing almost uniquely with live human 
subjects, conducting surgery and other practices on their bodies. while dis-
missing Pedro from the research institute, the director tries to console him 
by pointing out the young man’s leading asset—good hands: “Puede usted 
hacer un discreto cirujano” (259) (you could make a shrewd surgeon).
it would appear that Pedro’s talent lies precisely in the area he might 
prefer to keep at a distance or disavow. This talent is also an outward expres-
sion of his personal desires: to be in direct contact with people, especially 
women, in some powerful function; to delve into the human body; to 
achieve a position of respect and importance in the society.
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7.	nArrAtive	teChniques:	
	 splitting	points	of	vieW
Tiempo de silencio’s narrative techniques help to enact censoring strategies 
and produce negating fantasies. These techniques also encourage the reader 
to judge Pedro and Spain critically for their reliance on dominant fictions, 
negating fantasies, and overlooking their unethical behavior or attitudes.
Most of the novel is composed of passages narrated by Pedro or by 
a diegetic third-person narrator. in addition, there are occasional frag-
ments of interior monologues by la vieja, Cartucho, the police detective 
don Similiano, and Matías which lend a mimetic, heteroglot depth to the 
multiperspective text. Critics have paid much attention to the uncertain 
split in narrative between Pedro and the third-person narrator.32 in my 
argument, this technical achievement expresses the ambiguous borders of 
a subject’s consciousness, his sense of separation from himself, and his sense 
of being narrated.
a few important sections are unambiguously presented as Pedro’s inte-
rior monologues (e.g., the novel’s opening and closing narratives, Pedro’s 
reflections just after having sexual relations with dorita and those during 
his solitary confinement in the Madrid prison). These monologues stra-
tegically approach but avoid touching upon forbidden meaning; or they 
tend to transform the sensitive thought or image into something more 
acceptable.
Pedro’s first-person narrative segments at times refer to him as an other, 
as a character in a story, as the subject of a history. This inner-diegetic 
effect shows both his ability and desire to gain distance from himself at 
times, in order to disassociate himself from unpleasant thoughts and actions. 
For example, during his postcoital interior monologue, Pedro reflectively 
counters his knowing, moral self with the libidinal, lawless self: “yo aquí 
con mi ser conciencia, claridad, luz, conocimiento. yo aquí con mi kikirikí 
borracho. Como el asesino con su cuchillo del que caen gotas de sangre. 
Como el matador [ . . . ]” (119) (here i am with my conscience-being, 
32. See, for example, Caviglia; Feal deibe; Jerez-Farrán; Margaret Jones; knickerbocker; 
labanyi; Spires; rey; roberts; Ugarte. Jones remarks on Martín-Santos’s technique of “monólogo 
dialéctico” (dialectic monologue), which “allows a double plane of reality to be present simulta-
neously: the sequential narrative of an episode along with an interior monologue providing the 
character’s commentary, reaction, and feelings on an internal level. From this point of departure, 
it is not difficult to construct a theory of dialectical realism pitting one element against another, 
offering a dynamic conflict and movement toward change or resolution, while portraying a syn-
chronic conception of reality” (87).
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clarity, light, knowledge. here i am with my cock-a-doodle-doo drunk. 
like the assassin with his knife from which fall drops of blood. like the 
matador [ . . . ]).
From this point the monologue produces a long chain of images about a 
bullfight, developing his initial thoughts without further mention of Pedro 
as “i.” This chain involves the phantasm of a stabbed bull who refuses to 
die and instead grows and grows, enfolding him in its black matter like 
“un pulpo amoroso” (an amorous pulp) (a recreation of his recent penetra-
tion of dorita). in the subsequent paragraph, the third-person narrative 
seems to take the place of Pedro’s first-person expressions to describe how 
he washes his face at the basin in his room and observes himself in the 
“pequeño espejo rajado” (little cracked mirror) above it (120). Curiously, 
the omniscient narrator (or Pedro?) reports the persistent vision of dorita. 
as is often the case in his “real-life” actions which are presented as passive 
or observational moments, Pedro is not described as thinking thoughts, but 
rather positioned as the recipient of thoughts:
la imagen de la belleza de dorita seguía flotando en la confusión de su mente. 
no como la de un ser amado ni perdido, sino como la de un ser decapitado. 
ella había quedado allí, [ . . . ] unida a él por una historia tonta que no podía 
ser tomada en cuenta, pero que le perseguiría inevitablemente. la cabeza flo-
taba—como cortada—en el embozo de la cama. ¡era tan bella! ella dormía. 
Todo era natural en ella.33 (120)
The image of dorita’s beauty continued to float in the confusion of his mind. 
not like that of a being loved nor lost, but rather like that of a being decapi-
tated. She had stayed there, [ . . . ] united with him through a silly story which 
could not be taken into account, but which would inevitably pursue him. The 
head was floating—as though cut—at the top of the covers. She was so beauti-
ful! She was sleeping. everything was natural in her. 
Pedro’s various modes of self-censoring create a fantasy vision that 
reinterprets what has just transpired between dorita and him. in his elabo-
rate, recreative, censoring fantasy, he compares himself to various dramatic 
transgressive counterparts: the boastful, crowing rooster, a bloodthirsty 
33. we can compare this passage with the later intrusion of the specter of Florita’s bloody, 
naked body in the middle of Matilde’s soirée (173). Both moments represent the reemergence 
of Pedro’s repressed thoughts from his unconscious. in an uncanny coincidence in terms of plot, 
Florita’s body is exhumed in the episode immediately following the soirée one. The narrative 
contiguity of events provides a sense of causation and psychic coincidence.
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assassin, the bullfighter (note the recurrent image of blood, the knife or 
scalpel, and death, live victim or experimental animal, and genital inter-
course).
The spectral image of dorita’s beautiful head functions as a double 
reproach. he feels guilty of decapitating her, that is, of separating her from 
her innocence and virginity. The decapitation motif also implies how he 
admires her beauty, but not her as a person (“¡era tan bella!”). The motif 
serves as a kind of self-identified metaphor of castration and a double 
denial: the separation of head from body is a way to desexualize his carnal 
knowledge of her and to reassert her innocent, sleeping beauty. he trans-
lates their sexual encounter into a kind of fictionalized narrative event: 
their being “united” (which carries sexual and marital nuances) somehow 
has come about through “una historia tonta” (a silly story). The narrative 
itself meanders from first person to third person, expressing Pedro’s self-
alienation and rejection of his responsibility or sense of agency, but also his 
flickering attempts at self-analysis.
The narrative presents two focalizations of the same character. The shift-
ing in narrative voices in this example and elsewhere is important because 
it shows more than one perspective or point of view, offering contrasts for 
comparison and judgment. Because Pedro sees himself at times as an other, 
the reader is prompted to evaluate Pedro’s assessments. indeed, the narrative 
offers a sense of the psychoanalytic relation in which the analyst must listen 
to the analysand’s story. The third-person narration, with its spectacularly 
ironic and intertextual effects, further distances the subject Pedro while 
deepening the novel’s contemporary themes, characters, and setting.34
The reader’s role as judge is encouraged by the pervasive use of an 
omniscient, somewhat unreliable, critical, and at times extravagantly ironic 
third-person narrator. while this narrator describes Pedro and his thoughts 
and actions in detail, the reader is not seductively persuaded to identify or 
commiserate with the protagonist nor with the other characters, but rather 
to compare and judge him and them. This distancing effect is achieved in 
part through the generous and varied use of irony, such as metaphorical 
and literary-inspired hyperbole and the adoption of various seriocomic 
elements (e.g., the ridiculous notion that Muecas is a gentleman farmer 
looking after his livestock and family in some agrarian utopia [67]; the cun-
ning analogy of the Pedro-amador relationship with that of don Quijote 
and Sancho Panza).
34. For discussions on intertextuality in Martín-Santos, see, for example, Franz, Palley, Caviglia, 
luna, Jerez-Farrán, and labanyi.
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The third-person narrator plays with official discourse, dominant fic-
tions, and the like in a mocking or deadpan tone. This use makes us aware 
of dominant Spanish themes and myths (and their fragile foundations), 
many of which fueled the country’s self-conception in the mid-twentieth 
century, some belonging to a long continuum of national myth, ideology, 
and tradition. at various narrative moments, mention is made of Spain’s 
heroic-pathetic isolationist stance (personified in the lone caballero [knight]) 
and the country’s strong sense of difference from other nations and peoples. 
Just as Pedro views himself at times from an outsider’s standpoint so is his 
pueblo held up to a critical gaze. The third-person narrator and Pedro 
repeatedly mention Spain’s identity traits of race, blood, hereditary features, 
geography, and ingrained customs: iberia’s non-european status and posi-
tion; its primitive or uncivilized practices comparable with african tribes, 
australian or South Pacific aborigines; its racial inferiority to the nordic 
peoples in terms of diet, intelligence, work patterns, sexuality, and art.
what is at stake in these discursive reworkings of national myths, self-
perceptions, and neuroses is a recourse to blame one’s shortcomings or 
failures (Pedro’s or Spain’s) on supposedly hereditary or permanent factors. 
By pointing to apparent fatalism, one could be divested of responsibility 
(and self-determination or free will). The dubious heroics of preordained 
self-defeatism is a strategy to derive some dignity and pleasure from lack of 
agency. Tiempo de silencio’s reworking of Spain’s dominant fictions through 
the medium of Pedro and the omniscient ironic narrator shows how these 
fatalist fictions are both negating fantasies and part of social reality, serving 
as a self-fulfilling prophecy and as a fixture in personal and social self- 
perceptions. These fictions also play a censoring role in that they protect 
or screen the subjects from actual self-perception or analysis, thus divesting 
them of a sense of agency and ability to initiate transformation.
dominant fictions help to occlude, erase, or write over (to censor), as 
in a palimpsest, the actuality (and the real). The Francoist regime’s ideol-
ogy promoted to a strong degree certain idealizations about Spain and a 
selective, glowing history; that promotion was the prescriptive aspect of the 
Spanish censorship, especially from 1939 to the early 1950s.35 Tiempo de 
silencio, through its ironic and extensive use of these fictions and accompa-
nying discursive language, helps to expose the censoring function of these. 
This function is at once useful and debilitating for the subject. Perhaps the 
most telling aspect of the complex censoring mode is the deployment of 
Francoist-inspired discourse about national myths and fictions based on 
35. See herzberger and Carr for sustained discussions of the regime’s rewriting of history and 
use of propaganda. gubern explains how, in each period of the dictatorship, the censorship helped 
to support these dominant ideologies. 
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negated identity. For example, in the novel’s final pages, Pedro links together 
in a metonymic chain associations of sexual ecstasy (displacement), racial 
differences, and Spanish alterity. Beginning with remarks about the hypnotic 
effect of the train’s rhythm, comparable to that of the drums of  “tribus 
primitivas” (primitive tribes), who, during their nights of dancing festivals, 
achieve the “famoso éxtasis” (292) (famous extasis), Pedro thinks that:
Si llegara al éxtasis [ . . . ] podría convertirme, atravesar el lavado necesario del 
cerebro prevaricador y quedar convertido en un cazador de perdices gordas 
y aldeanas sumisas. Pero no somos negros, no somos negros, los negros saltan, 
ríen, gritan y votan para eligir a sus representantes en la OnU. nosotros no 
somos negros, ni indios, ni países subdesarrollados. Somos mojamas tendidas al 
aire purísimo de la meseta que están colgadas de un alambre oxidado, hasta que 
hagan su pequeño éxtasis silencioso. 
if i would arrive at that ecstasy [ . . . ] i could convert myself, pass through 
the washing of the prevaricating brain and remain converted into a hunter of 
plump partridges and submissive village girls. But we are not black, we are not 
black, the blacks jump, laugh, shout, and vote to elect their representatives to 
the Un. we are not black, nor indian, nor underdeveloped countries. we are 
stretched, dried tunas in the ultra-pure air of the meseta which are hanging 
from an oxidized wire, until they make their little, silent ecstasy. 
note the grammatical (and imaginational) shifts (displacement) in this 
passage, ironically and phantasmatically highlighting themes of alienation 
(sense of difference, separation from one’s self, loss of power and meaning): 
Pedro shifts from being an active subject to a semi-disembodied passive 
recipient (his lying brain needs washing—a double allusion to censoring 
practices—to lie, to wash). also the subject grammatically changes number 
in a contiguous, associative chain—i, he, they, we, they. This passage ironically 
employs tell-tale references to Franco and certain dominant fictions: the avid 
partridge hunter (el Jefe); Spain’s identification with and distancing from 
africa and evaluations of superiority; the “healthy” need for brainwashing 
in an authoritarian country; Spain’s masochistic celebration of its isolation 
and martyrdom. all of these references are predicated on the ideas of erotic 
masculine self-negation, displacement, and resolute passivity which produce 
an impoverished little pleasure. in turn, these ideas and the (psychic) dynam-
ics that bring them to light are related directly to artistic censoring.
The novel’s narrative style complements Pedro’s alienation, providing 
the connective tissue for sexually related metaphors and metonyms that 
notably evoke censoring dynamics. indeed, the narrative often functions 
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as an extended metonymic expression and elaborate irony (a rhetoric of 
economy and excess). Many passages in Tiempo de silencio are remarkable for 
their long, intertwining, baroque syntactic structure. Pedro’s meandering, 
associative thought processes are reflected in the third-person narrative. For 
example, we can note a rich array of such rhetorical figures in the episode 
involving Pedro’s dismissal from his research by the institute’s director. 
instances of elaborate anaphors accumulate in the opening sentences:
Que la ciencia más que ninguna de las otras actividades de la humanidad ha 
modificado la vida del hombre sobre la tierra es tenido por verdad indubitable. 
Que la ciencia es una palanca liberadora de las infinitas alienaciones que le 
impiden adecuar su existencia concreta a su esencia libre, tampoco es dudado 
por nadie. Que los [ . . . ] (253)
 That science, more than any other of humanity’s activities, has modified the 
life of man on earth is taken for an indubitable truth. That science is a liberat-
ing lever for the infinite alienations that keep him from adapting his concrete 
existence to his free essence is also doubted by no one. That the [ . . . ] 
This passage also identifies grandiose conceptions of science and its 
mission, and it expresses thoughts in the hyperbolic way in which Pedro 
would expect science to speak. here, as often elsewhere, the narrator’s 
ironically elevated and overly assured tone and choice of words cause the 
reader to maintain a wary surveillance. The passage goes on to stipulate that 
the protagonists of the study of science must be worthy and consummate. 
we know that Pedro is far from meeting those standards; thus the voice 
of judgment increasingly makes itself felt. The institute’s director later sup-
ports this conception of scientists, reminding Pedro that their profession 
is a “sacerdocio” (258) (priesthood). The opening passage of the meeting 
with the director also articulates notions held tacitly by Pedro—that science 
would indeed be for him the liberating device (in lieu of a sexual one) 
that would help him overcome his sense of alienation.
8.	CAnCer	And	Contiguity	in	nArrAtive
The novel’s narrative style involves excessive elaboration, extended and 
recurrent metaphors and images, and other modes of displacement and 
condensation. This excess of language is expressed, in part, in one of 
the novel’s organizing themes: cancer and its associated motifs of disease, 
contamination, tumorous growth, reproduction of cells (mitosis), and the 
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psychic association of cancer with sexual contact, reproduction, and preg-
nancy (tumors, division of cells upon conception). The theme of cancer that 
metaphorically impregnates writing, scientific research, reproduction, and 
sexuality is negatively productive: cancer grows, but it is bad. in Tiempo de 
silencio, cancer is associated with potentially good things (writing, reproduc-
tion, sexual functions, attributes, and desire) and it contaminates them, ren-
dering them bad. This negating effect of the cancer motif is another form 
of artistic censoring thought in the production of fantasy and writing.
Before entering the literary café on his Saturday night out, Pedro thinks 
that he would prefer to continue “evocando fantasmas de hombres que 
derramaron sus propios cánceres sobre papeles blancos” (78) (evoking phan-
tasms of men who spilled their own cancers onto white papers). writing, 
creativity, fantasizing, masculinity, masturbation, and cancer are thus con-
densed into a strong metaphor. during this solitary walk, Pedro’s mental 
attempts to unravel the moral logic and irony of don Quijote also spill 
forth like cancerous growth, the signifiers piling up in an often seemingly 
random sequence or “espiral” (spiral) but containing a convoluted logic.
The metonymic linking of signifiers, even if not logically or rationally 
related or consequential, shows how Pedro often thinks and how meaning 
is produced in the narrative in general. The power of contiguity to generate 
associative meaning can be seen at the syntactic and paragraph level, as well 
as by theme and episode. Pedro’s guilt is expanded, like a cancerous growth 
in itself, by the contiguous episodes of his Saturday night. That night, time 
becomes a malleable, contagious property,36 reflected in the narrative play 
of a generally irrational logic. Meanwhile, Pedro is fueled that night by the 
narcotic, distorting effect of alcohol and is susceptible to committing logical 
fallacies. like the cancerous metastasis he studies, his thought processes (and 
the narrative) spread into and link usually discrete areas.
Motivated by illusions of self-aggrandizement, and blind to the lack 
of ethical balance in his approach to research, he depends on contiguous 
reasoning which leads him astray. already at the outset of the novel, he 
shows his readiness to alter his research on the basis of unrelated factors. 
Too much trust in contiguity often works on the premise that “one thing 
leads to another.” Pedro’s contact with the world of the chabolas—initially 
simply through his powerful imagination fueled by some details from 
amador—inspires him to envisage a sexualized set of causation that would 
provide remarkable, new research results. Pedro conveniently overlooks the 
scientific strictures of hypothesis. Properly methodological research cannot 
36. “era un sábado elástico que se prolongaba en la madrugada del domingo contagiándolo de 
sustancia sabática” (122) (it was an elastic Saturday which was prolonged into the early morning 
of the Sunday, contaminating it with sabbatical substance).
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be attained through prejudiced anticipation of certain results alone. The 
fantastic nature of Pedro’s leap into speculation is expressed in the follow-
ing culminating sentence in a series of anaphors:
¡Oh qué posibilidad apenas sospechada, apenas intuible, reverencialmente aten-
dida de que una—con una bastaba—de las mocitas púberes toledanas hubiera 
contraído, en la cohabitación de la chabola, un cáncer inguinoaxilar totalmente 
impropio de su edad y nunca visto en la especie humana que demostrara 
la posibilidad—¡al fin!—de una transmisión virásica que tomó apariencia 
hereditaria sólo porque las células gaméticas (inoculadas ab ovo antes de la vida, 
previamente a la reproducción, previamente a la misma aparición de las tumes-
cencias alarmantes en los padres) dotadas de ilimitada inmortalidad latente, 
saltan al vacío entre las generaciones e incluyen su plasma íntegro—con sus 
inclusiones morbígenas—en el límite-origen, en el huevo del nuevo ser! (34)
Oh! what a scarcely suspected possibility, scarcely intuitable, reverentially heed-
ed, that one—one would suffice—of the adolescent Toledan girls would have 
contracted, in the cohabitation of the chabola, an inguinoaxilar cancer totally 
inappropriate for her age and never seen in the human species which would 
demonstrate the possibility—finally!—of a viral transmission that assumed the 
hereditary appearance only because the gamete cells (inoculated ab ovo before 
life, previously to reproduction, previously to the same appearance of the alarm-
ing tumescences of the parents), gifted with unlimited, latent immortality, leap 
into the void between the generations and include their whole plasma—with 
their diseased inclusions—in the limit-origin, in the egg of the new being!
Pedro’s willingness (even desire) to discover a connection between 
hereditary and viral factors in cancer shows his susceptibility to the sug-
gestion of false causation and false symmetries. Part of this seductive mode 
of reasoning derives from his guardedly eroticized ways of referring to 
the pubescent girls. The ecstatic, breathless, accretive effect of the passage 
also conveys a pornographic excitement. Pedro’s thoughts are not entirely 
irrational; disease and sexuality are comparable on a metaphorical or con-
ceptual level, and are at times directly related on an actual level.37 These 
associations fuel our personal fears about contamination and coincide with 
irrational thought processes or inner logic related to our mental life estab-
lished in infancy, when the perception of causation is based on a limited 
point of view and the observance of contiguous events or actions.
37. Many diseases can be transmitted through sexual contact; some diseases are hereditary and 
thus handed down to offspring through (sexual or artificial) reproduction.
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Cancer is a particularly intriguing disease to compare pathologically with 
sexuality: pregnancy (cáncer inguinoaxilar), division of cells (células gamé-
ticas), penile erection (e.g., tumescencias alarmantes en los padres), even the 
plump legs of Castilian girls can be (irrationally) misapprehended as tumor-
ous growth. The cancerous strain from illinois is vaguely described as cancer 
of the groin (cáncer inguinal) supposedly found in virgins and premeno-
pausal ladies, a repeated reference which never becomes more explicit, a fact 
suggestive in itself of Pedro’s dual interest and revulsion with his research. 
The novel makes no direct mention of ovarian, uterine, or cervical cancer. 
The strain of cancer is connected to certain female types at certain stages 
or types of sexuality (virginal, prostitute, maternal, pre- or postmenopausal). 
it seems that Pedro is driven to categorize women, limiting them to their 
sexual function, a maneuver that at once keeps them at bay and increases 
the tension of the controlled attention he fixes on them.
Pedro’s reliance on explaining speculated causation by contiguity is curi-
ously reinforced in a different way by the character Muecas. when Pedro 
visits the chabola, Muecas demonstrates that he, too, has intriguing beliefs 
based on contiguity. The secret of his success with breeding the mice is 
apparently based on the premise that the female mice should only breed 
when in heat. These mice can be brought to heat by being warmed by 
the “female heat” emanating from the breasts of his daughters. Muecas’s 
female-heat theory in turn provides an alternative solution for the mystery 
of Pedro’s lab mice’s extinction—they have lacked heat, not vitamins.38
Pedro is, of course, not abandoning rational thought entirely when he 
posits hypotheses about cause and effect. Many diseases are contagious, and 
contagion can transpire in obvious and obscure ways. But he spoils the 
potential of his research before he can get it seriously underway because he 
is apt to act or make assumptions hastily, on impulse, or think too broadly 
or narrowly. These responses foreclose his ability to develop as a researcher. 
Through his self-sabotage, he gives up that scientific work based on careful 
use of time, testing, repetition, measured practice in order to live in the 
here and now and a defeatist Spanish fatality.
Closely related to Pedro’s, and often the omniscient narrator’s, tendency 
to conceive of contiguity in terms of cause and effect is their perception 
38. My own suggestion is that Pedro’s mice have had cancer, while Muecas’s mice (reputedly 
stolen from Pedro’s batch) are an unknown type (they may have been bred from a stolen pair of 
healthy control mice). Pedro’s mice have died because they had cancer; Muecas’s mice survive and 
breed because they do not have it. we never discover the condition of Muecas’s mice, for Pedro 
never buys them to test them under the microscope. if Muecas’s mice are descendants of the mice 
with the cancerous strain, then the irony lies in their ability to survive in the Spanish destitution 
of the shantytown along with people reduced to subhuman living standards.
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of symmetry. various concepts, people, or actions lead to the production 
or perception of various false symmetries. examples include dorita and 
Florita; Príncipe Pío train station as the “principio” (beginning) and end; 
San lorenzo asking to be toasted evenly on both sides and Pedro’s identi-
fication with that saint. The creation of a symmetrical form, pair, or group 
can be thought of as yet another censoring defense against an unwanted 
truth or desire. Symmetry, much like a cause-and-effect chain of significa-
tion, presents the appearance of wholeness or completeness. The fulfillment 
or creation of a link, part, or counterpart to fill in a perceived lack or 
incongruity is a satisfying strategy to disavow that lack or flaw.
Cancer, along with the related use of contiguity and symmetry, helps to 
organize sexual reference or allusion in many ways in Tiempo de silencio. like 
the creative psychic censorship in the productions of dreams and fantasies, 
sexual reference is artistically concealed by the repulsive, forbidding, enig-
matic nature of the disease itself and its ostensive purpose in the novel of 
providing a serious aim for the protagonist to pursue. what could be further 
removed from sex? yet, as we have seen, for Pedro, sexuality is profoundly 
related to science and medicine; these are disciplines of control, regulation, 
penetration, and discovery. in fluctuating obsessive neurotic patterns, he is 
attracted to and repulsed by sexuality just as he is with his scientific research 
and his future medical practice. he seeks knowledge in sex, but in trying to 
grasp “it” he only seems to prolong his alienation, which is produced from 
his obsessive neurotic oscillations between conflicting impulses. This sort 
of oscillation acts as a censoring function in that it forecloses attainment 
of his goals or self-discovery. instead, at the end of the novel Pedro narcis-
sistically glorifies in his self-identification with San lorenzo or a castrato, 
among other masochistic-heroic images. while there is surely some bitter 
irony in these thoughts, there is also a marked repeated emphasis on his 
pleasure in this nondefeat.
in fact, Pedro is more closely aligned with the dominant ideology than 
he might care to recognize. his language often borrows from Francoist 
discourse in glorification in one’s martyrdom, heroic isolationism, and 
self-denial. Pedro demonstrates a censor’s reaction to the sexual object—a 
combined sense of attraction and repulsion.
9.	 	prostitution:	the	brothel	
	 And	A	desiring	self
Prostitution in literature signals a crisis of sexuality in the twentieth cen-
tury. Man’s desire is problematized by the humanization and empathy for 
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the prostitute, the marketing and commodification of sex and the female 
body, and the uncertain integrity of the male subject. while writing about 
prostitution is not new in literature, i suggest that the nineteenth- and 
especially the twentieth-century literary explorations of prostitution make 
men’s pleasure increasingly complicated and at times negated, and empha-
size the socioeconomic conditions that determine prostitution on the one 
hand and, on the other hand, stress the male subject’s psychic life, history, 
and conflicting desires, his inner self in a kind of erotic contemplation and 
interrogation.
Similar to the “Circe” episode in Ulysses, the brothel scenes of Tiempo 
de silencio dramatize the censoring production of fantasy about desiring 
and negating that desire for sexual satisfaction, fullness, discovery.39 Mar-
tín-Santos integrates the concept of a personal odyssey in Pedro’s trajec-
tory including the episodes of the Saturday and Sunday. The brothel scene 
loosely parallels Joyce’s “Circe” brothel scene, including hallucinatory street 
scenes that frame the visit to the brothel.40 The brothel scenes stage a con-
frontation of Pedro with himself and his fantasies about facing sexuality 
and the law.
These scenes (which were originally censored in 1961 and then largely 
restored in 1966) do not contain descriptions of actual sexual intercourse, 
and the women are not represented in a notably prurient way. Pedro, Matías, 
and the other customers certainly go to the brothel to satisfy sexual urges 
(physical and emotional). But the narrator does not present an idealized 
or pornographic fantasy of the Spanish brothel, and such rhetorical men-
tions of “celebración de los nocturnales ritos órficos” (99) (celebration of 
nocturnal Orphic rites) are counterbalanced by such ironic reductions as 
“el estéril intento de aplacar la bestia lucharniega” (the sterile attempt to 
39. Several critics (e.g., Palley) explore the Joycean influences in Tiempo de silencio. among 
the most recent efforts, see rodríguez garcía, who discusses the impact of Joyce and Conrad on 
Martín-Santos’s work. Martín-Santos incorporates British modernist trends in his novel, making it 
in 1961 a late example of modernist literature.
40. in a more distant analogy, the abortion episode is called Pedro’s “nausicaa” (“a reempren-
der los periplos nocturnos hacia la aún no explorada nausicaa” [125] [to resume the nocturnal 
wanderings toward the yet unexplored nausicaa]). in Ulysses, the episode nausicaa portrays the 
dual subjectivities of a young woman at the seaside, gerty Macdowell, and leopold Bloom. dur-
ing her flirtation with him from a distance, he surreptitiously masturbates and she, too, achieves 
some kind of pleasure. her youth positions her symbolically as a daughter. in homer, nausicaa is 
the lovely unwed daughter of king alcinous; she helps Odysseus by providing him with clothes, 
oil, food, and counsel, which leads him to alcinous’s welcome. in the abortion scene of Tiempo de 
silencio, the nausicaa figure of Florita is made pathetic and drained of agency. The unwed Florita, 
while perhaps once lovely, is dying of a failed abortion. her tragic body, especially her uterus, offers 
Pedro a difficult segment of his odyssey that will result in more troubles. This nausicaa’s father, 
Muecas, is a degraded parody of alcinous.
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placate the battling-negating beast). in general, the brothel represents a 
paradoxically forbidden, yet well regulated, zone in society. in 1949 Madrid 
prostitution was commonplace, there being an excess of women without 
employment or marriage possibilities. Brothels provided a regular recourse 
for working-class men in particular, and Martín-Santos’s descriptions of 
the clientele and the brothel’s situation in the city are in keeping with this 
social history.
The text involving the brothel shows strategies of artistic censoring to 
regulate sexuality, to keep it from overflowing well-maintained practices. 
The novel itself partitions the two brothel scenes neatly into their own 
sections, and the residents of the brothel do not appear in other settings 
or episodes. within this domain of the brothel, doña luisa carefully main-
tains order. in a psychoanalytic sense, her function is that of a censor or 
“mujer-esclusa” (101) (woman-floodgate), and on the Saturday night Pedro 
is an item requiring censoring. doña luisa removes, transforms, or displaces 
unseemly elements from the scene. her editorial, calculating, and manage-
rial function is stressed in the text. On Pedro’s first visit, because of his 
and Matías’s social standing as gentlemen, they are displaced to the visiting 
room, out of the way of the normal transactions of the night. On his second 
visit, Pedro is again allowed to remain as long as he hides himself away 
in one of the rooms (a kind of plotlike condensation and transformation). 
doña luisa hopes in the short term to disguise the fugitive as a client and 
in the long term to gain him as a doctor who will perform occasional 
abortions for her employees. The irony of Pedro’s involvement with the 
brothel is that it represents for him a refuge from the law and the “real 
world,” while for doña luisa and the police it is a domain doubly bound 
by internal and external laws. The brothel is not a romantic or idealized 
maternal haven, nor a rebellious or bacchic escape into freedom and law-
lessness, as Pedro’s illusions and actions would suggest at times.
if anything, the brothel is subsumed in the law, something which is 
emphasized clearly by luisa’s repeated references to the police, the authori-
ties, the municipality’s control of water and electricity in relation to her 
business hours. The nature of her business’s relationship with the authorities 
is corroborated by don Similiano’s visit and arrest of Pedro, events which 
show the police’s matter-of-fact acknowledgment of luisa, her trade, and 
their collaboration and mutual support. in the brothel, sexual transactions 
are strictly regimented by in-house procedure, economic interests, and 
municipal and police forces. The women who work as prostitutes do so 
out of economic need and lack of ability to work elsewhere, owing to their 
low or fallen social status, lack of education, and the state’s fairly openly 
discriminatory policy regarding women’s employment and education. The 
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austere effects of the Civil war and world war ii and the mismanagement 
of Spain’s economy in the 1940s resulted in the surplus of unemployed, 
unmarried women, as well as unemployed, unskilled laborers in general. 
Both groups gravitated toward the cities, contributing to the cancerous 
growth of the impoverished masses.
Tiempo de silencio’s detailed portrayal of prostitution and the people of the 
shantytown can be read as a social history, although a pointedly non-social-
realist approach is used.41 it is notable that the brothel elicited more shame 
for the 1961 censor of the manuscript than did the far more damning and 
strongly developed episodes concerning the shantytown and the conditions 
mediating the illegal lab mice, the Muecas family, and the abortion.42
The brothel is regimented by inner laws and practices that are alter-
nately focalized by the omniscient narrator and Pedro. in the “salón,” the 
“ceremonias de la elección” (ceremonies of the choice) take place (102–3). 
The prostitutes’ highly ritualized choosing of their clients from the hushed 
41. Fernández compares the social and geographical strata of Madrid, “la fractura del espacio 
urbano” (the fracture of urban space), and the socioeconomic investigations in the literature of 
galdós and Martín-Santos. he argues for the increased separation of the public and private spaces 
in the 1949 setting of Madrid; he does not mention the brothel scenes. if he had, he might agree 
with my assertion that these brothel spaces suggest a point of continuity in Spanish life, sharing 
some of the earlier galdosian period’s intermingling of the classes and of the public and private. 
On the other hand, Fernández’s idea of the fracture of urban space is also operative for the 1949 
brothel situation of Madrid, given the specific social, political, and economic circumstances of that 
era that caused a huge rise in prostitution. 
42. See Carr and Preston for accounts of postwar Spain’s rise of prostitution and shantytowns 
coupled with the phenomenon of urban growth. Carr explains how Spain’s poor and subaltern 
were negatively affected by the grossly inadequate public medical services, labor laws and practices, 
and autarky. Tiempo de silencio is conveniently set in 1949, one of the “years of hunger,” and thus 
does not seem to criticize the Spain of the early 1960s (the time of the novel’s reception). Franco’s 
broadcast to the nation at the end of 1948 was a speech of self-congratulation. as Preston aptly 
points out, at this 1948 juncture, Franco 
was oblivious to the fact that, in working class districts of major towns, people in rags could 
be seen hunting for scraps. Outside Barcelona and Málaga, many lived in caves. Most major 
cities had shantytowns on their outskirts made of cardboard and corrugated iron huts where 
people lived in appallingly primitive conditions. The streets thronged with beggars. State medi-
cal and welfare services were virtually non-existent other than the soup kitchens provided by 
the Falange. hardship, malnutrition, epidemics, the growth of prostitution, the black market, 
corruption were consequences of his regime’s policies. [ . . . ] (585)
 
and yet the shantytowns were still the shame of Spain in the early 1960s; Franco’s negligence 
was made evident by his shocked reaction to that reality when Sevilla’s governor took the Cau-
dillo on a visit to that city’s borderline slums during his tour of andalusia in 1961; he was equally 
surprised to learn then that Madrid and Barcelona had similar shantytowns (Preston, 689–90). 
Therefore, Martín-Santos’s apparent distanced exposition of 1949 prostitution and poverty were 
commensurable with the conditions of the early 1960s when he was writing and publishing Tiempo 
de silencio.
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group of shyly waiting men is described in part as a religious ceremony, 
a casting of a spell, and a leading into a trance. The scene’s silence (“un 
discreto silencio avergonzado” [an embarrassed, discreet silence]) bears a 
“litúrgico” (liturgical) air (104); the “deseo mudo” (mute desire) of the men 
is expressed in their partly concealed faces (102). The silence also seems to 
reduce the women to threatening phantasms on the verge of disappearing, 
“a pesar de su objetividad palpable y olible” (in spite of their palpable and 
smellable objectivity). like unwanted or unseemly elements in a dream, 
Pedro and Matías, the “pareja sacrílega” (104) (sacrilegious couple), first 
drunkenly disrupt this ceremony of choosing clients and the “sagrado del 
lugar” (sacred nature of the place) and then are transferred from the scene 
by doña luisa’s lackeys to the visiting room.
The passage emphasizes the mysterious methods of elections and the spec-
tral fantasy of the women, making desire a coded, liminal event for the initi-
ated, with women who reduce their gestures to essentials such as a shockingly 
“mirada franca” (frank look) and a “un entreabrir la boca [ . . .] perverso” 
(mouth perversely half-opened) and men who are muted and dissimulat-
ing (102); the young men Matías and Pedro do not cohere to this ritual.
The narrative strategy in the brothel episodes involves a predominant 
third-person voice that occasionally gives way to the inner workings of 
Pedro’s mind or voice. The third-person narrator relates the drunken, dis-
oriented mode of perception experienced by Pedro. This separation helps to 
distance the reader from the scene, showing in part Pedro’s unsuccessful use 
of alcohol to get beyond himself. By way of the third-person narrative, the 
reader follows Pedro closely through his introduction to the brothel to his 
relegation with Matías to the visiting room. in the visiting-room scene, the 
narrative abandons regular syntax and breaks into a chain of associative or 
disruptive thoughts and images (104–6). This flow of thought presumably 
issues from Pedro, although the third-person narrator remains in place.
Thus, the brothel is refracted through several points of view, mostly 
thanks to the ingenious narrative manipulation. On the one hand, the 
reader follows Pedro’s experience and non-Orphic descent into silent con-
templation of himself and life, including the mysteries of the female body 
bared to its biological core. On the other hand, the narrative also alternately 
embeds the perspectives of Matías, doña luisa and her employees, and 
workings of the brothel, thus resisting a completely subjectivized presenta-
tion of the brothel. The two brothel episodes depict it largely as a place 
of work (regulated by the state and in-house religiously kept rituals) and a 
place of residence. The relations between clients and prostitutes are strictly 
regulated and marked by a lack of detectable pleasure and excessive desire. 
Pedro’s identity upon entering the brothel becomes that of the censored 
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object (he becomes hidden or camouflaged), and his own reverie narrates 
the edges of the unconscious and his repressed thoughts.
The Francoist 1961 censorship of the first brothel scene and a large 
portion of the second scene shows the censor-reader’s intolerance of the 
prostitution theme. The censor’s ideologically correct upholding of the 
special taboo status of prostitution seems remarkable in retrospect because 
he was, by contrast, willing to tolerate a good number of other taboo or 
unsavory subjects treated in this novel (incest, abortion, poverty, and so 
on), which were certainly not tolerated widely by Francoist censorship for 
general reading in the early 1960s.43
after the restoration of the brothel-related passages in the 1966 and 
subsequent editions of the novel, a reader could begin to judge the brothel 
passages’ relevance to the novel as a whole. while the main story in the cen-
sored version (1961–1965) was reasonably comprehensible, the complete 
versions (editions from 1966 on) supplied a richness of association because 
of Pedro’s initial visit to the brothel and his subsequent flight to it from 
the law. in episodic terms, the first brothel scene is important because, if it 
is read in sequential order, it seems to be the ironic culmination of Pedro 
and Matías’s drunken night on the town. Surely nothing more exotic or 
out of the ordinary could occur after the brothel visit? But the brothel 
only marks at best the half-way point in Pedro’s trajectory and serves as 
a kind of psychical launching pad for further actions. having come away 
dissatisfied from the brothel, he returns home and succumbs to carnal 
instincts and poor judgment to have sexual relations with dorita, who has 
been positioned as “bait” by her mother and grandmother. Moving from 
the zone of regulated prostitution, Pedro in the pension enters a zone of 
amateur prostitution, the stakes of which are as important for the survival 
of “las tres generaciones” or “tres diosas” (three goddesses) as for the women 
working for doña luisa.
Moreover, the symmetry between doña luisa and her brothel and la 
vieja and her pension is established in the editions of 1966 on. This sense 
of association organizes Pedro’s orientation to some degree and presents 
to the reader an important zone of the subaltern, the counterpart to 
the shantytown (and female characters’ subaltern position in that world). 
also, the pension owner, a celestina figure,44 mirrors doña luisa’s own 
43. i will explore the Spanish censorship’s changing criteria in the 1960s in a forthcoming 
book on Spanish writers and censorship under Franco.
44. The medieval-renaissance Spanish character la Celestina is a procuress, a wild, conniving, 
witchy older woman, immortalized in a twenty-one act, narrativized play Comedia de Calisto y 
Melibea or popularly La Celestina (1499) (or Tragicomedia in a new version by 1502) by Fernando 
de rojas, and reincarnated variously over the centuries in Spanish literature.
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pretensions about running a respectable establishment. doña luisa and la 
vieja are comparable in a number of ways: unmarried, vain, of dubious mor-
als and unrealistic aspirations in the face of grim basic reality, impoverished, 
catering to single men.
The brothel functions in part as a sign of Pedro’s feelings of guilt and 
desire to be found guilty. Thither he flees from the authorities, and it is 
his refuge there that further incriminates him in the point of view of the 
police and various high-ranking officials appealed to by Matías. The nar-
rative clearly presents the brothel as a site of taboo. But, in addition, the 
narrator insists on including other perspectives which depict the brothel 
as doña luisa’s business, home (the second brothel scene has a distinctly 
domestic air), and a place carefully regimented by her according to the hour 
and purpose. in this way, the economy of the brothel is multiproductive. 
while its articulated purpose as the site of the traffic in women is con-
sidered obscene to the dominant ideology of Francoist Spain, the brothel 
setting is in fact an integrated part of the social scene. Upon entering or 
escaping to this domain, Pedro becomes a dubious entity which must be 
controlled by his own conscience and by others; he becomes a potential 
thing requiring censoring. doña luisa treats him as a desired-undesired 
entity and disguises or displaces him accordingly, and when an agent of 
the law (don Similiano) finally intrudes, she instantly cooperates with the 
law and relinquishes Pedro.
Pedro’s censoring of sexual desire is dramatized through the specter of 
prostitution: his oscillating attraction and aversion to virginal, nubile, young 
women and older, mature maternal figures. his censoring interest involves 
women’s reproductive ability. That mysterious life-giving source fascinates him, 
as though secret knowledge (about sex, life, his authentic self) can be attained 
through the female body. his occasional yearning for maternal warmth and 
contact (and in some cases even a desire to return to an infantile or in utero 
dependency) is counteracted by his revulsion in sensing the underlying sexual 
tension or danger in that contact and by his censoring (screening) of his 
sexual desires and thoughts with scientific language and ideas. his censoring 
struggle with his desires can be noted in the stream of associations he makes 
while drunkenly meditating in the brothel’s visiting room:
calabozo inmóvil donde la soledad del hombre se demuestra, cesto de inmundi-
cia, poso en que reducido a excremento espera el ocupante la llegada del agua 
negra que le llevará hasta el mar a través de ratas grises y cloacas, calabozo otra 
vez donde con un clavo lentamente se dibuja con trabajo arrancando trocitos 
de cal la figura de una sirena con su cola asombrosa de pez hembra, vigilada 
por una figura gruesa de mujer que la briza, acariciada por una figura blanda 
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de mujer que amamanta, cuna, placenta, meconio, deciduas, matriz, oviducto, 
ovario puro vacío, aniquilación inversa en que el huevo en un universo anti-
protónico se escinde en sus dos entidades previas (105)
motionless prison where man’s solitude is demonstrated, barrel of filth, dregs 
in which, reduced to excrement, the occupant awaits the arrival of black water 
which will carry him to the sea, past grey rats and sewers, again a prison where 
with a nail slowly, picking laboriously away bits of lime, the figure of a siren 
with her astonishing tail of a female fish is drawn, guarded by the stout figure 
of a woman who strokes her, caressed by a gentle figure of a woman who is 
suckling, cradle, placenta, meconium, deciduas, oviduct, womb, pure empty 
ovary, inverse annihilation in which the egg in an antiprotonic universe splits 
into its two former entities.
This passage introduces the conflict between man and woman, man’s 
arrest in scopophilic trance vis-à-vis the impossible phallic woman, the siren, 
the mythical creature of male invention that overcomes the oedipal crisis of 
discovering the mother’s lack (of a penis). The thought, tellingly situated as 
man’s solitary imprisonment in creative disavowal, oddly anticipates Pedro’s 
forthcoming incarceration and subsequent scratching of the siren’s image 
on the prison wall. Some of his guilty feelings (e.g., the repeated mention 
of “calabozo” [prison] anticipates confrontation with the law) thus precede 
any actual action taken on his part with dorita or Florita (or any attempt to 
flee from questioning). in a later episode, when Pedro is actually in prison, 
the association between the siren and dorita becomes far more evident. 
in the brothel, Pedro’s thought of the siren is accompanied by the initially 
forbidding character of the “mujer gruesa” (big woman) who caresses the 
siren and transforms into a “figura blanda” (gentle woman) who suckles. 
This phantasmatic relationship between the older, maternal woman and the 
siren-virgin with the astonishing tail structures part of Pedro’s desire, his 
drive to insert himself into that position of being cared for by that mother 
and thus in some way to become that siren, that phallic woman (a woman 
who is really a man).
in the brothel narrative, as Pedro’s thoughts break into a progressive 
inventory of features of reproduction, they veer to a split or cleavage 
predicated on the notion of a negation or separation of reproductive forces. 
There is a striking homology between the first mention of the solitary 
man’s excremental state of being washed away by black water and the sub-
sequent mention of the female reproductive features. The fetus-newborn 
is also a solitary being, and the placenta, meconium, and deciduas are all 
matter that become excrement at birth.
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Thus, even the phantasmatic “matriz” (womb) offers no satisfying haven 
or source of plenitude. The further censoring reversal of the train of 
thought undoes through signifying links the concept of conception itself: 
“pure empty ovary,” “inverse annihilation,” “antiprotonic universe,” the 
separation of sperm and egg. reproduction produces excrement (the abject 
subject), a form of negation which expels man into an excremental world. 
women are responsible for this depressing state of affairs: the deceptive 
siren; the mother figure to whom one cannot return; even the lowly aging 
prostitute Charo whom no one else has wanted and who keeps the two 
drunk young men company.
The womb-siren passage also emphasizes Pedro’s lack of presence or 
subjectivity. his fantasy thoughts seem to erase his presence. The third-
person narrator seems to relate Pedro’s thoughts (or Pedro narrates himself 
in the third person). This ambiguous, distancing narrative effect thus pro-
vides us with a sense of observing Pedro’s psyche. in addition, this effect 
is achieved through the occasional use of the Spanish reflexive mode (“se 
dibuja”) which translates into english as the passive voice (“it is drawn”) 
and which dispenses with the need to cite the acting subject. These cen-
soring yet desiring views of the feminine body, and Pedro’s confrontational 
relationship to it, recur in his responses to various women throughout the 
novel. women’s reproductivity is important to him in negative and narcis-
sistic ways. his perceptions of his room at the pension—his “masturbatory 
dachau” or “su alcoba ascética de sabio” (116) (his ascetic bedroom of 
a scholar)—reflect frustration and feelings of superiority. although he is 
not notably religious, Pedro has absorbed Spain’s Catholic views of female 
sexuality as dirty, dangerous, sinful. he supplements that basic standpoint 
with his creative use of language and his scientific studies.
The female body threatens to become a prison of excrement, a site 
of silence, disorder, unwholesome growth (pregnancy through incest and 
inguinal cancer). The female body also serves as a combined worker and 
product in the sale of sex and artistic work. it therefore presents the site for 
imposition of a network of disciplines: the law and science in particular, but 
also economics, art, literature. These disciplines help to suppress and regulate 
female sexuality, allowing the male subject to have a sense of empowerment 
over it, being able to censor or denigrate it when it seems too danger-
ous. at the same time, these disciplines and the censoring functions they 
provide also help to create the circumstances for the subject to experience 
erotic desire. Censoring in this sense produces and shapes aesthetically our 
perceptions and experience of sex.
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10.	floritA’s	 inCestuous	pregnAnCy
if sexual relations are strongly overlaid by screens of prohibition and dan-
ger, then pregnancy, the fruition of those relations, is a site of problematic 
meaning in Tiempo de silencio. in Spanish literature, pregnancy, legitimate 
or illegitimate, often indicates the future or destiny of the parents or a 
generation. Pregnancy out of wedlock concretizes a conflict with societal 
norms, such as Fortunata’s and adela’s self-destruction through pregnancy 
(the respective fallen women characters of Pérez galdós’s Fortunata y Jacinta 
and garcía lorca’s La casa de Bernarda Alba). Florita’s death also dramatizes 
a social conflict. her incestuous pregnancy is caused by the backward 
patriarchalism and dire poverty of her father and general grotesque milieu 
of the chabolas, and serves as a critique of Franco’s mismanagement of 
Spain. her pregnancy offers further specialized motifs in terms of aesthetic 
censoring of sexuality.
Pedro’s fascination and disgust with women and their bodies are dem-
onstrated in various overdetermined ways in his mental life, and he deploys 
strategies of metonymy and metaphor to censor thoughts that are not 
acceptable to his harsh superego. The ascetic side to his medical practice is 
a forced façade, disguising lascivious desires as well as providing him with an 
auxiliary source of self-satisfaction with a social status he has had to work to 
attain (unlike the privileged Matías). Florita’s incestuous pregnancy offers a 
dramatic instance in which Pedro makes a regulating, surgical intervention 
which has serious ethical repercussions.
Pedro’s negating association of women’s bodies with filth finds a fertile 
source for elaboration in the shantytown, an obscene counterpart to the 
brothel. in a self-reflexive moment as he surveys the world of the chabolas, 
he recognizes his murky, erotic, nonscientific fascination with this domain 
outside the law:
allí, en algún oculto orificio, inferiores al hombre y por él dominados, los 
ratones de la cepa cancerígena seguían consumiendo la dieta por el Muecas 
inventada y reproduciéndose a despecho de toda avitaminosis y de toda neu-
rosis carcelaria. este pequeño grumo de vida investigable hundido en aquel 
revuelto mar de sufrimiento pudoroso le conmovía de un modo nuevo. le 
parecía que quizá su vocación no hubiera sido clara, que quizá no era sólo el 
cáncer lo que podía hacer que los rostros se deformaran y llegaran a tomar el 
aspecto bestial e hinchado de los fantasmas que aparecen en nuestros sueños y 
de los que ingenuamente suponemos que no existen. (53)
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There, in some occult orifice, inferior to man and dominated by him, the mice 
of the cancerous strain were continuing to consume the diet invented by Mue-
cas and reproducing in spite of all avitaminosis and all incarcerative neurosis. 
This researchable little cluster of life sunk in that rough sea of modest suffering 
moved him in a new way. it seemed to him that perhaps his vocation had not 
been clear, that perhaps it was not only cancer which could make the faces 
deform and assume the bestial and swollen look of the phantasms that appear 
in our dreams and of those who we ingenuously suppose do not exist. 
it is difficult to determine from the passage whether it is sympathy or 
a kind of creative relish that Pedro feels. what could Pedro’s clear voca-
tion be? Priest, anthropologist, psychiatrist, social or political reformer? 
The shantytown people and homes, “oníricas construcciones” (oneiric 
constructions) cobbled together out of odd materials, appear fantastic to 
the outsider.45 The people have become “immunized,” as amador explains, 
by living in so much “filth” (41). described in ironically anthropological 
terms, these inhabitants’ sexuality is apparently unruly, incest is prevalent, 
and any morality in marriage is disregarded (51). yet these and many other 
statements by the third-person narrator must be treated with caution. The 
irony functions both to criticize the shameful social state of affairs (Franco’s 
negligence) and to play into the educated reader’s readiness to assume that 
these impoverished people have lost all sense of humanity, and are leading 
instead a solely primitive or animal existence.
The point is supposed to be taken both ways critically. despite the fact 
that there is a case of incest (Florita and Muecas), it eventually turns out 
that that case is not taken lightly or obliviously (as animals might). The 
father finds it imperative to try to induce an abortion; his surviving daugh-
ter hates her father for his actions; his wife denounces him to the police. 
during and after the abortion and Florita’s death, the chabolista neighbors 
flock around the Muecas home, out of voyeurism and empathetic interest 
(particularly on the part of the women). Mistakenly connected to Florita’s 
pregnancy, Cartucho goes to great lengths to gain revenge on Pedro, thus 
showing that his feelings for Florita went beyond a purely physical sexual 
instinct. These chabolistas are not mere animals, although some of their 
actions and responses are clearly flawed.
The incestuous pregnancy also significantly coincides with Pedro’s inter-
vention. he suspects that he could find a cancerous tumor in Florita’s groin, 
45. The passage recalls luis Buñuel’s documentary film Las Hurdes: the extradiegetic narrator 
observes the physical deformation and suffering experienced by the film’s subjects in extramadura, 
owing to extreme malnutrition, lack of hygiene, poverty, inbreeding, and severe degrees of igno-
rance.
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contracted through a viral contact with the mice. it is not clear whether 
Pedro knows that what is growing in Florita is the result of contact with her 
father. The implied parallel between the unclean pregnancy and the mice’s 
cancerous multiplication (and possibly contamination) is extended by the fact 
that both take place in Madrid’s cancerous growth of the shantytown. when 
Pedro performs the “scraping” of Florita’s uterus, he helps to complete the 
negation of the pregnancy and approaches the womb as a void (135).
The death of Florita in post-abortion serves as a sign of censored or 
negated knowledge and sexuality. during the police interrogation, Pedro 
articulates his interest in the girl as a possible scientific subject because of 
her contact with the mice. after her death, her image haunts Pedro, such 
as the scene at Matilde’s soirée in which Pedro has a phantasmatic vision 
of the bloody naked body of the Toledan girl (173). her cadaver, along 
with its damning blood, appears like a censored thing:
Obstinadamente desnuda deja que su sangre corretee caprichosamente entre 
los muebles y entre las piernas de los desmesurados contertulios. Sin duda es 
uno de los objetos que éstos no deben ver, pues aunque pasen a su lado o bien 
lo pisen distraídamente, no lo advierten. entre las leyes de este mundo de dioses 
y de pájaros hay alguna referente a los cadáveres.
Obstinately naked it lets its blood run out capriciously amid the furniture and 
the feet of the unrestrained guests. it is doubtlessly one of the objects that these 
people should not see, for although they walk by it or even distractedly step on 
it, they don’t notice it. among the laws of this world of gods and birds there is 
one that refers to cadavers.
in this passage, the upper-class world is consumed with fashion and 
philosophy. Florita’s death reminds Pedro of his complicity in the occlu-
sion of the girl’s death.
her body as censored thing is further dramatized by its burial, subsequent 
exhumation according to a mysterious court order, and autopsy. Finally, her 
body is doubled in the murder and subsequent autopsy of dorita.
11.	 ConClusion:	the	pArAdoxiCAlly	
	 produCtive	orgAn	of	Censoring:	
	 tissue,	folds,	AgenCy
The fabric of the text emphasizes contiguity of elements which are not 
necessarily related on a logical or realistic plane, but which imply power-
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fully significant symbolic and psychic meaning. The folds in the narrative 
bring together and exclude certain features in a way comparable to cen-
soring processes. The term “pliegues” (folds) is referred to several times 
in Tiempo de silencio, as well as “capitoné” (quilted). By using narrative 
organization, especially metonymic, sequential, and contiguous linking, the 
quilted, folded aspects of language and narrative are emphasized so that 
apparent incongruities or oppositions reinforce each other or offer screen-
ing (censoring) effects.
By recognizing the text’s capacity to fold in on itself, to be inwardly 
self-referential and outwardly intertextual, we can note that this tissue-text 
functions as a paradoxical site of reproduction, a place which generates 
censoring meaning. and this emphasis is reinforced by the novel’s preoc-
cupation with the themes of sexuality and cancer, two dangerous elements 
capable of unruly reproduction if not regulated in some way through 
censoring strategies.
Together with the omniscient third-person narrator, Pedro acts as the 
agent of exploration across this folded, quilted fabric. Pedro’s complex char-
acter and modes of thinking organize the erotic economy in the novel. his 
personal erotics are not limited to a private and inner sphere, although it is 
from that inner space of consciousness that much of the narrative focaliza-
tion issues. Pedro’s erotics are related to social and political conditions of 
1949 Spain, the tension among competing Spanish discourses in literature, 
philosophy, and national mythology, and the ironized ambiguous motives of 
science and medicine, two domains that would supposedly offer knowledge, 
enlightenment, and therapy.46
Part of Pedro’s importance is that he be apprehended by readers as a 
flawed agent (and not some middle-class intellectual or moral hero or heal-
er).47 while he is a privileged agent who can move around many madrileño 
46. Margaret Jones suggests how medical research attaches to concerns of national determin-
ism: “[T]he narrow field of Pedro’s research embraces a national allegory with the implication 
of determinism (essential historical character) versus self-determination (possibility of change). 
Cancer becomes a metaphor: if it is viral, there is hope for change, since a remedy may be possible 
with a vaccine; transmitted genetically, there is no hope for cure” (92). 
i suggest that such a national allegory is part of Pedro’s point of view, and not one necessarily 
shared by the author or reader. The narrative sets these issues up critically to allow us to question 
Spaniards’ overinvestment in essentialism. 
47. Barry Jordan views Pedro as a “totally ridiculous, superfluous character, as much an embar-
rassment in the salons of the bourgeoisie as in the chabolas of the sub-proletariat, by whom he is 
mercilessly used and exploited” (180). 
i would try to modify this view by pointing to the mutual exploitation at play in the relations 
between Pedro and others. Pedro shows little if any evidence of being “[g]enerous, kind-hearted, 
full of good intentions” (Jordan 180); as an ambitious but naïve young man, he seeks to use medical 
research to advance his status and even achieve greatness. Medical research has further erotic and 
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worlds, that unstable, gyroscopic mobility signals his lack of belonging. we 
know through his experiences and perceptions that he often disavows his 
ability to wield some agency. his weak-willed character does not mean 
that he has no will at all. he has a will to achieve certain limited goals of 
masochistic enjoyment. we can count a number of examples of his exercise 
of will: he censors unwanted elements and thoughts using unpleasurable 
imagery and scenarios in his fantasies (which he then perversely enjoys); he 
agrees to marry dorita, even though it is not his desired match with a kin-
dred spirit, but a fall into the suffocating, cloying sphere of the “tres diosas” 
and their taste for popular Spanish entertainment, pretentious classism, and 
general vulgarity (a marriage which he would enjoy despite these tortures 
because dorita is so beautiful and Pedro, in spite of himself, as a Spaniard, 
shares in some of their vulgar taste); in his “fall” from the institute, Pedro 
does not let himself fall into destitution and despair, but rather writes his 
exams and assumes a conventional career as a provincial doctor.
Meanwhile, the narrative’s grammar and syntax tend to present Pedro 
as being out of control or abdicating his position of relative or potential 
power. decisions are made for this seemingly passive, receptive subject 
out of hand, whether they be by the director of his institute, the women 
in his pension, the people of the chabolas, the police, Matías’s lofty world 
(including his mother and the philosopher), or doña luisa’s world of the 
prostitutes. Unlike Pedro, these other people reside in comparably stable 
places which provide some coherent social meaning and structure.
Pedro’s internalized struggle with Spanish societal and ideological codes 
is narrated in the novel’s framing device of the interior monologue at the 
beginning and conclusion: the grandiose fantasy of an embattled Spaniard 
who will win the nobel Prize and prove his sense of value. The plot and 
setting support the portrayal of Pedro’s conflicting desire for sexual contact, 
warmth, and sensual satisfaction in beauty. This desire is artistically screened 
or censored by masochistic interests in cancerous contagion, impregnation, 
being cut, or inflicting that pain. The balance between his two urges is 
an unsteady one, producing alternately creative disavowal, displacement, 
recourse to transformational images of negation, cutting, castration, barren-
ness, anesthesia, burning, being dried out, and powerful zones of silence. 
his censoring fantasies transform, for example, his desire for female warmth 
into a masochistic-heroic fantasy of a solitary and distancing achievement 
of painful pleasure through other heat sources: being toasted (San lorenzo) 
and being dried out in the sun (mojama), two intertwined national images 
at the novel’s end.
censoring personal connotations for him vis-à-vis the other, as established in this chapter.
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labanyi suggests how Martín-Santos performs a psychoanalysis of the 
Francoist society in a kind of complex dialectic:
Martín-Santos sugiere que el español, por sentirse impotente, se deja castrar por 
la autoridad, y así confirma su impotencia. el miedo al fracaso lleva al fracaso. 
el complejo de la inferioridad crea la inferioridad. Martín-Santos enriquece 
el análisis sartriano de la dialéctica social, al añadir la nueva dimensión de lo 
inconsciente, que impulsa al hombre a buscar lo que más teme. (115)
Martín-Santos suggests that the Spaniard, by feeling impotent, lets himself be 
castrated by authority, and thus confirms his impotence. The fear of failure leads 
to failure. The inferiority complex creates inferiority. Martín-Santos enriches 
the Sartrean analysis of the social dialectic by adding the new dimension of the 
unconscious, that compels man to seek what he most fears. 
My discussion expands labanyi’s interpretation. i explain how the failure 
and inferiority experienced by Pedro and in the various plot outcomes, 
especially the deaths of Florita and dorita, result in a kind of masochistic 
pleasure and embittered enjoyment of coherence with Spanish mytholo-
gization of failure, punishment, fate or destiny, isolation, and determinism. 
My discussion differs from labanyi’s on the issue of the unconscious. 
Martín-Santos makes conscious or legible desires, perceptions, and censor-
ing operations in his narrative. in his Libertad, temporalidad y transferencia 
en el psicoanálisis existencial, he makes a chart of correspondences between 
“orthodox” Freudian concepts and their existential counterparts. For the 
Freudian “inconsciente” (Unconscious) he posits the existential “Concien-
cia no tética” (non-thetic consciousness) (54).
On a conscious, linguistic, and narrative level, which often grazes the 
conscious borders of fantasy, the omniscient narrator and Pedro elaborate a 
complex censoring of sexuality. as we have seen in this chapter, sexuality’s 
positive connotations of life, fertility, pleasure, and love are screened or 
censored aesthetically with discursive references to negative qualities. Mar-
tín-Santos’s dialectical narrative presents a series of wrongful and flawed 
actions and situations, all tied to sexuality, which require critical judgment 
of Spanish life under Franco.
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stead of a synthesis of east and west, russian literature often 
offers contrasts and paradoxes of the contiguity of the two influ-
ences, suggesting a crisis of coherence, a schizophrenic split of values, 
and judgmental and negating attitudes. Some of the prominent features 
of this literature are the fascination with dangerous and powerful beauty, 
a tendency toward fatalism and apocalyptic reasoning, the characteriza-
tion of weak, ineffectual, superfluous, or marginalized (underground) male 
protagonists, and variations of the strong woman, ethereal woman, and the 
fallen woman.1 Some literary russian fallen women of the nineteenth 
century (for example, Tolstoi’s anna karenina and dostoevsky’s nastasya 
Filippovna) are tragically idealized, foregrounding a social crisis of con-
flicting or outdated values. For all their beauty and allure, such women 
are directed toward a doomed ending. Their suffering and death can be 
interpreted variously: a punishment for sin; a sign of Christ-like greatness, 
lending to a general trend of martyrdom narratives in russian literature; an 
1. russian fatalism is comparable to Spanish fatalism in their stress on national or regional 
attributes and customs; dostoevsky is interested in innate characteristics and how these can inexo-
rably lead to certain outcomes that seem predestined (e.g., Smerdiakov’s parricide or Filippovna’s 
russian beauty that leads to her downfall). erofeev, as we shall see, taps into beliefs of russian 
fatalism.

Apocalyptic Beauty, 
Russian Sublimity
vikTOr erOFeev’S RUSSKAIA KRASAVITSA

n
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indication of repressive and hypocritical society; a crisis of incompatibility 
of love and sexuality.
The confessional mode of viktor erofeev’s novel Russkaia krasavitsa 
(1990 and 1994) (Russian Beauty)2 emphasizes the creative and repressive 
functions of writing about the sexual subject under censorship. irina Tara-
kanova, the protagonist and first-person narrator, provides in her confession 
a portrait of an apocalyptic, censored self. her character and life are defined 
by the censorious Soviet world around her and her desire to connect with 
it. Mediated through irina’s point of view and her body, the novel offers a 
candid, multifaceted portrait of the late Soviet period. The novel’s narrative 
meaning also depends upon the pornographic fantasy of encountering the 
desiring woman’s voice in the confessional writing of a woman defined by 
her sexual beauty and relations. The narrative anticipates and ironically uses 
the presuppositions and dynamics of that fantasy to represent an alternative 
portrait of a feminine subjectivity as sublime artistic creativity. Russkaia 
krasavitsa parodically derives meaning from such pornographic pre-texts as 
the merry or wise, reformed prostitute’s confession (e.g., Cleland’s Memoirs 
of a Woman of Pleasure or defoe’s Moll Flanders). Furthermore, artistic, liter-
ary, and historical intertextuality reinforces the idea that irina is a censored 
subject, a russian beauty, with a paradoxically national heroic and tragic 
aesthetic status.
erofeev’s oeuvre forms part of what has been termed russia’s alternative 
prose (alternativnaia proza; or new prose, novaia proza). This literature, emerg-
ing in the late 1980s during glasnost’ and the early 1990s, before and after 
the coup that ended the Soviet era (1991), is distinguished for its ostensible 
break from Soviet literary traditions on the one hand and, on the other, for 
its continued interest in pre-Soviet russian literature and less sanctioned or 
censored Soviet-era literature as sources of exploration of collective identity, 
ethics, and aesthetics. alternative literature emphasizes brutal and obscene 
effects, creating a kind of shock value and clear break from Soviet-era puri-
2. in this discussion i refer to the uncensored, post–Soviet Russkaia krasavitsa: Roman, rasskazy 
(Moscow: Molodaia gvardiia, 1994) and the english translation, Russian Beauty, by andrew reyn-
olds, and cite passages from each by their respective page number. The first edition of Russkaia 
krasavitsa (Moscow: Moskovskii rabochi, 1990) was lightly censored; several sexual or other offensive 
words (such as “blow job” or “whore”) were replaced by dashes or ellipses. See ermolaev (252–57) 
for his careful, concise assessment of the censorship of the first edition of Russkaia krasavitsa. a 
comparison of the censored and uncensored editions of Russkaia krasavitsa shows that, by 1990, 
Soviet censorship was virtually over. if we take into account the far stricter Soviet censorship and 
publishing scene at any time before 1988, it is little wonder that erofeev could not find a publisher 
for his first novel until the late 1980s. Russkaia krasavitsa was the sort of novel that either had to 
be refused publication permission altogether or published virtually in its entirety; the integration 
of sexuality throughout the text makes it almost impossible to delete or remove sections without 
seriously interfering with the meaning.
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tanism that had become embedded in cultural production and reception. 
Alternativnaia or novaia proza offers an exorcism of Stalinism.3
erofeev’s early career and Russkaia krasavitsa, his first novel, were shaped 
by censorship and the emerging literature of the alternativnaia proza. Togeth-
er with a group of writers unable to publish their avant-garde work owing 
to the censor’s refusal to shift criteria of acceptability, erofeev helped to 
compile with vasilii askenov an uncensored literary almanac at the end of 
the 1970s, MetrOpol’, which was denounced in the Soviet Union while 
published abroad. For this transgression erofeev lost his membership to 
the writers’ Union, thus falling outside the pale of sanctioned writers. 
he completed Russkaia krasavitsa during this internal period as a persona 
non grata in the publishing world. he did not succeed in publishing the 
manuscript until extremely late in the glasnost’ era.
The novel can be read as a wild confrontation with censored subjects 
in Soviet russia, with a brilliant integration of intertextual references to 
russian and non-russian art and literature, as well as politics and society. 
Russkaia krasavitsa represents Bakhtin’s modern dialogic novel in its incorpo-
ration of heteroglossia and narrative structures, and parodies and analogies of 
earlier russian trends in art and literature that present a critical view of the 
state of collective life in russia. as a postmodernist novel, it makes strong 
and highly elaborate uses of parody and analogy for characters and plots. 
it sews together long-term russian preoccupations with the apocalypse 
and forms of endings (as opposed to beginnings), with the schism between 
love and sexuality, and with the role of art and beauty in social, political, 
and spiritual life. in a series of inversions, negations, and displacements, the 
heroine embodies an amalgam of nineteenth- and twentieth-century rus-
sian poetic ideals involving beauty, love, art, and sexuality, while, in terms 
of plot, she plays out actions that have usually pertained to masculine roles 
of the superfluous or marginal man, the martyr, and the writer.
The complex combinations of parody and ironic analogy in charac-
terization and plot indicate an ongoing concern with censorship of free 
expression and with russian freedom and identity in general. as such the 
russian beauty irina Tarakanova is more than a heroine; her character 
provides a markedly self-reflective, subversive, and disruptive investigation 
of russianness which is premised on forms of censoring, harsh judgment, 
including apocalypse, and negative sexuality.
3. For discussions of this exorcism, see Porter; gillespie; deming Brown; and Shneidman’s 
excellent series of overviews of the late Soviet and post-Soviet periods of russian literature (Soviet 
Literature in the 1970s: Artistic Diversity and Ideological Conformity; Soviet Literature in the 1980s: Decade 
of Transition; Russian Literature, 1988–1994: The End of an Era; Russian Literature, 1995–2002: On 
the Threshold of the New Millennium). 
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1.	 CritiCAl	synopsis
Russkaia krasavitsa’s first-person narrator, irina Tarakanova, writes a swirling, 
nonsequential confessional tract. She reviews her life, jumping from one 
event to another, interjecting frequent critical, ironic asides, and paying 
special attention to the events of the last two or so years. irina as writer 
is the antithesis of the Soviet norm, a unionized male writer. She comes 
from the countryside, has only a patchy high-school education, and leads a 
dubious life in Soviet Moscow. She acquires further learning and culture by 
living in Moscow and by deftly using her magpie skills of copying, observ-
ing, and taking on mentors. She has a nondescript job in a collective; her 
“real” life takes place mostly outside of work. a party girl, and possibly an 
occasional prostitute, the beautiful irina tries to live a glamorous, alternative 
life. her beauty, which has a strong sexual quality, attracts men and women. 
after a string of lovers, she finds her match in vladimir Sergeyevich (his last 
name is withheld), who is an older married man and a prominent Soviet 
writer and cultural figure. She affectionately nicknames him “leonardik,” 
comparing him to leonardo da vinci, because she respects his image as a 
Soviet renaissance man.
irina and vladimir Sergeyevich embark on an adulterous affair which 
lasts some two years. her status as lover, courtesan, or sexual partner remains 
ambiguous for much of the novel partly because vladimir Sergeyevich can-
not decide what he wants from her. like many “other women,” she aspires 
to having more than brief, secretive sexual encounters. She would like love, 
marriage, stability, a certain respectability, and perhaps children.
when vladimir Sergeyevich suddenly dies during sexual intercourse 
with irina, her role as his lover becomes exposed to the public in the Soviet 
Union and abroad. her fame expands because of her extraordinary sexual 
beauty and the unauthorized printed dissemination of its image beyond 
the Soviet borders. vladimir Sergeyevich’s widow attempts to exclude irina 
from the funeral proceedings and even banish her from Moscow. in reac-
tion, irina agrees to be interviewed by foreign journalists and pose for some 
photographs, thus disseminating her image and her sexual relationship to 
this famous, late great Soviet figure. She attempts to assert and define her 
identity in others ways. with the aid of a group of Muscovite intellectuals, 
she tries to become a national heroine through a fantastic, porno-graphized, 
postmodern Soviet-russian mimesis of Joan of arc.
These flamboyant efforts exhaust her, and she falls sick with a fever, alone 
in her apartment. in her hallucinatory state, the ghost of vladimir Sergeyev-
ich visits her. he has changed, and now wants to make love to her and even 
marry her. in a comic, semipornographic scene of intercourse, he insemi-
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nates her. From this juncture, irina’s tendency toward a psychotic vision of 
the world and herself becomes emphasized. Once she realizes that she is 
pregnant, she is conflicted in her desire to have the baby or to abort. The 
pregnancy produces a growing smell of rot, obliterating her once famed 
uterine fragrance of a bergamot forest. even her attempts to be cleansed by 
a russian Orthodox baptism and a russian witch do not improve matters. 
Finally, in triumphant despair, she agrees to become vladimir Sergeyevich’s 
bride in death, invites all of her friends and acquaintances to her wedding, 
and hangs herself in her bathroom at the age of twenty-three.
2.	 russiAn	beAuty:	the	russiAn	heroine
Russkaia krasavitsa’s emphasis on subjectivity and parodic and ironic inter-
textuality aligns it with postmodern world literature. linda hutcheon 
explains how postmodernist textual reflexivity involves awareness of nature 
and historicity. “This complex awareness” has been produced in part by 
poststructuralist theory. She adds, “[F]eminist theory and practice have 
problematized poststructuralism’s (unconsciously, perhaps, phallocentric) 
tendency to see the subject in apocalyptic terms of loss or dispersal, for 
they refuse to foreclose the question of identity [ . . . ]” (37). in keeping 
with this postmodern sensibility, erofeev’s feminist and poststructural use 
of irina as reflexive female voice positions the apocalyptic theme critically 
and openly in the text.
erofeev’s novel embraces the postmodernist desire to reexamine and 
include former russian master narratives, especially poetic and pre-Soviet 
ones. But this embrace involves both suspicion and subversion. notably, 
by situating irina as the narrating subject, erofeev distances her from the 
beautiful and apocalyptic russian women of the past (in lyric poems 
by Pushkin, Tiutchev, Blok; in philosophy, like rozanov and Soloviev; 
in novels by Chernyshevskii, dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and Pasternak). irina 
incorporates within her self and her narration pre- and post-revolutionary 
literary characters, implying repetitions and unreliable copies. By making 
irina the messy but central and centralizing force in terms of character 
and action, erofeev draws into center stage the woman who is usually 
marginalized and censored, the one who usually disrupts the plot and 
does not end up married. From the first chapter, irina presents herself in 
apocalyptic terms, and by chapter 2, most of the story is known, at least 
in embryo. each subsequent chapter provides a circling narrative that tells 
some more details of her story, while there is no methodical structure of 
a chronological memoir (e.g., beginning at the beginning, or starting a 
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retrospective by going back to the beginning). The resistance to a histori-
cally organized development redistributes priorities in the narrative. irina 
as subject, although the centralizing narrator, creates a body of words that 
whirl and disperse, including various intertextual references and anecdotal 
digressions. The effect is one of centralized displacement. as we consider 
the heroine’s primary features, her “genius” of beauty and love, we might 
recall their embedded problematization.
irina defines beauty on various cultural levels. She is the “russian 
Beauty” sung of in the old popular folk song.4 within the nineteenth- cen-
tury perspective of poets alexander Pushkin and Fyodor Tiutchev’s, poets 
evoked repeatedly in Russkaia krasavitsa, irina’s beauty is comparable to the 
entrancing women of the poem “k a.P. kern” (1825) (To a. P. kern) and 
“O, kak ubiistvenno my liubim” (c.1851) (how murderously we love).5 
irina reads Tiutchev, and vladimir Sergeyevich compares himself with him; 
v. S.’s affair with the young irina is not unlike that of Tiutchev’s with elena 
aleksandrovna deniseva. with this much younger mistress, in his autumn 
years and after two previous marriages, Tiutchev wrote some of his finest 
poems but lost favor in court circles; his mistress had his children out of 
wedlock and suffered from a lack of social respect. Tiutchev’s poem, “O, 
kak ubiistvenno my liubim,” speaks of the passion of such difficult love 
affairs, referring to the coup de foudre first meeting and the social censure 
and doom awaiting the lover:
O, kak ubiistvenno my liubim,
kak v buinoi slepote strastei
My to vsego vernee gubim,
Chto serdtsu nashemu milei!
[ . . . ]
Ty pomnish’ li, pri vashei vstreche,
Pri pervoi vstreche rokovoi,
ee volshebnyi vzor, i rechi,
i smekh mladencheski-zhivoi?
[ . . . ]
Sud’by uzhasnym prigovorom
4. Porter comments: “we have parody: the title [of the novel] would seem to derive from the 
words of a folk song: ‘after all, not for nothing is renowned / The russian beauty’ (Ved’ nedarom 
slavitsya / Russkaya krasavitsa); yet one might detect a pun similar to the one in Pasternak’s unfin-
ished play The Blind Beauty—both authors, in very different ways, are writing about their russia 
as a whole, charting her attributes as well as her considerable deficiencies” (150).
5. See Porter, dark, and rylkova for discussions of Tiutchev and other intertextuality in Russ-
kaia krasavitsa. See gregg and Zeldin for commentary on Tiutchev’s work and life.
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Tvoia liubov’ dlia nei byla,
i nezasluzhennym pozorom
na zhizn’ ee ona legla!
Zhizn’ otrechen’ia, zhizn’ stradan’ia!
[ . . . ]
i na zemle ei diko stalo,
Ocharovanie ushlo . . . 
Tolpa, nakhlynuv, v griaz’ vtoptala
To, chto v dushe ee tsvelo. (1–4, 13–16, 21–25, 29–32)
O how murderously we love,
how in the stormy blindness of passions
we most surely ruin that which is
dearest of all to our heart!
[ . . . ]
do you remember at your first meeting,
at your first fateful meeting,
her magic gaze and words
and lively-maidenly laughter?
[ . . . ]
your love for her was a terrible sentence of fate,
and like unmerited shame
it has lain upon her life.
a life of abnegation, a life of suffering!
[ . . . ]
and she has become like a wild thing on the earth;
The charm has passed . . . 
The crowd, having burst in,
has trampled in the mud
That which blossomed in her soul. 6
6. Translation by gregg (Tiutchev, 163). 
Tiutchev’s preoccupation with a personalized apocalyptic beauty is explored in other poems. 
For example, we can see the poet’s recognition of the destructive quality of his desire for his blos-
soming lover in the short poem “Sizhu zadumchiv i odin” (1836) (i Sit Pensive and alone). The 
poem ends with these lines: “no ty, moi bednyi, blednyi tsvet, / Tebe uzh vozrozhden’ia net, / 
ne rastsvetesh’! / Ty sorvan byla moei rukoi, / S kakim blazhenstvom i toskoi, / To znaet bog! . . . / 
Ostan’sia zh na grudi moei, / Poka liubvi ne zamer v nei / Poslednii vzdokh” (22–30) (But you, my 
poor, my pallid bloom, / There will be no renewal for you, / no blossoming. / you were plucked 
by my own hand, / and with a joyful pleasure and anguish / god only knows! / Stay then close 
beside my heart, / So long as love’s last sigh still lingers / On within it). if irina or leonardik 
would read this poem, each might identify with the man’s ruining of the young woman, “my poor, 
pale flower” (moi bednyi, blednyi tsvet), through his desire; the poem’s ending is reflected in the 
love-in-death embrace that ends the novel.
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Similarly, irina and v. S.’s first meeting is auspicious; ironically, they each 
die in their lovers’ embrace, at different moments, not exactly murderously, 
but with a kind of violence and inevitability. Ostensibly, leonardik’s love 
for irina is a “sentence dire.” This poem was one of aleksander Blok’s 
favorites, another poet read by irina during the course of the narration. in 
Tiutchev’s final cycle of poems, he frequently laments how his love crushes 
his lover, or how their love involves a duel or other forms of aggression. 
One can also see how irina’s character is not limited to a comparison with 
the young mistress; irina is also an ironic reflection of the poet Tiutchev 
himself. irina’s friend and former lover vitasik Merzlyakov has the same last 
name as the friend who encouraged Tiutchev in his early career.
Meanwhile, Pushkin is developed in two ways in the novel—through 
the “Skazka o rybake i rybke” (1833) (Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish) 
(of which more, later) and through the poem “k a. P. kern” (“To a. P. 
kern”). in this latter poem, Pushkin writes of the “genii chistoi krasoty” 
(genius of pure beauty): “ia pomniu chudoe mgnoven’e: / Peredo mnoi 
iavilas’ ty, / kak mimoletnoe viden’e, / kak genii chistoi krasoty” (1–4) 
(i remember the wondrous moment: / you appeared before me, / like 
a fleeting apparition, / like a genius of pure beauty).7 when the beauty 
reappears years later, the poet has the same response (virtually the same 
lines in the first stanza), with this addition: “i serdtse b’etsia v upoen’e, / i 
dlia nego voskresli vnov’ / i bozhestvo, i vdokhnoven’e, / i zhizn’, i slezy, 
i liubov’” (21–24) (and my heart resounds in rapture, / and for it once 
again are resurrected / awe and inspiration / and life, and tears, and love). 
Porter explains that “genii chistoi krasoty” 
was first used by Zhukovsky in a poem of 1821 addressed to the young wife 
of nicholas i. Pushkin’s subject was ostensibly anna kern, whom he first met 
in 1819. at their meeting in 1825 he wrote the poem and presented it to her 
in a copy of the published first chapter of Evgeny Onegin. however, in his cor-
respondence Pushkin refers to her in somewhat vulgar terms (“The whore of 
Babylon”). (156)
Pushkin’s conception of beauty combines the extremes of poetic purity 
and a male fantasy of female sexuality (the unruly desire and capacity of 
a famed prostitute, the whore of Babylon, who is also associated with the 
apocalypse). This genius-beauty’s fresh return at the end of the poem, after 
the poet’s lonely years have gone by (“shli gody”), shows her mastery over 
time, suggesting sublime eternal possibilities (as opposed to conventional 
7. The translation of this poem is mine.
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beauty’s temporal limitations).
This conception of beauty is creatively and ironically revisited in Russkaia 
krasavitsa from a subversive woman’s perspective. in a variation of Pushkin, 
irina and leonardik name her a “genius of love” (e.g., “ot tvoei krasoty 
baldeli i blekli muzhchiny” [18] [men went mad from your beauty] [15]; “i 
nedarom leonardik nazyval menia geniem liubvi” [18] [not without good 
reason did leonardik call me the “genius of love”] [16]; “ia sdelaiu chudo. 
ne skroiu: ia genii liubvi . . . nO Za eTO vy na Mne ZheniTeS’!” [45] 
[i’ll bring about a miracle. i won’t deny it: i’m a genius of love. But for this 
you will marry me!] [50]). irina nonetheless meets an apocalyptic end. The 
postmodern reflection of “genii chistoi krasoty” implies a hope to resurrect 
that ideal in the late Soviet period and a hopelessness at such a task. while 
Pushkin holds the status of russia’s Shakespeare, he is also associated with 
writing that tests state power. Throughout his writing career, Pushkin expe-
rienced notable censorship, the tsar eventually serving as Pushkin’s personal 
censor, and at one point banishing Pushkin to his estate.
irina’s beauty contains a kind of genius which relates to both art and 
love, to life and destruction. her beauty mirrors that of dostoevsky’s nas-
tasya Filippovna’s extraordinary splendor in The Idiot. in this novel, Prince 
Myshkin is captivated by this fallen woman’s beauty that suggests suffering.8 
a bystander, adelaida, adds that such beauty has “power” (sila), the kind 
of power to “turn the world upside down.” idealized feminine russian 
beauty contains Christ-like and apocalyptic elements; it does not belong to 
a sphere of serene purity. irina’s commensurability with nastasya Filippovna 
and dostoevsky’s creative vision is highlighted in her photography session 
for the foreign magazine. She poses as the alluring, young “widowed” other 
woman. The presentation of her sexual beauty is framed by the tabloid-style 
statement to readers: “vy budete seichas imet’ vozmozhnost’ sami ubeditsia, 
chto kraSOTa POBeZhdaeT SMerT’! (eto krasivo!)” (139) (now you 
can discover for yourself that beauty conquers death! [Magnificently put!]) 
(170). The phrase “krasota pobezhdaet smert’!” reconfigures dostoevsky’s 
“krasota spasiot mir” (Beauty will save the world) and variations of this 
phrase.9
in The Idiot, the phrase differs, in that nastasya Filippovna’s beauty 
can be seen as both Christ-like and apocalyptic. Prince Myshkin sees her 
photographic portrait and is struck by her beauty. The narrator expands 
on his impression:
8. Porter considers irina as a female Myshkin for her supposed ability to suck up evil forces 
(157).
9. i am indebted to Christopher Barnes for pointing out that dostoevsky is implied in “krasota 
pobezhdaet smert’!”
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na portrete byla izobrazhena deistvitel’no neobyknovennoi krasoty zhen-
shchina. Ona byla sfotografirovana v chernom shelkovom plat’e, chrezvychaino 
prostogo i iziashchnogo fasona; volosy, po-vidimomu temnorusye, byli ubrany 
prosto, po-domashnemu; glaza temnye, glubokie, lob zadumchivyi; vyrazhe-
nie litsa strastnoe i kak by vysokomernoe. Ona byla neskol’ko khuda litsom, 
mozhet byt’, i bledna . . . (51)
The portrait showed a woman of extraordinary beauty indeed. She had been 
photographed in a black silk dress of a very simple and graceful cut; her hair, 
apparently dark blond, was done simply, informally; her eyes were dark and 
deep, her forehead pensive; the expression of her face was passionate and as if 
haughty. her face was somewhat thin, perhaps also pale . . . (31) 
Myshkin puzzles over the enigmatic portrait: “eto neobyknovennoe po 
svoei krasote i eshche po chemu-to litso sil’nee eshche porazilo ego teper’.
kak bydto neob’iatnaia gordost’ i prezrenie, pochti nenavist’, byli v etom 
litse, i v to zhe samoe vremia chto-to doverchivoe, chto-to udivitel’no 
prostodushnoe; eti dva kontrasta vozbuzhdali kak budto dazhe kakoe-to 
sostradanie pri vzgliade na eti cherti. eta oslepliaiushchaia krasota byla 
dazhe nevynosima [ . . . ]” (105) (That face, extraordinary for its beauty 
and for something else, now struck him still more. There seemed to be 
a boundless pride and contempt, almost hatred, in that face, and at the 
same time something trusting, something surprisingly simple-hearted; the 
contrast even seemed to awaken some sort of compassion as one looked at 
those features. The dazzling beauty was even unbearable [ . . . ]) (79). This 
kind of beauty contains internal forms of censoring, through its mystery, 
its antithetical contrasts of mortal flaws and innocence, and its brilliance, 
which prevents analysis, understanding, or epistemological knowledge; it 
seems structured by negation.
For Myshkin, beauty in general poses a problem of judgment: “‘kra-
soty trudno sudit’ [ . . . ]. krasota—zagadka” (102) (Beauty is difficult to 
judge [ . . . ]. Beauty is a riddle) (77); the face hides something (“chto-to 
skryvavsheesia v etom litse” [105]). in the case of nastasya Filippovna, he 
claims to see “v etom litse stradania mnogo” (106) (so much suffering in 
that face) (80), while by contrast adelaida suggests, “‘Takaia krasota—sila . . . s 
etakoiu krasotoi mozhno mir perevernut’!’” (106) (‘Such beauty has power 
[ . . . ]. you can overturn the world with such beauty’) (80). nastasya was 
seduced by an older man; she moves between despair and manipulative 
relationships with men.
erofeev’s intertextual reference strengthens the connection between 
irina’s officially inappropriate qualities as a Soviet russian writer, woman, 
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and national (or world) heroine, while also providing a subtext for her 
sudden conviction that her mission is to save russia and her people. 
Meanwhile, like nastasya Filippovna, irina may have a powerful beauty 
that could “turn the world upside down,” as opposed to saving it. her 
beauty is strongly judged, both in positive and negative terms, by various 
characters. The upsetting or revolutionary quality of irina’s beauty suggests 
danger, sedition, and a prioritization of sexuality and eroticism in beauty, 
in opposition to the dogmatic master narratives that would excise sex. 
erofeev’s narrative aligns with dostoevsky’s in that such powerful beauty 
is not capable of saving the world, nor upturning it, although it makes 
forays in both directions.
dostoevsky’s alleged phrase (“krasota spasiot mir” [Beauty will save the 
world])10 has further dissenting political purchase in that Solzhenitsyn used 
it to model much of his 1970 nobel lecture.11 he offers the following 
meditation on beauty as art:
One day dostoevsky threw out the enigmatic remark: “Beauty will save the 
world.” what sort of a statement is that? For a long time i considered it mere 
words. how could that be possible? when in bloodthirsty history did beauty 
ever save anyone from anything? ennobled, uplifted, yes—but whom has it 
saved? There is, however, a certain peculiarity in the essence of beauty, a pecu-
liarity in the status of art: namely, the convincingness of a true work of art is 
completely irrefutable and it forces even an opposing heart to surrender.12
10. Pevear states that although these words have regularly been attributed to dostoevsky 
“in fact he never said them” (xix). i agree with Pevear that this phrase is not found in The Idiot, 
although one could paraphrase certain passages to connote the idea. Myshkin states that her face 
is “veseloe” (gay) and “gordoe” (proud), and he ponders, “i vot ne znaiu, dobra li ona? akh, kaby 
dobra! vse bylo by spaseno!” (57) (and i don’t know whether she is kind or not. ah, if only she were 
kind! everyone would be saved!) (36). with nastasya Filippovna’s tragic death and the disarray it 
engenders at the end of the novel, it would be hard to argue that her beauty saves the world. 
11. This lecture would have especially resonated with erofeev who, in the early 1970s, was 
completing a dissertation entitled “dostoevskii i frantsuzskii ekzistentsializm” (dostoevsky and 
French existentialism) (1975). he later published a version of this work, Naiti v cheloveke cheloveka: 
Dostoevskii i ekzistentsializm [Finding Man in Man: Dostoevsky and Existentialism]. 
12. Joseph Brodsky, in his nobel lecture (1987), offered a new variation on dostoevsky’s 
phrase: 
it is precisely in this applied, rather than Platonic, sense that we should understand dos-
toevsky’s remark that beauty will save the world, or Matthew arnold’s belief that we shall be 
saved by poetry. it is probably too late for the world, but for the individual man there always 
remains a chance. an aesthetic instinct develops in man rather rapidly, for, even without fully 
realizing who he is and what he actually requires, a person instinctively knows what he doesn’t 
like and what doesn’t suit him.
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Several more allusions to the fallen woman modify our perception of 
irina, the russian beauty. Fallen women embody tragically beauty and 
impossible love, love judged harshly by social rules: we can list as prime 
examples Chernyshevskii’s vera Pavlovna in Chto delat’? (What Is to Be 
Done?), Tolstoi’s anna karenina, dostoevsky’s Sonia of Prestuplenie i naka-
zanie (Crime and Punishment), and Pasternak’s lara in Doktor Zhivago (Doctor 
Zhivago).13 For a sense of the contrast these fallen women make with the 
traditional pure russian heroine of the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, we could consider andrei Siniavskii’s (abram Tertz) meditation 
in his On Socialist Realism. he explains that the idealized pure woman 
assumes a “passive and waiting position”; further, her vague, mysterious, 
ethereal qualities allow her to be blank space for a higher ideal or “absent 
and desired Purpose” (63–64). he argues,
This was the woman that the nineteenth century found most to its liking. She 
impressed it by her vagueness, her mysteriousness, and her tenderness. Pushkin’s 
dreamy Tatiana opened up an age; the “Beautiful lady” to whom Blok dedi-
cated his first collected poems closed it. Tatiana was indispensable for Onegin 
to suffer through the absence of somebody. and, concluding a love story that 
lasted for a century, Blok took the Beautiful lady as his Bride, only to betray 
her and to lose her and to torment himself all his life by the purposelessness 
of his existence.
  
Poet alexander Blok brings to a close this trend in ethereal idealized 
women. we can note that irina takes up reading Blok, in addition to 
Tiutchev, during the course of her relationship with v. S.
as the female protagonist and the reader of Blok, irina assumes an 
unusual position. She may read of herself in his work, but she is also writ-
ing about herself. in place of writing of herself as a “prekrasnaia dama” 
(beautiful lady) in poetry, she adopts a hybrid form of memoir and novel, 
riddled with digressions and anecdotes, and structured in swirling tracks 
that each time report some different aspects of the past while repeating 
others in rephrased terms. Blok’s first collection of poems was dedicated 
to the “Beautiful lady,” and was inspired by Tiutchev’s poems of difficult 
and passionate love with a beautiful woman.
irina both embodies and cancels out the poetic beautiful lady motif, 
13. Porter points out how irina likens herself and Zinaida, v. S.’s wife, to Anna Karenina’s kar-
enin and Captain vronsky at the grave of anna; Porter notices irina’s lack of readerly precision 
when recalling the russian classic (157). i would add that her playful interpretation repositions v. S. 
as the fallen woman and irina as the dashing vronsky (who will end up dying). ironically, vronsky 
as a man is far more powerful than the “other woman” in an adulterous relationship.
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for, while she is a “genius of love,” her confessional prose, framed by satire 
and realism, exposes the earlier century’s poetic idealization of woman for 
postmodern reconsideration. as hutcheon writes of postmodern uses of 
modernist or late-romantic poetry: “there is an opening up of poetry to 
material once excluded from the genre as impure: things political, ethi-
cal, historical, philosophical. This kind of verse can also work to contest 
representation and the traditional notion of the transparent referentiality of 
language [ . . . ]” (61). in a similar way, erofeev opens up the earlier lyri-
cal poetry of Pushkin, Blok, and Tiutchev to a narrative messiness and a 
heteroglot novelistic discourse (ranging from the russian slang of mat and 
chastushki [dirty ditties] to Soviet-speak and mock-intellectual interludes, 
anecdotal digressions that dwell on everyday matters and bodily functions, 
and rambling confessional language). On the level of characterization, we 
might say that in Pushkin’s poem he dwells on the woman as “genius of 
pure beauty” and censors out his epistolary comment “whore of Babylon.” 
Meanwhile, Russkaia krasavitsa includes a range of feminine characteriza-
tion for irina, from pure beauty to whore, as well as lesbian, girlfriend, free 
spirit, worker, divorcée, savior, messiah, martyr, and bride.
Unlike western european concepts of beauty, which often connect it 
to aesthetic aims and temporal limits and oppose it to the sublime (e.g., 
Burke, kant), russian literary concepts of beauty can expand to include 
sublime features. notably, the russian nineteenth-century writers were able 
to explore the sublime features of russian beauty in their interpretations of 
the British gothic novel. russian gothic heroines resemble irina in many 
ways: they are bright social climbers, sexually abused in childhood, intel-
ligent but recognized primarily for their extraordinary beauty which has 
a pronounced sexual appeal; they have supernatural eroticized encounters 
with the demonic, which turn out to have human dimensions; they con-
front the dead, the fantastic, the grotesque, and the sexually unwholesome; 
they seek unsuccessfully for a safe haven to love and be loved. Simpson 
explains the gothic heroine: “Usually her terrifying experiences taught 
her neither self-reliance nor personal fortitude, because she always sought 
to subordinate herself, in the end, to yet another man. Subordination to 
men often led to rape and abuse. She was capable of great, often innocent, 
love” (13).14
14. Several russian gothic heroines can be compared favorably to irina: lila in niko-
lai karamzim’s Ostrov Borngol’m (Bornholm Island) (1794), a gothic tale of incest; rogneda, of 
kamenev’s Gromval; eda of evgenii Baratynskii’s lyric poem Eda (1820); Felicia and liza in 
alexander Bestuzhev-Marlinskii’s Kirasir (The Cuirassier) (1832), a tale of obsession with freedom; 
varvara Mikhailova in Pavel ivanovich Mel’nikov-Pecherskii’s Starye gody (Bygone Days) (1857); 
katerina, the young kept mistress of an old man with demonic capacities in dostoevsky’s novella 
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This complex characterization coincides with irina, for she is heralded 
as a “genius of love.” She repeatedly seeks love in an innocent way, while 
passing from manipulative, dominating male partners and counterparts, 
starting with her father, then to two husbands from her town, then several 
Moscow lovers whose inability to commit to her indicates their abuse of 
her beauty, to vladimir Sergeyevich who prefers her as a mistress, and to a 
group of fairly misogynistic intellectuals, who arrange for her to be hit by a 
car, and two shady pornographers. during these relationships, she is subject 
at times to violence and abuse. irina’s relationships with men plays out an 
allegory of the struggle for freedom, similar to the nineteenth-century Brit-
ish and russian gothic novel’s “post-revolutionary obsession” with freedom. 
Simpson explains the series of struggles of the gothic novel:
[T]hat well-documented struggle is against life’s many unfair fetters: impris-
onment, perhaps, or an unkind husband, a drunken, vicious father, a cruel 
priest, an unwanted pregnancy, an unsolicited passion, ridiculous social laws 
or small-minded judges. [ . . . ] The struggle for freedom is epitomised by male 
and female characters of stock composition, the gothic hero’s struggle is intel-
lectual and complex, for he struggles to be free of both the burdens of genius 
and desire and of the shackles which prevent his realisation of potential and 
power. [ . . . ] The gothic heroine’s struggle is physical, material and emotional. 
She must be free of the worst aspects of male tyranny, she must prevent herself 
from being sexually misused and must seek that quiet place where she might 
love without fear. (90)
in a hybrid of the gothic genre, irina’s struggles pertain to both those 
of the gothic heroine and hero: her feminine struggle, from the outset, is 
a very special kind of unwanted pregnancy, a supernatural one, along with 
weighty social condemnation and internal exile; meanwhile, like the case of 
the male gothic hero, her genius and desire are prevented from realization. 
erofeev excludes any true gothic hero from his story, instead prioritizing 
irina’s perspective and framing critically men’s misogyny.
irina’s gothic quality is developed through the motif of rape: she has 
been the victim of rape, as a child and later as an adult by the ghost; her 
recurrent dream is that of being stalked by a rapist, an allusion to Soviet 
expression of sexuality (for example, ermolaev explains how the rape 
Khoziaika (The Landlady) (1847); Tamara of lermontov’s Demon (The Demon) (1842). like immalee 
in Charles Maturin’s Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), Tamara dies because of the impossibility of her 
love with the demon figure. Simpson explains the conflict: “Both Melmoth and the demon seek 
to arouse love, possibly physical lust, within their proposed lovers, and it is precisely the intimated 
sexual contact [ . . . ] which destroys Tamara and immalee” (76).
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scenes in novels like gladkov’s Tsement [Cement] and Sholokhov’s Tikhii 
Don [Quiet Don] have been read by some Soviet readers as scenes of erotica 
rather than brutality). naiman explores instances of early Soviet literature’s 
incorporation of the gothic (“neP gothic”): “rape—or, at least, the threat 
of rape—is a quintessential moment in the gothic; the collapse of borders 
between the self and an other, an event potentially present in any act of 
sexual intercourse, is bound up in rape with the themes of crime, humili-
ation, unwanted penetration, and the defeat of one’s will, an especially 
horrifying event for members of the Bolshevik political vanguard” (178).
irina’s beauty is politicized as pre-revolutionary and noble. her last name, 
Tarakanova (literally “of the cockroaches”), alludes to the female imposter 
Princess Tarakanova during Catherine the great’s reign (1762–1796).15 This 
“princess,” or “notorious woman,” claimed to be the daughter of elizabeth, 
and was interviewed and imprisoned, and died in captivity on  december 
4, 1775. She was also reputed to have given birth to a child during her 
imprisonment.16 her story became the stuff of legends and early historical 
novels, and perhaps most famously, she became the subject of konstantin 
Flavitskii’s 1864 painting Princess Tarakanova.17 The ironic allusion between 
the historical Tarakanova and erofeev’s Tarakanova is strengthened by the 
naming of irina’s gynecologist Flavitsky. The painter Flavitskii depicts in 
gothic romantic style a beautiful woman imprisoned in the Peter and Paul 
Fortress; by contrast the gynecologist Flavitsky serves irina by tending to 
her venereal diseases, abortions, and her strange pregnancy.
irina Tarakanova’s role is akin to that of the imposter Princess Tarakanova 
in that irina is the other woman, not the wife of vladimir Sergeyevich. 
15. irina even names herself once “kniazhna Tarakanova” (249) (Princess Tarakanova) (310) 
when she begs vitasik to stay with her until dawn. 
16. My historical information is drawn from historian alexander (esp. 180–82). he discusses 
this unusual historical figure:
nobody has yet determined who the “notorious woman” was. her obscurity and notoriety 
were subsequently overshadowed by a romantic legend of martyrdom, expressed most poi-
gnantly by k. d. Flavitskii’s famous painting of 1864 depicting “Princess Tarakanova” in her 
death throes in a flooded rat-infested casemate. Other tales insisted that she had given birth to 
a son before her own death, which had allegedly stunned a conscience-stricken aleksei Orlov. 
numerous novels were written about her exotic career. Posterity compounded the mystery by 
awarding the impostor the strange name of Tarakanova, literally “of the cockroaches,” evidently 
a corruption of daraganova (Sof ’ia daraganova had served as a maid of honor at court in 
1763 before her marriage to Colonel Prince khavanskii, but she had no known connection 
to any impostor). (181–82)
17. Flavitskii’s painting Princess Tarakanova in the Petropavlovsk Fortress at the Time of the Flood 
(1864) can be seen in Moscow’s Tretyakov gallery and online at http://www.artrussia.ru/artists/
and http://www.russianartgallery.org/famous/tarakanova.htm.
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irina is the imposter in the marriage, claiming true love. after v. S.’s death, 
irina’s martyrdom is heavily politicized. She is pregnant with v. S.’s child, 
implying that she is pregnant with the next generation’s Soviet russian 
artistic genius, for v. S. is considered a literary lion by the State and irina is 
recognized for her extraordinary beauty. Both Tarakanovas end tragically in 
death and are misunderstood; both aim to save or lead russia in some way. 
That irina is a Tarakanova implies that, although she may seem authentic to 
some, she may be a copy and a pretender. The name “Tarakanova” suggests 
comic baseness rather than serious elevation.18
The concept of the unreliable copy extends to irina’s commensurability 
with Pushkin’s “genius of love,” the beauty of the fallen woman and the 
suffering woman, and the apocalyptic protagonist. irina’s imitations both 
confirm and deny identifications, creating a kind of mirroring of images 
and allusions, all signifying frustrated or censored meaning. The genius of 
irina’s beauty, through censorious social, political, and literary forces, will not 
ultimately bloom and benefit russia, unless it would sinisterly prevail from 
beyond the grave. as a final collapse of the russian beauty motif, erofeev 
ironically poeticizes irina’s sex, which she bequeaths to the public. if she 
cannot save the world with her beauty, perhaps her sex (the possible secret 
of her beauty) can be left to give the world pleasure (and possibly life).
3.	 ApoCAlyptiC	beAuty	And	love:	
	 tsenZurA	And	pArody
Russkaia krasavitsa intertwines in symbolic plot and character forms the 
Soviet censorship and apocalypse. The modern novel often focuses on 
beginnings or endings,19 with the modern russian novel tending more 
18. dark reminds us that another intertextual reference for irina Tarakanova is the greek eirene 
of aristophanes’s play Eirene (Peace) (181). dark further notes the similar satirical modes of aris-
tophanes and erofeev. i would add that aristophanes was known for ushering women’s sexuality 
strongly and comically into his plays, often making women’s sexual power a revolutionary force; 
we could consider erofeev’s similar portraiture of femininity and aristophanic humor (e.g., the 
farting phallic god).
in the play Peace, eirene or Peace is not an active character, but rather is a statue that has been 
buried by the gods of war and must be dug out. humorously, the “hero” of the play mounts his 
giant dung beetle or cockroach (like a Pegasus) to undo this wrong and restore Peace. Thus, we 
discover in aristophanes a kind of irina of the Cockroach (Tarakanova). The parallel is operative 
in that Peace is resurrected, just as would be the mock messiah or savior irina (provided she would 
succeed in her mission). eirene is also a goddess of fertility and the harvest; ironically, irina upturns 
the role of eirene, for irina has long been considered sterile, and, after miraculously conceiving, she 
will not gather her harvest (fulfill her pregnancy).
19. See kermode’s The Sense of an Ending, as it considers time and apocalypse in the theory 
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strongly toward endings, particularly apocalyptic ones. This trend can be 
noticed across genres of the russian novel, from gogol’s Mertvye dushi 
(Dead Souls) (1842 and 1852) and dostoevsky’s psychological and social 
novel Idiot (The Idiot) (1868), to the utopian-dystopian novels My (We) 
(1922) by Zamiatin and Chevengur (1929) by Platonov, the modernist 
metropolitan novel Peterburg (Petersburg) (1916) by Bely, and the lyrical and 
political novel Doktor Zhivago (Doctor Zhivago) (1957) by Pasternak.20 Russ-
kaia krasavitsa incorporates an apocalyptic narrative by placing irina both 
as a potential savior or messiah (as genius of beauty and love) and as the 
one who experiences harsh judgment and joins the dead.21
The gospel parody is developed through negated twists in characteriza-
tion and plot: irina is a sexually active woman, not a chaste male Jesus; she 
is made pregnant by supernatural means, not by the holy ghost, but by 
her former lover (the immaculate conception parody is strengthened by 
the fact that irina has had many lovers); her Christ-like features are com-
pared comically with martyrs and saint Joan of arc. while there are many 
permutations of the apocalypse, the basic apocalyptic narrative might be 
summarized in the following way:  “‘apocalypse’ is a genre of revelatory 
literature with a narrative framework, in which a revelation is mediated 
by an otherworldly being to a human recipient, disclosing a transcendent 
reality which is both temporal, insofar as it envisages eschatological salva-
tion, and spatial, insofar as it involves another, supernatural world” (John 
Collins qtd. in Bethea, 7–8).
Christ’s and other martyrs’ stories contain apocalyptic elements because 
they experience harsh judgment, physical torture, and their deaths are both 
tumultuous awful ends as well as supernatural transformations. in the case 
of Russkaia krasavitsa, irina experiences revelations of the phallic spirit on 
the famed battlefield of kulikovo,22 the ghost of vladimir Sergeyevich, and 
revealing signs from the witch. irina’s salvation through belated marriage 
to her dead lover is ironically framed: what kind of wedded afterlife will 
these two share? if  v. S. represents the sanctioned Soviet canon of russian 
literature and aesthetics and irina embodies the russian beauty and love 
as combined in sexuality that is generally censored in Soviet literature and 
of fiction.
20. Bethea’s The Shape of Apocalypse in Modern Russian Fiction offers one of the best studies of 
this theme.
21. See rylkova’s “The apocalypse revisited: viktor erofeev’s Russian Beauty” for a more 
extensive discussion of the novel’s various parodies of the gospel and apocalypse. 
22. in that battle of 1380, dmitrii donskoi’s army defeated the Tatars for the first time. while 
the battle is glorified in russian military mythology, the victory was not decisive, and russians 
and Tatars continued feuding.
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culture, then what could their supernatural marriage signify? does their 
mutual end in death also signal the end of Soviet russian culture? does 
this ending actually celebrate, in some ironic way, the apocalyptic traditions 
of the pre-Soviet russian literature?
notably, erofeev draws on a variety of apocalyptic russian texts as 
well as the Book of revelation for much of his parody. he strongly values 
late pre-revolutionary writers and thinkers of the Silver age, particularly 
v. v. rozanov. rylkova explains how, in early twentieth-century russia, 
“apocalypse was a welcome concept among intellectuals and artists” (327), 
and it offered a “way to foster ideas of spiritual rebirth,” as seen in the 
works of philosophers vladimir Soloviev, nikolai Berdiaev, the poet Blok, 
and culminating in rozanov’s Apokalipsis nashego vremeni (The Apocalypse of 
Our Time) (1918–19). we can notice the irony that apocalypse as “spiritual 
rebirth” is a positive and modernist interpretation of what is traditionally 
an earth-shattering, destructive event to end all human existence.
On the negative side of apocalyptic interpretations, we might group 
writers like gogol, dostoevsky, Zamiatin, and Pasternak. For these writers, 
apocalypse comes in the form of a defeat, negation, or repression of col-
lective and individual artistic and sexual liberty, and apocalyptic forces are 
strongly related both to social and political institutions and practices and to 
sexuality and beauty. The artistic censoring of sexuality (sexuality embodied 
in beauty, love, and sex) is connoted by the corrosive pairing of these forces. 
erofeev winds these apocalyptic narrative traditions together, resulting in a 
tragicomic ending, the grotesquely celebratory wedding of irina. The nar-
rative resists giving us access to some other transcendent synthesizing view 
that would reconcile v. S. and irina or save russia. erofeev uses the positive 
connotations of apocalypse to court the promise of new beginnings, but 
ultimately does not offer any. Further, the narratives of mystic redemption 
and rebirth are ludically insinuated, but not fulfilled.
The novel develops the tragic connotations of apocalypse in a celebra-
tory way. The Soviet culture as formed by censorship should come to an 
end, dying in its secret erotic embrace with sexuality (as allegorized in the 
living v. S.’s last intercourse with irina). what has been understood as “rus-
sian beauty” (the amalgam of russian and Soviet allusions that form the 
collage of irina) is offered a grotesque union in the afterlife, suggestive of 
a failure of russian beauty to save russia (and erofeev’s laying to rest this 
compelling but illusory hope). alternatively, we can interpret the novel’s 
ending as an ironic apocalypse: only irina and v. S. die in an attempt to 
overcome the censorious forces of society and politics, while the rest of the 
Soviet Union carries on living in these repressive conditions.
The novel’s partially fulfilled promise of the pornographic fantasy of 
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discovering a sexually desiring woman’s voice further complicates and 
enriches the sense of artistic censoring of sexuality and the subject’s founda-
tion in lack. in Soviet censorship and mainstream Soviet literary criticism, 
many readers esteemed an ideal text as one exhibiting total control and 
totalized meaning, a kind of wholeness, completeness (tselostnost’), whose 
integrity (tsel’nost’)23 would be blemished or disturbed by critical inquiry.24 
i suggest that Russkaia krasavitsa subverts those functions and aims of Soviet 
censorship and literary quality. On the one hand, there is an encyclopedic 
quality to the allusions that appeals to a sense of plenitude with integrity. 
On the other hand, the novel’s twenty-four chapters are highly digressive 
and nonchronological; the ending and the skeletal story are established by 
chapter 2. in this way, erofeev eschews Soviet stylistic standards, avoiding 
a teleologically oriented or totalizing work, while subversively implying 
a kind of destructive teleology and accumulative inclusiveness of literary 
analogies or intertextual counterparts.
Two of the novel’s most pronounced narrative features are the unreliable 
first-person female narrator and her fragmented representation of herself, 
others, and social contexts. The protagonist and her text are negatively 
defined by their lack of adherence to Soviet literary and censorship ideals. 
The text and its writer exhibit multiple meanings and a lack of control. 
although irina may aspire to achieve a utopian ideal of tselostnost’ (whole-
ness, completeness), her writing and her body are presented in fragments 
which do not add up to a coherent wholeness. like nastasya Filippovna, 
irina is a study of contrasts that would seem to cancel each other out. 
her beauty and genius of love promise salvation, but ultimately cannot 
fulfill it.
The theme of apocalypse is channeled through the personal experience 
of the character-narrator irina. The apocalypse is a story of revelations, 
judgment, and destructive endings. at the same time, irina’s apocalyptic tra-
jectory includes strong Christ-like and martyrdom features.25 The collision 
of the two master narratives indicates simultaneously a kind of inclusiveness 
or aim for completeness (tselostnost’) and a lack of coherence. it would be 
hard for irina as a character or narrator to resolve or synthesize the posi-
tions of John and the whore of Babylon from the Book of revelation 
on the one hand, and, on the other, the position of Christ or Mary from 
23. For discussions of the important significance of the concepts “tselostnost’” and “tsel’nost’” 
in relation to various streams of russian thought, see epshtein, After the Future. 
24. dark sees the novel working toward an ironized totalizing effect, an “encyclopedia of rus-
sian life” (178), and as an antimemoir and a fable (among other things).
25. rylkova has also noted how erofeev cleverly combines the gospels and revelation 
(“apocalypse revisited,” 329). 
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the gospel books. it is useful to recall that the Book of revelation makes 
references to Christ and his symbols (e.g., the lamb) and, after the “Final 
Judgment,” John ends the Book with the “Coming of Jesus.” Therefore, 
the two biblical narratives are not entirely discrete, the latter revelation 
drawing from the former (and of course both the gospels and the Book 
of revelation belong to the new Testament).
in erofeev’s Christ narrative, irina is situated as a potential female Christ. 
She offers to suffer for russia, for she has noticed that she has the unusual 
capacity to absorb evil (“zamechaiu v sebe odnu tainstvennuiu osoben-
nost’. Mogu vsiu nechist’ v sebia vsosat’” [167]; [i possess a mysterious 
quality. i can absorb all the evil forces] [206]). ironically, as a woman, she 
becomes pregnant, not a Christ-like experience. The parallel between the 
annunciation of gabriel to Mary and the pregnancy announcement of the 
“chudo” (miracle) by the gynecologist Flavitsky to the nonvirginal, sterile 
irina further subverts comparisons of irina to Christ. The Christ theme of 
martyrdom and saintliness extends to the subnarrative of Joan of arc. This 
legendary figure was welcomed into feminist symbolism, as is explored, for 
example, by elaine Showalter’s study of literature and culture around the fin 
de siècle  in western europe and the United States (Sexual Anarchy, 29).
Part of St. Joan’s compelling power is her ability to represent feminin-
ity while transcending it. irina, despite being treated as an outcast after 
leonardik’s death, aspires to save russia by becoming its revitalizing wom-
anly symbol and sacrificing her body to a mysterious phallic spirit. her 
patriotic, ideological aim is played out in multilayered parodies of Joan of 
arc and Mother russia. irina’s overblown attempts to model herself into 
a russian Joan of arc comically (and pornographically) are deflated by her 
failures. For example, in her dionysian encounter with a laconic higher 
power, he cannot maintain an erection and, on irina’s third try, he makes 
a loud, insulting fart (210; 261).
irina’s recounting of her attempt to become a surrealistic russian Joan 
of arc highlights her crisis of self-perception, of distinguishing between 
herself and her writing self, and her religious conviction that she should 
be praying. irina’s involvement in writing, prayer, prohibition combine in 
her account of the naked running on the battle field:
a iurochka govorit:—neuzheli vtoroi raz pobezhish’?—a egor: Ty na vse 
pole orala!—a ia sizhu pered nimi, kak na kartine zavtrak na trave [. . .]—rvus’ 
ia, ne poverite, nazad, v pole, to est’ na polnuiu svoiu propazhu, kak khotite, tak 
i ob’iasniaite, i dazhe ne radi chego-to tam vozvyshennogo, eto kak by samo 
soboi, a manit, manit menia pogibel’, ia kak by v drugoi razriad pereshla i ne 
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zhilets na etom svete. he potomu, odnako, skazhu, chto smerti ne boialas’, net, 
ia boialas’, no ia rassloilas’, ia i ne ia, odnu oznob b’et, drugaia krylyshkami 
mashet. i, konechno, tak zhit’ nel’zia, ia zhe sama luchshe vsekh ponimaiu, 
pishu i ponimaiu, chto nel’zia, i pisat’ ob etom nel’zia, ZaPreShChenO, 
tol’ko etot zapret uzhe ne ivanovichi na menia nalozhat, eto tochno! Zdes’ 
zapret inoi, bolee tonkoi organizatsii, mne ne pisat’, a molit’sia, molit’sia pol-
agaetsia, a ia pishu, mashu krylyshkami, i manit, manit menia eta pisanina, 
raspisalas’, durekha, i sama kak budto snova po poliu begu, takoi zhe oznob i 
zhar, i ditia rokovoe v utrobe voet, iz utroby vzyvaet ne pisat’, ugrozhaet vyki-
dyshem, a ne skazat’—tozhe nel’zia, da mne i tak vse ravno propadat’, takaia 
uzh moia planida, ksiushechka. Tak chto pishu. Pishu, kak begala, i begala, kak 
pishu . . . (206)
But yurochka says, Surely you’re not going to go running again? and yegor, 
you shouted so loud that the whole countryside could hear you! But i sit 
down beside them, like that painting luncheon on the grass [ . . . ]—i pull 
myself away, you won’t believe it, rush back to the field, bargaining myself away, 
explain it how you like, and not even for the sake of something grand, this 
was already understood, but perdition beckons me, beckons me, i had moved 
into a new state of being and was no longer a dweller on this earth. i will tell 
you frankly, it’s not that i wasn’t afraid of death, no, i was afraid, but i had split 
into layers—i and not i, one is shivering, the other flaps its little wings. and 
of course, no one can live like that, i myself know this better than anyone, i 
write and i know this, and one must not write about these things, it is forbid-
den, except that this isn’t the prohibition the ivanoviches will afterward place 
on me, that’s for sure! This is a different type of prohibition, of a more subtle 
force, i shouldn’t be writing, i should be praying, praying, but i write, i flap my 
little wings, and this writing summons me, summons, i can’t stop writing, fool, 
and it is as though i am again running through the field, the same shivers and 
fever, and the fateful child howls in my womb, orders me from the womb not 
to write, threatens a miscarriage, but i can’t not tell, and indeed in any event 
i’m done for, such now is my fate, ksyushechka. and so i write. i write how i 
ran, and i ran as i write. . . . (255–56)26
26. The non-russian reader can note that “forbidden” is italicized in english whereas in the 
original it is presented in upper case letters: ZaPreShChenO. This typographical effect alludes 
to the way in which many documents were classified by various Soviet authorities in the legal field 
and elsewhere: “PrOhiBiTed.” irina thus typographically classifies her own writing. 
Conversely, in the russian text, the Luncheon on the Grass title is presented modestly in lower-
case letters (“zavtrak na trave”) and without any other punctuation, allowing the subversive allusion 
to blend in with the rest of the text. irina’s self-reference to the Déjeuner joins in the subversion 
of Manet’s painting; as the narrating protagonist, the writer irina centers herself in art. See Peter 
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The frantic drive to write her life assumes a will to judgment. The 
prohibition allows her to envision two selves, her “not i,” with a course 
into the imaginary register of fantasy, and an “i” in the Symbolic register 
of signification and writing. The experience on the field and the subse-
quent writing of that experience result in apocalyptic moments of crisis 
for irina. after the events on the field, she avoids the intellectuals yegor 
and yurochka, and takes the train home to Moscow.
The interlude on the train is conveyed in a semirealist, semisurreal-
ist narrative that explores an alternative (nostalgic and imaginary?) life 
for irina, with some of her girlfriends, and especially with an idealized 
relationship to a gay man andriusha (“chudik” [a queer fellow]; “takoi 
elegantnyi” [so elegant]). in this nostalgic relationship of coffee and skiing, 
sex is not so important as a spiritual and poetic understanding, as he says, 
“—davai ne stanem my oskverniat’ nashu druzhbu zhadnymi gubami! Ty 
vidish’ v fortku: na derev’iakh sneg. On–belyi, ira . . .” (217) (let’s agree 
not to profane our friendship with all that sort of thing [greedy lips, i.e., 
kisses]! look through the fortochka: snow on the trees. it’s white, ira . . . ) 
(270). irina responds to him with these thoughts: “nu, pochemu na svete 
tak malo chistykh muzhchin, kak andriusha! Bud’ ikh bol’she, kakoi by 
gruz upal s uzkikh zhenskikh plech! kak slavno by vse razriadilos’!” (Oh, 
why are there so few pure men like andryusha in the world! if there were 
more of them, then what a burden would fall from fragile female shoulders! 
how gloriously everything would resolve itself!). irina relates in her writing 
the idea of salvation for women, to be unburdened of the sexual desire of 
selfish heterosexual men. This miniature story is a tributary of the Joan of 
arc one; in the larger story, irina seeks to be the savior by sacrificing her 
sex to a petulant god, while in the smaller one, the pure andriusha offers 
possible salvation by unburdening women of sex.
The Joan of arc episodes especially emphasize erofeev’s tendency to 
use French cultural and historical references to complement and add ironic 
accents to irina’s experiences and trajectory.27 Of course, Jeanne d’arc is a 
Brooks’s discussion of this and other nineteenth-century French paintings that prioritize in critical 
and revolutionary ways the female body (Body Work).
27. as an academic, erofeev specialized in nineteenth- and twentieth-century French literature 
and wrote his thesis on French existentialism. in much of his essay and editorial work, especially 
since the success of Russkaia krasavitsa, he has focused on French writers, philosophy, and art and 
has used comparative approaches to various literary and cultural questions. See, for example, his V 
labirinte prokliatykh voprosov: Esse (in the labyrinth of accursed problems: essays), as well as “russia’s 
Fleurs du mal.”
erofeev’s French interests dovetail with those of one of his favorite writers, nabokov. Russkaia 
krasavitsa’s title may have been inspired by nabokov’s short story “krasavitsa” (Beauty) which was 
translated into english as “a russian Beauty.” at the end of both stories, the beautiful, pregnant 
heroine dies. 
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French icon. Porter explains that Soviet borrowing of this foreign icon was 
permissible, for Joan of arc had a “special appeal to the Soviet establishment, 
which was happy to overlook her religious fanaticism, her canonisation in 
1920, and the fact that she was a transvestite and a Sunday pacifist. She 
represents the very best example of the person of common stock who 
comes to save the nation from foreign aggression and imperialism, who 
acquires a special rapport with the ruler of her nation, who is chaste, com-
monsensical in discussion, yet who clings tenaciously to her principles and 
mission [ . . . ]” (160).
Meanwhile, erofeev stretches the uses of this icon, partly mocking 
the Soviet iconic integration of Joan of arc (indeed, irina’s emulation of 
“Zhanna d’ark” prompts the phallic spirit’s visit to her). as a potential 
Zhanna d’ark, irina offers a ritual sexual sacrifice of herself on the sym-
bolically significant fields of the Battle of kulikovo. The modern russian 
bisexual diva manquée does share attributes with the medieval French 
teenage virgin-saint. Both have had a humble rural childhood; both claim 
to hear voices which call them to a greater destiny to restore a sense of 
national identity and self-confidence; both inspire men; both suffer cruel 
interrogations. But irina fails to become another donskoi (“of the don”) 
or d’arc: the fame she acquires is of a luridly tasteful photo-op kind (a 
sort of american Paris Match), and the degrees of martyrdom leading to 
her suicide are supplemented by her fragmentation into madness and her 
decision to undo the church’s blessing by resorting to witchcraft.
in addition to these references to historically symbolic heroism, irina’s 
seemingly casual mention of Édouard Manet’s Le déjeuner sur l’herbe (1863) 
signals the scandalous, prohibited side of art which elicits censorship reac-
tions from both the authorities and the public.28 The reference to the 
Déjeuner mockingly reemphasizes the erotic and unequal juxtaposition of the 
clothed men and the beautiful, naked women, and in general the parodied 
muse-like aspect of irina’s character (she is more a writer than a muse). 
The nude body acts as a point of illumination and difference, an apparition 
when erofeev finally found his way back into publishing by the late 1980s, he was one of 
the major writers to [re-]introduce nabokov’s banned oeuvre to Soviet readers through essays 
and forewords. a detailed comparative study of these two authors would reap rich interpretations. 
rylkova has pioneered such investigations.
28. The painting’s exclusion by the Salon’s jury in 1863 (and its subsequent debut in the Salon 
des refusés) informs irina’s vulnerable and censored subjectivity. Brooks reports how Zola, in 
his analysis of the Déjeuner, did not find its revolutionary quality in the juxtaposition of clothed 
people and nudes, counting many examples across periods in the louvre. Zola felt the Déjeuner was 
Manet’s greatest painting because it realizes “the dream of every painter—to put life-size figures in 
a landscape,” and it presents a “vast ensemble, full of air [plein d’air], this corner of nature rendered 
with such perfect simplicity” (Brooks, Body Work, 133).
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of knowledge and sexuality. This and other French references juxtapose 
Russkaia krasavitsa with the daring aspects of France’s mid-nineteenth-
century artistic scene that looks for the obscene (what is usually kept out of 
the frame): the scandals of literature, especially Baudelaire’s Fleurs du mal and 
Flaubert’s Madame Bovary29 (both works suffered from French censorship).30
Meanwhile, the Soviet reader of Russkaia krasavitsa who would recog-
nize this intertextuality would be reminded that the Soviet literary and 
art establishment and its censorship did not consider those French works 
revolutionary, nor appropriately socialist realist. in this way, erofeev height-
ens the effect of contrasting censorship values in political and artistic terms. 
we could further note how the theme of judgment is slyly embedded in 
the actual composition of the Déjeuner. Manet borrowed the layout for his 
painting from raphael’s Judgment of Paris.
The Joan of arc theme parodies a russian narrative of political agitation. 
Prior to irina’s run on kulikovo Field, she and her mates visit a village 
marketplace. She decides to address the common people so that they know 
of her service to them, not unlike Jeanne d’arc. The French people were 
galvanized by Jeanne’s speeches. By contrast, the russian villagers scurry 
away from irina, afraid of the modern Muscovite and the trouble she might 
stir up. The episode comically harks back to a similar moment in russian 
history, “going to the people movement of 1873–1874,” “when thousands 
of Populist-minded young idealists went into the russian countryside 
to convert the peasantry to their radical ideas, only to meet with apathy, 
incomprehension and, often, outright hostility. as the urbanite trio [irina, 
yegor, and iurii] start disagreeing among themselves about the peasantry, it 
is significant that the ‘They’ to which they refer appears in block capitals 
and emphasises the social rift” (Porter, 155).
29. Flaubert’s novel surfaces lightly in Russkaia krasavitsa. ksyusha develops a Madame Bovary 
complex, and irina stresses over rouen shortly before her suicide-marriage (“a chto mne im 
skazat’? My ne v ruane” [272] [what am i to say to them? we’re not in rouen] [340]). rouen 
is the place of emma Bovary’s adulterous affair with léon and the site of the burning at the stake 
of Joan of arc. dostoevsky similarly dangles Madame Bovary without completing the analogy: in 
his search to save his bride, Myshkin finds a copy of Madame Bovary in nastasya Filippovna’s room, 
a clue suggesting her suicide; but when he finally finds her dead, she has not committed suicide, 
but rather has been murdered by rogozhin (although ostensibly she has decided to die by run-
ning off with him).
30. These two works and their censorship cases in 1857 constitute central precursors to twen-
tieth-century literary censorship of sexuality; they mark a shift in censorship and artistic aims and 
interests. See especially née, “1857: le double procès de Madame Bovary et des Fleurs du mal”; har-
rison, Circles of Censorship; dury, “du droit à la métaphore”; and laCapra. in The Trials of Modern-
ism, Parkes stresses the consequences of Madame Bovary for modern anglo-american censorship; 
i would add that these consequences were felt by other writers and censorship practices in other 
cultures, such as the russian and Spanish.
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irina’s foray into the countryside to serve as a modern Joan of arc 
arouses disbelief and the suppression by the local censoring force, the 
town’s policeman. Once a product of the countryside, irina has become a 
Muscovite, distanced from the people, “derzhateli tverdi, khraniteli tselogo, 
kapitalisty vechnosti. Oni zhili, my–sushchestvovali. [ . . . ] raznitsa mezhdu 
nami okazalas’ na udivlenie prosta: ikh zhizn’ polna neosmyslennogo smysla, 
nasha–osmyslennaia bessmyslitsa” (189) (the possessors of the earth, the 
preservers of the whole, the capitalists of eternity. They lived, we existed. 
[ . . . ] The difference between us turned out to be amazingly simple: their 
life is full of uncomprehended sense and meaninglessness. it appears that 
consciousness is acquired in exchange for the loss of meaning) (233–34). 
in this set of relations, irina appears to the people as a form of conscious-
ness, while they possess meaning, without the conscious factor. The police-
man prevents the interaction between the two parties, thus preventing the 
people from attaining a consciousness of their state. implicit in this medi-
tation is a criticism of both urban intellectuals and their separation from 
real, everyday life, and of the rural dwellers’ separation from broader social 
and political life. More specifically, the sublime russian beauty’s cause is 
prevented from being communicated to the people. The people’s ignorance 
might parody the ignorance of Christ’s sacrifices.
in general, martyrs operate amongst those unable to appreciate imme-
diately their value. in irina’s rural episodes, her political significance and 
potential are comically developed as subversive political elements. although 
the “going to the people movement” of the 1870s initially failed, some sur-
viving young radicals of the movement became members of the revolution-
ary organization narodnaia volia (People’s will) and what would become 
the Bolshevik Party (initially, Plekhanov’s Social democratic Movement), 
each of which became ironically “successful” in its own way: the one group 
producing those who would assassinate alexander ii in 1881 and the other 
party, the party of lenin, responsible for the revolution and the subsequent 
history of the Soviet Union.31
in the analogy of irina as a new radical of the “going to the people 
movement” and Joan of arc, irina will not be understood by the people, 
but she may nonetheless aim to benefit them. her project is deconstructed 
by her retrospective narration, in which she signals a kind of failure. instead 
of saving russia, her course might parallel that of russia: “itak, pole. Trage-
diia moei nelepoi zhizni. [ . . . ]. Cherez neskol’ko chasov (vecherom, v 
31. For more historical details and analysis of these nineteenth-century movements, see Franco 
venturi’s Roots of Revolution: A History of the Populist and Socialist Movements in Nineteenth Century 
Russia. 
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sumerkakh) dolzhny byli reshit’sia dve sud’by: syd’ba rossii i moia sud’ba” 
(183–84) (and so the field. The tragedy of my absurd life. [ . . . ] in a few 
hours [in the evening, at twilight] two fates were to be decided: russia’s 
and mine) (226–27). The russian “sud’ba” (fate) resonates heavily with 
“sud” (court, trial, justice).
irina’s writing and actions script her as a postmodern russian Joan of 
arc whose beautiful sex or sexual beauty is censored in a series of episodes 
in which the character is rejected, silenced, or denied. her writing seeks to 
patch together her story of fragmented digressions in search of complete-
ness (tselostnost’). The narrative, both irina’s telling and living of it, revisits 
exemplary historical events in an attempt to solve matters idealistically. her 
involvement with the Moscow intellectuals shows up these people’s own 
ideological investment in apocalyptic narratives. while at first they scorn 
irina (one calls her a “vrag kultury” [56] [enemy of culture] [63]), they 
later use her body (the car crash; the sacrifice on the field) to provoke a 
revolutionary apocalypse.
irina’s writing signals apocalypse brought on by her “beauty” in many 
ways: the whirling diachronic narrative structure, in which the conclu-
sion in death echoes through the novel’s beginning, middle, and end; the 
accumulation of comparable genres, types, story lines in history, philosophy, 
religion, and literature that tends toward a breakdown of categories, as 
opposed to a coherent reinforcement; the character-narrator’s retrospective 
positions transpire in the short time preceding death and in the time just 
after death. The martyrdom narrative, with its predictable ending—indeed 
validation—in death, coincides with the broader apocalyptic theme.
4.	 russiAn	sublime	And	rogue	nArrAtor:	
	 irinA’s	porno-grAphed	voiCe	And	imAge:	 	
nArrAtive	And	tsel’nost’
irina’s special beauty, given its extraordinary qualities, suggests the category 
of the sublime, rather than the beautiful. irina’s sublimity is related also to 
her terrifying experiences with the supernatural: her beauty brings her into 
contact with sublime forces. in edmund Burke’s influential eighteenth-
century study of the beautiful and the sublime, the beautiful is typified by 
the small, smooth, and delicate. Beauty’s qualities are measurable and har-
monious. By contrast, the sublime is beauty in excess, to the point that there 
is no longer beauty: it defies full apprehension by the senses; it can involve 
terror and privation and be powerful, difficult, magnificent, vast, infinite; it 
involves sensations such as pain and the “emotion of distress” (79). Burke 
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finds examples of the sublime in nature and in stunning, extreme creations, 
such as Stonehenge (“those huge rude masses of stone, set on end, and 
piled on each other” [71]) or a “cup of bitterness” (78). in the Critique 
of Judgment, kant elaborates on Burke’s study: for kant, “the sublime is 
defined as a pleasure in the way that nature’s capacity to overwhelm our 
powers of perception and imagination is contained by and serves to vivify 
our powers of rational comprehension. it is a distinctive aesthetic experi-
ence” (Crowther). in a more recent interpretation of the sublime and the 
beautiful, Slavoj Žižek suggests that, in terms of logical order,
Sublimity should follow Beauty because it is the point of its breakdown, of its 
mediation, or its self-referential negativity. [ . . . ] [in kant,] Beauty and Sub-
limity are opposed along the semantic axes quality-quantity, shaped-shapeless, 
bounded-boundless: Beauty calms and comforts; Sublimity excites and agitates. 
“Beauty” is the sentiment provoked when the suprasensible idea appears in 
the material, sensuous medium, in its harmonious formation—a sentiment of 
immediate harmony between idea and the sensuous material of its expression; 
while the sentiment of Sublimity is attached to chaotic, terrifying limitless 
phenomena [ . . . ]. above all, however, Beauty and Sublimity are opposed along 
the axis of pleasure-displeasure: a view of Beauty offers us pleasure, while “the 
object is received as sublime with a pleasure that is only possible through the 
mediation of displeasure.” (Žižek, Sublime Object,  202; emphasis in original)32
The beautiful and sublime are complicated in Russkaia krasavitsa; they still 
operate partially as oppositions. irina, the beautiful, attracts sublime forces. 
But what makes her extraordinarily beautiful also seems to make her sub-
lime. For example, she recognizes that she has the power to absorb evil 
forces. her interactions with the supernatural powers of the phallic god 
and the ghost of vladimir Sergeyevich, and her resulting sense of terror and 
being overwhelmed, situate her as a beholder of the sublime. if we refer 
to the kantian opposition of beauty’s pleasure—sublimity’s displeasure—, 
then in irina’s case, her sexual affairs generally obtain pleasure while her 
sexualized contact with the supernatural forces result in a pleasure obtained 
through displeasure.
This more radical version of pleasure, that opens onto the abyss of power 
and eternity, would explain her terrible decision to hang herself and join 
v. S. in the afterlife. irina’s sexual relations in the realms of beauty and 
sublimity involve pleasure that is often censored or forbidden in Soviet 
32. at the end of the quotation, Žižek cites kant’s Critique of Judgment. The line can be found 
in kant, 151. 
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russian discourse and society. The sublime relations involve a further 
negating twist in that they engulf irina in a larger symbolic space of an 
eternally doomed, apocalyptic russia, whose pregnancy or potential renais-
sance will be subsumed into the timeless space of death and comparisons 
with the dead past.
in sum, one of erofeev’s innovations in the artistic censoring of sexuality 
is the apocalyptic structure of the plot to combine the oppositions of beauty 
and sublimity through the personification of russian beauty in irina.
kant determines judgment as a point of difference between beauty and 
sublimity. Beauty represents qualities in the object making it intelligible, 
while the sublime does not have to make the object intelligible. kant 
explains how pleasure is involved in aesthetic judgment:
That is beautiful which pleases in the mere judging (thus not by means of the 
sensation of sense in accordance with a concept of the understanding). From 
this it follows of itself that it must please without any interest. That is sublime 
which pleases immediately through its resistance to the interest of the senses.    
[ . . . ] The beautiful prepares us to love something, even nature, without inter-
est; the sublime, to esteem it, even contrary to our (sensible) interest. (Critique 
150–51)
irina as russian beauty does provide pleasure, but her beauty is extraor-
dinary and goes unappreciated (e.g., her lovers do not commit). Further, 
irina is a “genius of love,” and like many geniuses she is misunderstood; 
“love” is meant both as love and sex, her “art.” kant points out that genius 
does not copy, but rather is original and exemplary (186–87). erofeev 
offers us a postmodern version of the “genius,” in that irina is a partial 
copy of Pushkin’s “genius of pure beauty” and of other russian beauties 
and russian lovers.
what makes her original and exemplary in the text Russkaia krasavitsa is 
her centralized role as character-narrator (rather than the male poet/lover’s 
apprehended object of desire). She approximates picaresque character- 
narrators, from lazarillo to Moll Flanders. irina’s upstart status, her rambling 
episodes, her servitude and apprenticeship under a variety of “masters,” and 
her sufferings—all characterize her as a rogue or pícara narrator. Thus she 
approximates Moll’s role in that both beautiful women provide a kind of 
confessional that promises to reveal secrets of feminine sexuality and that 
aims at redemption.
irina’s voice and beautiful image extend a promise to fulfill a reader’s 
wish to encounter the desiring woman’s voice. her sexuality is embedded 
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in her writing, and her writing methods contain elements of pornographic 
literature (“writing of harlots” from the greek porne [harlot, courtesan] + 
graphos [writing]). as a writer, she sometimes “porno-graphs” herself, that 
is, inscribing herself as promised sexual pleasure and as source of sexual 
knowledge. her writing apprehends her as sexual subject. But her narra-
tive does not provide an uncomplicated, escapist pornographic image. For 
example, the text provides few concrete details measuring her physical 
beauty. instead, her sexuality, beauty, and body become inscribed in an 
interconnected series of significant ideological and social relations, par-
ticularly with narratives of suffering, resurrection, and messianism, as well 
as forbidden love and desire. These inscriptions of sexuality thus become 
weighted with ethical value because they confront and demand subjective 
judgment (by other diegetic characters and by us the readers). as a censored 
person (i.e., the “other woman” or woman who does not cohere to Soviet 
values), irina presents herself as an outcast Thing and as a martyr. She tries 
to inscribe herself into Soviet and russian discourses and is either unsuc-
cessful (e.g., her reading of Tiutchev and Blok) or is met with negatively 
judgmental reactions (e.g., the trial at the collective). her increasing loss 
of reason and emerging alcoholism might be seen as effects of a crisis of 
self-censoring; her counterpart, ksyusha, has taken refuge as a self-exile, 
another form of (self-)censoring.
Russkaia krasavitsa’s privileging of the woman’s confessional voice invites 
readers to anticipate a pornographic text in several ways. Traditionally, 
pornography as “writing of harlots” can be seen from two perspectives: 
pornography can be an observer’s (a man’s) writing about harlots or it can 
be the harlot’s writing about herself and others. Russkaia krasavitsa ironi-
cally uses both perspectives: the novel presents the adventures and end of 
a romantic courtesan (a kind of exposé); the novel consists of a diegetic 
narration, that woman’s narrating her life and self (an exposé of the exposé). 
The novel ironically relies on a presupposition about pornography: a por-
nographic text promises the illusion of an uncomplicated expression of the 
desiring woman and pleasure without a further exploration or grounding in 
ethics and judgment. when the pornographic diegetic narrator is a woman, 
she should reveal her desire for sex (the same basic premise functions in 
pornographic photography: she really wants it and enjoys it). By contrast, 
irina’s writing reconfigures this pornographic formula (e.g., she does not 
always want it, and men are not always desirable), while retaining erotic 
suggestions of it at times.
Russkaia krasavitsa’s pornographic moments are designed as signifying 
acts with serious consequences and reflective uses. Just as irina and her 
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body are beautiful, her writing is an aesthetic object, presenting at times 
beautiful, lyrical passages rich in imagery and employing intertextual refer-
ences to other artistic works. irina’s writing thus incorporates pornographic, 
ethical, and aesthetic features and signification. The act of her writing in 
an existential crisis just before death by suicide adds pathos, gravity, and 
urgency to the comic elements of her narrative mode.
irina’s role as narrator, as well as her self-portrait, presents a fragmented, 
complex portrait of her character. is she a prostitute? her sexual role is not 
defined along fixed categories, which partially reflects her own nondidactic 
yet critical, perspicacious approach to sexual relations. Bisexual, divorced, 
and still young, with several abortions and love affairs behind her, irina 
presents herself as a worldly metropolitan woman. her beauty and sexuality 
dazzle others as she makes her way through the Muscovite social circuit 
of intellectuals, foreign diplomats, and others. For example, at a foreign-
currency shop, irina runs into the well-known writer Bella akhmadulina, 
who tells her that, “vy, ditia, neskazanno soboi khoroshi” (24) (you, child, 
are unspeakably good-looking) (24). This real contemporary Soviet russian 
writer’s point of view helps to authorize the transgressive and excessive 
quality of irina’s beauty, a beauty which should be censored. it appears that 
many men and women characters, and scholars, also take her for a prostitute, 
in professional and casual senses. Meanwhile, erofeev’s characterization of 
irina’s status remains ambiguous. as the mistress of v. S., irina is somewhere 
in between a courtesan and a secret girlfriend, and his eventual marriage 
to her in death raises her to the status of bride.
The symbolic or actual prostitute in literature serves as a sign of alterna-
tive and transgressive womanhood. irina’s character draws from this tradi-
tion. in aristophanes’ and his contemporaries’ plays, the hetaira-comedy 
provided audiences with insights into a usually hidden world. The hetairae 
or courtesans operate on a level closer to men than that occupied by mar-
ried women; the hetaira-comedy is satirical and discusses diverse sexual 
practices from masturbation to lesbianism. in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, the resurgence of the prostitute or fallen woman in literature is 
a sign of real social conditions (e.g., Nana by Zola; Sonia in dostoevsky’s 
Crime and Punishment), a sign of independence and power, and a sign of 
degradation of ethical values.33
33. See Peter gay’s discussion of the prostitute in literature and culture in nineteenth-century 
europe; subjects like nana are part of a revolutionary movement in the arts while also serving as 
sources of erotic pleasure and a sign of bourgeois sexual repression (“The Price of repression” in 
The Tender Passion, volume ii of The Bourgeois Experience). irina and nana share a special personal 
perfume which lures both men and women; nana’s terrible death at the end of the novel signals 
the idea of a “raw, overpowering, destructive sexual power” (gay, 370). gay also notes how “rus-
sian writers from gogol to dostoevsky, Chernishevsky to Chekhov, portrayed the prostitute as a 
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The postmodern ambiguity of irina’s identity is important. while some 
readers might deem her a prostitute because of her adventures, it might 
be prudent to assume that irina occupies a grey zone in between that of 
a kept woman and a party girl who accepts some gifts such as perfume 
bottles displayed on her dresser. her claim of expensive tastes is shown to be 
somewhat inflated. For all her glamorous bravado, she does share an apart-
ment with her grandfather and work at a nondescript collective. erofeev’s 
allusions to irina as possible prostitute challenge Soviet values; officially, 
prostitution was illegal. This sexual character, who describes her experiences 
with humor, lyricism, fantasy, and at times in creatively graphic detail, acts 
like the Thing that the Soviet censor would wish never to appear on the 
pages of a book entitled dreamily Russkaia krasavitsa.
while sex often disrupts idealizations of love and femininity in most 
world literature, in russia, its shock value is particularly strong. Many 
scholars have examined its powerfully dichotomizing force in russia. For 
example, igor kon explains how russians, unlike western europeans, did 
not integrate a love of the human body in artwork, including religious 
artwork. he gives examples of the luxuriant renaissance revelry in the 
whole living human body in paintings of religious themes in contrast to 
the russian minimization and desiccation of the body and exaggeration of 
the face and head in religious iconography (“Sexuality,” 199). kon notes 
an intense “gender stratification” in russian tradition and society. in addi-
tion to the familiar dichotomy of madonna-whore, in russia, the meek 
housewife who can be beaten by her husband contrasts with the “powerful 
woman” as illustrated in russian fairy tales.34 The russian soul and iden-
tity are associated with the feminine domain, while the body and soul are 
strongly differentiated. kon explains:
On one hand russian character, lifestyle, and mentality are often presented and 
represented as a realm of predominant spirituality (dukhovnost), in sharp contrast 
to western materialism, pragmatism and body-boundedness (telesnost). This 
ideology of disembodied spirituality, with the corresponding underestimation 
and denigration of the body and its physiological functions, is most clearly 
implemented in russian Orthodox religious art. (198)
Meanwhile, there is a strong folk tradition of integrating sex into story-
human being,” thus indicating that old complacent attitudes toward prostitution were under pres-
sure. Brooks also explores the critical phenomenon of the prostitute, including nana, in literature 
and art (Body Work).
34. The character vasilissa Premudraya; her counterpart in Russkaia krasavitsa would be the 
powerful veronika, the “witch” who does not need a man.
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telling and using frank everyday language (mat); we see this tradition carried 
out in much of irina’s own storytelling and use of mat and chastushki. in 
addition to noting the Soviet period’s lack of sex education, kon points 
out that, “even the extravagant Soviet prudery, with its bans and ideological 
campaigns against any kind of body display and nudity in art and everyday 
life, was historically rooted in this traditional religious mentality” (199).
Some of the prudery and silence of the Soviet years result in a severe 
lack of knowledge of sexuality, as acknowledged in Russkaia krasavitsa. 
For example, irina mentions how she has had to explain to an ignorant 
co-worker nina Chizh where women urinate from (58; 66). after the 
public denunciation of irina, her grandfather asks what “lesbian” means: 
“[. . . ] ia otstal ot sovremennogo vremeni i khotia vse ponial, kogda tebia 
razoblachali, odnogo ne ponial: lesbiianka . . . eto chto eshche za novyi 
iarlyk na liudei stali veshat’?” (125) (i’ve lost touch with modern ways, and 
although i understood everything when they accused you, there was one 
thing i didn’t get: lesbian. what sort of new label is this they’re sticking 
on people?) (153). irina’s adult savvy does not save her from childhood 
sexual abuse from her father. She explains that she did not know that the 
incest was wrong, indicating a complicit silence of the society and family 
around the child.
it is important to stress for the non-Soviet reader the shocking impact 
of a novel which explores a Soviet woman’s sexual identity, especially if 
prostitution is suggested as well. Prostitution was a taboo subject in public 
discourse until the final years of glasnost’; as we have seen, 1988 marked 
a dramatic shift toward openness. Officially, Soviet society did not have 
prostitutes; they were a sign of decadent, bourgeois capitalism.35 irina’s affair 
with a married man, and her allusions to an earlier affair with her boss at 
the work collective, viktor kharitonych, are further signs of disruption of 
codified, censored Soviet life. The final years of glasnost’, with its easing of 
censorship, resulted in a flood of interest in all manner of publications and 
films involving sexuality at all social levels.36 erofeev’s 1990 novel emerges 
35. See especially ermolaev for a fine account of the last years of Soviet censorship and pub-
lishing and the late emergence of the prostitution theme in literature. See voronina, Mamonova, 
and goscilo for various feminist reactions to the emergence of pornography and prostitution in 
the late Soviet and early post-Soviet cultural scene. For the rise in sex markets in the russian 
Federation, see hughes’s “Supplying women for the Sex industry: Trafficking from the russian 
Federation” and khodyreva’s “Sexuality for whom? Paid Sex and Patriarchy in russia.”
36. This new openness did not mean an automatic change from the deeply engrained prudery 
and lack of knowledge. Stulhofer and Sandfort report that, in data collected between 1995 and 
1997, “in comparison with the eU countries, the countries of Central, Southeastern, and eastern 
europe score lower on indicators of sexual permissiveness” (14), with russians the most likely to 
insist that sexual freedom must be limited, for example, with regards to homosexuality (15). in 
the Soviet setting of the late 1970s and early 1980s, irina Tarakanova’s lesbianism would be very 
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not far apart from two late Soviet works focusing on the young russian 
woman as primarily sexual being, vladimir kunin’s novella Interdevochka 
(Intergirl) (1988) and the film Malenkaia Vera (Little Vera) (1988) by director 
vasilii Pichul.37
The emphatic, puritanical traits of Soviet morality became part of 
Soviet literary censoring criteria (just as was the corresponding case of a 
prudish brand of Catholic morality operating in Francoist censorship).38 
This puritanism meant that Soviet literature generally lacked literary treat-
ments of sexuality. if a sexual relationship did take place in a fictional 
work, it was usually implied through indirection and understatement. Of 
course, naturalistic descriptions of sexual acts or organs and obscene lan-
guage (sexual or excremental terms) were strictly censored. This general 
set of expectations regarding sex became operative in Soviet censorship 
especially from the 1930s onward (but could already be detected from the 
outset of the Soviet era). as censorship conditioned the reading material 
for the public, a strongly defined taste in literary themes and style could 
be maintained.
underground; female homosexuality was so off the chart for Soviet lawmakers that only male 
homosexuality was outlawed. See Moss’s article “The Underground Closet” for an exploration of 
how homosexual references (like oppositional political ones) were coded in aesopian language 
or masked in Soviet texts. For example, in general, russian can be crafted to provide elisions and 
empty spaces through use of the passive voice, indefinite pronouns, pronouns without established 
referents, indefinite personal constructions, and subjectless constructions (Moss, 232–33). By 
excluding the naming of actual subjects, actions, or objects the reader is prompted to determine 
the likely name. Moss draws on examples in Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita to show how 
these locutions function to avoid naming the “authorities” or nkvd in Moscow. we can note that 
likewise Russkaia krasavitsa frequently empties the logical subject nodes; the effect is more subtle 
as irina is not in a position to know how to identify actants (whereas the wily omniscient narrator 
of The Master and Margarita is in control of that information).
37. See azhgikhina and goscilo’s “getting under Their Skin: The Beauty Salon in russian 
women’s lives,” as well as Porter, for commentary on Interdevochka and Malenkaia Vera. azhgi-
khina and goscilo point out how kunin’s painstaking detailed mention of beauty procedures 
and name-brand products is knowledge acquired through his interviews with some two hundred 
prostitutes. They further note that another “reason for readers’ sympathy and understanding is that 
in Soviet and post-Soviet russia the attitude to one’s appearance—to one’s hairstyle, makeup, and 
contour of eyebrows—has never been merely a woman’s personal affair, but has always revealed 
something larger: a worldview, a relationship to one’s environment and to the prevailing ideology 
as a whole” (95). 
in this perspective, we can note that irina’s beauty, as is indeed explored in erofeev’s novel, 
takes her beyond “body-boundedness” (telesnost’) to considerations of spirituality (dukhovnost’). 
irina’s unusual or extraordinary natural beauty sometimes separates her from other women, while 
her interest in fashion and perfume makes her commensurable with other women. But she is also 
presented at times as less than beautiful, such as after her car accident, during her bout of tonsillitis, 
and in her final decay before death.
38. For a fine, detailed overview of the whole Soviet period of literary censorship, with atten-
tion throughout to political and puritanical criteria, see ermolaev. See goldschmidt for a discussion 
of pornography in russia beyond the literary realm.
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This Soviet puritanism does not mean that there was no erotic quality to 
Soviet russian literature at times. in Men without Women, Borenstein makes 
an excellent argument for the prevalence of masculinity and the minimi-
zation of feminine sexuality and women protagonists. Borenstein explains 
how the early Soviet literary cult of machines and scorn for women and a 
pronounced father worship also played out ideologically through Stalin as 
father figure. For Borenstein, in dialogue with Mosse, the pre-revolution-
ary prostitute and the marriage plot decline drastically in the Soviet era, 
replaced by a celebration of men:
. . . both comradeship and a “cult of masculinity” were an integral part of 
early-twentieth-century modernist discourse. george Mosse’s groundbreaking 
Nationalism and Sexuality (1985) argues that an idealized “manliness” is at the 
heart of what he terms “the most powerful ideology of modern times, nation-
alism.” [ . . . ] Of particular relevance to modernism is Mosse’s assertion that 
by the early twentieth century “[m]asculinity was expected to stand both for 
unchanging values in a changing age and for the dynamic but orderly process 
of change itself, guided by an appropriate purpose.” (31–32)
Counteracting this modernist promotion of masculinity, Russkaia krasav-
itsa reasserts a woman’s world and perspective by installing a female char-
acter-narrator and a postmodern marriage plot. with v. S., irina is working 
on her third marriage. Prior to meeting him, this russian beauty has been 
ironically passed over by a collection of eligible suitors, indicative of their 
appreciation of her sex rather than for some ethereal feminine ideal. none 
of the novel’s men exemplify an idealized Soviet masculinity, and they 
exhibit various degrees of powerlessness, inadequacy, and superfluity, includ-
ing vladimir Sergeyevich, whose literal impotence is made a central part 
of his sexual and romantic relationship with irina. as a reader of Blok, the 
“beautiful lady” irina reintegrates subversively Blok’s dichotomized concept 
of the feminine. Borenstein explains that, for Blok, his
approach to the Symbolist topos of the eternal Feminine, while explicitly 
chivalric, relies heavily on the tension between madonna and whore. as early 
as his 1901 collection of verses about the “beautiful lady” (Stikhi o prekrasnoi 
dame), Blok expresses the fear that his feminine ideal could reveal herself to be 
something altogether different: “i’m afraid you will change your guise” (no 
strashno mne: izmenish’ oblik ty); “what you will become—i do not know” 
(no vo chto obratish’sia—ne vedaiu). (52)
Borenstein suggests that Blok perceives a possible antichrist or anti-
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Sophia behind vision of heavenly beauty.
irina offers similar antithetical qualities: men, including the supposedly 
powerful writer v. S., seem both attracted to her and fearful of her potential. 
it is as though her feminine sublimity could threaten to negate or wipe out 
men. erofeev’s nostalgic subversion of Blok can be seen in irina’s central 
perspective—she does not desire to ruin men, and in fact she decides to 
save russia. She has a power to absorb evil, which positions her closer to 
the status of a saint. despite her good intentions, she ultimately coincides 
with neo-Blokian fears in her apocalyptic ending.
erofeev’s novel contests ironically some russian philosophers’ meta-
physics of sexuality, which tend to favor certain forms of masculinity and 
downplay dangerous femininity. For example, hutchings explains how 
philosopher Soloviev traces a triumph in which “matter will become 
‘impregnated’ by spirit and betrays a male drive to appropriate femininity’s 
difference, thus removing the threat it poses to masculine sexuality” (142). 
hutchings quotes naiman’s interpretation of this idea: “what can the 
spiritualization of matter [ . . . ] mean, but the molding of the essence of 
femininity to remove all traces of the feminine.” yet, masculinity is not 
always useful to such philosophers, as hutchings explains: “On the one 
hand, then, philosophers like Berdiaev and Solov’ev suppress the influ-
ence of the masculine body with its possessive, violative impulses in their 
explication of the activity of spirit. On the other hand, though, they are 
accused of presupposing fixed values for those feminine and masculine 
categories—such as body and spirit—that they do care to specify” (emphasis 
in original).
Sameness and difference are central to discussing femininity and mas-
culinity, and for russian philosophers, gender could be used metaphori-
cally to theorize metaphysics. The legacy of this trend in philosophy can 
be witnessed in russian literature like erofeev’s that seeks to theorize sex 
similarly. erofeev prioritizes the radical other irina and her sexual relations 
with men and women, bringing her into a fatal collision course with social, 
political, and spiritual forces. She attempts to solve her pregnancy by first 
having her sex blessed with holy water, and then, undoing this act by per-
forming witch katerina Maksimovna’s folk spell with an egg (chapter 22).
Thus, irina attempts to follow two distinct “russian” paths, the russian 
Orthodox one (in which women are subservient) and the russian folk 
way (in which women turn to each other for power, and are at times their 
own source of power). ironically, neither option resolves her pregnancy. She 
ends up becoming vladimir Sergeyevich’s bride in death, marrying herself 
to the russian Soviet cultural past for the sake of love and marriage, and 
perhaps as a last act of martyrdom for russia.
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The narrative creates a series of russian story lines which lead to a the-
matic cul-de-sac: the comic-tragic premature death of the russian beauty 
and genius of love and sexuality. irina is the negative reflection of Soloviev’s 
Sophia. rylkova describes Sophia as a “twofold unity,” on the one hand 
a “unity of the divinely originated word” (logos) and on the other hand, 
the “created,” a unity realized in the body (333). while Sophia ennobles 
creation (eros + logos), irina attempts but ultimately fails in achieving this 
positive synthesis. irina’s combination of eros and logos results in destruc-
tion and endings of the self and writing.
given these cultural contexts, irina as a protagonist and her use of 
language represent censored Soviet russian topics. These are ideologically 
incorrect, as well as morally offensive to the censor-reader. a provoca-
tive, beautiful woman who is possibly a whore39 does not correspond to 
dominant fictions about Soviet womanhood or heroine (of course, as we 
have seen she does correspond to various literary fallen women who are 
sometimes viewed as whores, such as dostoevsky’s nastasya Filippovna 
and Pasternak’s lara). indeed, in Soviet dominant fiction, as explored by 
naiman and Borenstein, the Soviet heroine becomes diminished altogether, 
serving as man’s helper or as maternal figure. irina’s maternity is made 
ironically patriotic: she is pregnant with the dead v. S.’s child, but she con-
ceived from a ghost, not a man, hardly a wholesome pregnancy for the 
future of Soviet culture. irina’s ambiguous sexual qualities are an affront 
to the didactic demands of Soviet ideology. The Soviet censor desires a 
transparency and explicitness that irina as a narrator, despite her own aim 
toward disclosure, cannot provide. For example, in chapter 2, irina tries to 
define herself:
ne raz sadilas’ ia v luzhu v vechernikh nariadakh, ne raz obrekala sebia na 
pozor, i menia vyvodili, no ved’ ne iz kakogo-nibud’ kabaka, kak privokzal’nuiu 
kurvu, a iz zala konservatorii, gde na prem’ere ia zabrosala apel’sinami britanskii 
orkestr iz-za polnoi bezvykhodnosti moego polozhenia! net, ira, ty byla ne 
posledniaia zhenshchina [ . . . ] (18)
More than once i had sat down in a puddle wearing an evening dress, more 
than once i had covered myself with shame and had been led away, but not 
from some dive, like a tart who works the railway station, but from the hall of 
the Conservatory, where during a premiere i bombarded a British orchestra 
with oranges as a result of the hopeless position i found myself in. no, ira 
39. The russian word for “whore,” bliad’, was and remains a taboo expression (unlike the word 
“whore” in english). For many russian readers, bliad’ is especially obscene in print.
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[irina], you were not the least of women [ . . . ]. (15)
This passage complicates our perception of irina in several ways. First, 
she distinguishes herself from a “privokzal’nuiu kurvu” (tart who works 
the railway station), an acknowledgment of the lowest-paid rank of Soviet 
prostitutes recognizable by their typical place of work. indirectly, then, she 
seems to suggest that she is some other kind of “tart,” only a classier one. 
when v. S. finally takes irina to a Benjamin Britten concert by a visiting 
British orchestra at the Conservatory, he experiments with showing irina 
in a hyperpublic sphere, but he then behaves as if embarrassed, as though 
he has brought along a prostitute. in response, irina misbehaves, resulting 
in her expulsion from the Conservatory. This cultural center is not a place 
typically associated with prostitution; irina is expelled for throwing oranges 
at the foreign orchestra, but by acting out she ensures that everyone sees 
that v. S. is accompanied by a beautiful young woman in a low-cut dress. 
her expulsion signifies a censoring of the unwanted sign.
Only later will the reader discover that her “hopeless position” (a more 
literal translation of “iz-za polnoi bezvykhodnosti moego polozhenia” 
would be “the utter exitlessness of my position”) has been that of a mistress 
to a married man, vladimir Sergeyevich. a mistress is a dubious position to 
occupy, a bridge between the respectable, regulated position of a wife and 
the censured position of a prostitute. The disparity between v. S.’s position 
of power and respectability and irina’s humble position as upstart is stark. 
Their erotic relationship remains necessarily ambiguous and embedded in 
class disparity. The final line of the cited passage indicates early in the text 
the degree to which irina shifts into the mode of addressing herself in the 
second person, as well as her need to rank herself in comparison with other 
women (“net, ira, ty byla ne posledniaia zhenshchina” [no, ira (irina), you 
were not the least of women]). This sense of separation from one’s self, this 
self-observation, will be discussed in depth later.
russian prostitution, adultery, and love are further complicated by the 
intertextual use of Pushkin’s “Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish,” a cau-
tionary tale about greed and vanity.40 The old fisherman in the story asks 
the golden fish for too many things for his greedy wife so that finally the 
40. The russian fairy tale transcribed by Pushkin, “Skazka o rybake i rybke” (“Fairy Tale of 
the Fisherman and the Fish”), contrasts with the grimm fairy tale, “von dem Fischer und Seiner 
Frau” (“The Fisherman and his wife”). in the russian tale, the fish is a golden fish, is featured in 
the title, and is the ultimate wish of the insatiable wife before the fish returns the couple to their 
original hut. The wife asks that the fish serve her. By contrast, in the german version (and english 
translation), the fish is a large flounder (Bütt) and is not mentioned in the title. when the wife asks 
to become like god, the fish returns the couple to their pigsty.
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golden fish returns the peasants to their former poverty. when the fisher-
man first encounters the golden fish in his net, he kindly sets her free and 
does not initially wish for anything, despite the fish’s offer. when vladimir 
Sergeyevich refers to this tale in his first meeting alone with irina, he uses 
it as a proposition: would irina like to be the golden fish? (chapter 5).
he completely subverts the story and its power dynamics. while in the 
original tale, the golden fish has the power to grant wishes, to give and take 
away, the golden-fish role proposed to irina is really that of a lover who 
will grant wishes, but who is under the power of the fisherman. Further, 
the fisherman of the tale is kind to the fish and meekly follows his shrew-
ish wife’s orders. By contrast, vladimir Sergeyevich is selfish with irina; he 
evades his wife and her possible orders by involving himself with irina. 
irina is duped by the story. it is flattering that she appeals to a great Soviet 
russian writer who in turn uses Pushkin as a mode of enchantment and 
authentification, and it is tempting to be offered a golden-fish role. She 
tries to assert her power by including the condition that she must have love, 
that he must agree to marry her. while he is alive, he does not intend to 
fulfill that condition. yet, irina’s dubious power as a golden fish is belatedly 
and apocalyptically confirmed when the dead vladimir Sergeyevich claims 
irina as his bride.
irina discloses herself as the Thing (“unspeakably beautiful”) that is usu-
ally a censored subject in Soviet literature and society. as a counterpart to 
her identity, her writing also represents a text which would normally be 
censored or banned by Soviet literary censors. her writing possesses an 
erotic edge as the style moves between the high and low, the lyrical and 
the pornographic, the fantastic and the realistic, the cynical and the naïve, 
the sophisticated and the obscene. The expectations of a mainstream Soviet 
readership (and the censorship that produces it) are broken in the following 
ways: the clashes of style, their ironic effects, and the restless, shifting focus 
and associative strategies (which can appear as a lack of aesthetic taste and 
skill); the plot is presented in a nonchronological retrospective; the ending 
lacks a clear ideological resolution or moral judgment; the story as a whole 
cannot be taken as a prescriptive guide for living; the candid descriptions of 
unseemly or vulgar aspects of Soviet life, normally excluded from literary 
fiction, would be an affront to good taste or even anti-Soviet.41
41. Over the course of the Soviet period, literary standards do vary. For example, vera dun-
ham has chronicled the rise of middle-class values in post–world war ii Soviet literature (e.g., the 
mention of material goods, private property such as real estate and cars); such literature introduces 
a marked class aspiration that in pre–world war ii literature would have been unthinkable or, if 
attempted, censored. erofeev’s novel playfully acknowledges some of these trends in middle-brow 
Soviet literature; for example, irina is a Soviet commoner compared to the privileged  v. S., who 
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First-person narrations present problems for the reader (as we have 
also seen in Lolita). There is more than a hint of the manic quality of 
dostoevsky’s Underground Man in irina’s rambling effusion of words and 
her sense of persecution.42 First-person narration promises the presentation 
of some (illusory) unmediated view on the person’s inner thoughts. in this 
way, Russkaia krasavitsa’s confessional mode emphasizes disclosure of some 
truth or reality. Further, the mise-en-abyme text, her photo-exposé for the 
western magazine, discloses her beautiful body as well as her once secret 
relationship with v. S.
irina’s disclosures have a strong realist effect of the authentic. even 
her contradictions lend to a growing awareness of her character, how it 
contrasts with her ideal image of herself, and how her beauty fails to save 
russia or the world. as a personal memoir, irina’s tumbling narrative gives 
the impression of a text not edited or controlled by an official censor or 
even editor. irina as rogue narrator is modified by additional practices of 
the russian first-person narrator, such as memoirists, whose narratives in 
the Soviet period had dissident facets, literary (as opposed to historical-
biographical) inclinations in terms of style and structure, and martyrdom 
themes.43 as pícara narrator and Soviet memoirist, irina and her discourse 
find themselves located in the margins of Soviet literature and society.
5.	 inCorporAting	Writing:	 irinA’s	body	
	 And	beAuty	As	sublime	Censored	thing	in	
soviet	russiAn	literAture
irina repeatedly defines herself by her sexuality and her beauty. These com-
bined qualities constitute censored subjects in Soviet russian writing. But 
as they are constitutive features of herself and her life, so they become the 
necessary focus in her confession. This protagonist’s life is largely defined 
has a private house, servants, a car, and who gives irina gifts such as sand-colored jeans and boots 
from the west. The acknowledgment of these items shows up v. S.’s and the Soviet elite’s lack of 
communist values. Consumer materialism, especially in terms of beauty products, becomes an 
aspect of some literature directed toward women: see azhgikhina and goscilo’s “getting under 
Their Skin: The Beauty Salon in russian women’s lives.”
42. dostoevsky’s work was grudgingly accepted into the Soviet russian literary canon. The 
intertextuality lends irina a status as a writer and subject who does not conform to approved offi-
cial standards. dostoevsky in this way can serve as a sign of nonconformity (and consequently as 
an ironic recognition that official standards and judgment are not necessarily the most appropriate 
measures of outstanding artistic quality). Bulgakov’s Master i Margarita (The Master and Margarita) 
makes such ironic intertextual use of dostoevsky as a prominent russian writer whose works were 
at times censored or limited in access in the Soviet era. 
43. For discussions of the Soviet memoir, see, for example, holmgren; Prokhorov.
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by her body; so, too, is her death. By removing her body from the stage of 
life, she commits an ultimate act of censoring in a confessional mode of 
writing by removing herself as the subject from the stream of the text.44
as we learn about her life, we see that almost everything that irina 
does or that happens to her is predicated upon her extraordinary beauty 
and sex. her best friend and lover ksyusha, who comes from a privileged 
family, introduces irina to various select and intellectual circles in Moscow. 
irina’s dramatic adulterous affair with vladimir Sergeyevich is prompted by 
her beauty and sexual flair: “nazyval menia geniem liubvi” (18); Sergeyev-
ich calls her a “genius of love” (16). Their Moscow affair ends in a sexual 
embrace with death, as he dies during a rough session of sadomasochistic 
intercourse.
The subsequent episodes of irina’s life are also based on her body and 
beauty: her inspired, surreal goal to become a symbolic russian Joan of 
arc by running on a famous battlefield and offering her naked body for 
penetration by a higher force; her Soviet-style show trial and exercise in 
self-criticism staged by her coworkers who condemn her work ethic (e.g., 
wearing beads) and sexual immorality (lesbianism); her encounters with 
her gynecologist, Stanislav albertovich Flavitsky; her attempt to purify her 
pregnant body by way of a baptism conducted by Father veniamin and then 
by a witch; her photo-interview for the foreign magazine; the new york 
super models’ support for her; her negotiations with the twin journalists, 
Sergei and nikolai ivanovich, to correct her unseemly, counterideological 
image in Soviet publicity. her body presents the foundation for the novel’s 
exploration of beauty and sublimity, martyrdom, love, freedom, transgres-
sion, and the problem of the body’s opposition to spirituality.
Just as in her writing irina inscribes accounts of her “unspeakable” 
beauty and body, so in her life’s events is her body the signifying entity 
in its encounters with characters who represent the Symbolic Other. her 
attempts to incorporate herself into the Soviet and russian Symbolic 
are especially illustrated in her relation with vladimir Sergeyevich. Their 
sexual and romantic relation is overlaid by their oppositional roles as writ-
ers. leonardik, as a composite character of prestigious Soviet male literati, 
represents the approved intersection of culture and ideology in dominant 
Soviet discourse.45 he has been so canonized that irina as a child in school 
44. This situation leaves the character-narrator in a paradoxical position at the end of the text: 
how can she still be writing her confession while she is hanging herself? The final chapter’s pres-
ent tense suggests simultaneous action and speech/writing. has the writing been taken over by 
phantom forces? Or does she complete her text from the afterlife?
45. dark, Porter, and rylkova discuss vladimir Sergeyevich as Soviet literary lion.
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has learned his name and works. his achievements and longevity have 
earned him public and political respect and advantages.
This status implies that he has been a wily veteran of Soviet censorship, 
a cunning negotiator of Soviet ideology and shifting trends in the politi-
cal interpretation of it. his sense of self-preservation has probably come at 
the cost of creativity. while irina mentions that he “pro menia sobiralsia 
povest’ pisat’ i uzhe zagotovil libretto dlia opery” (154–55) (was planning to 
write a novella about me and had already prepared a libretto for the opera) 
(191), she also explains that he fears it will be banned (117). v. S.’s novel 
“beretsia opisat’ rokovuiu liubov’ ne khoreem, a v prozaicheskoi allegorii” 
(96) (is going to portray a fatal love not in trochees but in the trenches, in 
a trenchant prose allegory) (116). he is planning to “uvekovechit’” (immor-
talize) irina, casting her as a “sanitarka bedovaia, vliubchivaia, a on, pozhiloi 
kontuzhenyi polkovnik [. . . ] vliubliaetsia” (mischievous nurse, open to love, 
while he, a middle-aged wounded colonel, falls in love with her).
irina’s sublime beauty attracts vladimir Sergeyevich with its exciting, 
transgressive promise of Soviet-censored value and consequently creative 
inspiration and sexual reinvigoration. But he must negotiate a contract 
with a woman demanding love in return for a sexual relationship. irina’s 
guiding fantasy vis-à-vis vladimir Sergeyevich is that he might be the 
agent to hail her into a comforting dominant fiction of Soviet life: mar-
riage, children, and a home. yet their one public appearance at the Britten 
concert illustrates how irina, as Soviet-censored sexuality, is thwarted in her 
aim to insert herself into the mainstream fiction of Soviet life. in public, 
vladimir Sergeyevich is generally ashamed to be noticed with her. She only 
momentarily breaks through the barriers of Soviet censorship to appear 
transgressively on the inside of the collective dominant fiction. in this and 
other instances, irina’s active presence as character parallels what in writing 
is the censored object’s crossing the lines of censorship and appearing in 
language. her behavior mirrors her writing. her agency as an individual 
reflects her agency as a writer and subject of that writing.
vladimir Sergeyevich’s phantasmal visit from the dead to irina’s bed-
side—his resurrection—presents another aspect of irina as censored sexual 
subject and writing subject. in an ironic variation of his first promise to 
the golden fish irina, and his second proposal in their last live encounter, 
the ghost appears to her as the desiring prospective bridegroom. The scene 
and its macabre results of pregnancy reverse comically the basic structure 
of necrophilia. erich Fromm explains how necrophilia is “the passionate 
attraction to all that is dead, decayed, putrid, sickly” (325) and is almost 
exclusively a masculine passion. For Fromm, “[necrophilia] is the passion 
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to transform that which is alive into something unalive; to destroy for the 
sake of destruction; the exclusive interest in all that is purely mechanical. 
it is the passion to tear apart living structures” (332). Borenstein notes how 
necrophilia operates in Soviet russian novels like Chevengur. in his over-
view of highly masculinized cultures and relationships in Soviet russian 
literature, Borenstein considers Fromm’s account of necrophilia: “Fromm 
firmly grounds necrophilia in the traditionally male world: necrophiles love 
not only corpses, but war, destruction, commerce, and machines. if Fromm’s 
definition of necrophilia is reevaluated in terms of gender and taken to its 
logical extremes, necrophilia becomes the apotheosis of an exclusive, self-
absorbed masculinity that denies both women and the family” (254).
erofeev’s inversion of literary russian necrophilia positions irina with 
the living and v. S. with the dead. irina is reluctant to become involved with 
the dead v. S.; his passion and insistence lock her into a kind of necrophilic 
relationship. Powerful femininity, in the form of the sublimely beautiful 
irina, becomes subsumed or negated in v. S.’s deathly, terrifying embrace.
his visit functions on the level of forbidden fantasy. The fantasy of his 
visit and the couple’s comic-erotic intercourse demonstrate irina’s continu-
ing desire to find a desiring other in a prestigious, respected man, even if 
he is deceased. On an allegorical level, that desire can be perceived as the 
censored Soviet writer-subject’s desire to have Soviet discourse’s approval, 
love, and incorporation. dramatized here is the censored subject’s desire to 
be named, interpellated, called into the Symbolic register where it might 
acquire wholeness through the solidifying effects of language.
The ghost’s insemination of irina offers several more possibilities to 
expand on the drama of censoring relations. First, the couple’s intercourse, 
described in semipornographic, semitragic style, and resulting in insemina-
tion and conception, parodies the immaculate conception of the virgin and 
her subsequent conception of Christ. The illustrious dead representative 
of Soviet literature, a Soviet holy ghost of sorts, sows his seed in a plainly 
nonvirginal woman, whose worthiness is found not in her purity, but in 
her beauty, her sexuality, and her desire to become a russian heroine or 
savior (her Joan of arc project). The miraculous nature of her pregnancy 
is emphasized by the pleased astonishment of her gynecologist Flavitsky, 
who has imagined her to be sterile. Chapter 1 in fact serves as a kind of 
humorous parody of the annunciation, with Flavitsky as gabriel.
The parodies replace fulfillment with negation. The pregnancy develops 
into a terrifying condition which will have no joyous end in the birth of 
a savior, but rather in a grotesque double death of sublime mother and 
changeling-fetus. irina first senses a change in her body by the vile, corpse-
like odor that replaces her bergamot scent, an aromatic signature of her 
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intrinsically lyrical, sexualized beauty. as she recognizes who the father 
must be, she is faced with a doubly negative dilemma. She cannot give birth 
to such a changeling, and she cannot decide to abort it. as the pregnancy 
progresses, she advances into an increasingly deep psychosis.
On an allegorical level, irina’s conflict might be seen in the following 
way. if she would remain alive as the vessel that would gestate Soviet lit-
erature, she would produce death (as boded in the hideous smell coming 
from her). if she would join vladimir Sergeyevich as his bride in death, 
as he urges her to do, she, as the censored sexual object in Soviet life and 
literature, could overcome the rules and barriers of worldly censorship and 
be symbolically reunited with the reformed lover-writer in the afterlife. 
By choosing the latter option, irina acts as her own censor in life and in 
writing by removing herself from the text of signification (self-erasure). But 
paradoxically also through this censoring act, she produces one resound-
ing judgment. She condemns the existing Soviet system and the society it 
produces through removing herself and her fetus (that system’s potential 
rotting future anti-Christ) from the chain of signification of her writing 
of her life and the life of her writing.46
The Mother russia association, implicit in irina’s status as a pregnant 
russian protagonist and her patriotic drive, is ironically negated by her 
diverse nonconformity to the Soviet heroine. work and politics do not 
feature prominently and positively in her life.47 her fertility and reproduc-
tion are determined by death and the supernatural. She fails to overcome 
the hurdles in her life. in addition, she demonstrates all manner of traits 
that are normally kept out of Soviet literature, owing to an ideologically 
prescriptive censorship: she smokes and drinks, at times to excess; she has 
sex frequently and with different partners of both sexes; she has had numer-
ous abortions; she lives semilegally at her grandfather’s apartment; she is 
a vain materialist (her perfume bottles and clothes); she has suffered from 
incest and beatings as a child; her ex-husband has beaten and disfigured 
her savagely for an adulterous affair; her rural education has been rude 
46. irina’s act of joining the canonized Soviet writer in the afterlife parodically mirrors the 
beautiful muse Margarita’s decision to join her dead lover and banned russian writer, the Master, 
in a harmonious, romantic marriage in the afterlife in Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita.
47. irina subverts the ideal Soviet worker’s paradigm by having an affair with her boss 
kharitonych, by gaining from him a degree of patronage that allows her to slack off, and, finally, by 
being held to account by a people’s court at work (in which she is criticized not for how she works 
but instead for her personal preferences). in contrast, her grandfather has been a model worker, an 
actual Stakhanovite, who once hospitalized himself because of overexertion in overfilling quotas. 
despite this worker heritage, irina and her parents do not carry out the zealous tradition, an ironic 
signal of the mindless overvaluation of certain types of work in the Stalinist era and the decay of 
work in the late Soviet era.
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and brief; she reads foreign literature; she associates with foreigners (as well 
as with Soviet Jews, georgians, armenians, and Caucasians); she candidly 
discusses various hypocritical or paradoxical qualities of Soviet life (racism, 
anti-Semitism, alcoholism, lingering Stalinism, and so on); and she displays 
naïveté and lapses of logic.
Taken as a whole, her qualities do not produce an ideologically correct 
Soviet literary protagonist, but they do reflect the reality of many different 
Soviet russian women. Furthermore, despite her flaws and impediments, 
irina insistently uses her rogue body to inscribe herself as a Soviet rus-
sian heroine.
6.	 split	subJeCthood:	AlienAtion	And	the	 	 	 	
produCtion	of	fAntAsy
irina’s whirling, digressive writing modes of confession and self-portrayal 
emphasize her split subjecthood: her growing alienation from others and 
from herself. This exercise in self-observation is akin to self-analysis. in 
order to analyze herself, she looks upon herself from a different standpoint, 
using the first- and second-person singular to create a dialogue and self-
observation.
The novel’s apocalyptic conclusion—foreshadowed since the earliest 
chapters of the novel—dramatically stages irina’s split subjectivity. Shortly 
before she hangs herself, she addresses her readers as though they were her 
hallucinated wedding guests and self-inventions, for they all play roles in 
the narrative: “ia vas sochinila, chtoby sochinit’ sebia, no rassochiniv vas, 
ia samoraspuskaius’ kak persona . . .” (273) (i composed you in order to 
compose myself, but when i discompose you i shall dissolve myself as a 
person . . .) (342).
This conceptualist gesture—a self-awareness of irina’s manipulation of 
(and intervention with) her interlocutors—underlines writing’s interde-
pendence between the writer and reader, the doing and undoing of writ-
ing, the writing and the censoring of writing. The paraliterary elements 
of the text—the comic list of dramatis personae at the novel’s outset and 
the penultimate chapter’s wedding announcement and suicide note from 
irina—augment the constructed quality of the confessional novel with irina 
in her dual perspectives as character-narrator and as character.
early on in the novel, irina articulates her concerns about achieving 
wholeness and accuracy through her writing, ingenuously revealing the 
limitations of the Soviet literary scene and practices:
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napisat’, konechno, ia mogu, no nevol’noe bespokoistvo vyzyvaet u menia to, 
chto ia ne znaiu kak, to est’ k literature ne imeiu nikakogo otnosheniia. Bylo 
by kuda luchshe, esli by moiu istoriiu vzialsia opisat’, naprimer, Sholokhov. 
Predstavliaiu, on by ee tak opisal, chto u vsekh by rty otvalilis’ [ . . . ]. Ostal’nye 
iz zhivushchikh pisatelei ne vyzyvaiut vo mne doveria, potomu chto pishut 
skuchno i vse vrut, norovia ili priukrasit’ fakty narodnoi zhizni, ili, naoborot, 
polnost’iu oskvernit’, kak Solzhenitsyn [ . . . ], nedarom potom i sbelenilsia, v 
otlichie ot togo zhe Sholokhova, kotoryi pisal chestno i kak bylo i potomu 
zasluzhil vseobshchee uvazhenie i dazhe imeet sobstvennyi samolet. Bolee 
interesno i po-chelovecheski pishut inostrannye avtory [ . . . ], kotorye zachas-
tuiu pechataiutsia na stranitsakh zhurnala «inostrannaia literatura» [ . . . ]. Oni 
udachnee, chem nashi, umeiut peredat’ psikhologiiu [ . . . ], no oni tozhe inogda 
chego-nibud’ takoe zavernut i zaum’ napustiat’, ne poimesh’, gde konets, gde 
nachalo, spoloshnoi modernizm, kotoryi oslabliaet khudozhestvennuiu silu, i 
neiasno, zachem publikuiut. (16–17)
i can of course write, but i can’t help worrying about the fact that i don’t know 
how; that is, i have no connection whatsoever with literature. it would be so 
much better if, for example, Sholokhov were to take up the writing of my story. 
i can just imagine how he would describe it, in a way that would make every-
one’s jaw drop [ . . . ]. no other living writers inspire my confidence, because 
what they write is boring and they all lie, either painting a pretty picture of the 
facts of our national life or, on the contrary, putting it down completely, like the 
gulag dissidents [like Solzhenitsyn] [. . .]. it was not surprising that they went 
mad afterward, in contrast to Sholokhov, who wrote honestly about everything 
just as it was and therefore earned universal respect and even a private plane. 
More interesting and compassionate are the writings of foreign authors [. . .], 
which are published frequently in the journal Foreign Literature [. . .]. They are 
more successful than our writers in conveying psychology [. . .]; but their writ-
ers sometimes rant on and on and produce such “transense” that you can’t tell 
the end from the beginning, pure modernism, which weakens artistry, and it’s 
unclear why they publish it. (13–14)48
One of the many ironies expressed in this passage is that irina herself 
48. The translator reynolds makes “transense” out of the russian “zaum’” (or “zaumnyi 
iazyk”); he might have chosen a more down-to-earth term for irina, such as “mumbo jumbo,” but 
i suggest that his is a strategic choice. “Zaum’” means unintelligible language, and especially sug-
gests a kind of futuristic language, based on what might seem to be arbitrary usage; experimental 
language or “zaum’” was an element in the Oberiuty of russian futurism. irina seems to use the 
term to criticize what she sees as nonsense language usage in modernist works (and has me think-
ing of a not uncommon reader’s reaction to Finnegans Wake).
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produces a work endowed with a sort of postmodern “transense,” the sort 
that never would have passed censorship. Meanwhile, in her comments, she 
reads the foreigners’ works (published in what was traditionally a carefully 
censored literary journal) in a manner common to Soviet literary criti-
cism. here the contradiction enacted in her initial praise (“Bolee interesno 
i po-chelovecheski” [More interesting and compassionate], “udachnee” 
[successful]) and then abrupt dismissal of the foreigners’ literature are dem-
onstrations of how a Soviet critic, in working against the censor, might 
try to disguise a fragment of nonconformist opinion amidst a negating 
mass of criticism. “Transense” itself is a qualified term of aesthetic value 
in erofeev’s own critical lexicon, but to uphold the irony he makes it an 
object of irina’s disdain, in the same way that he ensures that irina heaps 
insults on the dissident writers and kudos on Sholokhov.49 her readerly 
qualities position her in an ambiguous zone between Soviet aesthetics and 
subversive or alternative russian aesthetics.
as a censored, sexual Thing of beautiful sublimity, irina is not supposed 
to try to insert herself into russian discourse, but she is nevertheless com-
pelled to do so. why? i suggest that, in her roles as fallen woman, genius 
of love and pure beauty, and writer, she desires the desire of the other, 
the Soviet russian Symbolic, in three stages. First, she wants to encounter 
a desiring other in the person of vladimir Sergeyevich. Second, after his 
death, she seeks to fulfill the desire of the big other: a patriotic, selfless 
sacrifice for one’s country implied in Soviet ideology and martyrdom nar-
ratives, including that of Joan of arc. Finally, her extraordinary beauty is 
related to the sublime. her decision to plunge into a marriage in death 
with her grotesque ghost-groom signals a desire for the sublime experience 
and for escape from an impossible life. her approach to death is apocalyptic, 
yet oriented toward a future.
Plagued by the psychosis that this fantastic pregnancy has brought about, 
irina displays signs of a split subjecthood in her writing throughout the 
text. while all subjectivity is basically barred or split, in Russkaia krasavitsa, 
that barred subjecthood, the porno-graphed self in fragments, is dramati-
cally emphasized in order to signify a crisis in Soviet literature and society 
owing to the weighty, judgmental demands of its ruling ideology. while 
others perceive irina as an obscenely sublime presence in the Soviet world, 
always in excess, she insistently tries to assert herself into collective visions: 
49. See “russia’s Fleurs du mal” for a concise yet detailed assessment of the changing landscape 
of twentieth-century russian literature. in erofeev’s explanation of late and post–Soviet literature, 
he describes alternative literature as drawing inspiration from diverse sources: “it adores the ‘transense’ 
of the Oberiuty and hollywood blockbusters, pop-art and guitar poetry, Stalinist skyscrapers and 
western post-modernism” (xiii).
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by making a scene at the Conservatory; by posing seductively for a foreign 
magazine photo-spread; by traveling into the countryside, appealing to a 
crowd of villagers, and running on the battlefield as a parodic russian 
Joan of arc; by agreeing to cooperate with the two Soviet journalists who 
will smooth her image over. irina’s bodily and textual crises of coherence 
occur because she is not apprehended by others in the way she aims to 
be apprehended. in Burkean and kantian terms, her sublimity cannot be 
fully apprehended. To others, even admiring others, her body is excessively 
beautiful. her attempt to use it as a discursive image or symbol, especially 
with the art of love and sex, is met with censorious reaction.
irina’s crisis as subject can be related to lacan’s explanation of the ego’s 
role in subjectivity and its core relation with death. in his view, the subject 
needs the ego in order to have access to the “symbolic reality” (The Ego, 
210). The ego intimately links to the subject’s “primitive gap” and thus to 
death. he further explains,
The relation of the ego to death is an extremely close one, for the ego is a point 
of intersection between the common discourse, in which the subject finds 
himself caught, alienated, and his psychological reality. in man, the imaginary 
relation has deviated, in so far as that is where the gap is produced whereby 
death makes itself felt. The world of the symbol, the very foundation of which 
is the phenomenon of repetitive insistence, is alienating for the subject, or more 
exactly it causes the subject to always realise himself elsewhere, and causes his 
truth to be always in some part veiled from him.
This basic account of the alienated subject can be seen as dramatically 
exaggerated in irina’s case in Russkaia krasavitsa. as an apocalyptic anatomy 
of her life and self, irina’s narrative shows how the subject-narrator searches 
for meaning for herself in her relations with others. Part of that drive is 
to derive meaning from, or creatively contribute meaning to, the Soviet 
symbolic. But her attempts do not lead her to a stronger, more defined 
sense of self.
as we have noted, irina’s originality as beauty is complicated in its reflec-
tion or echo in numerous literary, historic and spiritual predecessors, from 
nastasya Filippovna and anna karenina, Pushkin’s “genius of pure beauty,” 
Tiutchev’s “murderous” love, and Blok’s beautiful lady, to Joan of arc and 
Mother russia. Many of these women’s narratives are based on suffering, 
love, and beauty. irina’s narrative incorporates the larger trend in russian 
literature and memoirs to live and present one’s life in terms of creative 
martyrdom. however, the more irina tries to analyze and describe herself 
and the events from different angles, the more she moves toward madness, 
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despair, and death. it is as though writing brings her perilously close to an 
actual encounter with death.
The portrayal of a subject trying to inscribe herself into a highly regi-
mented, judgmental symbolic has had many variations in literature, some 
of which include an overt or underlying presupposition of a porno-graphic 
dynamics. For example, eighteenth-century literature abounds in such texts 
(e.g., Clarissa; Moll Flanders). For female protagonists’ representations of the 
self, the conflict often lies in their written (confessed) version of sexuality 
versus versions held by others (family, society).50 irina’s deep conflict is 
between life and death; her bisexuality and her embracing of the role of 
“genius of love” signal a lack of typical neurotic repression.
Unlike the other novels discussed in this book (Ulysses; Lolita; Tiempo de 
silencio), which involve men’s drive to know and find value in sex (what i 
called earlier epistemic and ethical drives), the woman’s narrative of Russ-
kaia krasavitsa works from a feminine core of knowledge. irina, therefore, 
does not share the variations of the male fantasy of coming to know the 
desiring female other. So what is irina’s fantasy? her writing and actions 
reveal a desire to become incorporated into the Soviet dominant fiction. 
She despairs because her fabulous sexual beauty, her genius of love, should 
have earned her love from her lovers and others, not abandonment, rejec-
tion, or censure. The man’s and woman’s approaches to the porno-graphic 
self complement each other in that they are demonstrations of the will to 
judgment. That judgment promises to supply meaning and love.
The pornographic premise contained in confessional women’s writing 
about themselves is that the reader might learn about her intimate, sexual 
secrets and encounter the desiring woman’s voice. The confessional mode 
implies that the subject has committed some kind of transgression and 
is called to judgment. Such writing, if it would be pornographic, should 
promise fullness (explicit, naturalistic detail), pleasure (sensual and narra-
tive detail), and a revelation of the desiring woman (she really wants sex). 
Russkaia krasavitsa takes these premises of the pornographic genre and turns 
them to postmodern use as ironic modes of producing a meaningful text 
about the taboo woman in Soviet society. irina’s discursive art involves 
censoring stratagems to present a multifaceted, intertextual image of her 
ideal self, her heroic life, and her romantic love relationships.
although the confession shows a will to be judged, it also functions as 
50. See Steven Marcus’s Other Victorians for a discussion of the intersection of novels and por-
nography. in Sexual Anarchy, elaine Showalter explores how victorian, fin-de-siècle, and twentieth-
century female protagonists are conflicted by inner oppositional desires and deconstructs some 
masculine narratives of repressed or conflicted sexuality by applying these to female subjects (e.g., 
a woman as dr. Jekyll and Mr. hyde).
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a defense against harsh judgment (ideological and social censure) and shows 
that the woman’s desire consists of censored fantasy and a will to be loved. 
in irina’s case, that fantasy involves the subject’s desire to be interpellated 
by the big Other (Soviet ideology personified in leonardik). The usually 
censored sexual obscenity is thus related to, and derives meaning from, the 
Symbolic as represented in Soviet law, literature, and other discourses.
irina’s narrative is characterized by its splitting of point of view (selfhood 
as “i” and “you”), its apparently incoherent sequencing of events, and its 
frequent associative and critical comparisons and commentaries. her text 
works toward disclosure (thus toward an openness or explicitness), but 
many of her discursive moments and strategies complicate that disclosure 
by disavowal, contradiction, delay, embellishment, and lack of control. These 
very censoring strategies in narrative help to produce the complex image 
and signification of the desiring subject.
irina’s writing partially fulfills the pornographic desire to read the desir-
ing woman’s enjoyment of sex (especially men’s sex). while she uses some 
explicit language and expressions, she is not always a sexually desiring 
or willing subject. For example, at times, she admits to feeling like the 
awkward schoolgirl in pigtails when speaking of her early years in the 
countryside, a time when her father began his incestuous abuse of her 
“nakatilo na menia neposredstvennym obrazom” (53) (in a brutally direct 
way) (60), causing schoolmates to tease her since first grade. This ridicule 
crushed a girl who had yet to show signs of sublime beauty: “a byla ia 
na redkost’ krupnaia maloletka, s glupeishei rozhei, dvumia kosichkami i 
robkoi kosobokoi ukhmylochkoi. Ochen’ byla zastenchivaia, do dikosti, v 
zhenskoi bane stesnialas’ razdet’sia, i v dushe ostalas’ takoi navsegda” (54) 
(i was an unusually big girl for my age, with a foolish expression, two 
pigtails and a bashful, lopsided smirk. i was very shy, timid as a deer, i was 
embarrassed about undressing in the girls’ bathhouse, and in my soul i have 
remained the same) (61).
irina’s writing and speech shift readily from the poetic to the candid 
in discussing delicate sexual issues in her adulthood: “vpervye ia chust-
vovala otvrashchenie k proslavlennomu korniu zhizni. dato nedoumeval. ia 
sama vialo nedoumevala. Tvoi miasistyi otrostok mne vovse ne interesen!” 
(158–59). (For the first time i felt an aversion to the sublime root. dato 
[an occasional lover] was perplexed. i was a bit perplexed too. “your dick 
doesn’t interest me at all!”) (196).51
Our final point of examination of irina’s split subjectivity takes us to 
51. note that the novel’s english translator chose a different word to convey the flattening 
effect of irina’s remark to dato; instead of “dick,” she actually uses a comically porno-poetic term, 
“meaty shoot.” her words, nevertheless, offend the macho georgian dato.
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two examples of postmodern pictorial representation. By this i mean the 
writing of paintings and photographs in literature. hutcheon notes how
[p]ostmodernism’s relation to late capitalism, patriarchy, and the other forms of 
those (now suspect) master narratives is paradoxical: the postmodern does not 
deny its inevitable implication in them, but it also wants to use that “insider” 
position to “de-doxify” the “givens” that “go without saying” in those grand 
systems. Thus, it is neither neoconservatively nostalgic nor radically revolution-
ary; it is unavoidably compromised—and it knows it. (115)
as beauty and sublimity are often strongly related to the visual,52 it seems 
no mistake that erofeev would include some pictorial representation in his 
narrative to document russian beauty (as we noted earlier with the inter-
text of Manet’s Déjeuner). The two pictures, done at very different points in 
time, frame irina ideologically as a russian product. The first is the picture 
of her great-grandmother, a portrait in oils that irina keeps pinned above 
her bed and later to her mirror to better compare faces (19; 16). The image 
of this woman from the pre-revolutionary past, whom irina resembles, 
connects her to something unspoken and unknown, to an image that can 
be seen in one direction, from the present to the past. irina knows that she 
has inherited her pride from this great-grandmother. instead of an icon or 
crucifix, the worldly female ancestor’s portrait watches over irina. irina’s 
photo-graph narrative of this image explores a diachronic facet of her sub-
jectivity, the pre-revolutionary remnant that will not be dismissed.
irina’s prized picture indicates her pre-Soviet values of class, property, 
family, and respected femininity: “von, posmotrite, u menia prababush-
ka—stolbovaia dvorianka iz kalinina! von portret, pisannyi maslom! Sover-
shenno shikarnaia zhenshchina, bezdna obaianiia, dekol’te, nadmennyi vzor, 
dragotsennosti. ia vse prodam, poidu po miru pobirat’sia, no portret ne 
prodam [ . . . ]. a probabushky ne prodam! eto pamiat’” (66) (look, there, 
my grandmother—she’s a member of a long-established family of russian 
gentry from kalinin! There’s her portrait, painted in oils! a supremely 
elegant woman, masses of charm, décolleté, a haughty mien, jewels. i’ll sell 
everything, i’ll go around the world begging, but i won’t sell the portrait. 
[ . . . ] But i shan’t sell my great-grandmother! it’s a memento) (77). The 
picture and the woman are considered one and the same. irina insists that 
the resemblance between her and this woman is “nesomnennoe” (indubi-
52. while Burke explores sublimity and beauty in various forms, the visual form tends to 
dominate. See lyotard’s appreciation for Burke over kant in terms of laying out an aesthetics for 
future avant-garde artists (“The Sublime and the avant-garde”).
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table). it is possible that the woman anastasiia Petrovna addressed in the 
novel’s penultimate chapter’s suicide note is this great-grandmother.53
The second photo-graph combines the magazine photo-shoot and irina’s 
narrative of this event. her descriptions of the photographic images provide 
a kind of fantasy narrative to explain the concept. The photographer x 
compares his art with renoir’s; but irina prefers to leave the overly fleshy 
renoir women in the past, stressing her russianness: “a vy podberite dru-
goi kliuch, i voobshche uchtite: moia krasota ochen’ russkaia!” (134) (you 
take another approach and remember: my beauty is russian!) (165).
Often literary pornographic moments are characterized by comic, lyrical, 
and fantastic descriptive style and gaps which leave the rest to the reader’s 
imagination. weeks points out how “pornotopia” suspends time and place, 
offering instead “the kind of boundless, featureless freedom that most 
pornographic fantasies require for their action” (269). weeks explains how 
the “essential imagination of nature in pornotopia [ . . . ] is this immense, 
supine, female form” (272). irina’s lyrical-melodramatic recounting of her 
photo-shoot demonstrates the paradoxical combination of verbal outpour-
ing (ecstatic, pornographic woman’s voice) and the withholding of explicit 
detail (censoring to create fantasy):
[Fotograf] ozaril iarkim svetom moiu zreluiu krasotu i velikolepie, i akhnula 
ksiusha v ladoshku, divias’ potaennoi roskoshi, i prishel v izumlenie besstrastnyi 
professional, povestvuia ob odinochestve istinnoi vdovy, [ . . . ] i otkrylas’ ia, i 
chernye tonen’kie chulki podnialis’ v vozdukh, i oglianulas’ ia v polusumrake, 
privetstvuia radostnogo chitatelia, i plachu, [ . . . ] vspominaia bezvremenno 
minuvshego supruga, no vot uzhe raskrasnelas’ ot odinokoi muki shcheka, i 
uchastilos’ nerovnoe dykhanie, i prikrylis’ vospalennye, otumanennye slezami i 
dumami glazki [ . . . ]. (134–35)
[The photographer’s lights] illuminated my mature beauty and magnificence, 
and ksyusha covered her gasps with her hand, amazed at the secret splendor, 
and the dispassionate professional is dumbfounded, as he composed the story 
of the true widow’s loneliness, [ . . . ] and i open up, and my black stockings 
rise sheer in the air, and i glance back in the half twilight, greeting the joyous 
reader, and i weep, [ . . . ] remembering my spouse, who passed on before his 
time, but look, my cheek has already blushed red from solitary torment, and 
my uneven breathing is getting faster and faster, and my inflamed eyes have half 
closed, eyes dimmed with tears and perfume [ . . . ]. (165–66)
53. The name may refer to the Princess golitsyna (anastasia Petrovna). 
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irina’s breathlessly pastiched, erotic, photo-graphed narrative of her 
image expresses a fantasy of woman’s desire: to be desired by admiring 
others and not to attain full explicitness. artistic censoring here functions 
to produce desire, to eliminate aspects of harsh judgment or crude reality 
from the moment, to suggest the illusion of securing a romantic self or 
a romantic lover. as opposed to the notion of the passive pornographic 
model, irina actively constructs and delivers her photo-graphed pornotopia 
in modeling and writing. The passage also ironically anticipates a russian 
readership’s poetic-romantic (and at times clichéd) taste, including mystical 
predilections for sentimental essentialism and soulful transformations.
The results of the photo-shoot are equally significant: her naked image 
and scandalous identity (a leading Soviet figure’s “widowed” mistress) on 
the covers of foreign magazines and tabloids create a political stir. despite 
the authorities’ efforts to suppress the issue, some copies of irina’s sexual 
image reach regular readers. The porno-photographic image of her body 
(and subsequently the photo-graphed version of it in her writing) crosses 
the lines of Soviet censorship and enters public discourse, “de-doxifying,” in 
hutcheon’s terms, master narratives of coherent, whole Soviet ideology.
irina’s eventual fate in death is also forecasted in these events. in her 
photo-graphed account of the photo-shoot, she points out that, “chernye 
tonkie, bezo vsiakikh kruzhev, chulki stoiat budto ramki nekrologa, i 
skvoz’ tkan’ traurnogo rubishcha svetitsia zakatnym svetom izgib” (135) 
(the black and sheer stockings, without lace trimming, stand like the black 
frame of an obituary notice, and through the fabric of the mourning rags 
shines a meandering light, a dusty and winding road, with the light of 
sunset [ . . . ]) (166).54
The image of a death notice around her textualized sex is ironically 
counterbalanced by irina’s recounting of the accompanying tabloid-style 
invitation to readers: “vy budete seichas imet’ vozmozhnost’ sami ubeditsia, 
chto kraSOTa POBeZhdaeT SMerT’! (eto krasivo!)” (139) (now you 
can discover for yourself that beauty conquers death! [Magnificently put!]) 
(170).55 her posing in black parodies nastasya Filippovna’s portrait in a 
simple black silk dress. The caption parodies in promotional jargon (“vy 
budete seichas” [now you . . .]) the dostoevskian phrase “Beauty will save 
the world,” replacing the messianic idea with that of conquest (a more 
54. as Christopher Barnes has pointed out to me, the translation lacks the suggestion of the 
curve of irina’s thigh or body which is “shining through the fabric of her mourning rags with a 
sunset glow.”
55. her textualized sex frames the whole novel with birth and death imagery: the novel opens 
with her gynecologist’s fantastic vaginal journey to survey her impregnated womb; as she closes 
her narrative, irina bequeaths her sex to the people (327–79).
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erotically loaded phrase) and connecting beauty to the apocalyptic theme. 
Just as beauty alone cannot save the world, beauty cannot conquer death. 
The suffering widow irina echoes the inspirational suffering glimpsed by 
the desiring Myshkin in nastasya Filippovna’s photo-graph.
The two pictures of irina, apocalyptic russian beauty and genius of 
love, provide visual frames for her narrative and split subjectivity. The 
first picture, the treasured portrait of her great-grandmother whom irina 
resembles in beauty and pride, places irina in a pre–Soviet russian category. 
The second, the erotic photo-essay, projects a russian irina of death and of 
the future in the no-place of pleasure and desire. These images each signal 
woman as a potential source of fantastic beauty, love, power, freedom, and 
pleasure outside the Soviet censorship. yet, paradoxically, as we have seen, 
irina’s postmodern position of dispersal and lack also shows her artistic 
incorporation of censorship values.
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we started our investigation, these four novels may have 
seemed strange bedfellows. This investigation has established 
how these texts, representing four distinct instances of barrier-breaking 
publishing at four different points in the twentieth century, share an invest-
ment in critical explorations of sexuality, and through these, the artistic 
censoring of sexuality.
Sexuality and the act of writing are centralized in these works as poten-
tial transgressions and as mediations between the individual and society. 
The narrative techniques and themes highlight the symbiosis of writing 
and censoring practices. in Ulysses’s “Circe,” with the adaptation of the 
dramatic format to the narrative, the dialogue and stage directions expose 
the human subject’s inward confrontation with his fantasies; these fanta-
sies are predicated on narratives of judgment. The dialogue and directions 
largely pertain to the mental worlds of Bloom and Stephen. in this way, 
Joyce makes exterior and actually stages the inner conflicts of the desiring 
men in nighttown. Joyce’s emphasis on characterization in “Circe” makes 
dramatic discourse perform like a narrative of dreaming and inner mono-
logue. while the writing tends toward revelation and openness, on the 
one hand, the men’s inner conflicts are depicted as negating, masochistic, 
and nostalgic. Stephen’s and Bloom’s experience of sexuality derives from 
unpleasurable judgments and trials of the self. in this way, while superficially 

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a chapter about two men’s midnight trip to a prostitution district, a trip 
suggesting release and access to unruly sexual freedom, it turns out that 
the men enter a realm as heavily regulated as the rest of dublin, both by 
others and themselves.
Bloom’s masochistic transformations into a suffering novice female pros-
titute and savior of dublin, martyred for his sexuality, show a desire to 
be judged harshly and to enjoy erotically such judgment. For Stephen, 
sexuality is assigned a forbidden space of freedom in which art and desire 
can be practiced. his fantasies involve pleasure in punishment of the self 
and martyrdom, as well as negating fantasies of achieving a hypermasculine 
ideal in paternal figures like Shakespeare. Stephen’s insistent idealization 
of yeats’s “who goes with Fergus” draws him toward a nostalgic, retro-
gressive place in an idyllic but ambiguous irish past. altogether, the two 
men’s voyeurism, exhibitionism, postponement, narcissism, and masochistic 
posturing are indicative of complex performative, solitary masculinity, in 
which the traditional phallic man and dominant discursive sexual arrange-
ment are marginalized.
with Lolita and Russkaia krasavitsa, the character-narrator in both 
instances is an unusual hybrid of the pícaro (or pícara) or rogue who pro-
vides a confessional text. in humbert’s case, his writing both reveals and 
disavows alternately his sexual abuse of the girl dolores haze. Meanwhile, 
irina tells her story in a whirling series of returns and digressions to 
moments in the plot of her life: as a postmodern mimetic version of the 
russian beauty and martyr characters in literature, irina’s beauty is censored 
for its sexual transgressiveness and lack of coherence with Soviet ideology. 
in both novels, the character-narrators’ writing and lives are interwoven. 
Their sexuality is reencountered and artistically censored in their writing. 
whereas humbert is framed as a criminal monster, camouflaged in postwar 
middle-class america, irina’s narrative depicts her as an impossible martyr, 
whose extraordinary sexual beauty is not sufficient to save russia.
in Tiempo de silencio, the two main narrative voices, those of the omni-
scient narrator and the protagonist Pedro, develop through Pedro’s thoughts 
and acts; through this character, the novel configures sexuality as potentially 
liberating pleasure, a source of scientific knowledge, and a site of pain and 
damage. Pedro’s interpellation into Spanish master narratives of triumphant 
defeat and isolation criticizes Franco’s regime, a complicit society, and a 
complacent or cynical middle class and body of intellectuals.
in each of the novels, the style and forms of writing impose specific con-
ditions on the writing of sexuality. with these modernist and postmodernist 
works, one aim of writing is to relate the inner workings of the mind, to 
transcribe thoughts, fantasies, and perceptions. This psychological emphasis 
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on character and writing in the twentieth-century novel brings together 
the social- and publication-censorship concerns on the one hand, and, on 
the other, the psychic, mental censorship of the human subject. The authors 
in this study prioritize this collision of inner and outer worlds in the form 
of the protagonists, who each offers, to some degree, cases of neurosis or 
pathology, exaggerated examples of human subjectivity and of problematic 
symptoms. The most pathological of the characters studied is humbert. This 
pedophile attempts to seduce the reader by explaining how the girl dolores 
haze is mimetic of his former love annabel; then his fantasy nymphet and 
lover “lolita” partially screens dolores. his narrative often aims to conceal 
or camouflage (censor) his abuse of a child by overlaying it with the nar-
ratives of the fairy tale, the frontier bride, the fallen woman or seductress, 
and the beautiful woman as revered, loved object.
irina’s state of mind approximates psychosis by the end of her text. her 
split subjectivity is presented in her writing in self-observation (“i” and 
“you”) and in her experiences as harshly judged woman. Moreover, in the 
novel’s fantastic context, she is both of this world and called to a world 
beyond her Soviet russian reality, to her former lover vladimir Sergeyevich. 
her necrophilic union with this Soviet ghost removes irina from the text 
and from her place in the Soviet world. her attempts to fulfill a martyr’s 
narrative as a russian Joan of arc, as a new russian beauty, do not succeed; 
her fantastic potential to absorb the world’s evils remains unappreciated by 
Soviet russians.
Bloom and Stephen are also subject to fantastic visions or hallucinations. 
although these visions express their inner fantasies, they appear as though 
real and able to interact with the protagonists. in what could be seen as a 
dramatic version of a series of long sessions, each man revisits his desires, 
fears and memories, largely in the form of fantasies. Both men demonstrate 
forms of masochism; the elements of judgment and suffering in both cases 
are crucial for developing a sense of censored sexuality. Bloom’s masochism 
is luxuriously and often comically explored in numerous wild scenarios 
in which he becomes victimized, often by women. Meanwhile, Stephen’s 
masochism is largely moral, deriving from the weighty institutions of the 
irish family, the Catholic Church, and the British empire, as well as the 
awesome influences of literary precursors (notably yeats and Shakespeare).
Perhaps paralleling Stephen, we find in Pedro another moral masochist. 
Pedro is at once attracted to and repulsed by sexuality, and his fantasies of 
sexual pleasure, investigation, and pain in the woman’s body are imbricated 
in his cancer research. Pedro’s series of misadventures lead him to a sort of 
triumphant failure, or victory of the fatalist. For he condemns himself to a 
pleasurable but complacent life in the provinces as a doctor, while fulfilling 
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a Spanish master narrative of defeat in assimilation and isolation, symbolic 
castration, and martyrdom, as shown in his comparisons between himself 
and the martyred San lorenzo (St. lawrence) who was toasted on both 
sides. while in a heroic novel, a doctor takes the role of healer or therapist, 
in this satirical novel, Pedro the doctor moves toward a masochistically 
pleasurable existence.
while the novels suggest sexuality as a potential realm of freedom and 
pleasure, they tend to deny a fulfillment of such a view by insisting on polit-
ical and social problems and concerns that condition sexuality and sexual 
pleasure. in this way, the works transcend pornography (pornography in the 
sense of literature designed almost exclusively with the aim to arouse sexu-
ally), because they complicate and question the basis of men’s pleasure in 
pornography and, on a broader level, sexuality. in this way, the novels fulfill 
Bakhtin’s principles of the modern dialogic and heteroglot novel. Sexual-
ity is made dialogic, referring to two or more narrative perspectives, and 
opening interpretation to critical review by the reader. The novelists also 
involve many societal strands in their works, using heteroglossia to represent 
conflicting or contrasting social perspectives. in “Circe,” Stephen parodies a 
French presentation of a brothel act (“vive le vampire!”); the Continental 
brothel collides with the provincial dublin brothel (“Parley-voo!”). Bloom’s 
hallucinations rearrange Jewish, legal, colonial British, irish, and feminine 
discourses. Lolita’s teacher Miss Pratt spouts supposedly enlightened psy-
chological jargon at a masked pedophile (humbert). in Tiempo de silencio, 
Pedro’s mind alternates between the medical discourses of his study and his 
prurient interests in the female (and male) body. irina’s voice in Russkaia 
krasavitsa brings together the discourses of pornographic fantasy in photog-
raphy with dostoevskian hope that beauty will save the world.
Fantasy offers a space for artistic exploration of sexuality and censor-
ing of it. The many fantasies of “Circe” integrate both sexuality and the 
protoganists’ concerns related to the family or society. in Lolita, humbert’s 
fantasies dangerously mediate and collide with his acts in reality. in con-
trast to the devious plotter humbert, Pedro passively allows himself to be 
manipulated, in part enticed by his own fantasies of sexuality and ambition. 
in all of these cases, men’s desires, when acted upon, affect others nega-
tively, especially women. Their desires in fantasy form reflect back on the 
masculine subject in negating and judgmental ways. Russkaia krasavitsa turns 
the narrative tables by considering a woman’s point of view. as a russian 
beauty, irina is mimetic of certain former literary and historic russian 
beauties, who meet a tragic and early end.
if censoring helps to create the fantasy that is the sexual relationship, 
then sexuality also helps us to understand the dynamics of censoring. The 
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protagonists of all four novels come to define themselves in relation to, 
or in contrast with, their countries’ ideologies and dominant fictions. This 
commonality shows that sex does not take the individual further away into 
some private, unregulated realm. Sexuality, despite the illusion of its private, 
personal pleasures, is a regulated domain; sexual pleasures are a product of 
regulation and signifying structure. The novelists highlight their protago-
nists’ concomitant social isolation and integration in order to meditate on 
the relationship between the modern human subject and society: how do 
we live in the world with others? in each case, the political, social, and 
cultural specificities are emphasized and cannot be divorced from consid-
eration of their respective protagonists and crises: Ulysses is a novel about 
1904 colonial ireland, Lolita about postwar america, Tiempo de silencio about 
Francoist Spain, and Russkaia krasavitsa about Soviet russia.
The differences between the novels’ settings in liberal democracies and 
repressive regimes are not stark. Tiempo de silencio and Russkaia krasavitsa 
stress the alienated individual’s position in a strongly regimented society 
that pretends to have a homogeneous unity. Similarly, Lolita and Ulysses 
show how alienated individuals’ erotics are derived from confrontations 
with the dominant fictions of their societies. The individual does this not 
so much through analysis, but through erecting his or her own fantasies 
and crises. Those fantasies and crises, when focused on sex, are produced 
through a creative filter of censorship and with the rules and prohibitions 
of society in mind.
n
applying censoring and judgment entails eroticism; the will to law involves 
an erotic drive to be loved in the form of judgment. The conflict of choos-
ing between love and sexuality (or finding a reconciliation or compromise) 
is at stake in the censoring of sexuality. Censoring itself is an eroticized 
function, in its play of affirmational and negating techniques.
Censoring’s role in determining ethical meaning and value is dramati-
cally emphasized when it comes to sexual references because at stake is the 
subject’s potential loss (i.e., of love, parental love, of meaningful structure). 
These novels tend to reconfigure love in the form of lack and mourning, 
suggesting a crisis or negation of love. in “Circe,” Stephen and Bloom both 
mourn loved ones: Stephen mourns a dead mother whose Catholic ver-
sion of the law stifled him; Bloom mourns an infant son, the fantasy of an 
unfulfilled love of purity and promise. Both men mourn, in effect, a filial 
loss of self, an authentic self: themselves as once dearly loved sons. humbert 
frames his narrative with mourning and regret; he has stipulated that his 
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text be read only once dolores has died. his supposed “love,” not shown 
to her in her lifetime, is expressed in part as mourning. Pedro has experi-
enced keen erotic interest in both Florita and dorita; when he remembers 
their deaths, particularly Florita’s, he is implicated in guilt. although he is 
not an actual murderer, he has been involved contiguously in their deaths; 
moreover, as dorita’s fiancé, he mourns in a way that replaces her with new 
concerns, the life as provincial doctor he is traveling toward. irina’s love for 
vladimir Sergeyevich, made difficult and unfulfilled during his lifetime, is 
transformed into an erotic mourning, as explored in several episodes: her 
running on the field as a russian Joan of arc; her sexual intercourse with 
him as a ghost lover-groom; her erotic photo-shoot in which she seduces 
the viewer as the mourning widow; her pregnancy and eventual submission 
to her groom’s wishes to join him in the afterlife. none of these novels 
present love as a successful, life-affirming element; love is made impossible 
in each narrative, in part through censoring mediations with sexuality.
Mourning can be seen as a developmental stage in human subjectivity, 
on a symbolic level, and not just as an actual mourning of a deceased loved 
one. lacan explains how the function of the superego (which administers 
the subject’s collection of sources of the law) is constructed on the founda-
tion of mourning: “Oedipus’s mourning is at the origin of the superego, the 
double limit—from the real death risked to the preferred or the assumed 
death, to the being-for-death—only appears as veiled. [ . . . ] [a]ny alert 
author locates the final term of the psychic reality we deal with in the 
ambivalence between love and hate” (Ethics, 309).
For lacan, mourning may mask or conceal not only love but hate; 
mourning is an ambiguous response, involving a kind of domination or 
mastery. Oedipus’s mourning of his father involves a recognition that 
Oedipus has taken the father’s place; the son can occupy the place of the 
law. also in mourning, the mourner can regret the loss of powerlessness 
and innocence. The superego is closely related to the psychic censor; both 
oversee and regulate the subject’s thoughts and actions. in Lolita, humbert 
constructs a confessional narrative predicated on death. his mourning of 
“lolita” attempts to renegotiate his transgression of the law. Stephen’s and 
Bloom’s mourning involves reconsideration of their roles as (symbolic) 
fathers, who would occupy the place of the law, rather than their more 
familiar roles as sons, in which they can act pleasurably, erotically dreading 
parental censorship. Pedro arguably resists mourning altogether in order to 
remain in the position of masochistic son in his paternalistic society. Russ-
kaia krasavitsa, another confessional narrative predicated on death, presents 
the protagonist’s attempt to become the Soviet heroine and enter the domi-
nant fiction by using her sexuality, her unspeakable beauty or sublimity. 
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her erotic mourning of vladimir Sergeyevich, the canonized Soviet writer 
(her “leonardik,” “a legend in his lifetime”), positions her as potentially 
empowered to negotiate a russian renaissance; ultimately, however, her 
beauty and writing lead her to death, not to new life.
all four texts filter instances of sexuality through the context of the 
individual and the body. This mode of presentation emphasizes how 
sexuality determines the outwardly desiring aims of our subjectivity and 
a misapprehended belief that the physical body will yield meaning, value, 
love, or truth. in “Circe,” the body is most pleasurable as fantasy and in 
various masks and disguises. Bloom’s own body is transformed, dressed up 
in various costumes, and dies several times in his eroticized encounters 
with the judgment of the Other (family, Jewishness, irish society) and 
others (desiring women). Both Bloom and Stephen reenact masochistic 
fantasies of identifications with Christ’s martyrdom; Christ’s mutilated, 
revered body erotically presents a version of the loved child. The imagi-
nary bodies of dead loved ones haunt Bloom’s and Stephen’s fantasies of 
negating or censorious desire, provoking unpleasure (the awful cancerous 
specter of May dedalus) and pleasure (the fairy image of rudy). humbert 
cloaks the childish body of dolores haze with the womanly and fantastic 
guises of “lolita” as nymphet, Carmen, fallen woman, and eternal love 
object. in his confession, he seeks to render his pleasure in the girl’s body 
sensible by veiling it with his various aesthetic discourses and his narrative 
maneuvers that partially reveal and conceal the obscenely abused body 
of the prostituted child. Pedro’s contact with Florita and dorita, along 
with his confrontations with himself in the brothel and the prison, signals 
his belief that one can find a certain truth in the body; his dedication 
to scientific research and medicine emphasize his fixation on the body 
and the possible knowledge it can reveal. Finally, irina’s extraordinarily 
beautiful or sublime body is the actual site and framing context of her 
narrative; she writes the textual story of her body, beginning and end-
ing with her negated sex, in an effort to make it speak, and therefore 
to produce some kind of truth. in all of these novels, the body of the 
other is at once the site of desire, sexuality, and knowledge. The novel-
ists problematize critically the body of the desired other by making it a 
conflicting site of pleasure and transgression in the terms of the respective 
social and political contexts.
By extension of the sexual human body, the novels explore the twin 
issues of pornography and prostitution. On an uncritical level, these resources 
serve men’s sexual pleasure; the novels reconfigure critically pornography 
and prostitution so that the characters’ involvement in these realms, and 
society’s participation, are highlighted and offered for judgment. given the 
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twentieth century’s dramatic change in the status of women in europe 
and north america, the social contexts of pornography and prostitution 
become more apparent. The novels’ prostitution theme dramatizes mod-
ern man’s troubled negotiation with women’s changing status. Joyce and 
Martín-Santos show women’s economic dependence on prostitution in 
harsh economic times. although these authors recognize that men may 
approach the brothel with their fantasies, and that part of the “profes-
sion” encourages those fantasies in order to conduct business, they also 
dramatize women’s perspectives, including the local political and legal 
authorities’ hypocritical accommodation of prostitution. nabokov shows 
how the prostitute can emerge from the figure of the child (e.g., in the 
case of the French adolescent prostitute Monique); further, humbert’s 
fantasy of a sexual-love relation with his “lolita” is debunked by the fact 
that he is compelled to bribe and pay her for sexual cooperation. in all of 
these novels, prostitution does not provide access to love, although it can 
provide the site for fantasized desire. in Russkaia krasavitsa, irina’s status is 
left ambiguous: while not a prostitute, her love for vladimir Sergeyevich is 
brought into question by his maintaining her partially as a secret mistress. 
like other fallen women (e.g., Moll Flanders), irina believes that she has 
negotiated marriage and love in exchange for sex. erofeev thus returns to 
the critical question, already posed by Chernyshevskii in the nineteenth 
century (Chto delat’?; What Is to Be Done?), of the status of women in their 
relationship with men: marriage and prostitution are not oppositional, but 
rather tangential in that both institutions place the woman in a situation of 
economic dependence on man. Ulysses, Lolita, and Tiempo de silencio visit 
this intersection of prostitution and marriage in critical ways as well. For 
example, Bloom’s fantasies of his wife (and of himself) deploy prostitution 
motifs; humbert’s marriages, and his relation with dolores, bleed into the 
sphere of prostitution; la vieja ensnares Pedro in an engagement to her 
granddaughter (that would benefit her family economically) by essentially 
pimping the young dorita.
Pornography, or the writing of prostitutes (writing about them or by 
them), is integrated critically in all of these texts. while the novelists make 
use of certain narrative techniques related to pornographic writing (e.g., 
confession; fantasy), they embed these in modernist and postmodernist 
styles in order to create ironic, self-reflective texts that problematize poten-
tial pornography and aestheticize erotic language. Their artistic censoring 
produces critical and aesthetic versions of the sexual self. By endowing 
literary sexual contexts with ethical meaning (i.e., indicating the subject’s 
responsibility for the other, or lack thereof), the authors of these texts 
make the often taboo subject of sexuality an ethical domain of human 
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relations and conduct to be explored and questioned. in framing sexuality 
in dramatic, ironic, nondidactic ways, they leave much of the judgmental 
activity to an implied reader.
The judgment that the novels’ protagonists bring to weigh upon them-
selves functions as an evaluation or census taking, as a form of censoring 
(in that original dual sense of censura as moral evaluation and property taxa-
tion). These novels’ underlying prostitution motif blurs the border between 
our potential, modern sexual liberation and a possible devaluation of our-
selves and others. These novels reprioritize sexuality as meaningful to their 
societies and as a vitally important theme in art, not just to be celebrated 
or deplored, but to be questioned and judged. They present sexuality in 
a manner particularly reflective of our problematic interpersonal relations, 
especially power relations between men and women and between the soci-
ety and the individual. The personal inner world of sexual desire and artistic 
censoring—what constitutes fantasy—is integrated into these narratives, so 
that the distinctions between society and the individual are questioned, and 
an interpersonal and dialogic perspective is prioritized.
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Ulysses
1.  while early chapters of Ulysses were published in serialized form in the Little Review, 
the U.S. Postal authorities confiscated two issues, the January 1920 issue (second half 
of “Cyclops”) and the July–august 1920 issue (second half of “nausicaa”). The new 
york Society for the Suppression of vice lodged a complaint, citing “nausicaa.” The 
final serialized chapter (the first part of “Oxen of the Sun”) was published in the Sep-
tember–december 1920 issue.
2.  with the court proceedings of February 1921, editors of the Little Review were con-
victed of publishing obscenity and publication ceases.
3.  Sylvia Beach published Ulysses in 1922 in book form under imprint of her Paris book-
store, Shakespeare and Company.
4.  U.S., english, Canadian, irish, and other Customs authorities regularly from 1922 to 
1933 seized and confiscated copies of Ulysses. The U.S. ban’s strictness extended to the 
post office.
5.  From 1925 to 1927, Samuel roth, a well-known publisher of pornography and erotica, 
without Joyce’s permission, attempted to publish an expurgated version of the novel 
in serialized form; roth then attempted publishing bootlegged editions of the whole 
novel. his efforts were often curtailed by local authorities.
6. in december 1933, in the case The United States v. Ulysses, Judge John woolsey, U.S. 
district Court, ruled that Ulysses was not obscene and could be published in the United 
States. The end of the ban resulted in its gradual removal, such as in great Britain in 
1936.

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lolita
1.  in 1955, the novel was published by Olympia Press in Paris. Owing to market censor-
ship, especially publishers’ concerns for possible court actions after publication, nabo-
kov could not find a willing U.S. publisher.
2.  in 1956, the British home Office influenced censorship in France. great Britain’s 
Customs were seizing Lolita along with other Olympia publications. The home Office 
asked the French authorities to ban Lolita, along with other books from Olympia 
Press.
3.  in 1957, Lolita was signed to be published in the United States by g. P. Putnam’s Sons; 
nabokov cut his ties with girodias. in august 1958, the novel was published success-
fully in the United States. The United States did not ban the novel, despite the ongoing 
censorship activity in great Britain and France.
4.  From 1956 to 1958, British Customs seized copies of the novel.
5.  in January 1958, the French ban was ruled illegal. at the end of that same year, France’s 
Conseil d’état found favor on the part of the Ministère de l’intérieur for taking action 
on Lolita and the French ban was renewed.
6.  in 1958, the British used the novel as a case study for the formulation of a new obscen-
ity bill to update and revise the old nineteenth-century law for obscenity that had used 
the Hicklin rule. after the new Obscene Publications Bill (1958), Lolita was published 
in great Britain by the then fledgling publishers weidenfeld and nicolson (1959).
Tiempo de silencio
1.  First edition with one of Spain’s leading literary publishers Seix y Barral was published 
in late 1961 with some passages and episodes heavily censored. Until 1965, the various 
print runs maintained this censorship.
2.  in the 1966 edition, most of the censored passages were restored.
3.  Subsequent editions maintained the state of restored 1966 edition.
4.  in 1980, Seix y Barral published an “edición definitiva” (definitive edition), reprinted in 
1993. This edition actually appears identical to the 1966 and subsequent editions. The 
“definitive edition” of 1980 (and subsequent reprints) is longer in pagination, but does 
not seem to restore any previously censored passages according to my comparison of 
segments and the overall text. it does not include additions from a manuscript or notes 
that were never submitted to the censor.
Russkaia krasavitsa
1.  The first edition of Russkaia krasavitsa (Moscow: Moskovskii rabochi, 1990) was lightly 
censored; several sexual or other offensive words were replaced by dashes or ellipses 
(words such as “blow job” or “whore”).
2.  with the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, erofeev sought to republish the uncen-
sored novel. in 1994, Molodaia gvardiia  published it without any suppressions (Russkaia 
krasavitsa: Roman, rasskazy).
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